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THE SECOND NUCLEAR ERA

Alvin M. Weinberg
Institute for Energy Analysis

Oak Ridge TN, USA

The Discovery of the Nuclear Chain Reaction

Fisson was discovered late in 1938 and the first paper announcing this discovery ap-
peared early in 1939, and it is exactly 50 years since that. It is particularly appropriate
that this conference is held in Hungary because I need not remind any physicist that the
nuclear chain reaction is in many respect a Hungarian invention. I am sure many of you
have read the account by Leo Szilard how in the year 1934 he was walking along a street
in London, after having read in a newspaper that Rutherford was quoted to have saitl
that the release of nuclear energy in a large scale was impossible. He says in his memoirs
that he was always annoyed when people at very high places made statements for which
there was no real justification. Therefore while he was walking along the Southampton
Row and stopped at a red traffic light, it suddenly occurred to him that if one could find
a nuclear reaction in which two neutrons were released when one neutron was absorbed
then it would be possible to establish a nuclear chain reaction. As Szilard says the idea
of nuclear chain reaction became an obsession for him, and he tried to raise money in
England to examine every element in the periodic chart from this point of view but he was
not successful in getting funds. First he thought that a n —> 2n chain reaction based on
beryllium ought to work. At that time the nuclear masses were not known very accurately,
therefore Szilard did not realize that all the n —> 2n reactions (including beryllium) known
at time were endothermic, not exothermic. Eugene Wigner very recently told me that he
had talked to Szilard that time and he pointed out that the beryllium n —• 2n reaction wns
probably endothermic. But this did not deter Szilard: he took a secret British Admirality
patent in the year 1935 describing nuclear chain reaction based on the n —» 2n reaction of
beryllium. So when uranium fission was discovered, the Hungarian Leo Szilard was clearly
the fine example of the prepared mind. All he had to do really was to substitute uranium
for beryllium, and then the elementary arithmetics contained in the original patent was
immediately enough to describe the nuclear chain reaction.

Associated with Leo Szilard was Eugene Wigner, who planted a lime tree in Bala-
tonftired in 1976 what you might have seen. His discoveries in theoretical physics are very
well known. Perhaps less known is the story of the famous letter which initiated the whole
nuclear enterprise. Leo Szilard and Eugene Wigncr - with Edward Teller acting as their
chauffeur - visited Albert Einstein in 1939 and in a letter Einstein directed the attention of
President RooseveH to the possibility of fission bomb. There is a misunderstanding about
this letter. The historians usually say that this letter was written by Szilard and Wigncr,
and Einstein simply signed it. This is incorrect. Wigner as an authority in this respect
says, that Einstein did not know about fission. So Szilard gave him a 20 minutes course



in fission physics. Einstein understood it very quickly, and immediately appreciated what
was it about. Then Einstein dictated a letter in German. Wigner wrote it down, later
Wigner translated it into English. The official version is Wigner's translation of Einstein's
letter.

I first met these Hungarians in late 1941 when we began to converge on Chicago to
work on the so-called Metallurgical Project. (This was the code name for the nuclear
weapon project.) It is not an exaggeration to say that although Fermi was the primary
scientific brain at the Metallurgical Project, Wigner was surely equal scientifically, and
Wigner had a great aptitude also in engineering. (You know that he studied as an engineer.)
Eugene Wigner must be regarded as the first nuclear engineer.

The First Nuclera Era

By the spring of 1944 Wigner's small group at the Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory
completed its preliminary design of the Hanford reactors. (The whole work was done in
4 months. Now a similar construction takes about 400 months.) By April the Hanford
Project was pretty well completed, and the Laboratory turned some of its attention to
other applications of fission. A "New Piles Committee" was organized to exchange ideas
for these new applications. The committee met weekly for three months during the spring
of that year. Among the dozen-odd participants were luminaries such as Wigner, Szilard,
Franck and Allison, as well as several youngsters - Gale Young, Philip Morrison, Fred
Seitz, Ed Creutz, Lee Ohlinger and Weinberg. At these meetings, we presented conceptual
designs, and back-of-the-envelope calculations, of reactors for central station power plants,
submarines, direct conversion to electricity, . aiation of endothermic chemical reactions,
and production of plutonium. We considered reactors moderated by graphite, beryllium,
light water, and heavy water; cooled by water, gas, and liquid metal; and with homogeneous
and heterogeneous arrangements of the fuel. Those were the days when "inventing" a new
combination of fuel, moderator, coolant and configuration, was an everyday occurrence,
simply because no one else had thought about these matters.

Our thinking at the time was dominated by a belief that uranium was very rare. (Phil
Morrison reported at the April 28, 1944 meeting of the committee that not more than
20 000 tons of uranium was in sight in the whole world); and that separated 239Pu or
235U was always going to be rare and expensive. These beliefs probably resulted from
the project's compartmentalization - very few at Chicago had much idea either of the
geology of uranium or how the isotope separation by diffusion was progressing; in any
case, little was known about uranium geology, and the diffusion plants were doing badly
at the time. Thus Fermi's and Wigner's focus was strongly on breedings; only if breeding
succeeded would nuclear energy become an important source of energy. (Incidentally, the A
word "breeder" was nowhere mentioned at the New Piles Committee. It was coined by Leo
Szilard later in 1944 during a conversation between him, Eugene Wigner, and myself.) This
early emphasis on breeding greatly influenced the earliest thinking on the future of nuclear
energy; indeed, breeding was regarded as a primary technical aim of reactor development.

At the 1955 International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in
Geneva, I estimated that, if one considers every plausible moderator, coolant, fuel, neu-



tron spectrum, and reactor configuration, one could identify at least 900 different possible
reactors, none of which is obviously impractical. In the 45 years since the New Piles Com-
mittees met, about twenty different combinations have been embodied in sizeable reactor
experiments, and probably an equal number have received some serious design. The tech-
nology has settled on oniy five major reactor types: light water cooled and moderated
(LWR), either in pressurized water (PWR) or boiling water versions (BWR); heavy water
(PHWR); graphite moderated, steam cooled (LWGR) like Chernobyl; gas-cooled graphite
(GCR); and liquid metal cooled fast breeders (LMFBR). The world's total nuclear capacity
in operation and under construction is now some 427 GWe or about 16% of the world's to-
tal installed electrical capacity. The total nuclear electrical energy produced last year was
around 1650 terawatt-hours, which is more than 16% of the world's electricity, and about
6% of the world's primary energy. Thus as we contemplate the technological achievements
of nuclear energy - and here I speak only of peaceful applications - this widespread use
of fission as a source for 16% of the world's electricity must be regarded as extraordinary:
from Hahn and Strassman's discovery of fission to producing almost as much electricity as
hydro in 50 years. Too often in todays's climate of nuclear uncertainty, we overlook this
achievement.

The LWR is the dominant power reactor; of the world's 500-odd reactors (including
those under construction), about 85% are moderated and cooled by light water (Table).
If one adds the 300 or so light water reactors that now power the world's nuclear navies,
this number increases to well over 90%.

TABLE
WORLD NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS BY TYPE, 1988

Operable
Under construction

Total

#Units
432
114
546

GWe
326.5
99.9
426.4

Reactor
Type
PWR
BWR
GCR
PHWR
LWGR
LMFBR

%
Operates
61.7
22.3
5.0
4.7
5.2
0.8

GWe
201.5
73
16
15
17
3

%Under
Construction
72.1
8.2
1.3
9.9
7.1
1.4

Total
GWe
272
91
17
25
24
4

%
Total
63
21
4
6
6
1



As one who was involved in the original decision to power Nautilus with a light water
reactor, I have never outgrown my astonishment that LWR became the dominant reactor.
After all, light water was chosen originally for the submarine because such reactors are
compact, and at least in principle, relatively simple - not because light water recommended
itself as the best choice for generating electricity cheaply. To achieve compactness, we had
to use highly enriched uranium, and at the time enriched uranium was very rare and
expensive. Moreover, to retain the simplicity of its core design, the original Nautilus
prototype simply burned 235U, without generating any new fissile material. Given our
impression at the time that enriched uranium was very scarce, we could not visualize a
light water reactor ever producing electricity at a competitive cost.

Two developments changed our perception. The first largely, I think, attributable to
Karl Cohen, was that gaseous diffusion when fully rationalized, would produce enriched
uranium at costs sufficiently low to allow its use in LWRs. Cohen occupied an all-but-
unique position in those early days - he was probably the only person at the time who
possessed an intimate knowledge both of gaseous diffusion and nuclear reactors. He had
participated in the development of the original theory of the diffusion cascade at Columbia
in 1942. When Harold Urey was banished to Chicago by General Groves in 1943, Cohen
also came to Chicago to work with Wigner on the design of heavy water reactors. Cohen
therefore was the first to command a detailed understanding of both reactors and diffusion
plants. As matters turned out, slightly enriched uranium was eventually produced at a
price that could be afforded in civilian reactors. The second change was in the outlook for
uranium ore. Remember, Philip Morrison spoke of 20 000 tons of uranium worldwide; by
the late 1940s we realized that uranium was much more plentiful - as it turns out, at least
1000 times more plentiful than Morrison had estimated. Thus the incentive for breeding
was very much diminished - a situation that persists to this day.

Besides submarine propulsion, economical power, and breeding, other incentives mo-
tivated reactor development in the decade following Hiroshima: propulsion for aircraft,
propulsion for rockets, compact power plants for out-of-the-way military bases or for space,
commercial shipping, and, of course, research. Of these only research was an unqualified
success; air and space propulsion were too difficult, and were bypassed by conventional
power systems, and package power and commercial ships (except for the Soviet icebreak-
ers) were uneconomical, though space reactors may be practical. But high powered research
reactors, moderated with light or heavy water have been extraordinarily successful - both
for the intense fluxes of neutrons they have made available to researchers in many scientific
fields, and for the radioisotopes that are now taken for granted in industry, medicine and
research.

The first high powered, high flux research reactor, the MTR, profoundly affected
the whole course of Light Water Power development. This reactor was the first to be
moderated and cooled by light water. It operated for 20 years at Idaho Falls before being
replaced by more advanced reactors. Its maximum thermal neutron flux of 4 * 1014/cm2s
exceeded that of any other reactor by an order of magnitude. The prototype Nautilus
(Submarine Thermal Reactor, STR) was in many ways a pressurized version of the MTR.
Significantly, the STR was conceived by people at Oak Ridge who worked alongside those
who were responsible for the MTR. Some of the key ideas for Nautilus - for example,



that zirconium would not corrode in very hot water, and the canned rotor pump - were
provided by Sam Untermeyer who had worked on MTR as Eugene Wigner's engineering-
assistant.

Was pressurized water for commercial power chosen because it was obviously the best
choice? Not as I remember the matter. It was chosen for Shippingport after President
Eisenhower had vetoed the Navy's proposal to build a nuclear aircraft carrier powered
by a larger version of the Nautilus power plant. A demonstration of a power plant that
would operate as part of an electrical utility was being urged by the American Atomic
Energy Commission. The only reactor that was on hand was the one designed for the
cancelled aircraft carrier - what was more natural than to rescue Rickover's carrier reactor
by putting it on land, and operating it as part of the Duquesne Company's grid?

Given that LWR was chosen largely as a matter of expediency, was this a bad choice?
At the time, Calder Hall, a Magnox, gas-cooled power reactor was operating; the CANDU
was in final design; the Soviets had operated a small version of their RBMK; and two small
prototypes aimed at breedings, Zinn's EBR-I and Oak Ridge's Aqueous Homogeneous
Reactor, had operated. The Atomic Energy Commission hardly had a serious alternative
to choose from, given its desire to demonstrate a peaceful use of nuclear power. To have
diverted effort from the main light water line would have involved risks - and the arguments
favoring the alternatives were not really compelling. After al!, they too were expedient,
not "best" choices: Calder Hall was an outgrowth of the Windscale plutonium plants, just
as the Russian Obninsk was a variant of their plutonium producers: and CANDU, based
on natural uranium, was an outgrowth of Canada's NRX experimental reactor.

The two primary aims of nuclear power - inexhaustible energy (i.e. breeding) and
economically competitive electricity - both have been demonstrated. The breeding ratio
in France's sodium-cooled PHENIX has been shown to be 1.13: and Admiral Rickover's
thorium-based 233U seed-blanket light water breeder, has been shown to have a breeding
ratio of around 1.01. The Russian breeder achieved above 1 as well. These demonstrations
of actual breeding have passed rather unnoticed. I regard them as extremely important
since we now can say with certainty that nuclear fission, based either on breeders that burn
very low grade ores, or uranium extracted from the water of the ocean represent an all but
inexhaustible source of energy. And, as I have already described, the goal of economically
competitive nuclear electricity has been demonstrated in many places. What, has not yet
been demonstrated is electricity in a large scale breeder that is cost-competitive today.
The largest breeder, the 1200 MWe Super-Phenix is too expensive and the same probably
can be said of the light water breeder. On the other hand, if successors to Super-Phcnix
could be built more cheaply - a very likely prospect - or if the life of a breeder reactor
could be extended to, say 100 or 150 years (instead of the planned 30-40 years), the cost
of the electricity over the entire lifetime could become competitive.

Super-Phenix has placed a cap on the cost of electricity for many future generations, if
not for millenia, and this cap is surely less than twice current costs of electricity. Whether
fusion or solar electricity will match this, and will eventually displace the breeder remains
to be seen. I therefore regard nuclear energy today as having all but achieved the priiu.uv
goal we set for it: an inexhaustible energy source at a cost that ought not to escalate even
as high grade ore is exhausted.
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The Age of Anxiety

As one of the surviving participants of the New Piles Committee, I should feel very
good: our main aim, expressed 45 years ago - power breedings - has been achieved! And
competitive electricity from non-breeding light water reactors, a goal that we hardly consid-
ered important at the time, is a reality in many places. But, despite these extraordinary
successes, nuclear energy hangs in the balance, and is all but dead in many countries.
From among the larger countries, only France and Japan have green lights for nuclear
power development. What went wrong, and how can we set it right?

Let me return to the New Piles Committee. Fermi even then seemed to sense that
nuclear energy might encounter public opposition. I quote from Ohlinger's report of the
April 2G, 1944 meeting of the New Piles Committee, at which Fermi outlined his ideas for
a fast breeder that fed its fissile plutonium to small satellite power plants: "There may be
nontechnical objections to this arrangement, for example, the shipment of Pu to smaller
consuming plants offers the serious hazard of its falling into the wrong hands."' And I can
remember as if it were yesterday, though I cannot document it, Fermi's pronouncement at
one of these meetings, that for the first time mankind would be confronted with enormous
amounts of radioactivity; we must not assume that this will be accepted easily by society,
he warned.

Fermi's warning is proving to be closer to the mark than the optimistic predictions of
early enthusiasts such as myself. One explanation for this turn of events is that the dawning
of the Nuclear Age has coincided with the dawning of what I call the "Age of Anxiety".
Although life expectancy in most of the developed world has increased enormously since
the turn of the century, we are much more anxious about survival - as individuals, as a
society, and ei-en as an inhabitable Earth - than ever before. We worry about low levels of
chemical insult, about the possibility of nuclear obliteration, about irreversible pollution
of the planet. All of this is greatly exacerbated by television, and by new trends toward
participatory democracy. Some of our worries are justified: nuclear war, possibly the
greenhouse effect, possibility of a catastrophic accident like Chernobyl or Bhopal. Some
are without scientific justification - like exagerated claims that radiation (or many other
toxins) at levels much lower than background pose any hazard to health. But in the Age
of Anxiety the public does not distinguish between those worries that are real from those
that are unjustified.

In the nuclear case, we must distinguish among the public's primary concerns. First,
there is proliferation of nuclear weapons. I would judge this to be a worry that is justified,
but as not evoking great public concern.

The second worry is radioactive waste disposal. We must remember that James Co-
nant, President Roosevelt's personal monitor of the Manhattan Project, predicted in 1953

.„ that nuclear power would not be worth the candle because waste disposal proved to be
" intractable. The public is by and large convinced that Conant was right: wastes are the

?jjj public's main concern about nuclear energy. Yet I would insist that wastes fall largely
jj into the category of unjustified concerns. The reason is that, onoe the spent fuel has been
i; removed from reactor, and has been dispersed in a cooling pond or in a disposal cask,

there is no longer enough energy being generated to cause widespread dispersal of large
amounts of radioactivity. No analysis of a high level depository, including the accompany-
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ing transport system, has identified a credible accident that disperses really large amounts
of radioactivity over really large amounts of land. An accident that imposes non-stochaftic
doses to a very few people in the immediate vicinity of a depository - yes, though with
small probability; or an accident that imposes very low doses on large numbers of people -
also possible. But an accident of the scale of Chernobyl, that imposes large doses on large
groups of people - no. And if, ts I believe, the weight of evidence supports the view that
doses of X-ray at less than background are hardly harmful, and ma; even be beneficial, I
would insist, that the public's concern over wastes is much exaggerated - is a manifestation
of our fearfulness in this Age of Anxiety.

Not so with the possibility of a reactor accident. As Rasmussen has estimated in 1975
and as Chenr 'yl showed in 1986, an uncontained meltdown of a large nuclear reactor
could be a catastrophe of immense proportion. Unlike waste disposal, it can impose large
doses on large number of people as well as contaminating large tracts of land. The risk
as perceived by analysts is considered to be the probability of mishap multiplied by the
consequence:

R=P*C

But we now realize such probabilistic estimates of risk do not satisfy the public. Safety
must be determistic, not probabilistic. This idea which was followed by the General Electric
Company is putting a containment vessel around the Submarine Intermediate Reactor.
Because the containment is there, no matter what happens in the reactor the radioactivity
cannot get out. Thus "absolute" containment made the reactor deterministically, rather
than probabilistically safe.

"Absolute" containment could not be assured in very large reactors, yet economics
dictated increased size of reactors. Though at 200 MWe containment was "absolute", no
one could guarantee this, in the case of the complete meltdown of a 1000 MWe power
reactor. In the case of Three Mile Island there was no complete meltdown, but it is
doubtful whether a containment vessel would have been able to hold all the radioactivity.
At 1000 MWe and above one has to compromise between probability of an accident and
economy. One cannot say that the risk is zero. The nuclear community has tried to deal
with this reality by invoking probabilistic arguments: the a priori probability is very small,
say less than 10~6 per reactor year, or even lower for accidents as large as Chernobyl. It
may be that with sufficient education the public can be taught to accept these probabilistic
argument. But I don't think the public accepts such probabilistic arguments, even when
the numbers show the absolute dangers are comparable to the dangers accepted in other
more familiar technologies, such as hydro-electric dams. What the public seems to want is
to return to the situation when an engineer would say "This is safe", not "This is relatively
safe", or "The probability of an accident that causes unacceptable consequences is a small

$ number, like 10~6/reactor-year".
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The Need for a Second Nuclear Era

It would be very nice to have an unlimited source of electricity not for the price two
or three times higher than now but for the current price. There are countries which do not
possess enough fossil fuel, Hungary is one of them. For these countries the nuclear energy
maybe a very attractive option. (Here in Hungary you have the Danube river for cooling.)

The question is: can we develop nuclear reactors whose safety is deterministic, not
probabilistic, and which, if developed, would meet the public's yearning for assurance of
safety not simply assurance of the probability of safety? This is the task that has engaged
many nuclear engineers in a search (now 10 years old) for an inherently safe reactor. (Prof.
Szatmary will speak about it.) Now in some sense, a device that produces 200 megawatts I
of aflerlieat and is immune from meltdown under every circumstance, conceivable and in-
conceivable, is a contradiction in terms. But a device whose safety depends on the working
of immutable laws of nature, with a minimum of interventions either mechanical, electri-
cal, or human - a device in short whose safety is so transparent that the skeptical elite,
as well as the informed public will regard it as safe - this I regard as eminently possible
and worthwhile. There are now at least two ideas for reactors that are largely inheretly
safe - the SECURE-P (also known as PIUS) of the ASEA-ABB company of Switzerland
and Sweden; and the Modular HTGRs of General Atomic Company in the U.S. and of the
KWU Company in Germany. Argonne is developing a metallic-fuelled small breeder that
embodies almost as many passively safe features as do these two. The advanced develop-
ments sponsored by Westinghouse and General Electric aim at producing relatively small
reactors that are incremental improvements over existing LWRs, yet provide substantially
more passive safety than do existing reactors. I cannot say where the quest for inherently
safe, or at least transparently and passively safe, reactors will end. Will it lead to a Second
Nuclear Era, risen from the ashes of Chernobyl and Three Mile Island, in which the public
accepts reactors as safe - not because quantitative arguments predict a very low probability
of an accident with unacceptable consequences - but because the safety of these reactors
are understandable and plausible? Or will the Second Nuclear Era dwindle in a chaos of
recrimination and protest because the public simply cannot be convinced, even by reac-
tors that embody passive and inherent safety? What the public's reaction will be surely
depends on the alternatives to, and upon the incentives for, nuclear power in the next 50
years. As for incentives, greenhouse may be key (see the Basel Manifesto of European
scientist elsewhere in this Volume, saying that the equivalent of 2 tons of coal/person/year
must be covered as a minimum from non-fossil fuels). I have estimated that to make a dent
on greenhouse, the world might have to build about 5000 very large reactors, producing
about 3 • 1020 Joule of primary energy pur year. Such a nuclearized world is impossible if
the core melt probability is as high 10~4/reactor years - since this leads to a core melt
every 2 years. And as Chernobyl, even Three Mile Island showed, a single core melt of ^i
the magnitude of Chernobyl puts an end to nuclear power in many countries. The public ./
may regard greenhouse as worse than Chernobyl, and may not demand inherent safety as ' ' '
the price of a second nuclear era. I would not count on this though; I believe the nuclear
community, descendants in a way of Fermi and the New Pile Committee, have no choice
but to pursue these ideas for passively safe reactors.

For in a way there are alternatives to nuclear. There was no heavenly-ordained require-
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ment that the age of fossil fuel be replaced by the age of fission, nor a cosmically-ordained
anthropic principle that required that the neutron multiplication factor in fission to exceed
1 so that a chain reaction be possible, or exceed 2 so that breeding is possible. Had fission
not been available we would, willy-nilly, be conserving energy at a much faster rate than
now, we would be pushing fusion even harder - and as a last resort, we would turn to solar
energy. A solar world in which primary energy is 3 times as expensive as it is today is
hardly an impossible world, especially since in such a world, energy would be much more
strongly conserved than it is now. We would not be condemned to a Malthusian poverty,
were the only reactor upon which man depended for energy located 150 million kilometers
away from the Earth.

But Hahn and Strassman's discovery of 50 years ago and God's providence in adjusting
the nuclear constants so as to make a power breeder practical have given us another option.
We nuclear engineers of the first nuclear era have had success, yes, with our 500 commercial
reactors, and our practical breeders. But the job is only half-finished. The generation that
follow us must resolve the profound technical and social questions that are convulsing
nuclear energy. The challenge is clear, even the technical paths to meet the challenge are
clear. All of us old-timers wish we will be here to see how these challenges are met; but
even if we shall not be here, we wish you well in fashioning an acceptable Second Nuclear
Era!
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INHERENTLY SAFE REACTORS
Zoltan Szatmary

Central Research Institute of Physics and Eotvos University
Budapest, Hungary

The idea o-f the inherently safe reactors- was seriously considered
first after the TMI-2 reactor accident. Several concepts have been
formulated which became even more important after Chernobil. Both accidents
made it clear that safety is the central issue: another such accident uould
probable result in fatal consequences for the future use of nuclear power.

For the case of pressurized water reactors, the Rasmussen study
estimated the probability of an accident 1 tad ing to meltin9 of the reactor
core to be 0.00005/reactor/Vear. TaKin9 into account the S00 existing or
being built reactors, the expected number of such accidents is 0.3 by the
end of our century, fissuming a Poissonian distribution, this means that the
probability of that at least one such accident will happen before the year
£000 is

-0.3
1 - e = 0.E6

i.e. it is as much as 1 in 4.1"t is too high a r isK to be allowed for
especially if it is taken into account that the uncertainty of the
Rasmussen estimate is a factor of 10. It is highly desirable to reduce this
core melt probability by at least one order of magnitude. There are tuo
ways of achieving this: improving the existing reactor designs or going
over to principally new reactor concepts.

BacKfitting of existing reactor designs

fill of the main manufacturers of pouer reactors have introduced
seueral modifications as a result of which the core melt probability can be
reduced by as much *s 50 to 100 times. In order- to illustrate this, tuo of
them will be considered here: the Westinghou&e PUR and the Soviet VVER.

The following mod ifications performed by Westinghouse reduce the
core melt probability by a factor of S00:

- increase the water volume above the core,
- d&crease the specific power,
- introduce a 1-fold redundancy in the safety systems,
- separate control and safety systems from one another,
- improve control room and system d iagnost ics ,
- increase the volume of the pressur izer ,
- m&Ke the design of the containment more conservative,
- use automatic control of the water supply at the secondary side of the
steam generator,

- reduce the fast neutron fluence at the reactor vessel.
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The Soviet approach may be classified into ihe -following -four-
groups o-f safety measures:

1/ Reduce the probability o-f emergency situations

- Increase the efficiency of the control rods,
- improve the driving mechanism of the control rods,
- improve the control system ("ASUTP"),
- present more informs* iori to the operator,
- prevent cold rupture of the reactor vessel.

2./ Handling emergency situations

- passive cool ing systems for the case of LOCfl (for which a breaKdoun of
the electric grid is assumed for H4 hours as the initiating event),

- the core cooling is designed for a maximum of 10 tons/hour leaK from
the reactor vessel ,

- prevent the consequences o-f failures in the control system.

3/ Measures for the case of core damage

- cooled plate below the reactor vessel ,
- prestressed concrete containment (up to 8 bars and 178 to 200 *C,
- filter the steam-gas Mixture inside the containment,
- prevent the burning o-f hydrogen.

4/ Improve the safety in

- fire protection,
;. - electric grid,
\ - uater chemistry,
% - independency of the tuin biocKs,

- spare control room outside the main building.

: I-f other power reactor manufacturers- are considered, the itieasures
taKen for increasing the safety are similar. Their common characteristics
is that the core melt probability may be reduced by any required factor if
additional components are added to the existing reactor systems. It cannot
be denied that this approach allows to reach such lou core me 11
probabilities which already can be considered as sufficiently safe. At the
same time, houever, this may not be considered as satisfactory since the
improvement is reached by inceasing the complexity of the design uhich is
already rather complex also without that. In other words, the safety is
improved by means of increasing the costs (against uhich serious objections

/ have already been raised).
(.
fj Inherently safe reactors

In ordtr to f ind other uays. of improving the safety , le t us remind
j| that th« main lesson of the TM1-S and Chernobyl accidents was that the
['! human f a c t o r p l a y e d a d e c i s i v e r o l e i n b o t h c a s e s . The f i r s t and t r i v i a l
' I r e s p o n s e t o t h i s M I S t h a t f u l l s c o p e s i m u l a t o r s h a v e b e e n b u i l t and

e x t e n s i v e o p e r a t o r t r a i n i n g p r o g r a m s h a v e b e e n r e a l i z e d . I n j d d i t i o n t o
t h i s , improved control room designs have been introduced. While the
importance of a l l this may not be denied, there can be no doubt about that

f-
U
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•the best uould be to maKe reactor safety independent o-f both the human
•factor and the correct operation o-f the various safety systems. In other
words! the best uould be to have such reactors the safety of which is
guaranteed by the basic and simplest laws physics (gravitation, hydraulics,
thermodynamics etc.). This is the essence of the idea of inherently safe
reactors. (Several authors prefer to designate this idea by the expression
"passively safe reactors".)

o

fls it will become clear from the examples presented below, these
reactor concepts have the following advantages:

- the chances of a core melt event is insignificant,
- the safety margins are larger,
- they do not require neither operator action nor external power for
handling emergency situations,

- the plants and their operation are simpler.

fill this leads to a reduction of the plant costs and hopefully helps to
build up a more favourable approach of the safety issues in the public.

When speaking of this uay of improving safety, a natural question
arises whether some of the existing reactors have this property or almost
have it. The best example o-f this is the CftNDU reactor type which is very
near to fulfill "the requirements of inherently safe reactors. The framework'
of the present lecture, however, does not allow to analyse this question.

The Swedish PIUS reactor (shown in Fig. 1) is mentioned first as a
promising new concept of inherently safe reactors, fis far as its type is
concerned, it is a pressurized water reactor. The reactor vessel is
submerged in a large volume of borated water contained in a concrete pool.
It has upper and lower hydraulic locKs. The hydraulic conditions (pressure,
temperature and coolant velocity) are such that no borated water can enter
into the reactor while it operates normally. When either the coolant
velocity decreases or the reactor core is overheated, one of the IOCKS

I opens and the operation is stopped. Detailed analyses shou that the reactor
I responds safely to all emergency situations.
f-
'i:
i nil of the existing PWR designs have been developed starting from
:& the ship propulsion reactors in which the reduction of the coolant volume
|:j uas an important requirement. Most of the today'* safety systems have been
]/• added to them later. If PIUS is compared to the existing PUR from this
'£ point if view, it can be seen that the coolant volume is much larger. This
?;. feature alone is an essential improvement: even in the worst case, a ueeK

is needed for PIUS to get into such an overheated state uhich can occur
„ within a feu minutes for a PWR. This time is sufficient to provide -for

additional cooling even in the uorst"loss of coolant" aceident.

This reactor concept has several attractive features. The electric
power output of such a reactor unit is 200 MW. The simplicity of its
design and its small size favour serial manufacturing of the individual
components what is a further adva.nt4.9e from both points of view of safety
and cost.

The other inherently (or passively) safe reactor concept is the
high temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR). It is a graphite moderated and
helium cooled reactor. The first such reactor <fWR> has been put into
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operation at Julich <FRG) in 1967. The out le t temperature o-f the helium
coolant was B50 4C uhich was raised to 350 *C in 1974. This high
temperature maKes i t very e f f i c i e n t both -for e l e c t r i c i t y generation and as
a source of process heat . The -fuel consists of small coated par t i c les
containing the f i s s i l e mater ia l uhich are embedded i ti grô mfe? s p h e r e s . <The
f i s s i l e mater ial is a mixture of enriched uranium and thorium.) The ftVR
project was fol loued by the Schrfiehausen reactor u i th 380 MU e l e c t r i c power
in uhich the helium out le t temperature is 750 *C. Further HTGR projects in
the FRGi

- IBB MWe reactor : e l e c t r i c i t y generation for sms.ll grids or cogener at ion
of steam and e l e c t r i c i t y ;

- modular HTR (200 MUth a u n i t ) ! e l e c t r i c i t y generation for small grids or
cogeneration of steam and e l e c t r i c i t y or high temperature process heat;

- 500 MWe nuclear pouer plants for e l e c t r i c i t y generat ion.

The design of the modular HTGR is shown in F i g . 2 .

The modular HTGR concept is pursued also in the USA where the
coated fue l pa r t i c les are erobadded in fuel rods which are put together into
hexagonal fuel elements. The coolant i& helium the out le t temperature of
uhich is 688 *C. I t flows to the steam generators producing steam with a
temperature of 540 *C at a pressure of 17.34 MPa. The reference modular
HTGR psuer plant consists of 4 modules each producing 353 MW thermal and
140 MW e l e c t r i c pouer output . The plant has £ turbogenerator uni ts u i t h a
t o t a l output of 550 MWe. Each reactor module is housed in a v e r t i c a l
c y l i n d r i c a l concrete enclosure uhich is f u l l y embedded in e a r t h . A common
control room is used to operate a l l four modules and the turbine p l a n t .

The main safety feautures o-f the HTGR reactors are the fo l lowing:

- I t has been demonstrated that the release of f i ss ion products does not
exceed the permissible values even in the case of a. t o t a l loss of
coolant accident . This is due to i ts high surface-to-volume r a t i o and to
i ts low pouer density <3 K i d / l i t e r ) .

- The maximum fuel temperature remains belou 1600 'C even in beyond-design
accidents. (This is * safe l i m i t for preventing f iss ion product
r e l e a s e . )

- 3 - fo ld redundant surface coolers assurea completely passive heat removal
uhich heat up the concrete and the environment.

- The control rods and absorber rods are driven by g rav i ty .
- The temperature coe f f i c i en t is negat ive.

I t uould be hard to predict hou these neu concepts K i l l be able to
influence nuclear pouer production in the f u t u r e . I t is charac te r i s t i c (and
not too promising) t h a t , upon protest of the local community, the
Schmehausen project has been stopped in August 1989. However, taKing into
account that resigning to the use of nuclear power uould have by far more
dangerous consequences than i ts use, we can only hope that these neu
reactor concepts u i l l uin against the negative tendencies of the present .

3, -
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
IN NUCLEAR SAFETY

Morris Rosen, assistent deputy director general
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna A-1400, Austria

The subject of nuclear safety is surely interlinked in many ways with
the themes of this conference. Any meeting which touches on global energy
alternatives and risk education, touches on nuclear energy and nuclear
safety. I will use the ongoing developments in nuclear power safety to
present a number of successful examples of international co-operation, and
then use the attempts to explain nuclear safety as an unsuccessful example of
risk education.

Commercial nuclear power has been with us for more than 30 years, and
with 26 countries operating plants in addition to 6 more constructing their
first, there has been an ongoing global co-operation. The coinciding of
Chernobyl with Glassnost, along with the increasing awareness of the benefits
of common solutions to safety issues, have brought about an
internationalization of nuclear safety. Although the main responsibility for
safety rests with each operator and its government, a primary driving force
expanding international co-operation is the transboundary aspects of nuclear
energy, as vividly demonstrated by the Chernobly accident.

At the non-governmental level the recent meeting of electric utility
executives in Moscow this Hay to inaugurate the World Association of Nuclear
Operators (HANO) demonstrates their desire for further global collaboration to
ensure safe operation. At the governmental level there are regional
mechanisms as seen by the activities of the Nuclear Energy Agency of the
Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development (OBCD) and those of the
Council of Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), the eastern counterpart to OECD,
and by activities of the Commission of the European Communities (CEC). At the
core of the intergovernmental level, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), established more than 30 years ago in Vienna, Austria, serves as the
global mechanism to promote safety. But in many aspects of its work,
co-ordinated planning is required with other bodies having worldwide
membership such as the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the United
Nations Committee on Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCBAR), the World Health
Organization (WHO), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) the International Labor Organization (ILO)
and the United Nations Disaster Relief Organization (UNDRO), to name some.
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This presentation describes some of the more visible and growing
mechanisms for co-operation at the IAEA, above all, those related to
internationally agreed safety standards, to enhancing operational safety of
the more than 400 existing nuclear power plants, to information exchange and
assistance in emergency situations and to a wide range of international
agreements now in place. In concluding I will touch on the subject of nuclear
energy and the environment. Today's 430 reactors account for nearly 17% of
the world's total electricity production. There is a pressing need at both
the national and the international level for all parties in the ongoing energy
debate to vastly improve the communication of factual and balanced information
to the public and to the policy makers. In only this way can the individual
benefits as well as the real risks of each of the competing energy sources be
better appreciated to assure that global environmental needs are met.

Safety Standards

To begin with, let us look at safety standards for nuclear power where
an internationally accepted frame of reference is now in place. Where matters
clearly transcend solely national considerations, internationally recognized
standards have served us well. Through the years, air, sea and rail standards
have fostered safe transport practices worldwide. The same approach has been
taken for nuclear power. In the early 1970's, as the number of facilities
planned and under construction worldwide increased dramatically, the IAEA
undertook the development of a comprehensive body of safety standards.
Completed in 1985, the Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS) programme produced
sixty documents designed primarily for use by countries embarking on nuclear
power programmes. Based on practices of those countries already advanced in
nuclear technology, the five Codes of Practice cover the essential aspects of
safety, that is, governmental organization, siting, design, operation and
quality assurance. They are supplemented by 55 Safety Guides and constitute
an internationally accepted frame of reference for the safety cf nuclear power
plants. Official French, Spanish and Russian versions have been issued.

The 5 Codes were recently revised to reflect current thinking and
experience gained in accident prevention and management. We are also updating
a select number of safety guides in siting, design and operations in view of
major advances in the state of the art.

The NUSS documents are internationally non-compulsory, they are no more
than recommendations to Member States. However, although not binding, they
have been used to establish national regulations. For example, China, with
its emerging nuclear power programme, is adopting the NUSS standards as the
sole basis of its national regulatory requirement. Italy along with 4 other
countries have incorporated the quality assurance documents into its
regulations. In 19B8 the IAEA General Conference re-emphasized its support
through a resolution which states "The General Conference considers that the
NUSS Codes arc international guides for assisting states with A nuclear power
programme in place, or in preparation, in the formulating and implementing of
national regulations and in carrying out actions concerning the safety of
nuclear power plants." The resolution also "invites Member States to inform
the Agency, on a voluntary basis, whether or to what extent the relevant
requirements of their national regulations are consistent with the revised
Code*." The IAEA has received replies from the leading nuclear nations
indicating the consistency of the safety approach now in place.
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In a complementary effort, last year the Agency's 13 member
International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG), established in 1985,
completed its pioneering work on the Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear Power
Plants (INSAG-3). The self standing document does not state any newly
discovered concepts, but reflects the most advanced policies and practices
being pursued at nuclear power facilities. The Basic Principles consist of a
set of 3 objectives and nearly BO supporting safety principles relating to
siting, design, construction, commissioning, operation, accident management
and emergency response capability. The tone of the advisory group's report,
which does not require formal approval by the IAEA's membership, is
intentionally not regulatory, with "shall", "should", and "may" not in
evidence.

INSAG has established realistic safety targets: for existing plants,
the probability of severe accidental damage to a reactor or its nuclear fuel
is 1 in 10,000 years of operation of a well-designed plant; for tomorrow's
improved plants, the target is 1 in 100,000 per reactor year for a severe
accident. Still, if the improbable were to occur, effective accident
management and containment measures at these plants would reduce (by a factor
of 10) the likelihood of significant environmental releases of radioactivity
and the concurrent need for off-site emergency response. Indeed, the
technology and experience base exists to meet these goals.

Standards alone are not sufficient for public assurance that the level
of safety for nuclear power is higher than that for any other viable energy
technology. They need to be vigorously applied by the designers,
manufacturers, suppliers, and operating personnel of nuclear power plants. A
qualified regulatory body can assure this. The IAEA is experimenting with
"peer reviews" of national nuclear regulatory programmes. The peer-review
idea was first proposed two years ago by the O.K., Ireland, and the Federal
Republic of Germany.

There are precedents for peer reviews by international organizations,
notably at the OECD which reviews economic policies and at the International
Energy Agency which reviews energy policies. A typical regulatory peer review
could require at most 2 Agency staff of a possible total of 5 on a given
mission. The Agency's role would be primarily to co-ordinate the reviews by
the invited experts based both on mission results and related research.
Following a request from Brazil, a peer review of the Government's regulatory
process was performed in March by a group of high-level regulators from Italy,
France and Canada. The team examined the status and independence of the
regulatory organization and its review and assessment process, as well as the
licensing, inspection and enforcement procedures.

Operational Safety

But standards and regulations alone are not enough for safety. A shift
in emphasis at the IAEA from the production of standards and guidance material
to a focusing on operational safety occurred in the early 1980's as the number
of nuclear plants in operation worldwide rose into the hundreds and plans for
new units fell off sharply. Today, an integrated system of 4 components
promotes a worldwide feedback of experience. The year 1982 saw the beginning
of an International Incident Reporting System (IRS), followed in 1983 by the
first Operational Safety Review Team (OSART) visit. An Operational Safety
Performance Indicator Programme (OSIP) emerged in 1985, and late 1986 taw the
first mission of an international team solely for the Analysis of Safety
Significant Events (ASSET) at a nuclear power plant.
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The IRS facilitates an international exchange of factual information
about nuclear power incidents and malfunctions. It is the only one in
existence today that is worldwide, with 24 of the 26 nuclear power countries
reporting directly, or for some OECD members, through the Nuclear Energy
Agency'8 (NBA) system. Taiwan which is not an IAEA Member State and South
Africa currently do not participate. The IRS can function in cooperation with
regional schemes as is done with NEA, with which it currently exchanges
reports and convenes joint meetings. A two-fold approach exists; first, to
assist countries in establishing and harmonizing their national systems and
secondly, for reporting events so as to identify underlying and common
problems. Country co-ordinators submit national reports and receive copies of
all other reports for further official distribution only. Although more
active participation is desirable, the 169 reports received in 1988 brought
the database to more than 600 incidents. The USSR has supplied 40 of the
almost 100 reports from CMEA countries. The goal is to receive from each
reactor those safety significant events which are estimated to occur on
average at a frequency of 0.5 to 1 per year.

In a complementary activity, the Agency nakes available on request
specialized investigative teams to conduct on-site in-depth analyses of
operational experience and safety significant events to determine the root
causes of operational incidents. The first visit of such an ASSET solely to
assess safety significant events was Bade to the Rrsko nuclear power plant in
Yugoslavia in November 1986. Six international experts highly qualified in
analysis techniques, and in both the technical and human aspects of operation,
tested methodologies for future worldwide application. A recent mission which
focussed on the effectiveness of the surveillance and maintenance programme
visited the Brazilian Angra plant in November 1988, and pxe-visit discussions
are currently in progress with Spain, with Pakistan for the KANUPP reactor was
Karachi, and with the USSR for the Ignalina station in Lithuania which has the
world's largest power reactors; two 1500 MW units of the HBMK type used at
Chernobyl.

Turning now to OSAHTS, an increasing number of national authorities and
utilities are requesting these Operational Safety Review Teams, which were
first offered in 1983. Typically, a team consists of a dozen highly
experienced safety and operational specialists recruited from nuclear power
plants, utilities, and government regulatory bodies around the world. Each
review takes three weeks on-site with its findings submitted officially to the
requesting authority. These missions are being carried out at a rate of one
per month, and by year end a total of 40 reviews will have been carried out in
21 countries.

OSART missions visited the large Soviet site at Rovno late last year
and have conducted a pre-operational review this summer at the nuclear
district heating plant near Gorky. By 1990 the programme will have reached
almost all countries in the east and west, industrialized and developing. The
effectiveness of the programme in extending international co-operation in
nuclear safety is attested to by the participation of more than 250 experts A
and observer* from 31 countries. The recent review in May of the Byron
nuclear power station in Illinois was carried out by experts recruited from
Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Finland, German Democratic Republic, Federal
Republic of Germany, Japan, Sweden and the USSR, together with IAEA staff
•embers and observers from Brazil, Czechoslovakia and Mexico.
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A report made extensively available to operating organizations and
regulatory bodies worldwide summarized, the significant observations from the
first 18 missions to 12 countries during the period August 1983 to May 1987,
and a second report covering visits completed through 198S was recently made
available.

OSART reviews have shown the need to supplement subjective evaluative
methods and the fourth component of the IAEA's operational safety activities
was initiated in 1985 to develop numerical or more quantitative operational
safety indicators. While there is not yet international consensus on a single
set of indicators, there is a clear trend toward their use even in
developmental form by organizations at the plant, national and international
levels. An initial set agreed upon by US and European utilities have involved
indicators defined in more operational terms and cover items such as plant
availability, radiation exposure and readioactive waste produced.

Experience from the IAEA's operational safety indicator programme
(OSIP) suggests that although the areas of worker safety, environmental
protection and operating reliability are well covered, the fundamental area of
reactor safety is not well tracked. For example, direct assessments of safety
and support system reliability are not generally being done.

The four operational safety programmes of the IAEA reflect the
readiness of countries to co-operate more closely. While the OSART programme
has become the more visible and rapidly expanding one, all four are expected
to continue for the foreseeable future, supporting each other, and adapting to
changing demands. Operational programme highlights of this year at the IAEA
are the first OSARTs to China, CSSR, UK and Poland, the September joint annual
NEA/IAEA review of IRS reports in Paris, the upcoming ASSET visits to Pakistan
and the USSR, and an Open Workshop in Vienna to exchange international
experience on safety indicators.

One final comment concerning operational safety which is not related to
nuclear power. Efforts to enhance safety at the 33S operational research
reactors in 56 countries take on added importance as more than 60% of these
reactors are now at least 20 years old. From 1981 to 1988 the Agency has
performed 50 safety assessments of research reactors in 23 countries. For -
many, modification is a crucial issue, whereas particularly in the developing
world, there are concerns with safety in siting and design of reactors
currently being built. Until recently, there has been little formal safety
guidance available to help national efforts. Thus, in addition to revising
the existing Code of Practice (Safety Series No.35) for the safe operation of
research reactors, we are are actively preparing safety publications
addressing modifications, siting, design, and emergency planning.

International Conventions

:. o Infornation exchange and assistance

| The growing internationalization of nuclear safety has also resulted in
i; • wide range of international agreements covering the early notification of a
S< nuclear accident, multinational assistance for a radiological emergency, civil
'' liability for trantboundary damage from nuclear accidents, and the physical

protection o'i nuclear material.
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The Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident was adopted
in September 1986 and became effective a month later. It has been signed by
72 States. The Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or
Radiological Emergency was also adopted in September 1986 and became effective
in February 1987. It has been signed by 70 States. These Conventions serve
as an international framework for providing information and assistance in the
event of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency. Both the States that
are Parties and the IAEA have specific responsibilities under these
Conventions.

Under the Notification convention the IAEA has two main functions: to
pass on immediately to other countries notification of the occurrence of a
nuclear accident and its location, and promptly, as requested, to provide
relevant information to minimize the accident's radiological consequences.
The Agency must also maintain an up to date list of competent national
authorities and relevant international organizations and their points of
contact.

To meet its responsibilities, the IAEA has set up a 24 hour Emergency
Response System to receive notifications an<1 information and to disseminate
them. The system was formally put into operation on 18 January of this year.
Communicationd can be by telephone, telex and telefax as well as through the
Global Telecommunication System or GTS of the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO). For point to point transmission of relatively short
messages, such as the initial notification of an accident, the more
conventional modes of communication seem best suited. The GTS would provide
for simultaneous transmission of voluminous meteorological or radiological
data to many countries. Special message formats and data entry procedures
needed for the GTS have been developed and communication systems are
preiodically tested.

Under the Assistance Convention the IAEA has resources for the initial
assessment of an emergency, and can forward requests to other States and
organizations, and can co-ordinate any assistance provided. The Agency is
compiling information on experts, equipment-, materials and services that could
be made available by countries and international organizations. It can also
help to prepare emergency plans and needed legislation, to develop training
and monitoring programmes and to evaluate monitoring systems.

The Brazilian Government was the first to invoke the Assistance
Convention in requesting assistance through the IAEA, in responding to the
radiological emergency in Goiania in 1987. The Agency arranged for assistance

.'• of two experts from the United States, for experts through the IAEA technical
-1 co-operation programme, for dosimeters, and for other monitoring instruments
; from Francer the Federal Republic of Germany, Hungary, Israel, the Netherlands
'.• and the United Kingdom. Several countries, including Argentina, France, the
.;:;' Federal Republic of Germany, Israel, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and
% the USA provided other experts and equipment directly to Brazil. In another
v. situation in February of this year. El Salvador requested technical assistance
• in handling an accident involving over-exposure of three persons working at a
'. commercial irradiation facility. Although not a signatory to the convention,

the assistance provided by the Agency was co-ordinated through the Emergency
;. Response System. During last year's Cosmos 1900 re-entry, the USSR had also
*••): notified the Agency that they would invoke the notification convention if
i needed.

t
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o Nuclear damage liability

Where accident prevention and mitigation have not succeeded in
preventing damage from nuclear installations, a comprehensive liability regime
and an obligation to provide compensation for nuclear damages is an important
component of what can be referred to as a nuclear energy safety regime. In
the field of civil liability, the 1960 Paris Convention on Third Party
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy open to OECD countries, and the 1963
Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage have long operated in
isolation from each other. A Joint Protocol that establishes a link between
the two Conventions was adopted by consensus at a Diplomatic Conference,
jointly organized by the IAEA and OECD/NEA, in Vienna on 21 September 1988.

The new Protocol has been signed by twenty States and extends to them
the coverage of the two Conventions. It also resolves potential conflicts of
law that could have resulted from the simultaneous application of the two
Conventions to the same nuclear accident, notably in the case of international
transport. The conclusion of the Joint Protocol constitutes a landmark in the
efforts towards the establishment of a comprehensive liability regime.

The work, however, is not yet complete. In 1986, the IAEA began
consideration of the more difficult question of state liability for nuclear
damage in an effort to establish better protection to potential victims of a
nuclear accident. Most recently the IAEA General Conference adopted a
resolution in which its Board of Governors was requested to continue as a
natter of priority its consideration of the various aspects of liability and
to convene an open-ended working group, which had its first meeting last month.

o Physical protection

A Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material which
entered into force in February 1987 has 47 signitures. During 1988, a further
three States formally ratified it and became parties to the Convention,
bringing the number at the end of 1988 to twenty-five. Although the Agency
has depositary functions, it has not been assigned any direct responsibility
regarding national measures taken to prevent unauthorized possession of
nuclear materials. The Convention requires notification, directly or through
the Agency, of the central authorities and points of contact responsible for
physical protection and for co-ordinating operations in the event of any
unlawful acts. The Agency maintains a current list of these contact points.
As requited by the Convention, a conference to review its implementation and
the adequacy of its provisions is scheduled to be held in 1992.

Other Activities

At the IAEA, other activities have been initiated aimed at further
reducing the risk of serious accidents and limiting their possible
consequences. The Agency is playing a role in ensuring the adequate training
of operating personnel, in better understanding the man-machine interface, in
the harmonization of intervention levels for food, in developing accident
management techniques, in assessing accident risks through probabilistic
techniques, and with increased priority in encouraging an ongoing discussion
of improved safety features and of advanced nuclear power systems. These are
only a few of the more than 30 individual projects currently under way in
nuclear safety and radiation protection.
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Restoring Public Confidence

And finally in closing a few comments about nuclear energy and the
envorionment and the pressing need to vastly improve the flow of factual and
balanced information to the public and to the policy makers. A real priority
task today for those in the international nuclear community, which includes
the IAEA, is to make a much greater professional effort to explain in
understandable terms why they see nuclear power as a safe and acceptable
energy source for the future.

Commercial nuclear power has been with us for over 30 years. The 430
power plants of today which supply 17* of the world's electricity have
accumulated 5000 years of operational experience. Their established record of
successful performance is marred by a single accident which has led to
consequences from radioactive releases.

There is no doubt that the economic and social effects of Chernobyl
were severe, but these as well as the health and the environmental impact must
be put into balance with other grave industrial accidents. The direct health
consequences did not approach the level of the chemical industry's accident at
Bhopal where over 2000 people lost their lives and one hundred thousand were
affected, many with long term health effects. Nor did they approach the level
of the 15,000 dead front a dam burst in India the same week of the Three Mile
Island accident, or even of a recent dam failure in Italy which killed several
hundred. Nor did they approach the annual death toll in coal mines, or in
several notable off-shore oil rig catastrophies such as the one off the coast
of Scotland, which resulted in more than 100 deaths. These comparative facts
do not argue for complacency, but may serve as one frame of reference.

As to the long term health impact of Chernobyl, the results of current
authorative estimates show that the average additional radiation dose to
people in Europe outside the USSR was within the range of the differences in
natural background radiation between various European locations. No single
individual is likely to have been subjected to a dose greater than a few times
that received every year from natural radiation, and no individual's lifetime
risk has been changed to any significant extent by the accident. In the
southern part of the FRG where rainfall resulted in above average exposures,
the population received an additional one-fifth of the dose incurred that year
from natural radiation, the additional amount equivalent to less than a year's
typical medical exposure. The one time Chernobyl accident will have added the
equivalent of 21 days to this generation's total lifetime exposure from
radiation. In the Soviet Union only a long term epidemiological study can try
to tell us the real consequences, but we know the number of additional cancer
cases will be an exceedingly small and probably undetectable percentage of the
millions of cases occurring during the same period due to other causes.

It is of no comfort to add that the environmental fallout from
Chernobyl may be Hatched by the poisoning of the Rhine River two years ago
from 10 tonnes of toxic chemcials washed into the waterway. Both events must
remind us of the ever increasing need to protect the environment from the
effects of industrialization.
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However, nuclear in its day-to-day operation, unlike fossil plants,
generates power without emitting sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere. If the electricity that was generated by the
world's nuclear power stations last year had been generated by the burning of
coal, it would have resulted in an emission of about 1600 Billion tons of
C02 or an additional 10% to the COj emitted froe existing fossil plants.
The average individual dose received each year from nuclear power production
is only a tiny fraction, 0.006%, of that received fro« natural and medical
sources. As for wastes, nuclear wastes are Minuscule in volume compared to
the wastes of fossil fuels and can be isolated almost in their entirety from
the biosphere. A number of comparative studies convincingly show that among
the principal fuels for electricity generation, when the entire production
cycle from mining to waste disposal is considered, nuclear is the most benign,
with the lowest adverse impact on human health and the environment.

Each energy source has some negative effects. With a concerted
international attention to balanced and factual information, the decision
makers may objectively weigh all advice. Their answer to the question, "why
nuclear?", may then be that nuclear power is acceptably safe, nuclear power is
environmentally desirable and nuclear power can be a stable component in a
well balanced energy mix of the future.
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RATIONAL RISK ESTIMATION
RELATED TO THE RADIATION OF ATOMIC BOMBS

Sohei Kondo
Atomic Energy Research Institute, Kinki University

Osaka 577, Japan

Introduction

Reactor accidents at Three-Mile Island and at Chernobyl

convinced roost of the public that radioactive fallout from reactor

accidents is so dangerous to them and the offspring that the

generation of atomic power should be abandoned in the near future.

Many lines of evidence have been accumulating, however, to show

tnat a crisis of greenhouse effects is coming and that its major

causes are excessive use of fossil fuels and the burning of

natural forests. The best alternative energy source is solar

energy, but it will take us a long time to adapt to a solar energy

civilization. For the time being, the generation of atomic energy

will serve as the major energy source in our daily lives.

In this presentation, I give actual data on persons who were

exposed to low doses of atomic bomb (A-bomb) radiation. The

results indicate that low doses of radiation are not as hazardous

to human survival as some geneticists and biophysirists, members

of the International Committee for Radiation Protection and others

engaged in radiation protection have led the public to believe.
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Genetic Effects on Children of A-bomb Survivors

In painstaking, long-term studies carried out between 1948 and

1987, no significant increase in the frequency of genetic

abnormalities was seen in the children of A-bomb survivors.

Untoward pregnancy outcomes

The incidence of untoward outcomes of pregnancy (still births,

major congenital defects, deaths during the first postnatal week)

was 4.78% (408/8537) in children whose parents had received an

average dose of about .50 £v ., and 4.75% (2924/61545) in control

children (1>.

Deaths of live-born children

The frequency of death before the age of 17 years was 6.3K

(737/11736) in children whose parents had received an average

dose of about ,50 $Y , and 6.4X (2494/38953) in control children

(1).

Chromosomal abnormalities

The frequency of aneuploidy and structural rearrangements was

0.52X (30/5762) among children whose parents received an average

dose of ,45 bV., and 0.492! (25/5058) among control children (2.).

Mutations resulting in altered electrophoretic mobility of blood

proteins

The mutation frequency was 4.5x10"^ (3/670000) per locus per

generation among children whose parents had recived an average

dose of .24 Sv., and 6.4xlO"6 (3/470000) among control children.
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Genotoxic Effects on A-bomb Survivors

For three somatic effects, an approximately linear or linear-

quadratic dose-response relationship with radiation was seen,

although a threshold dose was found in some cases.

Mental retardation (5.6)

The incidence of mental retardation among children in Hiroshima

who had been exposed in utero and tested at the age of 17 years

increased significantly above control level, at a rate of about

10" / 3y after a threshold dose of .10-.30 Gy. Radiation from the

A-bomb dropped in Nagasaki caused less severe teratogenic damage

than that from the Hiroshima A-bomb. This difference can be

explained by the fact that only the radiation from the Hiroshima

A-bomb contained a high level of neutrons (see below for details).

Chromosomal aberrations of stable types in peripheral lymphocytes

(7-9)

Chromosomal aberrations in peripheral lymphocytes from A-bomb

survivors have been examined extensively to investigate the

genotoxic effects of A-bomb radiation. The frequencies of

aberrations were scattered widely in individual donors within

subgroups exposed to equal doses; however, clear dose-response

relations were found when the mean frequencies for subgroups at

different dose intervals were plotted against dose.

The average frequency of aberrations in samples obtained in
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1968-80 increased 1inear-quadratically with increasing dose of A-

bomb radiation, as follows (£):

X = & • djc + ex2, (1)

where -± is the J£ frequency of aberration-bearing cells, c_ the

spontaneous rate, d. the coefficient of the linear terra, e_ the

coefficient of the quadratic term and x (Gy) the radiation dose; J

S. = 1.3 (Hiroshima) or 1.4 (Nagasaki), d = 5.4 (Hiroshima) or 1.1

(Nagasaki) per Gy, and e = 1.4 (Hiroshima) or 3.3 (Nagasaki) per

Gy2.

In survivors of both the Hiroshima and Nagasaki A-bombs, the

frequency of aberrations increased with increasing dose only above

an apparent threshold dose of about .10 Gy (9).

Aberration .frequencies are not significantly different in

cells sampled in 1968-71 and those sampled in 1978-81 (7.8). This

finding supports the notion that most of the lymphocytes with

aberrations were replicas of ancestral mutant stem cells, which

had been produced among the hematopoietic stem cells shortly after

exposure to A-bomb radiation and thereafter continued to produce

new cells with specific chromosomal aberration markers.

Soaatic Mutations at the glycophorin A locus in A-bomb survivors(v)

Blood samples from Hiroshima A-bomb survivors who were

heterozygous for codominant alleles N end N of glycophorin A

(a cell-surface glycoprotein on erythrocytes) were used to detect

the following erythrocytes of variant types ('mutants'): M/0
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(having the M form but lacking the N form), N/O (N without M ) , M/M

(expressing the M form twice), and N/N. The results of Jensen

and coworkers (10) can be approximated by the linear dose-response

relationship:

Y. = & * bj£, (2)

where y. is the frequency of mutant cells in the samples from

persons exposed tc dose x (,Gy), a is the frequency in controls,

and b is an average rate per Gy of increase in frequency. On the

basis of a reassessment of samples from the same donors using the

new dosimetry system, DS86, and a modified technique with a single

beam flow-cell sorter (11), & = 24x10"- /locus for mutation M/O or

N/O and 15xlO~* /locus for mutation M/M, and h = 3.3x10" /locus/fy

for mutation M/O or N/O and b_ = 1.4xl0~3/locus/ Gy for

mutation M/M. These values are slightly different from the

corresponding values originally reported (10)•

Cancers in A-ffoab Survivora

| I describe here a classification of dose-response relationships

1 and cancer incidence at low doses.

Dose-response relationships for cancer mortality

Using the DS86 dosimetry system, relationships between mortality

rates from cancers in 1950-85 and radiation dose have been

reassessed (12.). In order to test the multistep (initiation,

promotion and progression) model of carcinogenesis, the reported
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Table 1. Characteristics of dose-response relationships for cancer-

mortal i tya>

Type of Spontaneous Induced rate Threshold

Cancer site response rate at 3 Gy effect

(per 104 person.years)

Nagasaki

Leukemia

Colon

Stomach

Breast

Lung

Hiroshima

Leukemia

Colon

Stomach

Breast

Lung

Sigmoidal

Sigmoidal

Linear

Sigmoidal

Sigmoidal

Li near

Quadratic

Linear

Li near

Linear

0.4

0.8

6.3

1

2.6

0.8

1.2

10

1.0

2.4

6

-0.7

8.5

(2) b )

12.5

7

5

3.5

2.5

Intermediate

Large

Nonexistent

Small

Intermediate

Small

Intermediate

Small

Nonexistent

Nonexistent

a)Extracted from Shimizu et al. (1987, 1989).

b)Average of a value at 3 Gy, which happened to be close to zero,

and a maximal value at about 1 Gy (see ref's 12-14).
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dose-response curves were classified visually into linear,

sigmoidal and quadratic types, as listed in Table 1 (13).

Apparently beneficial effects of low doses of A-bomb radiation on

the risk of death from cancer

As seen from Figure 1 for death rates at low doses (U£.), the

dose-response curves for most cancers have troughs at the low-dose

intervals, 1-5, 6-19 or 20-49 cGy. In other words, appropriately

low doses of radiation apparently reduced cancer incidence—an

indication of beneficial effects of low doses of radiation on

human survival (13).

Whether low doses of radiation really did have beneficial

effects in A-bomb survivors cannot be concluded from the

epidemiological data alone because of the large statistical

uncertainty at each trough. With this reservation in mind, these

apparently beneficial effects are classified into four categories

if (nonexistent, small, intermediate, large), as given in Table 1.

I
if Apparently beneficial effects (intermediate or large) of low doses

j'j are seen for three of five types of cancer in Nagasaki and for one

JS of five in Hiroshima. Furthermore, at 3 Gy, radiation-induced

j|; rates of death from four of the five types of cancer were higher

•-•- in survivors in Hiroshima than in those in Nagasaki, as shown in

Table 1.

These two types of differences between the two cities may be

explained by a higher biological effectiveness of the Hiroshima

A-bomb radiation. In fact, the Nagasaki A-bomb emitted practically

only gamma rays whereas the Hiroshima bomb emitted a considerable

amount of fission neutrons in addition to gamma rays, as described
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Fig. 1 Dose-response curves for rates of deaths from five types

of cancer in survivors of A-bomb irradiation at low doses in

Hiroshima ( ) and Nagasaki ( ) (reproduced by extracting

the inserted figures only from Shimizu et al. (1987))
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Difference in Quality of Radiation between Hiroshima and Nagasaki

A-Bombs

Physical dosimetry of A-bomb radiation (15)

The new DS86 dosimetry system proposed in 1986 provides

larger and smaller estimates, respectively, for the emissions of

gamma rays and fast neutrons from the Hiroshima A-bomb than the

old T65D dosimetry system proposed in 1965; however, the two

systems give similar estimates for the doses of gamma rays and

fast neutrons from the Nagasaki A-bomb (Fig. 2).

The DS86 doses are much closer to experimental estimates of the

1 ' dose of gamma rays from the Hiroshima A-bomb than the T65D doses,
' i

: although, at ground distances of 1.4 - 2 km from the hypocenter
ii
li (the center of the A-bomb r a d i a t i o n ) , DS86 doses are still 20 -
hi
t'i

70X smaller than experimental estimates (16.17).

With regard to the emission of fast neutrons from the Hiroshima

A-bomb, the DS86 system gives an estimated dose that is lower by

an order of magnitude than that by the T65D system. For example,

at 1.2 - 1.4 km from the hypocenter, the relative ratio of fast-

neutron dose to gamma-ray dose is about 5054 in terms of T65D and

about 3% in terms of DS86, as shown in Figure 2; however, for

neutron doses at 0.8 - 1.3 km from the hypocenter, DS86 estimates

tend to be underestimates by factors of 2 to 10 with increasing

distance, in comparison with experimental estimates based on

induced radioactivities of 3 2P (18-20) (see Fig. 3), 6OCo (15.21)

and 1 5 2Eu (£2_z2£>. These calculations strongly suggest that the
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DS86 system gives underestimates of the neutron dose emitted by

the Hiroshima A-bomb. Estimates of the amount of fast neutrons

emitted by the Nagasaki A-bomb were negligibly small compared with

those for gamma rays (Fig. 2). Hence, as concluded by use of the

T65D system, it is qualitatively true that the Nagasaki A-bomb

emitted predominantly gamma rays, whereas the Hiroshima A-bomb

emitted both gamma rays and fast neutrons.

Biological dosimetry of A-bomb radiation based on chromosomal

aberrations

Estimations of biological doses of radiation emitted by the

Hiroshima and Nagasaki A-bombs on the basis of chromosomal

aberrations support the conclusions reached by physical dosimetry.

The relative biological effectiveness of 235^ fission neutrons

for inducing chromosomal aberrations in human cells was

( about 5 - 10, in comparison with 60Co gamma rays for the dose

I range of ,8 -.2 Gy. These values were practically independent of

\ changes in the neutron energy spectrum achieved by filtering

I fission neutrons with 5-cm blocks made of plastic, bismuth or iron

(
; The dose-response relationship of chromosomal aberrations in

i' Hiroshima survivors is more nearly linear than that for Nagasaki

i survivors, and the aberration frequency in Hiroshima survivors

f was higher over the whole dose range than that in Nagasaki

survivors, as indicated by the derived values for Eq. (1)(£).
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Mechanism of Radiation Carcinogenesis

Three-step model of carcinogenesis

I assume the fallowing three-step model of carcinogenesis as

recently proposed by Pi tot'27.28).

(i) The first step in carcinogenesis is called 'initiation'. We

assume that tumor initiation is an irreversible event induced by

somatic mutation in immortal, multipotent stem cells in a target

tissue. Initiated mutant stem cells are called here precancerous

cells.

(ii) The second step in carcinogenesis is called 'promotion'.

This step occurs when endogenous or exogenous factors promote a

reversible increase in the rate of replication of the progeny of

an initiated stem cell.

(iii) The third step in carcinogenesis is called 'progression*.

This is the stage in which initiated cells acquire the

"characters" of a neoplasm. Neoplastic characters include

increased growth rate, invasiveness, metastatic potential and

capability and abnormal hormone responsiveness and morphological

characteristics. They are thought to result from irreversible,

continued alterations to the cell genome in the progeny of

initiated stem cells.

In experimental cancers produced with appropriate carcinogens,

dose-response curves exhibit a threshold for both promotion and

progression (28.29). but the dose-response for tumor initiation

caused by radiation-induced somatic mutation is assumed to be

linear because the frequency of mutant cells among red blood cells

from A-bomb survivors increases linearly with increasing dose of

radiation, as shown in Eq. (2) and derived values. Hence, scrutiny

of the shapes of the dose-response curves for cancers produced in
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A-bomb survivors (Table 1) can show whether A-bomb radiation acted

as an initiator or as a promoter-progressor in human

carcinogenesis. Leukemia in A-bomb survivors is considerd as an

example in the next section.

Theory of radiation leukemogenesis by two recessive oncogenic

mutations (13)

Leukemias arise from hematopoietic cells. Using the model of

tumor initiation by stem-cell mutation, we can assume that

the frequency E of an initiated, preleukeroic stem cell induced in

hematopoietic stem cells in an A-bomb survivor exposed to dose D

(w\Gy) is as follows:

F = s(a'a" + a'b"D + b'Da") + s(a'a' + a'b'D )/2, (3)

where JL!_ is the spontaneous and b' the radiation-induced rate of

recessive leukemogenic deletions, a" is the spontaneous and b"

the induced rate of mitotic recombination, and_s is the number of

hematopoietic stem cells per human body (see (13) for details).

As previously reasoned (13.), the parameters used in Eq. (3) can be

approximated by the numerical values given for Eq. (2), as

follows: s. = 5xlO6 hematopoietic stem cells/person (from 1Q); a/.

= 2x24xlO~6; si = lSxlO"6; kl = 2x3.3x10"^ and bJl = 1.4x10"-*,

where the meaning of the multiplication factor 2 was given

previously (11). We can thus calculate that:

E = 9.3X10"3 + 1.62x10" •£ (preleukemic cells/person). (4)
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If we assume that the production of one preleukemic cell in the

body eventually leads to leukemia, then Eq. (4) can be rewritten

in terms of an annual rate 1 of the incidence of leukemia, by

dividing by 29 years, for comparison with the results of

epidemiological studies of leukemia in A-bomb survivors from 1950

to 1978 carried out by Ichimaru et al.(29) as follows:

i = 3.2 + 0.056D (leukemia /104 person.years). (5)

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the theoretical curve based on

Eq. (5) with the observed dose-response curves for annual rates of

incidence of chronic myelogenous leukemia and acute leukemia.

Since T65D doses were used in the studies of leukemia, use of DS86

doses would change the shapes of the dose-response curves shown in

Figure 4 to some extent, but not greatly. Hence, we may conclude

that the slope of the theoretical curve shown in the upper panel

of Figure 4 is fairly close to that of the observed dose-response

curve for the incidence of acute leukemia in Hiroshima. This

agreement is compatible with the assumption that A-bomb radiation

acted, at least partly, as an initiator of acute leukemia by

inducting recessive, leukemogenic deletions in hematopoietic stem

eel Is.

Tumor progression induced by high doses of radiation

As shown in the lower panel of Figure 4, the dose-response

curves for chronic myelogenous leukemia in both Hiroshima and

Nagasaki deviate widely from the theoretical curve. Furthermore,
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~" Acute leukemia

Chronic myelogenous
leukemia

2 3

Marrow Dose ( Gy)

Fig. 4 Crude annual incidence rates for leukemia among A-bomb

survivors in the Radiation-Effect-Research-Foundation sample by

total marrow dose, type of leukemia, and city, 1950-78. Closed and

open circles are values for Hiroshima and Nagasaki, respectively

(reproduced with minor modification from Ichimaru et al. (1986)).

The theoretical curve A is obtained from Eq. (5) in the text.
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the observed curve for chronic leukemia is approximately linear

for Hiroshima A-bomb survivors but indicates a large threshold

effect for Nagasaki A-bomb survivors. The existence of a large

threshold effect means that radiation from the Nagasaki A-bomb

i.e., mostly gamma rays, acted as a. promoter and/or progressor in

chronic ieukemogenesis.

As shown in the lower panel of Figure 4V the Hiroshima A-bomb

radiation was a much more effective inducter of chronic leukemia

than the Nagasaki A-bomb radiation. Since fission neutrons

occurred at a high level only in the Hiroshima A-bomb radiation,

the previous proposal (JH) that fission neutrons were responsible

for the higher incidences of chronic leukemia in Hiroshima than

in Nagasaki remains valid. Now, this proposal is elaborated to

suggest that fission neutrons were more effective in promoting

and/or progresssing chronic leukemia than gamma rays.

Why should fission neutrons be more effective in tumor promotion

and progression than gamma rays? One answer may lie in the well-

known fact that fission neutrons have a greater relative

biological effectiveness in inducing chromosomal aberrations and

in cell killing (.22.). In an A-bomb survivor who was exposed to an

intermediate dose of fission neutrons or to a high dose of gamma

rays, many cells would have been destroyed and various parts of

his bone marrow would have been depopulated, resulting in

degradation of the ordered cell-cell structure of the tissues

that supply new blood cells (see Fig. 5).

As pointed out previously (12) in relation to leukemia induced

by X rays in mice (32>» granulocytic progenitor cells in the bone

marrow were depressed for more than two decades after exposui•
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to 2-6 Gy of radiation from hydrogen-bomb faiiout (14)- Such

persistent disturbance in the cell society of blood-forming

tissues would partly free its component cells from territorial

restraints on their proliferation (Fig. 5), enabling them to

undergo continued evolution of their cellular functions towards

more advanced autonomy from the influence of the host (13.27.28)•

Progression of preleukemic cells to advanced autonomy may be

achieved by continued epigenetic changes, in combination with

continued DNA rearrangements, to lead to gross karyotypic and

phenotypic changes.

Dose-dependent shortening of the latent period as evidence of

radiation-induced progression of leukemia

Leukemia appeared two to three years after exposure to A-bomb

i radiation in Hiroshima, reaching a peak in 1950-51 and then slo*ly

| decreasing, but remaining above the control level even in 1979-82

•| (30.35). In Nagasaki, the incidence reached a peak in 1959-62 and

| decreased thereafter rather rapidly, coming down to the control

| level in 1971-74 (30.35).

P. The mean interval from A-bomb irradiation to appearance of

'. either acute or chronic leukemia was shorter in the group exposed

t at over 1«. .Gy than in those exposed at ,0\-$$Gy or in the

control group (3-0). This dose-dependent latent period of :

leukemogenesis implies that an increase in radiation dose

shortened the time required for progression of preleukemic cells ,<

to advanced leukemic cells in A-bomb survivors, which may be

explained as follows: higher doses of radiation induce more

chaotic disturbance in the cell society of the bone marrow,
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resulting in circumstances more favorable for acquisition by the

component cells of the neoplastic characters by rapid changes in

the phenotype and genotype. If this is the case, the data on

leukemia given above indicate that the radiation from the

Hiroshima A-bomb, and especial]y its fast-neutron component,

induced a longer disturbance of the cell sorifly than thai

produced by gamma rays, the major component of the Nagasaki A-

bomb radiation.

Effects of Low Doses of Radiation to Human Survival

Rational estimation of the risk for death from cancer induced by
-x

A-bomb radiation at 10 ,Gy and 1 Gy

Tumor incidences in A-bomb survivors (1950-85) were classified

using the DS86 system into doses f romO.OI-D.O^y to over 4 Gy by

Shimizu et al• (12.14). Table 2 summarizes an essential part of

that report; the data seem to indicate that persons exposed to 0 01

0,19 Gy had lower incidences than unexposed persons of deaths from

leukemia and from all other cancers.

The estimated risk for cancer deaths after exposure to radiation

at 1 Gy is based on the incidences of cancers in A-bomb survivors

exposed to 1 - 1.99 Gy, and dividing by 1.5 after correction for

spontaneous incidences in unexposed persons. As shown in Table 2,

we obtained risk coefficients per Gy of 0.7% and 3% for leukemia

and for all other cancers, respectively. These figures are

somewhat overestimated because of the underestimation by the DS86

system of neutron doses in the Hiroshima A-bomb radiation.

As discussed in previous sections, a high dose of radiation
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above a threshold value can act as a promoter and progressor,

whereas low doses of radiation do not. Therefore, it is not

warranted to assume the the risk of death from cancer at the high

dose of 1 Gy can be divided by 100 to obtain the risk of death

from cancer at 10'Gy. The risk after exposure to 10 ,Gy can only

be assessed by direct scrutiny of the data on A-bomb survivors

exposed to low doses, say, Id-V Gy, as mentioned above. This

method may provide a quantitatively important basis for rational

risk assessement, in spite of the large statistical uncertainty in

epidemiological data.

Apparently beneficial effects of low doses of A-bomb radiation on

human survival (36)

Since 1970, data on 100000 survivors of the Nagasaki A bomb have

been maintained at the Scientific Data Center for the Atomic Bomb

Disaster at Nagasaki University School of Medicine. We selected

information on 3456 persons exposed to known T65D doses. Mortality

(1970-88) in this small but carefully selected group (observed)

was compared with that of an age-matched control group (expected)

who were living far from the center of the A-bomb radiation in

Nagasaki. The observed: expected ratios show that the mortality

of exposed persons was slightly lower than or equal to that of

unexposed persons at all four low doses^Ol-,49; ,50-,99; 1,00-1,49 and

150-1,9'J Gy, and that radiation-induced mortality was apparent

only in the group exposed to 2,00-5.99 Gy.

The apparent absence of harmful effects of low doses of

radiation was analyzed by determining the observed to expected

ratios of persons classified according to cause of death, sex and
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dose. As shown in Figure 6, in males, doses of.50-99 Gy caused

significant reduction in deaths from all causes except cancer to

64X of the control value; however, deaths from cancer increased

at all levels of doses except at .01-.49 Gy. Thus, low doses of

radiation had two opposing effects — beneficial and harmful — on

human survival in Nagasaki after the A-bomb.

Table 2. Number of subjects and cancer deaths in 1950-85 among A-

bomb survivors classified by DS86 dosea> and estimation of risk of

deaths from cancer after exposure at lOand l< .Gy

Dose ( Gy) Number Leukemia deaths

(shielded of

kerma) subjects No. Frequency (%)

All other cancer deaths

No. Fequency (X)

0

0.01-9.0

1,00-1,99

0.0i

LOO

34,

23,

1,

272

321

946

58

38

23

0.

0.

1.

Estimated

0

0.

17

16

2

>

7

2443

1655

221

risk

7.13

7.10

11.4

0 >

3

a ) from Shlmizu et al. (1989).
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THE LESSON OF THREE MILE ISLAND
Candance Oavisson

Penn State Nuclear Engineering, Breazeale Reactor
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Ten years ago in March of 1979 an accident occurred at the Three
Mile Island Unit-2 facility. The events that led to the accident, the
accident event sequence, the post-accident analysis and cleanup
efforts have provided much information in understanding how the
accident occurred. Looking back, one may say that those series of
events could have and should have been avoided, however, hindsight
is always easier especially when one is removed from the middle of a
situation. The lessons learned from the analysis however should be
learned well and stressed to avoid following a similar series of
events in the future. These lessons should also influence new plant
design.

In order to understand some of the lessons learned an overview of
the nuclear energy basics and the accident sequence is important.

Nuclear Energy Basics:
The splitting of the uranium atom and chain reaction which occurs in
the nuclear reactor core generates a lot of heat. Water (the coolant)
circulates around the core and removes heat from the fuel. The
removal of the heat increases the temperature of the water which
then may change directly into steam in the Boiling Water Reactor
(BWR) design or remain in the liquid state under higher pressure in
the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) design. The TMI-2 plant is a
PWR which means that the water circulating around the core is kept
in a liquid state under pressure. Steam generators transfer the heat
from the core coolant loop to a second loop of water separate from
the first. The water under lower pressure in the second loop
becomes steam which is then used to drive turbines and generators
to produce electricity.

U.S. Defense in Depth Design
The major concern with nuclear energy is keeping radioactive
materials from the environment. The Defense in Depth design
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philosophy in the U.S.A. provides for multiple barriers between the
radioactive fission products and the environment. This includes the
fuel in ceramic form, the cladding of the fuel rod, the thick steel
reactor vessel, the primary containment and the secondary
containment building.

Design Based Accident
Due to the fact that & tremendous amount of heat is generated

during the fission process, maintaining coolant around the nuclear
reactor core is very important. The "worst case scenario" type of
accidents are hypothesized in order to design safety systems that
will respond. The theory in the nuclear industry is to design for the
possible worst case scenario and by avoiding that, all of the other
accidents will have been covered. The design based accident
sequence was of a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). This starts with
the hypothetical break in a very large diameter pipe that supplies
coolant to the reactor core. If such a pipe would have a complete
double end break, that path of coolant to the reactor would no longer
be available and an alternate supply of cooling water is needed.
Nuclear power plants have been designed with redundant safety
systems such that if one system doesn't work, the redundancy in
design will ensure that there is a back up to that system. Also, the
many instruments and indicators about the different plant systems
and status provide for automatic activation of the safety systems.
One example of this is when the reactor coolant level starts to drop,
make up pumps activate and if the level continues to drop,
emergency feedwater pumps will activate.

Plant Scenario
Prelude:
Small leak in pressurizer relief valve - channeled to drain tank
heat from the leak affected a temperature measuring device at valve
exit

Two valves in the secondary water loop emergency feedwater supply
were inadvertently left in the wrong position (closed instead of open)
sometime during the two days prior to the accident

Workers were performing routine maintenance on the water
purification system in the secondary loop - when for some reason the
feedwater supply pumps shut down automatically
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The Beginning of the Accident

00:00:00
Turbine Trip - The automatic shut down of the feedwater pump
signaled a safety device to shut down the turbine-generator.

Emergency Feedwater pumps automatically turn on to supply coolant
to the steam generators - valves closed, emergency water does not
get through.

Temperature rises in the Primary Loop - without cooling water to
remove the heat, temperature and pressure starts to build up - this
automatically signals a pressure relief valve to open to relieve
system pressure

00 :00 :03
Pilot Operated Relief Valve (PORV)
Opens to relieve pressure

00:00:08
Reactor Scram - the opening of the PORV was not enough to reverse
pressure buildup, safety system automatically shuts down the
reactor
Primary system water temperature begins to fall

00:00:12
Pressure recovers, signal to PORV to close

i; PORV sticks in the open position, the system is still open.
j Operators had signal for PORV to close, no direct indication of
I the valve's position, assumed it had closed and were dealing
1 with a closed system

-' High temperature in pipe leading from relief valve signaled presence
'•[ of escaping steam or hot water.
,t Operators thought indication was due to the already known
%.. leak and expected residual heat from automatic opening of

S PORV

m Pressure, temperature and level of drain tank increase as coolant
if water exits through stuck open PORV.
H Drain tank not considered of primary safety importance for

operation - indicators are located on a board behind the main
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control room panel - no recorders to save information (system
trends)

With the PORV in the open position both the primary system
pressure and coolant levels continue to decrease. The high pressure
injection system (HPIS) automatically activates when the system
pressure drops to a pre-set level. The function of the HPIS is an
engineered safety system designed to maintain sufficient primary
system coolant. This water is fed through the return leg of the
coolant loop and flows into the reactor vessel downcomer.

As pressure decreases, the water more easily "flashes" to steam and
forms voids which take up space in the pressurizer making the
appearance of an increased inventory of coolant. The operators were
trained never to let the primary system go "solid" (completely fill
with water) because it was felt that a large pressure spike could
occur which would rupture the system. The operators throttled
back (reduced) the HPIS coolant flow. The pressurizer coolant level
decreased slightly, then started to rise again, this "response"
indicated that the throttling had been somewhat successful. Some of
the coolant pumps began to vibrate due to cavitation and procedure

i demanded that they be shut down.

I The reactor core lost the coolant necessary to remove the decay heat
; from the shut down reaction. The period of major core damage has
I been estimated to have lasted between 140 minutes and 225
' minutes from the time the accident began. The fuel cladding melted
* and temperatures continued to climb high enough to melt part of the
,; fuel. The TMI-2 Reactor core had a partial meltdown. It has been

estimated that only a small sustained flow of 13 kg/sec of subcooled
I water by the HPIS during the 200 minutes (which it was throttled)
; would have prevented any core damage.

',' Accident Overview
I The Unit-2 Reactor tripped from High Reactor Coolant system

Pressure following a turbine trip. To relieve the High Reactor
| Coolant System Pressure, a Pilot Operated Relief Valve (PORV)
I automatically opened. Its function is to relieve pressure buildup and
% then close when pressure recovers. What the operators did not know
I was that the PORV did not automatically close as it should have,
% therefore the operators were dealing with an open system Loss of
?' Coolant Accident that they did not know they had. They had been
' trained that a LOCA would provide the following plant status:
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1. Decreasing pressure (pressure had dipped, risen and then slowly
decreased),

2. Decreasing pressurizer level (that appeared to increase)
3. High radiation (not indicated)

Radionuclide Releases
The total quantity of activity released was about 92.5 PBq, almost
entirely short-lived noble gases. Less than HGbq of Iodine-131 was
released. There have been many estimates and some measurements
of the population doses from the TMI-2 accident. There was general
agreement among the Department of Health, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and the Environmental Protection Agency (to
name a few), that the primary exposure cam from noble gases which
are chemically and biologically unreactive.

The radiation dose received by the general pubic was summarized by
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as follows:

Highest Whole Body Dose to any one person - < 0.0001 Sv

Doses within a 78 Km radius of TMI
Population Dose
Collective Whole Body to General Population: 33.3 person-Sv

Thyroid
Total Collective Population Dose to the Thyroid: 14-28 person-Sv

Radionuclides
Nuclide
Xe-133
Xe-135
Kr-88
1-131
Cs-137
Sr-90
Tritium
Co-58
Co-59

i

M = Mega 10

Released from
Becquerels Bq

307 PBq
56 PBq

2 PBq
< 1 TBq
1.5 MBq
2.2 MBq
5.4 TBq
14.8 MBq
3.3 MBq

5
T = Tera

3
TMI-2 Accident
Released Half Life

5.3 days
9.1 hours
2.8 hours
8 days
30 years
27.7 years
12.3 years
71.3 years
5.3 years

12 IS
10 P = Peta 10
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Lessons Learned

Initially after the TMI-2 Accident, many U.S. Nuclear power plants
had to make changes all geared toward improving safety. With the
numerous retrofits that some plants had to undergo, some people
have questioned whether all changes were necessary and actually
did improve, not compromise safety.

There were many positive changes in the nuclear industry which had
to recover from an event that was considered by many as a very
remote possibility. Some of the changes in the control room include:
Changes to normal operating procedures, requirements for a shift
Technical Supervisor in the control room, Human factors engineering
to improve control room design with a functional arrangement; color
coding "triaging" of plant systems, new safety parameter display
systems and pressure-temperature plotting displays.

Operator training has focused on emergency actions based on plant
symptoms rather than plant status. Accredited Training programs
and Replica computer simulators of the control panel are utilized to
improve response to system transients. Recently when a problem
occurred at a U.S. plant, the operator responded and a potential
problem was avoided. When asked about his response he sited the
fact that he had responded to similar plant symptoms many times in
the past on the simulator, so that when it actually occurred at the
plant, he knew how to respond.

Information networking about events at other plants has improved
This provides other plants with similar designs to have fast access to
information concerning the event to avoid a repeat mistake. The
stuck PORV valve problem had occurred at another Babcock and
Wilcox (B & W) plant prior to the TMI accident. If that information
had been shared with other E&W designed plants, there could have
been a chance to learn from the mistakes. An improved Emergency
Communications plans to improve communications with the
government, media and the public.

The Nuclear Safety Analysis Center was formed to analyze nuclear
safety issues using fault tree analysis of probable events.

The Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) was formed to
evaluate plants for operational safety and management. This
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independent group sets training, qualification and job performance
criteria for the operations, plant maintenance and support personnel.

Evacuation Plans
All plants are required to have elaborate evacuation plans in place.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission are better equipped to respond to
emergencies. This includes a telephone line to the NRC, technical
support personnel and communications network.

Environmental monitoring around nuclear plants has been increased
and improved.

During the TMI-2 recovery program many improvements were made
in the areas of decontamination, personnel monitoring (dosimetry),
robotics, and quality assurance.

The Future of U.S. Nuclear Power plant design is going in the
direction of plant standardization with modular designs and smaller
plant size. A reduction in the number of pumps and valves, less
piping and the use of gravity and conductive cooling whenever
possible. The goal is to reduce or completely eliminate penetrations
on the bottom of the reactor vessel.

The main Lesson to be Learned from TMI-2 is not to believe that "it
can't happen to me". Don't become complacent. Accidents do occur,
human error, complex equipment, plant procedures can escalate a
potential problem. Safety designs are' only good in their capability to
respond to a predetermined course of action. If a particular accident
sequence goes in a direction completely different than any "safety
system" design, then the human operators must be trained to analyze
and respond as best they can. The operators also are not completely
flawless, they can make mistakes too. The best one can do is learn
from those mistakes and deal with the situation in the best way
possible, reducing potential consequences as much as possible.
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Fuel, Moderator, Coolant
Uranium is made of two isotopes. One of them, 2 3 8 U has a half life comparable to

the age of Ea r th (4.5 billion years). The other one, 2 3 5 U has a half life much shorter (0.7
billion years) , it makes today only 0.7% of natura l uranium.

When uranium is irradiated by slow neutrons, the released binding energy of the
captured neutron is not enough to cover the activation energy for fission in 2 3 8 U, but it
is enough to split the 2 3 S U. In the fission of 2 3 5 U induced by 1 neutron 2-3 neutrons are
released, this makes the nuclear chain reaction possible.

The neutrons emit ted in fission are fast. They slow down gradually by elastic colli-
sions, if they are not captured. Unfortunately, 2 3 8 U captures t he medium-energy neutrons
without fission, so in natural mix of uranium isotopes the fission neutrons are absorbed by
238 U before degrading to thermal energies, where they would be able to induce fission again
in 2 3 5 U with good efficiency. In pure na tura l u ran ium the chain reaction is impossible.

; The solution of the task is the inhomogeneous nuclear reactor. The uranium fuel rods
are arranged as a lattice of rods, surrounded by materials in which the neutrons suffer

.! elastic collisions. If the diameter of uranium rods is smaller than the mean free path
}; of neutrons , the neutrons produced in fission leave the uran ium rod, suffer collisions in
i. the moderator, they slow down to the energies of the thermal motion. Then by random
i walk the thermal neutrons get back into a uranium rod. For slow neutrons the capture
J probabili ty of 2 3 8 U is already low, but the fission probabili ty of 2 3 5 U is high, thus they can
j produce further fissions, the chain reaction may run further (Figure 1). It is evident, tha t
I the nuclei of the moderator material have to fulfill the following conditions:
;•;' A. They must be light nuclei, in elastic collisions these take over a considerable fraction
• of the kinetic energy of the neutron.
! B. They must have low absorbtion probability for neutrons in the whole energy range.
)j. E.g. light hydrogen (H) ideally fulfills Condition A, but poorly satisfies Condition B,

because H may capture neutrons to make heavy hydrogen (D). The He and 0 nuclei
excellently fulfill condition B: being close-shell s tructures, they practically don' t absorb
neutrons. The D and C nuclei offer a good compromise: they are relatively light and
they absorb neutrons weakly. Therefore He gas, graphite (C) , heavy water (D2O) are
good moderators . Common light water (H2O) is poorer moderator , due to the n + H -+D
absorbtion. Natural uranium plus light water modera tora cannot realize a self-sustaining
chain reaction, but they almost can: the neutron-multiplication factor of this system may
reach 0.98. If, however, the uranium is enriched in 2 3 S U a bit (from the original 0.7% to
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2-3%), the enriched rranium fuel plus light water moderator system may sustain a fission
chain.

The heat produced by the fission chain must be removed by a flow of coolant, in order
to cool the reactor and to transfer the heat to the turbines for utilization. Possible coolants
are He, D2O, H20, liquid Na. One has to make a compromise between nuclear properties,
technological advantages and economic considerations. E.g. He and D2O are good coolants
from nuclear point of view, but helium performs poorly technically (as a gas, it has low
density and low heat capacity). D2O is expensive. Now 90% of the reactors use enriched
uranium as fuel, light water as moderator, light water as coolant, in spite of the fact that
H2O is a weak reactor poison: it eats a fraction of the neutrons.

Void coefficient

Let us consider a fixed amount of fuel and add a small amount of moderator. The
moderator is not enough to slow down the neutrons to thermal energies; the neutrons may
reach a uranium rod at medium energies, so they are consumed by 238U uselessly. If we
increase the moderator/fuel ratio, more and more neutrons are thermalized before entering
a uranium rod, larger and larger fraction of neutrons induce new fissions: the neutron
multiplication increases.

At a certain moderator/fuel ratio we reach the point where practically all the fission
neutrons have already become moderated to thermal energies before entering a uranium
rod again. At this moderator/fuel ratio the neutron multiplication has a maximum. It
is of no use to increase the amount of moderator any further: the neutrons are anyway
thermalized, they will not become slower in further collisions, but a longer random walk in
the moderator increases their chance of being absorbed before entering the next uranium
rod (Figure 2).

The increase of the moderator/fuel ratio makes the multiplication factor larger, the
reactor is called undermoderated. If the increase of the moderator/fuel ratio decreases the
neutron multiplication, the reactor is called •overmoderated.

Let us consider e.g. a uranium-fueled, graphite-moderated, water-cooled reactor (Fig-
ure 1). Let us imagine that the reactor becomes overheated by chance. The cooling water
boils, bubbles are created in the pipeline. The amount of water (which is not only coolant,
but moderator and weak reactor poison at the same time) decreases. If the reactor is criti-
cal (multiplication factor = 1) and undermoderated, removal of water (moderator decrease)
drops the multiplication factor below 1, thus the reactor stops automatically. Formation of
voids suppresses the neutron multiplication! We say that an undermoderated reactor has
a negative void coefficient, it is structurally stable: loss of moderator and coolant decreases
the multiplication factor, it kills the chain reaction. (The void coefficient is the derivative
of the neutron multiplication factor with respect to the moderator volume.)

Let us consider a uranium-graphite-water reactor, which is overmoderated (having a
graphite/uranium ratio too high). If the reactor is critical (multiplication = 1), and due
to statistical fluctuation or disturbance it becomes overheated, the cooling water starts
boiling, voids are created. Removal of water means less moderator and less reactor-poison:
Formation of voids enhances the neutron multiplication, the chain reaction is about running
away (Figure 2). An overmoderated reactor has a positive void coefficient, therefore it is
structurally unstable: loss of moderator and coolant increases the multiplication factor, it
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accelerates the chain reaction.
Overmoderated Reactors

Most of the power reactors operating at present work with enriched uranium as fuel,
using light water for both: moderator and coolant, and they have been designed to be
undermoderated, therefore they are structurally stable.

But this is not the whole story.
The first self-sustaining reactor (built by Fermi and Szilard in Chicago, having become

critical on 2 December 1942) used natural uranium as fuel and graphite as moderator. It
did not possess an extra cooling system, therefore it run at low power. It operated only
for a short time, at first in the downtown Chicago, then in the Argonne Foiest. The Oak
Ridge reactors were similar: of low power with air cooling.

The first "professional" reactors were built later to utilize a fraction of neutrons for
plutonium breeding:

„ + " 8 U _239 u _^ 239Np ^ 239pu

They had to work at high thermal power, to produce enough plutonium for nuclear weapons
before the end of the war. (Plutonium can sustain nuclear chain reactor without moderator,
therefore it is an appropriate material for the atomic bomb.) These reactors were designed
by Eugene Wigner, they used natural uranium as fuel, graphite as moderator, water as
coolant. At that time it was a common belief, that uranium ore is scarce (the overall ura-
nium supply of our planet was estimated to be 20 000 tons), thus the intention was to work
with as little uranium as possible. In these Hanford reactors there was a limited amount
of uranium, with a huge amount of graphite added. The reactors were overmoderated, but
they * ork^d fine. They produced plutonium for the Trinity and Nagasaki bombs.

After the war, in 1948 the United States created a Reactor Safety Commission, headed
by Edward Teller. Teller t • the following position: if something has been invented, the
industry will realize it. On*., after the first accident the engineers begin bothering about
the danger. But nuclear reactors are too dangerous to follow this pattern. The Nuclear
Safety Commission started to think about the worst possible accident before it happened.
In 1950 this commission discussed the structural dangers of overmoderated reactors, and
proposed the decommissioning of the overmoderated Hanford reactors. The proposal was
soon realized: the reactors were closed down. But these actions happened in the cold
war era, there were no public discussions about it. In 195" (in the era of Peaceful Atom
Conference in Geneva, at the time when nuclear power stations started operating) this
issue was made public, but in those years of optimism no one paid special attention to it.

Later on the USSR started constructing larger and larger power stations, several ones
near to its Western borders, to cover not only the increasing electricity demand of the
European part of USSR but also that of other Eastern European countries. One of the
most economical constructions was the graphite-moderated channel reactor. This was built
of separate moduls, each modul being a column 25cm-25cm thick and 3.5m high. Each
column contains wires of 1.8% enriched urai.ium in zirconium coating, graphite around
it, and pipe for water cooling. The construction of the power reactor meant just putting
these units side by side, and connecting the water pipes to the pumps. One could increase
the power of the reactor by adding new columns. The exchange of fuel elements could
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be performed even during the operation of the reactor: it meant only disconnection and
exchange of one column at a time.

100 km north of Kiev, in Chernobyl four such power reactors were built. One reactor
consisted of 16S3 columns, containing altogether 180 tons of enriched uranium and 2500
tons of graphite. In the pipes light water was circulated under 6.5 atm pressure. In this
way the water was heated up to 280°C without boiling, increasing the thermal efficiency
of the system near to 30%. The reactor produced 3.2 W heat. (1GW = 109 watt). To
remove this amount of heat, light water coolant transfers the heat to the heat exchanger,
then in the two turbines each reactor generated 1GW electric power.

In a small lattice of columns a considerable fraction of neutrons escaped through the
surface of the reactor. More and more columns were added, to improve the economy, thus
the Chernobyl type reactors became overmoderated.

The structural instability of the reactor was compensated by additional safety systems,
which were able to shut down the reactor, by pushing in neutron absorbing control rods
automatically and by flooding it by neutron-absorbing, boron-rich water, in case of fast
rising neutron multiplication or temperature.

April 1986

In such a reactor, producing 3.2 GW of heat, the intensive cooling is absolutely essen-
tial. Huge pumps, driven electrically, pushed 10 000 liters of water (under the pressure of
6.5 atm, at the temperature 280"C) through the reactor in every second. - "But what hap-
pens in the case of an electric failure? There are diesel engines certainly, as a substitute,
but to rev them up to full rotation speed, they need about 1 minute! A time to iong." -
This question was raised by the enthusiastic young electric engineers and operators. They
speculated about utilizing the rotational energy of the giant turbine blades to generate
electricity for bridgeing this time gap. A bright idea, it seemed worth of investigating.
They made real-life experiments already beforehand, but there was a last problem to be
solved. As the blades slowed down, the induced voltage dropped, and the pumps failed to
work smoothly. Could this be overcome by manipulating the electric circuits? To make
the last experiment, an opportunity was offered: After the peak winter power demand was
over, a shut-down of Reactor 4 at the Chernobyl power station was planned for servicing
on Friday morning, 25 April 1986. The following time-sequence of events is known from
the reconstruction, made by the Soviet Atomic Energy Commission.:

25. April, 1.00 a.m. The reactor works at 3.2 GW thermal power. The decreasing of
power begins.

13.05 p.m. The power is ai. 1.6 GW. One of the two turbines is turned off.
14.00: The emergency control cooling system (for flooding with boronated water) is

disconnected. (The operator intends to be at the wheel, unperturbed by any dull auto-
matics.)

14.05: Unexpected power demand it eceived from the energy authorities. The reduc-
tion of power ceases. The reactor works at 1.6 GW thermal power supplying electricity to
the national network.

23.10: The outside power demand drops. Permission is given to turn off the reactor.
The reduction to 0.7 GW thermal power begins.
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26. April, 0.28 a.m. The experiment may begin with 24 hours of delay, after an unin-
tended tireing day. T h e local control has been turned off. The neut ron flux is controlled
only globally by the safety automatics . To be on the "safe side", the operator lets the
water circulate with a speed exceeding the maximum permi t ted value. Due to the fast
turnover, the water does not have t ime to cool, it is near the boiling point . The reactor
shows signs of instability. Instead of reaching the intended 0.7 GV/ smoothly the power
suddenly drops to 0.03GW.

1.07: The reactor is stabilized a t 0.2G W thermal power. T h e circulation of the cooling
water (being near the boiling point) was reduced.

1.22: T h e last computer pr intout indicates 0.2GW thermal power. Several problems
have accumulated, however. The reserve reactivity is only 50% of the permissible minimum
value, t ha t is the neutron-absorbing control rods are too high up. This is forced by the fact
tha t during the long operat ion at low power Xe poisoning has been built up. (Fission of
2 3 5 U produces considerable amount of 1 3 5 I , which decays to 1 3 5 Xe with a half life of 6.7h.
This Xe isotope - due to its deficient nuclear shell - absorbs neut ron with an extreme high
probability, it is a strong reactor poison. When the reactor works a t high power, they many
neutrons eliminate the 1 3 5 Xe by n + 1 3 5 X e -> 1 3 6 Xe. When the reactor power drops, the 1 3 5I
isotope present produces 1 3 5 Xe by decay, but there are no neutrons enough to eliminate this
1 3 5 Xe, therefore the reactor poison accumulates. In this poisoned s ta te a sudden increase
of neutron number eliminates the poison, the neutron multiplication increases further.
This positive feedback makes the reactor unstable against neut ron fluctuations.) - If the

;. control rods are high up , the time needed to push them in (or fall down by free fall) for
i| 10 meters becomes longer t han 1 second. In the s ta te of instabili ty (undermoderated and
] Xe-poisoned reactor with some of the automat ic controls tu rned off) the reaction time of
> t he reactor to the positive feedback is smaller t h a n Is . In such a s ta te the reactor manual
I forbids any action. As the Soviet investigator later said: "At this s ta te of affairs not even

the pr ime minister can allow to go on with the intended experiment ."
1.23:04 seconds: Power is 0.2 G W . The experiment s tar ts . T h e operator intends to

be t he lord of the reactor, he switches the automat ic scram off. T h e valves leading to the
second turbine are now turned off.

1.23:20 seconds: Due to the intervention of closing the vales, the tempera ture rises.
In such an emergency the automatics would scram the reactor by dropping in the control
rods , bu t this automat ics has been turned off.

'.'x 1.23:21 seconds: The control is manual and the control rods are moved down, but they
\, move too slowly. T h e lower par t of the control rods has been made of graphite , the upper
Is par t of neu t ron absorbing boron-steel alloy. As the graphi te sector enters , expelling water,
f~ - weakly poisoning water is replaced by not absorbing graphi te , wha t increases the neutron
% multiplication factor by a few procent.
ffij 1.23:31 seconds: As a consequence of the increasing multiplication the neutron density
*̂f? begins growing locally very fast, but the local control had been turned off earlier.

14 ( | 1.23:40 seconds: The thermal power of the reactor increases to 0.32 GW in half a
£ "\ minute. The operator decides to press the AZ5 scram button, in order to drop the neutron

absorbing control rods in.
1.23:43 seconds: The thermal power is at 1.4 GW and it doubles in every second.
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Locally the reactor becomes prompt critical. (Not only the total number of neutrons, but
even the number of the prompt neutrons coming immediately from the fission processes is
increasing. Any human or automatic action can catch only the delayed neutrons emitted
only after several beta decays. A prompt critical state does not respond to any outside
control.) The high power alarm sounds. The sudden temperature rise produces such an
uneven thermal expansion, that the control rod channels get deformed and fracture. The
control rods cannot get down.

1.23:45 seconds: 3 GW thermal power. Global runaway in the Reactor 4 on its both
sides.

1.23:46 seconds: The cooling water boils away, voiding occurs. With the departure of
light water (which is a mild reactor poison), due to the positive void coefficient the neutron
multiplication increases further.

1.23:47 seconds: Due to the high temperature and thermal expansion, the uranium
rods open up. (The nuclear chain reaction stops.)

1.23:48 seconds: The water pipe lines open up.
1.23:49 seconds, 45 seconds after the iniciation of the experiment: The boiling water

produces a thermal explosion. The core of the reactor opens up. (Figure 5.)
1.24: Under normal conditions the graphite moderator, the cooling water and the

zirconium coating of the fuel rods are spacially separated. Now they get into contact.
Above 1000 or 1200 °C chemical reactions start:

C + H2O -» CO + H2,

Zr + 2H2O-+ZrO2+2H2 .

The flammable hidrogen and carbon-monoxide gases get mixed with the outside air, which
results in a second (chemical) explosion:

2H2 + O2 -+ 2H2O,

O2->2CO2 .

The reactor was not enclosed in containment. The explosions destroy the roof. Radioac-
tivity is released into the atmoshpere.

2 April - 5 May: The fire in the building is extinguished soon, but larger and larger
fraction of the graphite catches fire within the open reactor. At the high temperature
the volatile fission products (Xe, Kr, I) and the easily diffusing fission products (Cs, Te)
diffuse out from the fuel rods into the graphite. As the graphite burns, they get to the
atomosphere with the smoke. Finally, on 5 May the reactor is covered by sand, lead, the
release of radioactivity practically stops.

This is the brief history of the tragic week. The operator and the electric engineer
from outside, these young "heroes" of the tragedy intended to increase the reactor safety
by milking the energy of the turbine wheels, but they paid attention only to the electric
variables "relevant" for the success of their experiment (and did not bother about other
variables indicating the dynamics of the chain reaction). They died on the spot immedi-
ately, due to the explosion. Their names are Valery Hodiemchik and Vladimir Sashionok.
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29 people died in the following weeks due to the irradiation suffered in and around the
decoyed building oi. the Reactor 4, including those who were fighting the fire. And more
people will die all around Europe due to delayed effects (leukemia, cancer) of the received
lo'.' level doses.

The unit of activity is 1 Bq=l Becquerei=l decay/second. The release of radioactivity
in the large scale contaminations of the history of the 20th century are estimated to be:

Hiroshima bomb (1945) 0,M018Bq
Modern hydrogen bomb 0,l-M018Bq
Windscale reactor accident (UK, 1957) 0.041018Bq
Three Mile Island accident (USA, 1980) 0.00M018Bq
Chernobyl accident (USSR, 1986) 41018Bq

We see that the atmospheric contamination due to Chernobyl is roughly comparable to
the cumulative contamination produced by the atmospheric bomb tests. The release of
radioactivity happened in the week between 26 April and 4 May, with two peaks: 26 April
(the explosions) and 4 May (peak of the graphite fire, just before being extinguished), see
Figure ?,

All the reactor accidents happen at dawns of weekends. 26 April was Saturday of the
orthodox Eastern. Most of the responsible bosses were in their dachas. The main concern
of the local authorities present was the cover-up, interpreting the accident as a fire in the
building, extinguished within hours. This caused delays of days with the large scale alarm
and evacuation.

Fortunately, Saturday morning on 26 April the wind was blowing towards north-west,
away from Kiev, carrying the radioactivity to uninhabited swamp area. The release reached
Finland and Sweden, where the first alarm rang. Saturday evening the wind direction
turned west, blowing the activity to Poland, Scandinavia, Scotland. Sunday the release
of radioactivity decreased, that activity was scattered by the turning wind to Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Austria, Italy. (From this release the rain on the holiday 1 May produced
fall-out in North-Western Hungary.) But the release of radioactivity went on at gradually
increasing rate, due to the spreading of graphite fire through the whole next week. A
week later the grace given to Kiev was over: the wind turned southwards. Unfortunately,
the authorities of Kiev missed the opportunity: the evacuation of the children began
only after the arrival of the contamination. With the southbound wind this second large
release reached later Romania and Bulgaria. (It entered Hungary after a long detour
from the south-east. The contamination in Hungary was moderate, Figured, thanks to
the lucky winds and to the northern shild of the Carpatian Mountains. The fallout was
uneven, depending on the rainfall at the time of the atmospheric contamination. The ;•
worst contaminated area was Budapest, 800 km from Chernobyl, not because of the wind ;;
and rain but because of the smog. The active contamination precipitated onto the aerosol 7
floating above the city, and then with that it descended to the ground, producing a surface A
contamination about 50 000 Bq/m2 in the city. The average surface contamination in
Hungary was 5000 Bq/m2.) The air was cleared by the May and June rainfalls (and by
the decay of volatiles), the situation slowly returned to normal values at the end of the
year. (The overall air contamination in Hungary after the Chernobyl accident was of the
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same order of magnitude as in the early 1960-es, at the peak of atmospheric bomb tests.
Figure 7.)

The Years After
The escaped radioactive isotopes were those fission products, which diffused at fastest

rate from the ruptured fuel rods into the burning graphits. (This caused a distribution
different from nuclear bomb explosions, where all the radioactive isotopes get to the at-
mosphere.)

13sXe
85Kr
I3ir

i32T e

137Cs
134Cs
90Sr

(100%)
(100%)
(20%)
(15%)
(13%)
(10%)
(4%)

16801015Bq
351015Bq
371015Bq
1501015Bq
47-10lsBq
18-1015Bq
8-10lsBq

(9 hours)
(10 years)
(8 days)
(3 days)
(27 years)
(2 years)
(28 years)etc

The most important isotopes are the biologically active ones: the iodine (used by animals
and humans to be incorporated in the thyroid), caesium (mistaken to potassium and
incorporated in the body everywhere), strontium (mistaken to calcium and incorporated
in the bones). In case of atomospheric bomb tests the most harmful is the release of 90Sr,
which is incorporated in the bones (made of CaPO3), near to the bone-marrow, where the
red blood cells are produced, thus causing leukemia. Fortunately, due the slow diffusion of
strontium, the 90Sr x'elease in Chernobyl was much smaller than expected. This was one
of the proofs that the stuff of the fuel rods did not get fully to the atmosphere. (About
10% of the graphite burned.)

The short-range contamination from 131I was more dangerous. In May the grass was
growing fast, incorporating 131I from the rainfall. The cattle was already grazing after the
winter, they concentrated the iodine into the milk, to cover the increased iodine demand of
the fast-growing calves. But the same milk was consumed by children, who accumulated
the iodine (the active 131I included) into their growing thyroid. The irradiation there may
cause thyroid cancer in the coming years. (Indeed, we measured milk activities up to
2000 Bq/liter, thyroid activities up to 600 Bq/person. But is was possible to protect the
population from this contamination by forbidding cattle grazing during May, by destroying
milk in the affected regions, and by suppressing milk consumption of children. The 13II
danger passed away for June due to the 8 days half life of this nucleus. (Thus in Hungary
the I31I contamination was under control.)

The long range contamination, being present now as biological hazard, is m C s , which
has dropped to the soil and stays there for 27 years and more, subjected to geological
dilution. This may get to the vegetables, mushroom, strawberry (growing fast after rain in
the spring of 1986), and also to the grazing animals (reindeer, rabbit, sheep etc.). This is
why the vegetable and meet trade, import, consumption was (and is still now) under strong
control in the whole Europe. Consumption of reindeer meet in the North, that of mutton in
the West were forbidden for a long period. (This created possibility for commercial tricks.
For example Austria, Germany and Italy prohibited the import of vegetables and fruits
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from Hungary, laying to the East of them. It was pretty hard to convince the authorities of
those countries that Hungary was less affected by fallout than they were. Our Department
strongly participated in the control of the food radioactivity.)

The unit of the dose is 1 mSv=l millisievert, what corresponds to a biological effect
being equivalent to the effect of gamma radiation, depositing 0.001 Joule of ionisation en-
ergy per body kilogram. This unit is used, to express the biological effects of the Chernobyl
accident.

The average natural background irradiation of people is 2 mSv/year (of this, about
1 mSv comes from the inhaled radon, emitted by the uranium decay chain in the soil
and building material). The average dose, due to medical X rays in Europe is about 0.7
mSv/yeax. (Tooth X ray test gives 0.2 mSv, chest X-ray test 1 mSv, gut X-ray test even
more.) The collected doses by nuclear accidents are estimated:

Hiroshima, in the black rain 400 mSv
Windscale (UK), 10 km distance 80 mSv
Harrisburg (USA), in the town 1.6 mSv
Pripjat (USSR), town near Chernobyl 200 mSv
Kiev (USSR), ~100km from Chernobyl 80 mSv
Strongly contaminated part of Europe, outside USSR 1 mSv
Hungary (average), 800 km from Chernobyl 0.25 mSv

The average effective dose in Europe amounts about 0.3 mSv/person, in Southwest Asia
and in North Africa about 0.07 mSv, negligible elsewhere. It is nonvanishing but in most
countries it is within the range of local deviations of the natural radiation background.

The Japanese-American study concerning the delayed (cancer and leukemia causing)
effects of the atomic bomb victims in Hiroshima and Nagasaki indicates that the lethal risk
amounts 30-10~6/mSv dose, what is experienced in the region of 100 mSv irradiation. It is
usually assumed that the risk/dose relation is linear, in this case the 30-10~6/mSv ratio can
be used at lower contaminations as well. - This view is under attack nowadays. Evidence
seems to indicate that areas of higher geological radioactive background do not show higher
cancer mortality. If this is so, the irradiation risk has a sensitivity threshold: the cancer
risk begins to rise only, say, above 10 mSv dose. The explanation of the threshold could
be that a few mSv dose activates the immun system (the damage reparing enzymes) of the
body (like vaccination does), and such an activated defense may resist further irradiation
more successfully that an unprepared organism. This argumentation is not yet universally
accepted. - Taking the extrapolation of risk/dose curve into account we may say, that at
low level irradiation the risk/dose ratio is something between 0 and 10-10~6/mSv. Thus
the quoted effective dose values mean that the average lethal cancer risk, due to Chernobyl,
for an average European amounts 10-10"6 per person or less. For North Africa and South-
West Asia it is 2'10~6 per person or smaller. These numbers may be compared to the
risk of dying of cancer or leukemia anyway: 10-20%. (The additional risk for Hungary is
7.5-10"6 per person or smaller, the upper limit is the same as the cancer risk of smoking
a packet of cigarettes, having a chest X ray, or flying from Budapest to New York.)

It seems that we may sleep quietly even in Central Europe. May we? A risk of 10
per millions is small, but if hundreds of millions of people are affected (see Figure 8),
the collective dose (average personal dose X population) may run to thousands. A rough
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estimation says that the collective dose received by the European population of 500 million
be about 150 mSv- million people, leading to an estimated number of delayed victims which
may reach thousands. Thousands of people killed by the Chernobyl accident, or in Bhopal
at the chemical accident, or at the week long London smog in December 1952, or on the
roads of the USA in a month are something what we cannot live with, even if these numbers
are considerable smaller than that of the victims of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs or
the last wars in Asia.

The Future of Nuclear Power

It cannot be the goal of this paper to discuss all the public impacts of the Chernobyl
accident. The lessons concerning the design of nuclear power stations can be summarized
as follows:

A. Do not use overmoderated reactors. In the case of those already operating the
235 U enrichment has been inreased, suppressing the moderator/fuel ratio, thus shifting the
system to the undermoderated region.

B. Prefer the smaller reactors, for which the release of radioactivity even in the case
of worst accident can be confined in the containment building, strengthened against over-
pressure.

C. Shorten the reaction time of control by quickly blowing gaseous reactor poison gas
in, by fast flooding with boronated water, possibly not by pumps, but by the action of
gravity.

D. Place the reactors underground, as proposed by Andrej Sacharov and Edward
Teller; this prevents atmospheric contamination even in the case of underground nuclear
tests.

E. Make the automatic control inherent, simple, foolproof. Remember the statment of
the Hungarian-born John Keineny, chairman of the Presidential Commission, investigating
the Three Mile Island accident' "The plants can be made safe. It is the people, who are
not."

The Lesson of Chernobyl

According to the present Hungarian high school curriculum, in the last year of the
high school, every student learns nuclear physics for about 1-2 months in the early spring.
In March in many schools Geiger-Muller counters were used to measure the half life of the
short-lived 137Ba excited state, dissolved from a commercial solid 137Cs source. (IS7Cs is
inexpensive, being a common fission product in reactor.) This experiment presupposes the
measurement of the background activity in the class room at first.

When the morning radio news announced that the Chernobyl air contamination
reached Hungary (Monday, 3 May), the students were queuing in front of the Physics
Lab of the school already at 7.30 a.m. and demanding from the arriving physics teacher:
"Let's measure the background now!" It was measured immediately at 8 o'clock, it turned
out to be considerably higher, than last time in March. "Let's open the window! Let's
the radioactive air come in!" The window was opened, the activity was measured again.
It dropped!

The explanation: during the night the radon (emanating from the brick walla of the
building) accumulated. (Brick always contains traces of uranium and its decay products.)
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This indoor radon was removed by the ventillation. These students never forget this lesson:
we live with radioactivity, and the inhaled radon (about 1 mSv/year) gives us a larger dose
than that having come from Chernobyl (0.25 mSv).

In those days the physics teachers were the most important and reliable persons in
the eyes of the Hungarian youngsters. Our department gave them information within
4 days (before the end of the Soviet news black-out): what kind of reactor that one in
Chernobyl was, what could be the course of events, what is the estimated amount of
released radioactivity and what to watch in the schools . So the students measured the
activity of the shoe soles (and they immediately changed to slippers when entering their
apartments); they measured the activity of the soil and grass at the outflow of rain pipes;
they measured the activity of lettuce before washing it and after (and advised Mom to
wash everything carefully); they consumed less mushrooms and strawberry that spring, but
they bought the (understandably very cheap) spinach if it could be washed clean from the
radioactivity; they criticized the government for throughing away the 131I-contaminated
milk (why not making cheese out of it, to be sold after 3 months when 131I has decayed
away?); they watched the activity fading slowly during June; finally they added 0.25 mSv
to their personal table in the physics practice book "My radioactive dose collected in this
year."

Now nuclear physics is perhaps the most popular chapter in the high school physics.
The Geiger counter is one of the most popular demonstration tool for the teachers. A
radon-monitoring school-network has been developed (on the side of the acid-rain-monitor-
ing network).

Chernobyl was more than an accident. It was a catastrophe. The released active 137Cs
nuclei are with us for decades (as the active 90Sr nuclei, released by atmospheric bomb
tests are). But now we have become convinced, that opennes and understanding pays off
better than secrecy or panic. We see that concepts of nuclear physics, positive and negative
feedback, inherent instability and stability, probability, risk and global responsibility can
be taught to a wide sector of the youth population. We hope that the new generation can
be trusted in the coming decades more than ours in the past decade could.

Machines are reliable. Humans are not.

John. G. Kemeny
Presidental Commission chairman
at the T.M.I, investigation (1981)
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THE LESSON OF GOIANIA
Susana de Souza Barros

Instituto de Fisica, Universidade Federal
Rio de Janeiro CEP 21945, Brasil

WHAT HAPPENED IN GOIANIA: ACCIDENT OR INCIDENT ?

A Cesium 137 source, formerly used for radiological treatment was
left unattended in an abandonned derelict building where a
private clinic, the "Instituto Goiano de Radioterapia" has been
housed until 1985, the year when it was last inspected by
official authorities.

Goiania is a city in the inland of Brazil; it has around one
million inhabitants, and like many cities in the country
possesses a number of people that survive outside the productive
system, one of the main occupations beeing junk collection.

In September 1987, the exact date is not clear, (13/09/89 ?), two
junk collectors removed the lead head of the Cesium 137 bomb and
sold it to a junk yard dealer where it was opened by brute
mechanical force. The capsule weighting about 100 grams {28 gm of
Cesium Chloride and 63 gm of aglutinant material) was violated.
The initial estimated intensity of the source was "?>*TOtty; (1971)
and at the time of the accident it was reduced to 5£>#j()ujW'i987).
The blue shinny powder fascinated the group of people present and
they decided to share it with friends and relatives. In this
manner portions of the cesium 137 source were distributed around
the neighborhood and handled by many people, contaminating soil,
houses, plants and living beings. Within a short period of time
many people in the district took ill with skin rushes, diarrea
and vomits, and the doctors, suspecting tropical deseases,
treated the sick with ointments, hemetics, etc. It took about 15
days after the opening of the capsule to understand that what was
happening to this group of people was something more than the
bare eye could detect. And during this period of time
radiaoctivity and its sequels have been crawling into the lifes
and houses of innocent people, causing destruction, taking the
lifes of so>e and the health of many others. To this date the
official estatistics are the following: four (4) people are dead;
one (1) amputated; twenty one(21) under intensive medical care;
nineteen (19) suffered complications, forty one (41) were
interned in hospitals; hundred and twenty nine (129) were
contaminated internally and externally, officially there are
around 1000 people who should be radiologically followed for many
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years. An estimate made by a neighbourhood association gives a
figure ten times as large. The occupational exposure for more
than 500 technical staff did not exceedO-JmSv over the three
months they were involved with the accident. There was
contamination of the soil, houses and plants within a 50 m radius
from the junk yard. Other areas of the city were contaminated by
people carrying portions of the source. Water supplies were not
contaminated, (1).

The fact that it took at least two weeks to detect that
radioactive material has been spread in an urban area only after
many people got sick, transformed the incident in a real
disaster, brought panic to the population and caused harm to the
economy of the State. The absence of reliable judgement, caused
many people, from official administrators to purchasers of
Goiania goods to retract from any possible contact, and to keep
the farthest possible from the City and its inhabitants,(2a),(5).

It is important to notice that the direct responsibility for the
3afety of the discarded capsule was of the medical doctors that
owned the Clinic and the National Nuclear Energy Commission
(CNEN), that inspected the Cs-137 facility two years before
(1985), when it was informed by the clinic that the apparatus was
disactivated (2a).

It should be stressed that the majority of the principal actors
are people living in the periphery of the productive sectors of
the country and whose (lack of) education is largely determined
by the conditions they live in.

It was practically impossible that this accident could be avoided
and it is for this reason we prefer to call it an incident rather
than an accident (6), whose connotation indicates small
occurrence probability. On the other hand, the authorities dealt
with the accident in a manner that left doubts about both their
competency and responsability. The following quotation (1) from
a middleaged woman is very revealing,

"I did not know about that business of radiation. I would like
somebody to explain me how is it that a medical doctor, a
learned person, and a serious inspector, leaves such a dangerous
piece in a totally abandonned house", (Maria A. Motta, mother of
the junk yard dealer).

To compare how inforcement of safety laws can change the picture,
it is worthwile to recall the Nice accident, where a Cs-137
capsule was stolen from a hospital safe, early 1989. The
authorities immediately communicated to the population the risk
of contamination asking whoever had it in his/her possession not
to open it. The capsule was found in a public laboratory the
very next day by policemen using equipment to detect
radioactivity. No one waa hurt. But then, France is a country
that has rigid safety regulations for the use of radioactive
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NEWSPAPER ACCOUNTS OF THE GOIANIA ACCIDENT

It is a fact mas3 media reaches practically all levels of the
population via TV and daily papers. The most common
misconceptions found in newspapers and journal citations are
grouped in relation to what an "expert model" should be. This
information coul serve also as a guide to determine which are
the basic concepts that need to be constructed qualitatively
within the context of the Radioactivity Module.

i) In the following examples RADIATION is used instead of
RADIOACTIVITY OR RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, associated to the
capacity to CONTAMINATE or CONTAMINATION or even BECOME
RADIACTIVE.

- " 24 people were contaminated by radiation"(Isto 4, 4/11/87)

- " radiation from the sick girl contaminates the hospital room"
(Globo, 24/10/87)

-"victims contaminated by radiation of cesium" (Globo, 13/10/87)

-"paper with radiation from a junkyard was transported from
Goiania to Sao Paulo" (Folha de Sao Paulo,15/10/87)

-"contamination of people exposed to radiation" (Jornal do
Brasil, 1/10/87)

-"fear of contamination due to radiation is caused by lack of
information" (Globo, 1/11/87)

-"the estigma of radiation" (Isto e, 8/11/87)

-"levels of radiation with capacity.of contamination" (Globo,
24/10/87)

ii) Example of how the use of words that carry heavy connotations
in relation to accidents of similar nature shows the relevance
quantitative information has at the level of understanding units,
safety doses, radiation biological damage,etc.

-"Becquerels of Goiania are the same as becquerels of Chernobyl"
(Correio do Povo, Goiania, September 29, 1989).

The paper "Reading about Chernobyl: the public understanding of
radiation and radioctivity" (4), discusses a set of similar
misconceptions reported in the British press; an analysis is made
describing a "lay model" that requires a better discrimination
between radiation/radioactivity, very similar to the set of
examples given in Brazilian newspapers (i) above. The authors of
this article consider worthwhile to notice that the concept of
life time has a similar meaning as life and death; we interpret
such being the case because the probabilistic properties of
radiactive decay are not at all available for non specialists.
The concept of isotope seems to be seldom used in the "lay model"
and its meaning is not clear.
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THE LESSON OF KAWANDA
(THE CASE OF THE LOST

Am-Be NEUTRON MOISTURE PROBE)
Kiremire N.E. Beshabe

Department of Physics, Makerere University
Kampala, Uganda

The benefits of Modern Technology are of increasing

importance to Society. Taking Nuclear Technology as an

example, it can be used in food preservation, in

medicine, plan*" breeding, generation of elect^y-ical

power, et_ cetera. The overall impact of this technology

is the improvement of the welfare of society. It is at

the same time increasingly becoming evident that these

benefits also have boundaries, especially those dictated

by risks that are associated with the technology. Again

focussing on the nuclear technology, it is quite evident
I

! that the associated risks must be of concern to society,

especially in so far as they can spill over to

communities and/or countries that may not even be

beneficiaries of such a technology. A vivid example of

such a risk that spilled over to communities that may

not even have been aware of such a technology is the

Chernobyl accident of April 19B6.

The balance between the benefits and risks of the

radiation industry weigh heavily in favour of benefits

in respect of developed countries. This is because such

countries have the technology and skills to minimise the

impact of risks, such as those we have witnessed in

recent years. Whenever one considers the benefits and

|V, risks of this industry in the context of developing

countries, however, one is often at a loss in deciding

whether the risks do not indeed outway the benefits.

Moat developing countries neither have the technology,
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nor the skilled manpower to cope with any accidents that

result from use o-f the radiation industry. The case in

point is the loss o-f the Americi urn-Beryl 1 i urn (Am—Be)

Neutron moisture probas -from Kawanda Agricult'A> al

Research Station in Uganda.

Uganda is a small country that covers only about

2,

236 000 • km. The population is also small at 17

million, and generally poor with a Sross National

Product <GNP> of about US $230. Uganda like all other

developing countries looks to modern technology as the

only path to development. To her, it is the only way of

increasing food production, reducing infant mortality,

and so on. It is in this spirit that Kawanda Research

| Station acquired the Am-Be probes. Kawanda is an

Agrir-.jiatural Research Station located fifteen (15) km

North of the capital, Kampala.

f DETAILS OF THE PROBES
I

> The probes which consisted of three (3) units were

:; imported into the country on June 26th, 1975. They were

to have been used in determining soil moisture depletion

in order to predict irrigation dates. The three probes

i were supplied by TROXLER LABORATORIES, RESEARCH TRIANBLE

PARK, P.O. Box 12059, N.C. 27709 U.S.A.

The probes emitting Gamma / Neutron radiation,
8 C

Activity o-f 3.T" *\0 Sjjand Neutron output of 2. 52 AO f>/s

were encopsulated in stainless steel special form type A

containers. For unknown reasons, essential accessory

materials to the probes were not sent by the supplier,
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and -for mare than ten (10) years the equipment was idle

in the laboratory.

CIRCUMSTANCES OF LOSS

During the 1985 civil war in Uganda, unknown people

broke into the room where the probes had been kept and

broke them. This was noticed a-fter the war and the

information was relayed to the International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA). An expert -from the IAEA Radiation

Protection Division came and surveyed the probes and

con-firmed that all the three neutron probes were

leaking. According to him, the probes were no longer

serviceable, and since the leaking o-f radiation was

likely to increase with time, the probes were burried in

a 2 X 1 X 1.5 metres pit in June 1987. The pit was dug

on a rock outcrop hill where the nearest houses to the

site were about 300 metres. All necessary radiation

protection measures were taken during transportation and

burial o-f the probes. Fig 1 is a schematic diagram o-f

the pit that the probes were buffied in. Following the

burial, nothing was said or heard about the probes until

November 1988 when they were reported missing -from their

grave.

GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSE TO THE LOSS

The probes were reported missing by the Director of

the Research Station on 1st November 1988. She reported

the theft to the ministry under which her station -falls

i.e. the Ministry o-f Agriculture, and to the department
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o-f Physics, Hakerere University. Radiation protection

of-facers -from the University visited the =;ite to con-firm

the the-ft, and to survey -for traces o-f radiation around

the burial place. The Minister of Agriculture reported

the the-ft to Cabinet and a ministerial committtee

comprising of ministers o-f Agriculture, Environment

Protection, Local Government and Information was formed.

The ministerial committee i tself -formed a Task Force o-f 1

technical people whose main job was to investigate the

motives behind the the-ft as the probes were otherwise

useless, to survey the area around the ressarcn station

to ensure that i t was safe, and eventually to advise

government and the general public on the next course of

action.

Meanwhile, the Government contacted the Radiation

Protection Board of Kenya for assistance in terms of

well calibrated survey meters, and from these contacts,

a Neutron survey meter was borrowed.

The Task Force surveyed around the burial place

covering a radius of 2 km, just in crass the thieves had

damped the probes in the a'-eaj and more importantly, the

public in the area.needad to be assured thst the place

was safe to live in. An appeal was made through both

the press and the media calling for information that •'•

might lead to the recovery o-f the probes. A cash prize

4
of Uganda shillings 1 000 000/= (equivalent to US *

5 000=0 was promised to whoever would give such

information.

In the process of investigation,
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radiation protection officers from Mafcererp University

and police went around interviewing residents in the

area. It became certain -from the interviews that there

was no other motive behind the theft than the economic

one, i.e. stealing the probes with the hope of selling

them, perhaps to metal scrap dealers. Both the thieves

and the general. public were clearly ignorant of the

dangers associated with the probss. For the thieves the

benefits (ie money) out-weighed the risks. In addition

to the area around the burial place, the other areas

surveyed included gabbage collection centres and metal

scrap dealers in and around the capital. Incidentally,

because of lack o-f -funding, the Task Force never

accomplished many of the tasks for which it had been set

up, and the probes are still missing.

PUBLIC RESPONSE

Surveys since the Chernobyl accident have indicated

that the public is generally concerned about a wide

range of health risks, including those -from radiations.

A study published in 1987 in the Federal Republic of

Germany found that 15Z of the population believed that

their health had been or would be a-ffected by

radioactive releases from Chernobyl; and in the study I

carried out among middle class people leaving in and

around the suburbs o-f the capital Kampala following loss

o-f the probes, 197. of them believed that their health

would be in danger. This is in spite of the fact that

most people interviewed did not know anything about
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radiation; to most o-f them, the word nuclear had only-

two connotations, either a mushroom cloud or a power

station. As there are no power stations in most

developing countries, the risks are usually exaggerated

especially by those few middle class people who can read

•foreign publications and/or listen to -foreign media.

The public response to the loss of the probes,

there-fore, was the kind that might be anticipated

generally from any kind of accident. It should be added

that no one really knows whether or not any persons

suffered either physical or physiological damage from

the probes.

RISKS/BENEFITS ANALYSIS

Today's afflictions of mankind can be divided into

twos the psychosis of nuclear annihilation which is

mainly experienced by the developed countries; and

hunger and starvation which are experienced by the poor.

Both afflictions spring from a common denonimator,

Science. The encess of science in one case and the lack

a-f it in the other.. are the causes of tcday's human

a-ff 1 ictions. I would say that there were no benefits

accrued by Uganda from this particular technology

because of the missing accessories of the probes. The

fact that the machines were redundant -for those many

years implies that the Research Station was not ready

for that particular technology, a fact arising from the

poor quality of science in Uganda. It is not easy to

apportion blame in this case because the probes were
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purchased for scientific research that would have

benefited society. The accident (the creaking o-f probes

and their eventual stealing) was merely due to

unforeseen political upheavals. Nevertheless, one might

add that having realised the degree o-f damage on the

instrument, and the inherent risks due to radiation, the

authorities should have burried the probes more securely

to completely avoid -further radiation leakage and

eliminate the risks o-f the-ft. There-fore, the blame

appears to tall on the Ugandan authorities because o-f

their unpreparedness to handle the technology with its

associated liabilities.

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The authorities in Uganda were ignorant o-f the

magnitude o-f the problem and it is no wonder there-fore,

that they came up with incomplete strategies -for

handling it. These were incomplete burrying o-f the

probes, and inadequate provision o-f -funds for the Task

Force to accomplish the tasks assigned to it.

I would therefore like to make the -following

ooservati ons:

1. There is need -for Training of more technical

personnel who will in future provide the

necessary skills -for management of such

problems. They will also inform and educate

both leaders and the public about the benefits

and liabilities of such a technology.

2. Such personnel will need to be provided with
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appropriate emergency handling technologies to

enable them handle accidents such :.s the one

described in this paper. This is where the

International Community such as the IAEA could

assist in both sensitising national authorities

into giving training high priority, and in

giving -financial assistance for such training,

and providing the necessary equipment. i

3. There is need tor suppliers' involvement in

installation of the equipment and in training

of personnel who ^re to use and maintain the

equipment, and to manage accidents that may

occur. The standard of Nuclear technology

management in most o-f the third world is still

poor. Suppliers' involvement should there-fore

not only be motivated by -financial gains, but

should also always take into account issues o-f

safety.

The scale of the Uganda problem was quite small

compared with the near hysterical -fear that ensue -from

the general public. There is obviously need -for

educational programmes to demystify the dangers o-f new

technologies generally. This can be achieved through

-formal and in-formal general educational programmes which

the government of Uganda need to urgently initiate.

I wish to suggest that this confer-.ice looks at the

examples of Nuclear technology events that will be

mentioned in thij conference as reminders of the true

realities o-f our time; the realities of dangers/risks
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from radiation accidents. Whether it is the high-level

technology of the developed countries. or trie low-level

technology new commonly used in the third world,

accidents from either of the two can cause panic to the

respective communities. And if not managed properly,

they can also inflict both physical and biochemical

damage to unduly high numbers of individauls. This

conference should, in my view, focus on strengthening

international and national preparedness to employ the

nuclear technology, and more particularly r.o respond in

a manner that will minimise the consequences of any

accidents, however big or small they may be.

30 cm(to be constructed)
15 cm concrete
Iron sheet

wooden boxes
containing
the probes

PIT FOR BURRYING NEUTRON MOISTURE PROBES
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THE LESSON OF BHOPAL
Vijaya Shankar Varma

Department of Physics and Astrophysics, University of Delhi
Delhi 110007, India

1. INTRODUCTION

The city of Bhopal, now synonymous with industrial disaster, is
situated almost at the centre of India (approximately 700 km due
south of Delhi) in one of its least industrially developed states.

In order to increase food production, the Indian government in
the mid 1960's, started encouraging the use of a number of high
yielding varieties of grain. The results of these efforts,
commonly known as the 'green revolution' converted India from a
country with chronic shortage of food into one which grows all
the food it requires. This was important not only because it gave
a solid foundation for the industrial development of the country
but also because it changed the image that Indians had of
themselves as a nation. The green revolution, for its success,
required a massive increase in the indigenous production of
chemical fertilisers and pesticides. In response to this need,
the Indian government permitted Union Carbide Corporation (UCC)
to set up a plant for manufacturing Sevin and allowed it to hold
51% of the shares of the new company.

Sevin is a carbamate insecticide introduced by UCC in 1956. Its
great attraction is that it is biodegradable. However in 1976 it
was placed in the Environmental Protection Agency's "possibly too
hazardous to man or the environment" list.

2. PRODUCTION PROCESS

The process chosen by UCC for the manufacture of Sevin was:

CO + C l 2 — + • COC12

CARBON MONOXIDE CHLORINE PHOSGENE

COCla + CH^NHa. > CH3NHCOCI + HC1
PHOSGENE MONOMETHYLENE METHYL CARBAMOYL

CHLORIDE (MCC)

heat
CHjNHCOCl > CH3NCO + HC1

(MCC) METHYL ISOCYANATB (MIC)

CH,NCO + C,OH7OH *• C,OH7OCONHCH
(MIC) u< - NAPHTHOL CARBARYL (SBVIN)
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To encourage industrial development in the area, the factory for
manufacturing Sevin was aet up on the outskirts of Bhopal. Carbon
monoxide which was produced in a nearby plant was reacted with
chlorine, which was brought in by tankers, to give phosgene.
Phosgene was then reacted with monomethylene, which was also
brought in by tankers, to give methyl carbamoyl chloride which
was then heated to yield methyl isocyanate (MIC). This was then
reacted with <K -naphthol to produce Sevin. Chloroform was used
throughout the production process es a solvent.

UCC chose to use MIC as an intermediate in the production of
Sevin although a less hazardous route was available. It also
chose to store the MIC that was produced in large 50 tonne tanks,
rather than produce it and use it up on-line as is in fact done
by Du Pont, Mitsubishi and Bayer. It also overruled protests from
the Indian plant managers who were in favour of using storage
tanks of much smaller capacity.

Because of errors in market projections and the availability of
competing pesticides, the factory ran at a loss almost from the
beginning. By October 1984, production of Sevin had been stopped
and the future of the company was being debated in its
boardrooms.

3. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

According to the UCC manual, MIC ?s reactive, toxic, volatile and
flammable. It has a specific gravity of 0.96 and the density of
its vapour is approximately 1.4 times that of air. It is a liquid
or forms an aerosol at ambient temperatures. It must be stored in
special stainless steel tanks, which must never be more than half
full (so that the MIC can be blanketed with an inert gas in case
of a runaway reaction) and must be refrigerated to 0°C (to reduce
the rate of such reaction in case it occurs).

In the presence of catalysts such as ferric chloride, MIC forms
crystalline trimers. This reaction is highly exothermic. It
starts slowly but can build up into one of explosive violence.

CH, / \ CH,
catalyst ^-^N N ^

3 CH,NCO • " • »» | I TRIMTHYL
C C ISOCYANURATE

, ^
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There is an equally violent exothermic reaction with water :
0

11
CH.NCO + xs H,0 *~ CHxNHCHNCH, + CO

1,3 DIMETHYLUREA
O CHX O

_ 11*1
xs CH,CNO + H,0 —-^- CH,NHC N—-CHNCH, + CO

1,3,5 TRIMETHYLBIUR"ET
A third reaction of interest is the thermal decomposition of MIC
which occurs in significant quantities above 400*C and gives
rise to hydrogen cyanide along with oxides of carbon and
nitrogen.

4. TOXICITV

MIC is poisonous by all routes of contact - inhalation, oral or
skin. It is intensely irritating to the lungs and can cause fatal
pulmonary oedema (the victim drowning in the fluids that the lung
tissues secrete in reaction to the chemical). Skin contact causes
severe burns. The liquid severely injures eyes even when diluted
to 1%. It causes sensitisation, so that subsequent exposure to
even parts per billion of related isocyanates produces an
asthmatic reaction. The officially listed toxic doses for MIC
are:

Oral LD£0<rat) - 305 mg/kg of body weight

Inhalation LCgo(rat) * 5 ppm for 4 hours

TLV (human) • . 2.0 ppm (inhalation, skin contact).

Note that this last figure is based on just one experiment
involving voluntary exposure to MIC in which even brief exposure
at0.02ppm was found to be intensely irritating. This situation is
typical of many such limits on human exposure to commonly used
industrial chemicals. Note also that hDg0stands for Lethal Dose
producing at least 50% fatalities, hCSo for Lethal Concentration
producing at least 50% fatalities and TLV stands for Threshold
Level Value which is the maximum concentration of the gas to
which workers may be exposed in an 8 hour working day, for a 5
day working week.

5. THE ACCIDENT

As we mentioned earlier, the Bhopcl plant had been shut since
October 1984 (almost 2 months before the accident), but 90 tonnes
of MIC which had not been converted into Sevin was being stored
in two tanks. The refrigeration unit meant to cool the MIC had
however been shut down on the plea that the plant wt« not
operating. As had the Vent Gas Scrubber meant for neutralising
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any escaping gas. The number of qualified and trained staff had
also been reduced on the same plea. All these major operating
decisions had been approved by UCC and had been justified on
grounds of economy.

According to UCC water was introduced into the MIC stored in tank
610 by an act of sabotage. According to the government it entered
the tank due to faulty procedures adopted in the washing out of
some of the pipes. The water caused the MIC to start reacting
exothermically. For all one knows the reaction could well have
started as a result of the long storage of the MIC without any
refrigeration. In any case, the first signs of trouble were
smarting eyes and the smell of gas on the factory premises on the
evening of the 2nd December 1984. Because the pressure gauges
were unreliable the source of the leak could not be located till
the pressure and temperature in tank 610 had built up alarmingly.
Some of the contents of tank 610 should then have been
transferred to tank 619 which should have been kept empty for
just such an emergency. This was not done because the workers
were not sure because of faulty gauges that tank 619 was in fact
empty. Pressure in tank 610 built up to over 60 psig and its
temperature went well above 200°C causing the stainless steel
tank first to bulge and then to burst its concrete cover. At this
stage a safety disk ruptured and gas started escaping from the
tank.

The escaping gas passed through the Vent Gas Scrubber where it
was supposed to have been neutralised by caustic soda solution.
But the Scrubber was shut down. In any case the Scrubber had not
been designed to handle so much gas escaping at such high
pressure. The escaping gas should then have gone to the Flare
Tower where it should have been burnt off, but a corroded length
of piping had been removed and had not been replaced although it
would have required no more than a few hours work. In any case
the Flare Tower had also not been designed to handle such a
Massive leak. As a result MIC and reaction products started
venting into the atmosphere from a point about 33 meters above
the ground. When the workers tried to turn on a water curtain to
try and neutralise the escaping MIC, the water pressure was too
low and the spray could reach no more than 15 meters (yet another
example of faulty design) and the water curtain proved to be
totally ineffective.

6. FATALITIES

The gas started venting around midnight and continued to do so
for almost 2 hours till tank 610 was empty. About 30 tonnes of
MIC and reaction products (whose exact composition has never been
established) escaped from the plant and like a thick fog it

i rolled over the most densely populated part of the town carried
, by a gentle night breeze. The low winter night temperature kept

the cloud from dispersing and people downwind woke up choking for
breath and fled outdoors. But they did not know where to run to
as there had been no warning nor had any emergency procedures
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been laid down. They fled downwind along the existing roads and
many perirhed as they fled. Ultimately 2 500 died, 10 000 were
permanently disabled and almost 200 000 were affected in some
way.

Almost all the victims died of pulmonary oedema. The survivors
suffered severe lung damage, ulceration of the cornea and/or
failure of the central nervous system. Pregnant women aborted.
Among the long term effects that showed up were reduced lung
function, gynaecological diseases, impotence and increased
incidence in the birth of deformed children. There are also
indications that people exposed to the gas may be more prone to
cancer in the future.

7. LESSONS

a) All technologies carry associated risks and the assessment of
such risks must form an important component in the choice of a
particular technology. This has been stated over and over again
by speakers at this conference and is almost a truism. The
problem however is that no information is ever complete, that
science does not provide clear cut and definite answers to
problems at the science/society interface, and that there are
always other competing considerations - political, economic,

: social - which cannnot be ignored.

| b) Both government and management are secretive about releasing
:' any information in case it later turns out to be damaging. Thus
i UCC first tried to deny that the gas could have leaked from their
- factory because their factory was shut down, and then pretended

for days that the deaths could not have been due to MIC because
MIC was only mildly irritating like tear gas. Given this
situation, independent sources of information need to be
developed and nurtured. One of the more encouraging post-Bhopal

• developments in India has been the emergence of voluntary action
' groups engaged in taking science, as well as an awareness of

scientific problems related to developmental choices, to the
; people. Here teachers in schools and universities have a great

role to play, but the process which has already begun needs to be
< better organised and coordinated.

f' c) Bhopal has resulted in the enactment of more stringent
£<' regulations regarding the handling and storage of hazardous
]| material. But what is needed more than new laws is the ,<
k- enforcement of the existing ones. "*

V d) More care needs to be taken, particularly in the developing
\, countries, about the siting of industries handling dangerous
K chemicals and the prevention of new human settlements close to
I' such factories once they have been set up. People must also be

educated to the hazards in their neighbourhood and well defined
evacuation plans must be laid down in the event of an emergency.
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e) Multinationals cannot be trusted to observe the sane
precautions in third world countries as they do at home, and it
is clear that the governments of such countries, even if they so
wish, cannot force then to.

8. COULD IT HAPPEN ELSEWHERE ?

From talking to the participants at this conference, it appears
that one of the aspects of the Bhopal tragedy that interests them
most is an assessment of the chances that a similar accident
could occur elsewhere. The specific causes and circumstances of
the tragedy in Bhopal were of course unique, but the underlying
causes : unsafe design, irresponsible operating procedures,
inadequate maintenance, cutbacks in manning and training, lack of
information, lack of diaster planning, siting of potentially
dangerous plants in heavily populated areas are not unique
to Bhopal but are common to chemical plants throughout the world.
The conditions that led to the release of MIC in Bhopal, had they
occurred in many developed countries including the USA, would not
have violated any specific workplace or environmental standards.
Remember that UCC spent $ 4 000 000 on improving safety at the
sister plant at Institute, USA after the Bhopal tragedy (the US
factory already had better, computerised monitoring and safety
devices), yet within 6 months there was a massive leak of
aldicarb oxime and methylene chloride gas which led to the
hospitalisation of about a hundred people. Better housing, better
transport and the existence of evacuation plans of course were
responsible for the fact that there were no deaths.

In the final analysis, Bhopal is a warning of the poisoning of
our environment not just from accidents in chemical factories but
also from the indiscriminate and uncontrolled use of chemical
fertilisers and pesticides. It is a warning to develop alternate
technologies. It is a warning the world can ill afford to ignore.
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W h e n elephants fight -or make love- the grass suffers.
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NATURAL RADIATION LEVEL
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FACTS ABOUT LOW-LEVEL RADIATION
James Daglish

International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna A-1400, Austria

The effects of large doses of radiation received at high dose rates are well-documented
and understood, but there is less factual certainty about the effects of exposure to low-
level radiation. This leaflet attempts to answer some of the questions people often ask.
Do the regulations governing radiation exposure provide adequate protection? Can we
not simply avoid being exposed to radiation and thereby eliminate risk? Is radiation
uniquely hazardous or do other factors enter the picture and, if so, how important are
they? What overall risks do we face? How concerned should we be about low-level
radiation?

What is ionizing radiation?
The term "radiation" is very broad: it includes visible, infra-red and ultraviolet light, and
radio waves. It is also used however to mean "ionizing" radiation: that is, radiation which
changes the physical state of atoms which it strikes, causing them to become electrically
charged or "ionized". In some circumstances, the presence of such ions in living tissues
can disrupt normal biological processes. Just as excessive exposure to other forms of
radiation can do harm, ionizing radiation may represent a health hazard to man. It is the
only form of radiation discussed in this leaflet.

Some exposure to ionizing radiation cannot be avoided. There are many sources of
exposure: they include naturally-occurring radionuclides contained in the earth, building
materials, air, food and water, and cosmic rays. The most important man-made sources
of exposure are X-rays and radioisotopes used for medical diagnosis and treatment.

< Others include fallout from nuclear weapons testing and radionuclides emitted from instal-
lations where radioactive materials are used (such as radioisotope production facilities
and nuclear power plants) in the course of normal operation or if an accident occurs.

Absorbed doses of radiation are expressed in terms of a unit called the gray (Gy)\ which
is a measure of the amount of radiation-energy absorbed in any sort of matter. Biologi-
cally, not only the amount of radiation is important, but also its type: equal doses of radia-
tion do not necessarily have equal biological effects. Another unit takes these differing
effects into account by weighting the absorbed dose by a "quality factor" for each type
of radiation. This unit, which is used to measure the absorbed dose equivalent, is the
sievert (Sv)*.

One sievert of alpha radiation delivered, for example, to the thyroid is reckoned to create
the same risk of causing harm as one sievert of beta or gamma radiation. However,
different organs have differing sensitivities to radiation, and the magnitude of the risk per
unit dose equivalent is therefore different for different organs within the body. Additionally,
irradiation of the reproductive organs may create the risk of hereditable damage. The
overall risk of exposing the whole body to radiation is therefore the sum of the individual

| risks of harm to each organ which is affected. If the dose received by each organ is multi-
|. plied by an appropriate weighting factor, the sum of the products is the effective
| absorbed dose equivalent. This quantity is also measured in the unit sievert and is an
i indicator of the radiation risk to the exposed individual.

' In the international system of units, the gray replaces the unit used formerly, the rad, which is 100 times smaller
than the gray. Similarly, the sievert replaces the rem, which is also 100 times smaller. Both units are defined in
lerms of the amount of energy, measured in joules, absorbed per kilogram of .mass: 1 Gy (or 1 Sv) » 1 J kg" ' .
This amount of energy corresponds to the amount of heal energy needed to raise the temperature of a litre of water
by 000024 °C
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FIGURE la

AVERAGE INDIVIDUAL RADIATION EXPOSURES FROM VARIOUS
SOURCES. BY FAR THE LARGEST SOURCE OF RADIATION
EXPOSURE IS SHORT-LIVED DECAY PRODUCTS OF RADON-222
AND RADON-220 STEMMING FROM NATURALLY OCCURRING
URANIUM AND THORIUM

NATURAL RADIATION

Annual doses from natural sources of
radiation in areas of normal background:

Cosmic rays at sea level:

Radon (2z2Rn and z20Rn)
from 33BU and 23zTh):

Potassium (40K)'

Other:

TOTAL (rounded):

SOURCES:

Effective dose
equivalent per year

. 0.37 mSv

1.30 mSv

0.30 mSv

0.40 mSv

2.40 mSv

MAN-MADE RADIATION SOURCES:

Annual doses from medical usas of radiation:
(corresponds to about 20-45% of the annual
exposure from natural background)

Annual doses from nuclear explosives tasting:

(corresponds to about 1% of the annual
exposure from natural background)

Annual doses from nuclear power production:

(corresponds to less than 0.1% of the annual

exposure from natural background)

Effective dose
equivalent per year

0.4-1.0 mSv

0.01 mSv

0.0002 mSv
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FIGURE 1b NATURAL RADIATION SOURCES Annual Doses

FIGURE 1c MAN-MADE RADIATION SOURCES Annual Doses

Medical
uses
0.4-10 mSv

Explosive Power
testing production
O.O1 mSv 0.0002 mSv
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The sieved is a very large unit, and dose equivalents are more commonly expressed in
terms of the millisievert (mSv), one-thousandth as large. On average, the effective dose
equivalent an individual receives each year from low-level sources of all kinds amounts
to about 2.4 mSv (see Figures 1a, 1b).

The origins of radiation protection

It has long been recognized that large doses of ionizing radiation can damage human tis-
sues. Harmful effects were reported within six months of Roentgen's discovery of X-rays
in 1896: for a time workers checked the output of X-ray tubes by exposing themselves to
the radiation they emitted and measuring the time required to irritate the skin! More than
300 later died from diseases attributed to their exposure to radiation — about 250 of skin
cancer, and more than 50 of blood disorders (anaemia and leukaemia). Yet practices now
recognized to be hazardous continued. From 1915 onward, for example, hundreds of girls
were employed by the Radium Luminous Materials Company, in New Jersey (USA), to
paint products such as the dials of watches with a mixture of radium and zinc sulphide.
The girls moistened the tips of their brushes by putting them in their mouths: local dentists
soon reported a disease they termed "radium jaw", and by the end of 1926 four of the
girls had died from bone cancers and aplastic anaemia.

Recognition that unduly high exposure even to some natural sources of radiation could
also have devastating effects was slow in coming. For example, uranium compounds
have been used for hundreds of years to impart pleasing colours to pottery glazes and
glassware. It was not realized until this century that the known high incidence of lung
cancer among underground miners was due to their excessive exposure to the naturally-
occurring radioactive gas radon and its "daughter" products (which are formed when
radon decays, and are also radioactive), which permeated the poorly ventilated under-
ground galleries where they worked. Sir Edward Pochin, a leading UK radiobiologist, has
described a 16th-century "biological dosimeter" which might have been used to assess
the effect of this exposure: "Some miners' wives were known to have had seven
husbands, in succession."

As more was learned, scientists became increasingly concerned about the potentially
damaging effects of exposure to large doses of radiation. Yet people not only ignored the
risks they ran, but actively if unwittingly sought them out: for many years people flocked
to spas to test the alleged curative properties of radon in spring water, and applied radio-
active compresses to relieve their rheumatism and arthritis. (Many people undoubtedly
did obtain relief from pain; sufferers do benefit from bathing in heated pools, eating
sensibly and breathing the fresh air of a mountain resort for a week or so. But "radio-
activity" was the magnet drawing them there.) Even today, spa treatments are promoted
in countries where there is strong opposition to other activities involving radiation
exposure: it seems that radiation at such spas is considered "different" from radiation
from other sources. ;

The scientific community's growing awareness of the need to regulate exposure to radia- j
tion prompted the formation of a number of expert bodies to consider what needed to be . >
done. In 1928, at the second International Congress of Radiology, an independent non- '
governmental expert body, the International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP), was set up. At first, the ICRP was known as the International X-ray and Radium
Protection Committee. It brought together experts who had been working in the field, with
the aim of establishing basic principles for, and issuing recommendations on, radiation
protection. The members of the ICRP were and still are chosen on the basis of their
individual merit in medical radiology, health physics, genetics, and other related fields,
and care is taken to ensure an appropriate balance of expertise irrespective of nationality.
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ICRP recommendations are generally adopted as the basis for national regulations
governing the exposure of radiation workers and members of the public. They have also
been used by the IAEA, the World Health Organization, the International Labour Organi-
sation and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD in formulating their radiation protec-
tion standards.

Another international, but inter-governmental, body was formed in 1955. The General
Assembly of the United Nations, recognizing international concern about the effects of
fallout from the testing of nuclear explosives, established the UN Scientific Committee on
the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR). UNSCEAR is directed to assemble, study
and disseminate information on observed levels of ionizing radiation and radioactivity
(both natural and man-made) in the environment, and on the effects of such radiation on
man and his environment. UNSCEAR's reports are also widely accepted as authoritative;
the most recent was submitted to the General Assembly of the United Nations in
September 1988.

Certainty and uncertainty.

The effects of radiation at high dose and dose rate are reasonably well documented. Much
information has been gleaned by study of the health records of people such as survivors
of the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and patients who have received large doses
of radiation as part of their medical treatments — for example, those who have had radio-
therapy for cancer. (The risk that radiotherapy may, in lime, be responsible for the induc-
tion of further cancers is outweighed by the immediate benefit to the patient.) It is known,
for example, that some of the health effects of exposure to radiation do not appear unless
a certain minimum, quite large, dose is absorbed. A very large dose delivered over a short
time will kill within days.

However, there is still considerable uncertainty about the effects of exposure to radiation
at low dose and dose rate. This is because effects, if they exist at all, are masked by the
"normal" occurrence of disorders which may or may not be due to radiation exposure.
To make a statistically valid study of the effects of radiation on man at the dose levels
which are of interest requires the observation of a population of millions, over several
generations. Any such analysis is complicated by the fact that it is not possible to isolate
a "control" population who are not exposed to radiation. To show conclusively that certain
health effects are associated with a given radiation dose, the number of people that must
be observed becomes larger and larger as the radiation dose decreases. In the long term,
there is a potential for learning from a major epidemiological study of people who were
exposed to radiation in the aftermath of the accident at Chernobyl; such a study is now
under way in the Soviet Union.

It is generally agreed that the only observable effect of the exposure of a large number
of people to low-level radiation may be the induction of a few cancers in addition to the
thousands which occur naturally, years or even decades after the exposure has been
incurred. It is often forgotten that cancer is primarily a disease of old age. In countries
where life expectancy is in the range of 60-70 years, 20% or more of all deaths are due
to cancer, but the average victim is about 65 years old. Secondly, we may be exposed
to thousands of substances in our everyday lives — in addition to radiation — which can
cause cancer. The list of carcinogens includes items such as nitrosamines in well-done
steaks, chimney soot, arsenic, paraffin oil, coal tar, some components of tobacco smoke,
ultraviolet light, asbestos, some chemical dye intermediates, fungal toxins in food, viruses
and even heat. Only in exceptional cases is it possible to identify conclusively the cause
of a particular cancer.
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There is also experimental evidence from work with animals and plants that exposure to
radiation can have genetic effects, though none which can be attributed lo the effect of
exposure to radiation have so far been detected with certainty in man. Again, if there were
any hereditary effects of exposure to low-level radiation, ','ney could be detected only by
careful analysis of a large volume of statistical data, and they would have to be
distinguished from those of a number of other agents which might also cause genetic
disorders but whose effect may not be recognised until the damage has been done:
thalidomide. once prescribed for pregnant women as a tranquillizer, was one example.

Nevertheless, it is presumed that exposure to radiation even at the levels due to natural
background may affect human health. It is generally assumed as a practical hypothesis
that the probability of an effect is strictly proportional to exposure, right down to zero dose.
No evidence to contradict this assumption has been found.

However, there is still debate about the value to be assigned to the risk coefficient — the
numerical relationship between probability of cancer induction and dose received.
UNSCEAR has published estimates of the risk of cancer for persons exposed to high
radiation doses at high dose rates. These estimates have been derived mainly from obser-
vations on the Japanese survivors of the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and of
some groups of patients who have received therapeutic doses of radiation. New data
concerning these groups have now been reviewed by the Committee and revised risk
estimates are being made. The revised estimates are higher than before: how much
higher depends on the methods used to calculate the number of cases of cancer deaths
that are still to be expected in the studied populations.

One reason for new estimates being higher than before is that the doses to the Japanese
survivors have been reassessed and found to have been lower than had been estimated
earlier, thus increasing the estimate of the risk per unit dose. This increase is somewhat
reduced by the present methods of assessment, which takes into account the length of
latent periods and the age structure of the population.

Projections into the future are being made on the basis of two models, an absolute risk
model and a relative risk model. When the absolute risk model is used the estimated life-
time probability per unit dose is only slightly higher than earlier estimates. When the rela-
tive risk model is used, the estimate becomes substantially higher. While previous esti-
mates of the risk per unit dose at high doses and dose rates for an average member of
the general population was 2.5 per cent per sievert. the present estimates range from
4.5-7.1 per cent per sievert, depending on the projection model.

However, it is believed that the cancer risk from X-rays and gamma rays at low radiation
doses and dose rates is lower than the values assessed for high doses and dose rates.
A correction factor would therefore be needed to calculate this risk from the numbers
mentioned above. Such a factor certainly varies very widely but it is assumed that an
appropriate range for the correction factor would lie between 2 and 10.

The idea that risk increases in proportion to increases in exposure, or dose, is not unique
to radiation. It is equally true for many other agents that induce cancer Whatever limit
is set for exposure to such agents there will still be some risk: only at zero exposure would
the risk disappear In some cases, it may be possible to reduce exposure to zero; in
others, it is not. In particular, we cannot avoid natural radiation. Radiation protection
practices are aimed simply at keeping the all radiation risks to health as low as is
reasonably achievable, social and economical considerations being taken into account,
under the constraint that no individual will be subject to an undue risk. This is a central
tenet in the ICRP's recommendations.

It is against this background that the general philosophy and principles of radiation protec-
tion (which are fairly straightforward) and its points of detail (which can be complex) have
developed.
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The theoretical basis of
radiation protection

As noted earlier, much information on the health effects of radiation comes from study of
the health records of people such as Japanese atomic bomb survivors. These data have
been used to establish section A of the graph in Figure 2.

Section B is an extrapolation from the data used for section A.' It reflects the assumption
that exposing a population to radiation will affect their health, and that the number of peo-
ple affected will be in proportion to the total radiation dose, no matter how small this dose
is. The total radiation dose is calculated by multiplying together the number of people

FIGURE 2
SIMPLIFIED GRAPH SHOWING THE HEALTH EFFECTS
RESULTING FROM RADIATION
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exposed, and the dose to which they are exposed. The 1977 estimate of the risk per unit
dose at high doses and dose rates for an average member of the general population was
2.5 per cent persievert and the present estimates range from 4.5 to 7.1 per cent per
sieved, depending on the projection model. However, a correction factor lying between
2 and 10 should be applied for using this risk factor at low doses and dose-rates.
Moreover, the average loss of expected lifetime varies less.- with the mooel used; for
both models it seems to be about 1000 person years per sieved in a population of
1000 persons. The reason for this is that, with the relative risk model, the cancer deaths
ate assumed to occur predominantly at high ages when the life-time loss is small. It must
also DH emphasized that the risk-dose relationship used for radiation protection purposes
is considered to be conservative — that is, if the calculated relationship is in error the error
will be such that the health effects of low-level radiation are over-estimated. This is
thought to be the case because, inter alia:

1. The assumption ignores the possibility that the body's known mechanisms for
repairing the damage caused by radiation might be more efficient in the case of low
doses.

2. The latency period (the interval between the time of exposure to radiation and the
detection of cancer) may increase as the dose increases.

The low-level radiation
controversy

Figure 3 is in effect a magnified view of Section B of Figure 2. Some researchers postulate
a threshold below which the risk is effectively zero (Figure 3b); others contend that the
risks are disproportionately lower (Figure 3c) or higher (Figure 3d) than is predicted by the
linear model (Figure 3a). The naicrity of radiation biologists believe that the linear model
should be used. As noted earlier, attempts to prove conclusively that any one theory is
correct are frustrated by the fact that the predicted effects are small and difficult to
identify. Experimental work to establish which theory is correct would need to be con-
ducted under controlled conditions on a very large population, and over several genera-
tions if genetic effects are to be detected. A further difficulty is that it is almost impossible
to observe, in large population groups, minor changes in patterns of illness such as those
which might result from low-level radiation exposures, and to distinguish them
unambiguously from similar patterns of illness that could have a host of other causes.
Apparent changes in the pattern of incidence of illness may also result simply from
improvements in diagnostic facilities.

However, it is still sometimes argued that the dose-effect relationship at low doses is
supra-linear — that is, that the assumption that the relationship between dose and effect
is linear, with no threshold, may under-eslimate the expectation of health detriment in a
given population. In particular, some research workers who have undertaken statistical
studies during the past ten years have claimed to find an "apparent" increase in the
incidence of leukaemia and cancer among people who had received small doses of radia-
tion during their working lives. Each of these studies has since been rejected as methodo-
logically flawed. Further studies are now being conducted.
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These earlier studies were of the effects of exposure to radiation at low doses arid dose
rates — often, at levels comparable with natural background radiation, to which we are
all exposed. If it is assumed that the lifespan of an "average" individual is 70 years, then
his cumulative effective absorbed dose due to exposure to natural background radiation
alone is in the order of 0.17 Sv, 2.4 mSv being about the average annual dose. When
discussing the effects of exposure to ionizing radiation at low dose and dose rate, the
point at issue is therefore not whether risk is directly proportional to exposure, or higher
or lower than can be extrapolated from the high dose region of the dose-response curve,
but whether an increment of exposure at a point on the curve where an individual's
cumulative total exposure is already quite high carries with it a proportional increment of
risk. Whether or not that incremental exposure is directly proportional to risk in the region
near zero on the dose-response curve is irrelevant. Such incremental exposures may be
smaller than the variations which result from differences in natural background radiation
from place to place, and life style.

It must also be recognised that the largest single "man-made" contributor to an
individual's cumulative effective absorbed dose is the use of X-rays and other radiation

FIGURE 3
SOME PROPOSED MODELS OF HOW THE EFFECTS OF
RADIATION VARY WITH DOSES AT LOW LEVELS

Radiation exposure (dose)
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sources in medical diagnosis and therapy. A single chest X-ray imparts a dose in the order
of 0.2 mSv, about a tenth of the average individual's annual dose due to background
radiation. *

This reasoning was explained in a paper presented by Sir Edward Pochin at an Interna-
tional Symposium on the Biological Effects of Low-level Radiation in Venice in 1983:

Even at 0.5 millirem (5 microsievert) per day from natural background radiation, it
is most unlikely that a cell will be traversed by more than one particle track per day;
this likelihood being probably in the order of 10 ~6. Unless, therefore, the
processes of damage and repair in one cell are influenced by the simultaneous
occurrence of damage in other cells remote from it, the amount of harm in any tissue
should in large part be simply proportional to the number of tracks within that tissue;
and the dose-effect relationship should thus be linear at the small incremental dose
rates with which we are mainly concerned in non-medical population exposures.

How do we know whom to trust?.

No theory is accepted by the scientific community until it has been thoroughly reviewed,
and its predictions tested against observation. The fact that the effects of low-level radia-
tion are still uncertain after nearly a century of study demonstrates not only that if there
are effects, they are small, but that the review process is exhaustive.

Some people are worried — and believe the worst — when disagreements between scien-
tists hit the headlines. But the public is not being asked to accept undue risks by an
unscrupulous scientific community. The fact that honest research workers sometimes
disagree shows that scientists are doing their best to understand natural processes, not
that one section of the scientific community is trying to pull the wool over others' eyes.

Whatever the attitude of government agencies to the results of studies that they sponsor,
such studies do receive independent evaluation. The same is true of reports by other
expert groups sponsored by international agencies, including UNSCEAR and the ICRP.
Ad hoc reviews of scientific results have also been made by organizations such as the
American Medical Association, the US National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements, the British Medical Research Council and National Radiological Protec-
tion Board, and similar organizations in the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Japan,
Sweden and the USSR, as well as international bodies such as the World Health Organi-
zation. The conclusions of these reviews have been in general agreement with the conclu-
sions reached independently by UNSCEAR and the ICRP. It is most unlikely that there
is a systematic prejudice affecting the whole process of review worldwide.

The members of review committees are chosen on the basis of their individual merit in
the fields of biology, genetics, medical radiology, radiation protection, physics, health
physics, biochemistry and biophysics. Unfashionable views and the evidence they are
based on are generally of special interest and are thoroughly reviewed.

* Although it is not strictly relevant to the present discussion, it is interesting to note that the United Kingdom
National Radiological Protection Board concluded in 1984 that the use ol radiation for medical purposes accounted
for 1 1 5 % of the radiation exposure of the UK population as a whole. The other contributors were natural back-
ground (about 87%), miscellaneous sources such as the use of radiation sources in consumer products (0,5%),
fallout from atmospheric weapons testing (0.5%), occupational exposures incurred by workers in the nuclear
industry (0.4%) and radioactive effluents (0.1%).
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Risks in everyday life.

We all face risks in everyday life. Some of these risks can be avoided (by choosing not
to take part in a dangerous sport, for example) and others reduced (say, by giving up
smoking). It is, however, impossible to eliminate all risks.

Some risks are imposed on individuals by the society in which they live. The use >.:•' coal,
oil and nuclear energy for electricity production, for exarnp!?, creates some risks which
are inescapable, and others which may be reduced by. pollution control measures. In
general, society accepts such risks, balancing them against the usefulness of electricity
as an energy form. The principal risk faced by an individual is that his exposure to carcino-
genic pollutants — of which radioactive effluents are only one form — will actually induce
cancer. This is not the only potential effect of exposure to pollutants. Respiratory diseases
made worse by exposure to oxides of sulphur and nitrogen and other emissions from coal-
fired generating plants and domestic fireplaces have killed tens of thousands of people
(in London alone, "smog" was responsible for the deaths of about 6000 people between
1950 and 1962). Such emissions are being blamed increasingly as a contributor to "acid
rain". More is being learned; in comparison, radiation and its effects on health are
reasonably well understood.

Clearly, we need to know what risks we are exposed to, and how important each is. It is
thought, for example, that tobacco smoke and chemical pollutants in the atmosphere of
industrial cities cause roughly 25% of all fatal cancers; another 35% may be attributed
to dietary factors, and 20-30% to other environmental causes. A large part, perhaps 90%,
of the increase in lung cancer deaths over the past 50 years may be attributable to
cigarette smoking. The remaining 10% may be caused by general atmospheric pollutants
such as discharges from domestic and industrial furnaces, exhaust fumes from gasoline
and diesel engines, dust and fumes from rubber tires, asphalt, paints, industrial chemicals
and so on. Low-level radiation can be only a very small contributor to the total.

The importance of perspective.
Some people may think that certain activities are unnecessary and that any risk
associated with them could be removed simply by eliminating them: for example, banning
the production and use of asbestos. The situation is rarely so simple, and an action such
as this might even lead to an overall increase in risk. Consider the case of the nuclear
power industry. Nuclear power plants and other nuclear installations release small
amounts of radioactive material in the course of normal operation. They therefore
contribute to our total exposure to low-level radiation — on average, in a western
industrialized country, about one-seven hundredth of the total (a little more than a tenth
of one per cent). They may therefore account for about one seven-hundredth of the health
effects attributable to all natural and man-made radiation. If there were no nuclear
industry, would the total number of health effects be reduced by this amount?

Whatever one proposes as a possible replacement for nuclear power (including not
replacing it with anything) would have some effect on human health. The use of coal and
oil has serious health consequences, more serious than those of today's nuclear power
plants. So using either (or both) of these energy sources as a replacement would not result
in an overall improvement in public health, but rather a decline. Hydro power, where this
is available as an alternative, may appear benign; but dam failures have killed thousands.
The production and use of energy is risky. It is important to know the risks, to minimize
them and — as far as possible — to avoid them.
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Summary.

More is known today about the risks of exposure to radiation than about those
of practically any other physical or chemical agent in our environment.

Uncontrolled, large doses of radiation can kill, Even so, radiation in lesser, but still
large, doses is often part of the treatment of cancer patients; the benefit of their
exposure outweighs the small risk that the treatment may induce other cancer,
much later in life.

We are exposed every day to low-level radiation from natural and man-made
sources in our environment. Various ways of relating the dose received to health
effects have been proposed. It is very difficult to verify any one theory conclusively.

A consensus exists among experts in radiobiology that the number of effects
produced by radiation on human health is proportional to the dose of radiation
received, for both large and small doses (the linear model). Conclusions reached
by a number of studies suggesting that this model under-estimates the effects of
low-level radiation have not proven convincing and the consensus remains.

The health effects of exposure to radiation are not unique. The effects that can be
attributed to low-level radiation are also known to be caused by a large number of
other agents. The risks of radiation exposure to low-level radiation should not be
disregarded; but it must be recognized that the risks to health posed by some of
these other agents are much greater. Many more are almost unknown.

IAEA

Division of Public information

Division of Public Information:

Writer James Daglish

Division of Nuclear Safety:
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RADON INDOORS
Lennart Samuelsson

Physics Department, Linkoping University
Linkoping 581-83, Sweden

What is radon?

Radon is an inert gas, but radioactive. It occurs on many places in
nature. You cannot see it, smell it or taste it.

Radon originates from the radioactive decay of uranium (238U)-
Radon can be found in high concentrations in soil and rocks
containing uranium.

Material

granite
(chiefly quartz)

alum shale
Al K (SO4)2 in laminated
layers of claylike, fine
grain sediments

Uranium content
g / t

2 - 40

10 - 350

Radiation
m S y / y

0.1? - 3

0.5 - M

238U 226Ra
T1/2 = 1600y

222Rn
T1/2 = 3,8d

all fixed in soil

Ionizing radiation in our environment

inert gas free
to move

We are always and everywhere exposed to ionizing radiation. This
natural background exposure e.g. due to radiation from cosmos and
radioactive atoms in our body gives us a yearly dose of the order of
1 mPv. Due to our way of living we have created extra radiating
sources such as medical X-ray, nuclear power but also due to our
houses. The ionizing radiation in our houses is mainly caused by
a-radiation from RADON INDOORS.
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cosmos 0.3

houses 3.0

ground 0.5

food 0.2

Fig 1 Ionizing radiation in our environment
Mean value of radiation doses in mSv/y (in Sweden)

other types
of radiation
-1%

Fig 2 Ionizing radiation in percentage
The radiation indoors is mainly due to radon atoms.

From figure 1 and 2 we can see that the radiation indoors (at least
in Sweden) as a mean value gives the largest ionizing dose in our
environment. In some houses, so called RADON HOUSES, the
radiation level can be much higher, even higher than the critical
value 50mSWy (APPENDIX 2)
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Radon indoors

The RADON concentration indoors depends in a complex way on:

* characterstics of the soil under the house
* building material and structure
* domestic water
* meteorology
* design of forced-air system
* occupant behavior

The radon gas flow into homes is primarily depenaent on small air
pressure differences in and out generated by winds and by indoor-
outdoor temperature differences or forced air flow.

The amount of radon indoors can be presented as a measure of the
222Rn concentration (CRH) or, as in Sweden, by a radon concentration
adjusted to the concentration of the decay products (EEDC).

EEDC = equilibrium equivalent decay-product concentration.

In a non-ventilated room the activity of the radon and the decay of
the radon daughters reaches an equilibrium with the same activity
for all of them.

In a ventilated room, however, the amount of radon daughters is
reduced. The EEDC value in such a room is a radon concentration,
which in quilibrium with its daughters, would give the same total
(potential) a-energy i.e. giving the same risk as the present
activity of radon and radon daughters.

EEDC = F

F - equilibrium constant

Usually F - 0,5 is used but in reality 0<F<1 depending on the actual '
ventilation rate. | |

I
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• air
dust •
radon
radon daughters

Fig 3 Radon and its decay products in indoor air can
enter the lungs where especially their cc-decay
cause cancer.

may

The only known health effect associated with exposure to elevated
levels of radon is an increased risk of developing lung cancer.
The time between exposure and the eventually onset of the disease
is normally many years.

Decay schemes for uranium and radon

Formed in the 238LJ decay chain, 222Rn is the most important
isotope, because it is an inert gas which is neutral and therefore
not fixed to anything in its surrounding. The half life of 222Rn j S 3 ^
days. This gives the gas time to move several meters from the
place of formation and perhaps enter into a house before decaying.
The gas transport is enhanced by gravelly soil and fissures in the
ground. A low pressure inside a house helps the gas to enter.
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Airborne concentrations of 2i8p0> 2i4pb_ anc j 2i4Bi are
of prime radiological interest owing to their potential
for retention in the lung, leading to subsequent
irradiation by the alpha decays of 2i8p0 a n d 2i4p0 .
(From ref. 1.)

3.B*

radon daughters

energy

T.69M«V

^ atomic number

Fig 5 Radon and radon daughters.
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Radon from the ground in Sweden

The radon daughter concentration in indoor air in detached houses,
which do not contain blue concrete, varies in quantity within
different risk areas. Some municipalities with a large number of
measurements performed in buildings in areas with alum shale,
uranium-rich granite and gravel in eskers, have been selected in
this study.

The results from the selected measurements, taken by local
authorities of radon daughter concentration in detached houses, are
presented below (from ref.3):

Type of ground

alum shale
uranium-rich granite
gravel in eskers

>200 Bq/m3

percentage of the
buildings

in = 60%
in 20-50%
in 15-30%

>400Bq/m3

percentage
of the buildings

in 15-35%
in 10-30%
in 5-15%

And the average results for 37260 detached houses in risk areas
and with building permission before 1981 was

Building material

blue concrete
wood, brick etc

>200 Bq/m3

percentage of
the building

in 44%
in 25%

>400 Bq/m3

percentage of
the building

in 12%
in 10%

The results above can be compared with results from nation-wide
measurements, 1980-1982, of random-selected detached houses. In
only 2 percent of these houses the radon daughter concentration
exceeded 400 Bq/m3 and in 5 percent 200 Bq/m3.

Meaurements in newly-constructed buildings 1 .where 70 Bq/m3 is

About 128 000 detached houses have been build in Sweden during the period
1981-85 and 926 of these have been checked.
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Ground materials with high contents of uranium,
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Fig 7 Eskers in Sweden
Esker - a long, narrow ridge of coarse gravel deposed b>
a stream flowing in an ice-walled valley or tunnel.
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the permissible limit, reveal low levels of radon daughter
concentration. It is thus proven that by adequate house construc-
tions, it is possible to reduce the average radon daughter
concentration in dwellings in the future. However, extrem values
( 1 % with > 400 Bq/m3) have also been measured in newly-built
houses. The highest obtained value was 6000 Bq/m3, which after
remedial actions was reduced to about 300 Bq/m3

Fig 8 Some reasons for increased emanation of radon
from the ground

The following examples are marked in the figure:

1. A brook or ground water close to surface
2. Diffusing from alum shale rich gravel
3. Radon in the ground water can emanate due to a pressure

difference
4. Cracks in limestone rock gives free path for radon from alum

shale underneath it.
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Natural convection

Even when windows are closed, as in the winter, air enters and
leaves a building through ordinary imperfections in the building
shell, such as cracks around windows and doors, or openings for
wiring and plumbing. This flow is driven by winds and indoor-
outdoor temperature differences. Heating the interior causes a
buoyancy, or "stack" effect, that draws air into the lower part of
the structure and forces it out in the upper.

These effects generate a pressure difference indoors - outdoors of
a few pascal sufficient to exchange Ihe air, sometimes of the order
of once per hour.

Fig 9a Natural ventilation
(=flow of air between indoors
and outdoors by natural con-
vection)

! • '

FIG 9b Forced ventilation by
a fan exhausting air from the
building.
It gives a decreased pressure
indoors which tends to increase
the radon supply into the house
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Fig 9c) Forced ventilation by air-to-air heat exchanger
and fans for balanced supply and exhaust flows.
The pressure in the building is unchanged, or lowered
very little, by its operation, and both the natural and
soil gas flows are unchanged.

Natural convection and forced ventilation can
a) exchange air in a house
b) draw radon-bearing air from the ground into the house

The radon concentrations in the air between soil grains are
typically tens of thousands of Bq/m3. Therefore if only about 0.1%
of the air volume infiltrating a house comes from the ground a
typical indoor concentration of radon of 50 Bq/m3 is obtained.

Both simple and complex theoretical simulations of the gas flow
have been performed. They all support the thesis that indoor radon
concentration is high, because the house sucks radon from the
ground. Most important for this process is the pressure difference
between the inside and the soil beiow the house.
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Radon coming from the wall material or from the ground

Earlier in Sweden, a high y-level measurement outside a house was
taken as an indication of a high radon daughters level indoors.
Nowadays, we know that the wall material (blue concrete) very
seldom alone gives levels above 400 Bq/m3. However, a low y-level
is no guarantee for a radon daughters level indoors. The reason for
this is that the radon major flow into a house usually comes from
the ground.

Measuring the level of radon daughters, together with a y-detection,
is an efficient method of distinguishing between "wall radon" and
"ground radon". If such a measurement gives a point inside the
"sector for wall-radon" in figure 10, it indicates that the level of
radon daughters is caused by a radon gas emitted from the building
materials in walls, floor or ceiling. Ground radon gives levels of
radon daughters following a very steep function relative to the y-
level.

Figure 10 shows the radon daughter level as a function of the
y-level. The y-level is mainly attributed to the material of the
house as the radon from the ground has very little influence on the
y-level. Results marked by a cross are most probably caused by a
combination of ground radon and wall radon.

A small amount of ground radon may easily be masked inside the
uncertanty lines (border lines) for the wall radon sector.

sector for
jround-r»don

Bq/n'

«tctor for
wil-radon

mGy/y

Fig10 Radon daughter level (Bq/m3) as a function of
the y-level (mGy/y). The lines give a measure of
the uncertanties in the measurements.
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If a mechanical inlet and outlet air conditioning system is
installed, the air flow has to be well balanced, otherwise a low
pressure indoors may considerably increase the level of radon
daughter. This risk is always present, even if the house is not
situated on a ground known to have a high radon emittance.

Radon gas is nearly always present under each house. Small cracks
and openings close to tubes and a lower pressure inside the house
helps the gas to enter.

Radon in water and building material (if blue concrete is not used)
is of less importance.

• i

Fig 11.Cracks, through which radon can be sucked in, may
be localized by help of an exhaust fan and a radon
detector.
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Fig 12a) This is a RADON HOUSE
The radon gas enters the house from the ground, walls
and water.

i

Fig 12b) The house free from RADON INDOORS
The influence of radon can be greatly reduced by altering
the pressure in the ground immediatly below the house
and by a forced but balanced ventilation
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The best way to reach low levels of radon indoors is to stop the
radon gas before entering. One method is to use the "Drain-tile-
system" in which the soil gas pressure is lowered be help of a
small fan. Such a trap is presented in figure 13. The trap should be
deep enough underground to prevent the water from freezing. Also,
the fan should be at least three feet above the ground to protect it
from the condensation and freezing of moisture pulled from the
drain tiles.

Fig 13 A RADON TRAP
by lowering the pressure in the "Drain-tile-system"

Removal of radon indoors

The radon gas is inert and can therefore move easily, as mentioned
above. The decay-products of radon or the so called radon
daughters, however, are chemically active substances which may
stick to small dust particles (often of size smaller than 0,035 (im)
in the air or walls e.g. in the lungs. Radioactive decay products
leave the indoor air through deposition on walls (either as
"unattached" pa r t i es or attached to preexts\\r\g particles) and
through ventilation or control devices that use processes such as
filtration or electrostatic precipitation.

• i

Fig 14 Removal processes for radon daughters indoors
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As we breath, radon-polluted air together with the radon daughters
are brought into our lungs. There the radioactive atoms may decay,
thereby emitting a-, p- and y-particles. The most serious radiation
is the a-particle emission. Dust particles with attached radon
daughter atoms entered the lungs are normally transported out
from the body by a wave motion of the cilia in the bronchial of the
lungs. This cleaning process may prevent the a emission to take
place in the lungs. Small dust particles and unattached ions may
stay a longer time in the lungs and thus cause a larger risk.

Radon concentration indoors depends strongly on the rate of
ventilation but also on several environmental parameters as
presented in Fig 15-17.

Kadon
Bq/m3

0.08 air exchange/hour

0.5 air exchange/hour

J.Oair exchange/hour

12 IS hours

Fig 15 The increase of the radon concentration as a
function of time for different air exchange rates

Expected levels of radon if the house is built of bricks
made from alum shale
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daughter level door

level above which
reduction is needed

from a health point
view wanted level

48 hours

Fig 16 The level of radon daughters depending upon the
venti lat ion

i

Dal*

Fig 17. Variability of 2 2 2Rn concentration, ventilation
rate, and environmental parameters in a house with a
basement. These data were accumulated over a 2-week
period during a several-month experiment examining the
dependence of radon entry on environmental factors. From
ret. 1 (Schery, Gaeddert and Wilkning Rev. Sci. Instrum.,
51,338)
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Measurement techniques

Measurements of radon and radon daughters are based on detection
of a-, p- and y-radiation associated with their radiactive decay.

Definitions

= radon concentration
EEDC = equilibrium equivalent decay-product concentration
(a measure of the radon daughter concentration)

EEDC = F-CRn F=0,5 but depends on
the ventilation rate

A. Integrating techniques

1. An etched-track detector with dimensions about 3-4 cm, or
even smaller, can be placed in a home during weeks to a
year.The a-tracks are then measured in a laboratory.

2. By a charcoal sampler with dimensions on the order of 10 cm
222Rn atoms are collected over a period of a day to a week. The
7-radiation from the decay products is then measured at a
laboratory.

B. Grab-sample tests

Portable self-contained instruments using short-term measure-
ment (minutes) can be used to measure either of:

a) 222Rn collected in a chamber
b) radon daughters fixed on a filter (by air sucking)
c) radon daughters collected on a wire (see ref 6) or on a plate

(electrostatic method)

Exact methods are needed if we want to determine the three
separate concentrations of 218Po, 214Pb, and 2 1 4Bi.

pitce of paper
Z.I m Cu-wirt X tracks of dust

-5kV to thi u_Jt~~ ~ — ^ T V ^ ' r ^ l f n s u U t e d

isoUtid I ~ i - — — ~ — _ _ Ct/ T ^ l connection

Fig 18 Electrostratic collecting wires
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A new instrument, the RADON INDICATOR, for measuring the radon
level or the radondaughter concentration (EEDC) has recently been
developed by the author.(see APPENDIX 3 and fig 19).

The RADON INDICATOR is using a plate-method for electrostatic
collection. The total activity (a, p, y) on the plate is then measured
by a GM tube during 50 seconds.

Fig 19 The RADON INDICATOR with the collecting plate
enlarged.
The used high voltage is -5,0 kV during 5,5 minutes.
There are no handling risks when measuring, because
the currency is limited to near zero.

Measuring result 10/9 1989 (measured during the plenary lecture
at Hotel Fured.Balatofured, Hungary)

^signal

^background

Measuring value
(Ns - Nb)/5

Uncertainty
2 x VNS + Nb

for a 95% confidence

62

30
32

<10

± 20

level

counts/50sec

n

i i

Bq/m3 EEDC

Bq/m3
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Some comments on the risks from RADON INDOORS

The risk to get lung cancer later in life, after a period of exposure
to radon daughters can oniy be estimated very roughly. In Sweden
the number of deaths per year due to radon indoors is estimated as:

2,5 x 10 '6 x 53 x 8.4 >• 106 = 1100 cases per year

cases per
Bq y m " 3 Bq/m3 number of
per miljon (EEDC) inhabitants
exposed in Sweden
people

The uncertainty is however large and the estimation is therefore
given as an intervall 300-3000 lung cancer cases per year,
(see Ref. 3)

'" In the United States, with an average of about 40 Bq/m3 (EEDC), the
average lifetime risk of lung cancer caused by exposure to radon
decay products is estimated (see ref 1) to be about 0,3%, causing on

I the order of 10 000 cases of lungcancer anually among the US
) population of 235 million.

As illustrated in Fig 20 (showing data from United States) this
j average risk is however more significant than that received on the
j average from all other natural sources or from medical exposures.
* The measured radon doses exceed by a factor of 10 to 100 the
| average doses from nuclear power or weapons testing.
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2 2 2Rn Concentration (Bq/m3)

100 200 300

GM = 35 Bq/m3

GSD * 2 . 8 - " -
AM - 61 Bq/m3

2 4 6
222Rn Concentration (pCi//)

Fig 20 Probability distribution of 222Rn in US homes. These data
result from direct aggregation of 19 sets of data, totaling 552
homes, from the United States. The smooth curve is a lognormal
function with the indicated parameters. The upper scale indicates
approximately the relative effective doses from radon and other
soruces of radiation exposure. From Ref. 1 (GM=gemetric mean,
GSD-geometric standard deviation, AM»aritmetic mean)

Radon and radon daughter levels much higher than the average are
found with startling frequency. RADON INDOORS with more than
1000 Bq/m3 (EEDC) occur and give risks even larger than those
from cigarette smoking

150 .

100

Fig 21 Approximatives number of deaths per 1000
people
The given activity figures are (EEDC)
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Radon Risk Evaluation Chart
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only lung cancer risk
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bloodvessels not included

Fig 22 Radon Risk Evaluation Chart
from Booklet by United States Environmental, Protection
Agency, US Department of Health and Human Services
and Center for Disease Control, Pub. #OPA-86-004

The personal criteria for risk aversion varies with the perceived
benefit. The largest risk level accepted by many people and partly
under individual control is of the order of 10 % (associated with
cigarette smoking) or of 1 % (due to automobile accidents).

A radon daughter concentration of 100 Bq/m3 gives a lifetime risk
of early death of the order of 1 %. This is lower than the average
risk to get lung cancer due to other reasons.

If, as in Sweden, the accepted level (400 Bq/m3 EEDC) of radon
daughters in existing houses is coupled to a promise of grants for
remedial measures this level is not only based on medical wishes
but also economic ones.
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DOSE LEVELS

0 - 50mSv

dose per year

, $

single dose

X-ray of
stomach

•25mSv

20mSv

• 14mSv

10mSv

»7mSv.

1mSv

max level for workers
in ionizing radiation
environment
and
RADON HOUSE ,
with 400 Bq/m EEDC

same risk as smoking
1 cigarette per day

max for
normal work at a
Swedish nuclear
power station

max dose in Sweden 86/87
from Chernobyl

70 Bq/m EEDC

normal dose in Sweden

natural background

Fig 23 Examples of received doses
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For doses below 100 mSv no safe research results exists and
several relations between the risks and dose for low dose rates
have been proposed, as shown in Fig 24.

For elderly people the risk that a short period exposure to radon
should cause lung cancer can be disregarded. In such a case the
curve c) including some benefit or ailment curing might be valid,so
that the estimated risk from radon is less important than the
expected curative effects (see ref 7).

Risks

t dose
100mSv
from a single exposure
is the lowest dose with safe,
research results

Fig 24 Risks versus dose
Several possible risk levels for doses below 100 mSv
have been proposed but they are difficult to verify.
a) increased risk curve
b) linear extrapolation
c) low activity doses are in some cases reported to give

a health effect (benefit-including curve, see ref 7)
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Apt iv i ty

1 Ci = 37 x 109 Bq APPENDIX 1
1 pCi » 2 atoms decaying every minute

f 1 pCi/l - 37 Bq/m3

« Allowed activity from radon daughters in indoor air
| (valid in Sweden)

I
a. in new houses 70 Bq/m3 EEDC

; b. in old houses 400 Bq/m3 EEDC

j : EEDC - equilibrium equivalent decay-product concentration

fa. Absorbed dose
| ! 1 Gy « 1 J/kg (1 Gy =100 rad)

<p
j? Dose equivalent
| i dosexQ in the unit Sievert, Sv (1 Sv = 100 rem)
* ! Q - 20 for a-particles

Exposition
- 0,05mSv/y



1 3 4 APPENDIX 2

Accepted activity levels and ventilation rate in Sweden

Radon daughter Isvels (EEDC), year-around exposure:

Old houses 400 Bq/m3 =» « 50 mSv/y

New houses 70 Bq/m3 => 4 pCi/l radon concentration

(EEDC = 0.5 x CRn)

y-levels

indoors (in middle of a room) 50
outdoors (e.g. at a play yard) 100
Ventilation rate

0.5 exchange of the air per hour

Recidental Concentrations in Europe face, to ref "O

houses
Sweden {

apartments

Finland

Denmark

FRG

UK

Cornwall

Rn-level (about

122 Bq/m3 1) 1

85 Bq/m3 2)

64 Bq/m3 3)

88 Bq/m3 4)

70 Bq/m3 3)

< 50 Bq/m3 4)

390 Bq/m3 4)

twice the EEDC-value

10% > 266 Bq/rr

2% > 800 Bq/m3

0,2%>500Bq/m3

1) Aritmetrc mean (69 Bq/m3 as geometric mean)

z) Aritmetic mean (53 Bq/m3 as geometric mean)
3) Geometric mean
4> Aritmetic mean
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The RADON INDICATOR
using a plate method for electrostatic collection
by Lennart Samuelsson, September 1989.

The RADON INDICATOR measures the indoor concentration of radon
daughters. The instrument consists of a high voltage unit giving
-5,0kV and a detector unit (Microcounter) with a GM-tube to
measure a- , p- and y -radiation. An electric field is during 5,5
minutes applied to the surrounding of an aluminum plate (diameter
40 mm). The holder of the plate is arranged so that the plate, after
the collecting time, easily can be moved, without touching it by
hands, to the GM-tube detector. The activity is measured during 50
seconds.

The RADON INDICATOR with the plate holder enlarged

The RADON INDICATOR gives a fast information of the level of radon
daughters at the measuring place. The instrument should be placed
on a table (not at the floor). Because of the short collecting time
(5,5 minutes) it is important that the ventilation conditions are as
normal as possible. No opening of windows is allowed 12 hours be-
fore the measurement. Measurements are only performed during the
winter period (September - April). The result gives the per year
valid radon daughter level with restrictions.

If measurements are repeated during at least three days the people
living in the flat or house are asked to ventilate as they usually do.
The above mentioned restrictions are then not valid. In any case
measurements should be taken at least in two different rooms.

A continous measuring has the great advantage that the variations
in radon daughter level can be studied.
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The GM counter measures the activity in pulses per 50 seconds. A
recent calibration of the RADON INDICATOR at the Institute of
Radiation Protection Stockholm gave that the activity in pulses per
50 seconds, Nsignai can be transformed to Bq/m3 by a simple division
by 5 (after a substraction of the background). An uncertainty in the
Bq/m3-value is estimated as 10 VNSignai + Nbackground giving a 95%
confidence level.

The mean value of different results is calculated as

Xmv -~_~ (« aritmetic mean value)

Measuring report

The report should include date, address, and type of house. The
measuring procedure is as follows:

1. Nb background counting. To be recorded first with the plate in
the GM-detector (counts/50sec)

2. Collecting time 5,5 minutes with the plate at -5,0 kV
relative the zero voltage surrounding wire.

3. The activity measurement should be started 10 seconds after
the HV is switched off.

4. Ns, activity signal. Measured with the plate in the GM-
detector (counts/50 sec)

5. Measuring value: M = 0,2xVNs-Nb ± 2VNS+Nb

6. Meanvalue for the house: — ± — ^ — * -

7. If possible a standard source should be used before each
measuring period to test the function of the detector. The
ventilation situation should be stated (e.g.natural
ventilation, valves and windows
closed/open)

When the material in the walls of the house may give high y -levels
a separate y-detector is needed to separate the relative influence
of ground radon contra wall radon.
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Technical details of the GM counter (Microcounter) and the HV-unit,

The microcounter has a 2" GM-tube of end window type. The window
thickness is about 1,5 mg/cm2and it measures c.~, p- and y-
radiation. The collecting plate is during the measuring period
placed 3 mm from the window and it is totally covered by the GM-
tube.

The only movable part on the Microcounter is the plate holder.

The instrument is run by a batteri (9V type 6LF22) which lasts for
200 hours measuring time. When the voltage goes below 6,4 V there
is a sign "LOBAT" visible in the display. The measuring period,
50 seconds, is started 1 second after placing the plate holder in
measuring position and a measuring sign + is visible on the display.
The measuring result is still visible until 7 minutes (if no new
measurement is started). Then it automatically is given a stand by
position. The counting capacity is 19 999 pulses.

The HV-unit consists of a transformer which gives -5,0kV when
applying it to 220V AC. It has a voltmeter to indicate when HV is
given between the plate and the copper wire (placed in a square,
with the sides 21cm and the plate in the center). In order to avoid
the plate to be charged when collecting charged particles (and thus
reducing the active electrically field) it is coupled to the AC
entrance. '

The total weight of the RADON INDICATOR is 2,1 kg.
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RADON MONITORING
IN THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

J.U. Ahmed
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna A-1400, Austria

Worldwide attention to the problems of radon exposures in dwellings has

been growing ouer the past few years. Suitable and inexpensive methods and

procedures are being explored for measurement of radon concentrations indoor.

This paper gives a review of the techniques and methods of measurements of

radon and radon daughters and presents a brief comparative statement. Of all

the measurement techniques for radon it is considered that nuclear track

detectors are most convenient and very inexpsensive. Some new instruments

for direct measurement of radon and also for measurement of radon daughters in

buildings and dwellings are becoming available commercially.

1. CONCERN ABOUT RADON IN DWELLINGS

Until recent years radon was considered as a health haza'-rf associated

only with mining and milling of uranium. This notion has dra .cally changed

over the past few years as a result of some surveys carried . in a number of

countries on the levels of radon indoor, particularly in dwellings. The

problems are more pronounced in elevated background radiation areas and in

buildings and houses built with materials containing significant levels of

radium. According to the UftlSCEAR Report of 1988 (1), radon is the major

contributor to human exposure to natural radiation sources. Consequently,

substantial worldwide attention is now being paid to assess the human exposure

to radon and its daughters in dwellings with an objective of establishing

corrective measures, both regulatory and technical, to minimize exposures from

this natural radiation source.

A recent survey carried out by the United States Environmental

Protection Agency and announced by the U.S. Public Health Service, has i

indicated that the indoor radon problem in the U.S. is more serious and

widespread than previously suspected (2). According to the U.S. Public Health

Service, an estimated 5 000 U.S. lung cancers among non-smokers each year are

believed due entirely to indoor radon exposure and 15.000 lung cancer deaths

among smokers. The statistics indicated that indoor radon's human toll

"probably excoods by 10 times the problem of outdoor air pollution". •',
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The National Radiological Protection Board, UK, estimated that "radon

may be responsible for anything up to 7 500 or more lung cancers in a year out

of the total of UK incidence of 41 000" (3). Radon indoors now acccounts for

half of the auerage W population exposure to ionizing radiation.

Radon is a natura\ radionuclide which occurs in the decay chain of

U-238. Its immediate parent is Ra—226 which is present in the earth's crust

with varying degrees of concentration. The main source of radon in buildings

is the soil surrounding the structure from which radon can migrate into the

indoor air. Also, radium concentration in building materials, particulnrly

those derived from recycled industrial waste material (fly-ash cement), may

in some cases be significant and, therefore, may be one contributor to radon

in buildings.

The attention to the health problems of exposures to indoor radon and

radon daughters, particularly in residential houses is g owing all over (he

world, both in the developed and developing countries. By recognizing the

importance of the problem of radon in homes, the IAEA, jointly with the

Commission of European Communities has initiated a Coordinated Research

Programme on Radon in the Human Environment (4). So far, more than 90

applications have been received from all over the world. This overwhelming

response shows the worldwide concern about radon exposure in buildings.

,«' 2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 H»in »hw»ical proptrtin

ij Radon decays by alpha emission. Its daughter products, which are of

!. primary concern with regard to radiation hazards, have relatively short

>• half-lives. The primary airborne radionuclides are Rn-222 and its short-lived

<> daughters Po-218 (RaA), Pb-214 (RaB), Bi-214 (RaC) and Po-214 (RaC). Because

I radon is an inert gas, it is not retained in the respiratory system and

.%) contributes little to radiation dose. The short-lived particulate daughters
pi
p. are deposited in the respiratory system, however. Constquently, the radiation

& dose to the respiratory system due to the alpha decay of inhaled radon

daughters is 100 times greater than that due to the decay of radon itself (5).
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Since Pb-210 (RaD) has a half-life of 22 years, it is usually

considered as contributing very little to exposure. Po-214 (RaC) has a very

short half-life and its alpha particle emission may be treated as

mathematically equivalent to an additional prompt radiation in the decay of

Bi-214 (RaC). The radioactivity of Po-214 (RaC1) is therefore taken at all

times as being equal to the radioactivity of its parent, Bi-214 (RaC).

2.2 Information rw«d«d

The main purpose of monitoring radon indoor is to assess the health

hazards, for example the risk of lung cancer, resulting from the inhalation of

radon and radon daughters. To achieve this objective it is necessary to

determine the levels of radon in indoor air in the areas of occupancy. For

corrective or preventive measures information on the sources of radon, its

routes of entry into the buildings, its distribution indoor, and rwlon

emanation rate from the soil as well as from building materials are

necessary. Radon and radon daughters concentrations are influenced by

ventilation and heating conditions in duellings and atmosheric conditions.

Information on these factors are essential.

» The radiation dose to the bronchial tissue from exposure to radon

daughters is primarily related to the intake of potential alpha energy (6).

The coefficient of conversion from the exposure to the dose is influenced

• rather strongly by the aerosol size. A large proportion of radon daughter

5 activity inhaled as free atoms, or as molecular sized clusters is deposited in

\ the bronchial airways giving rise to a high dose per unit intake. Therefore,

| it is important to ascertain the fraction of the unattached radon daughters in

•; the air in order to make a realistic estimate of the dose. It is considered

that under the range of aerosol conditions normally encountered in dwellings,

the radon concentration is a better index of dose than the concentration of

i potential alpha energy, which must be qualified by the unattached fraction,
i

f f . However, the finding of a relatively constant conversion coefficient

|j front the radon gas concentration to dose relies rather heavily on the modelled

P', values of f , Measured values are sparse and should be supplemented by

fe further studies, particularly in airtight dwellings where the equilibrium
'; • factor, F, is expected to be high (7).
t>
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2.3 Radon source considerations

The principal sources of indoor radon are the sub soil, the building

materials, water and natural gas. The indiuidual contribution from these

sources for different sites can wary by several orders of magnitude. Also

short and long-term variations at a given site can be significant due to

changing meteorological conditions and life style of inhabitants. The

resulting radon, and radon daughters concentrations indoors are influenced by

the ventilation and heating systems installed and the architectural style of

the building. It is necessary, therefore, to study the spatial variability of J

radon and radon daughters concentrations through a statistically designed

survey, comprising dwellings as test sites which are representative for the

total housing stock of the population under consideration. Guidance on the

design of such studies may also be taken from the OfiCD.WEA document on Radon

Metrology (8).

Due to complex - and at present rather poorly understood -

superposition of several parameters governing the indoor radon and radon

daughters concentration it is difficult to describe quantitatively the local

distribution and its temporal variation indoors. It is, therefore, necessary

to devise improved techniques and methods to study radon distribution indoor

together with the study of indoor atmospheric characteristics, mainly aarosal

characteristics.

Based on the data obtained on the radon and radon daughters

concentration a frequency distribution should be established, quantifying what

percentage of dwellings has a certain levels of radon or radon daughters

indoors. This histogram can serve as a basis for calculating the median and

mean nuclide concentrations and determining the number of dwellings in the

existing housing stock requiring remedial actions. Furthermore, the knowledge

of the specific characteristics of the local radon/radon daughters sources and '"•
.i

their impact will enable the design of suitable techniques for preventing '}
radon entry into future new buildings in the area. »

At

2.4 Sampling »trat«qy

The first problem in designing a programme for indoor radon measurement

is to make selection of the site, buildings and houses to giua a

\,
i

,'
•t
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representative picture of radon exposure and the resulting risk of lung cancer

among the population^ Areas of high natural background radiation levels are

expected to have higher indoor radon concentrations. Naturally, Such areas

are chosen as the first preference. The selection of buildings or dwellings

is mainly a random process.

2.5 Monitoring protocol

The design of any programme of monitoring indoor radon will depend on

the end use of the results. If the ultimate objective is to carry out

epidemiological analysis then the programme should be designed to address the

exposure-response relationship and not solely to test whether radon exposure

increases risk of lung cancer. Such a study would require sufficient sample

sire to provide a reasonably precise quantitative description of the

dose-response relationship. The risk of radon exposure may vary with other

environmental factors, e.g. tobacco smoking, or with subject characteristics,

e.g. age at observation. fin understanding of the interaction between radon

exposure and tobacco smoking is needed for controlling lung cancer due to

exposure to i-adon (9).

To determine the radon concentration indoor it is necessary to

establish thb physical measurement programme with selection of rep, ;-si>ntat ive

sites, buildings, and dwellings. In doing so, the cooperation of the general

public is a brimary factor for the success of the monitoring programme. Also

cooptration #ntf assistance of pertinent qoverrmentctl bodies are important and

must be sought as needed.

A questionnaire on a standardized protocol for carrying out the

monitoring programme needs to be developed to get various necessary

information of the participating persons and their dwellings. This

questionnaire should contain general introduction on how to fill it in. The

questionnaire should clearly indicate the purpose and the end use of the

information of the survey, and should contain a clear statement that the

information therein will be treated as strictly confidential and will not be

passed to any other person or organization.

The information to be asked in the questionnaire should contain details

of tha sits, typa of the house including information on the cellar, type of
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construction, time of construction and the main type of building materials

used. Information is necessary on the rooms where the dosimeters are placed,

floor, heating systems or air conditioning used, ventilation condition,

predominant building material used for the room, personal description of the

ventilation conditions in living area and bedroom and description of the

dwelling with respect to exposure to wind and weather, In case environmental

external radiation level is to be determined then the distance of the

dosimeter (for example 7LD) from the nearest wall should be noted. Finally,

there should be a general description of the inhabitants of the dwelling.

This questionnaire is intended as a guide to provide guidance only and,

of course, it has to be adopted to the special boundary conditions prevalent

in the area where the actual survey is being carried out.

2.6 Quality control

Methods of quality assurance or quality control concerning the

information gathered should be built into the monitoring programme at the

design stage. Also particular attention should be paid to the compatibility

of the techniques, methods and instruments used for monitoring.

Intercalibration and intercompariscn of measuring instrument used in radon

monitoring is essential in order to ensure comparability of the data obtained

in different surveys. Guidance in this regard may be obtained from the

reports of Phase I and Phase II of the joint OECO.NEA and CfC international

intercalibration and intercomparison study (10,11). fin international

intercalibration and intercomparison study on radon and radon daughters

measuring equipment is a part of the ongoing joint IflCA/CF-C coordinated

research programme on radon in the human environment (4). The part of the

coordinated research programme is in fact a follow-up of the OECO/NEfl and CEC

programme on this topic. Th.' guidance developed on this topic will be

available during the course of the CRP when intercalibration and

intercomparison exercises will be conducted. The final report will be

available at the conclusion of the CRP, most likely in 1993.

Currently some studies are continuing under the auspices of the CKC

Radiation Protection Programme. The data so far obtained indicate large

magnitude of technical problems encountered by the participating specialists

even in intercalibration using a wide range of experimental and analytical
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methods. This indicates the importance of intercalibration and

intercomparison of measuring instrument for a radon monitoring programme.

Regional intercalibration and intercomparison exercises are held and

may also be available. Such regional facilities are available, for example,

NRPB, U.K.; French CEA; Austrian Research Centre, Seibersdorf; University of

Salzburg, Austria; Australian Radiation Laboratory, Lucas Heights;

Environmental Measurement Laboratory, Nsw York; Bureau of Mines, Denver, USA;

State Radiation Protection Institute, Stockholm, Sweden; and Uranium Mining

Institute, China.

2.7 Risk assessment

The most important means to assess the risk from inhalation of radon is

the epidemiological study on the exposed population. The present knowledge on

epidemiology of radon exposure is largely based on the past experience gained

from mining populations. However, the input data available for these studies

are mostly associated with large uncertainties, e.g. in some cases

non-existent radiation data had to be reconstructed from radon or radon

daughters measurements in similar exposure conditions.

So far the few attempts to carry out such studies among non -mining

populations were unable to provide any conclusive answers with regard to the

quantitive risk associated with radon exposure. Complications arose from

insufficient knowledge about the individual past cumulative radiation doses,

the simultaneous presence of other carcinogens (e.g. environmental pollution)

and the lack of a suitable control population groups. The initiative taken by

US Department of Energy and CEC on this subject, as referred to in Reference 9

is the beginning of an attempt to standardize approaches and procedures for

comprehensive epidemiological studies on risks associated with exposure to

radon in dwellings.

In view of the socio-economic importance of this issue for establishing

a risk factor for lung cancer induction due to radon/radon daughters exposure

further efforts are warranted to identify population groups of sufficient

collective dose from such exposure who should not be exposed to other known or

suspected carcinogens. Using the methodological approach and data, together

with the medical records on lung cancer incidence among the members of such a
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study group, it may be possible to assess a realistic risk factor for members

of the public and the associated risk of lung cancer.

3. MONITORING METHODS

3.1 Radon (Bn-222) waasurwnenta

3.1.1. Scintillation call

The alpha scintillation cell, otherwise known as the Lucas cell,

[12,13] is widely accepted to measure radon because the technique is

convenient and reliable and has been in existence almost from the inception of

industrial-scale uranium ore recovery. It consists of a 100-200 ml vial

coated on the inside with siluer-actiuated zinc sulphide phosphor which emits

light flashes when struck by alpha particles. To perform a measurement, an

air sample of radon is drawn into the chamber and sealed. Ther the

scintillations emitted by the phosphor are measured by placing the transparent

surface of the cell in contact with a photocathode detector in a light—tight

enclosure. Usually, this count is delayed for 3 hours after sample collection

so that, equilibrium between radon and its daughters is reached but it may be

made more promptly if desired.

The basic equipment consists of the scintillation cell and the

photomultiplier counter. A small manual or battery powered air pump with

chambers designed for flow-through sample collection may also be used. More

common procedure is to pre-ovacuate the scintillation evil and take air

samples just by puncturing the rubber stopper with a capillary needle. For

evacuating the cell a vacuum pump is necessary.

Although reliability is among the important attributes of the

scintillation cell certain points have to be considered to avoid errors. Tho

standard deviation of Lucas cell counts is not simply controlled by the

counting statistics. Uncertainty is caused by non-uniform plateout of radon

daughters inside the eel) including the surfaces cowered with ZnS. The cells

should be purged of sample air promptly after counting by using radon froe air

or N , to curtail the continuing build-up of long-lived radon daughters.

The photomultiplier counter system should be periodically standardized

(checking the operating voltage). It is advisable to have a cell containing
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known amount of radium to check the reproducibility of the photomultiplier and

counting system.

3.1.2 Ionization Chamber

This procedure uses a pulse ionization chamber of about 3 litres volume

filled with radon gas in oxygen free atmosphere (N , H ). Pulse

ionization chambers serve as a primary standard when certified National Buroau

of Standards radium solutions are used. An alternative use of an ionization

chamber consists of the chamber with ultra-sensitive electrometer. The inlet

air passes through a filter and a drying agent either in continuous or

discontinuous mode. However, in case of discontinous mode of operation, these

procedures have not been checked for radon loss in the drying agent(14).

3.1.3 Two-filter Method

This method is not common for indoor radon monitoring but is used for

academic interest. Air is drawn through a metal tube equipped witli a

high-efficiency filter at each end. The inlet filter removes all radon

daughters, admitting only radon together with the air into the tube. The

radon partially decays in transit, producing Rafl atoms, most of which are

collected on the exit filter, the remainder depositing on the tube wall.

P. After a short sampling period, the exit filter is removed and promptly

analyzed in an alpha counter. Radon is calculated by an equation that

accounts for tube dimensions, sample flow rate, sampling and counting

intervals, and the fraction of RaA that reaches the exit filter (15).

The sensitivity of the method depends on tube size, sampling rate and

• sampling and counting intervals. With a SO cm long, 5 cm diameter tube and

five minute sampling and counting intervals, the sensitivity is 0.2 to 0.4

Bq/L. A sensitivity of about 5 mBq/t can be attained with a larger tube and

| longer intervals.

i
| Leaks on the first filter, indicated by insufficient pressure drop

-. across the filter, can cause significant errors by allowing outside radon

I daughters to deposit on the exit filter. The exit filter is vulnerable to

p contamination by contact with almost any surface or even with mine air.

Membrane filters are especially prone to the latter means of contamination
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because of inherent electrostatic forces and hence should not be used. To

avoid contamination, filters should be enclosed until used and then handled

with forceps. If glass fibre filters are used correction for self-absorption

must be made. This method usually involves relatively low count rates, partly

because of a high degree of plateout of the freshly formed and hence mostly

unattached BaA.

3.1.4 Nuclear track detector

When alpha particles from radon (or its daughter products) impinge on

certain types of plastic they will cause radiation damage tracks in the

material. The tracks can be made detectable after chemical or electrochemical

etching. A piece of such plastic can be used as a detector, if placed in a

cup with radon-containing air for a given period. The number of tracks on the

material is equal to the number of alpha particles that have reached the

plastic and, c;»n thus be related to the average concentration of radon. Since

this technique does not involve pumps or electronic equipment it is an in-

expensive (new methodologies are competitive) way to measure average radon

concentrations.

In the nuclear track detection method the detector is placed in a small

cup to which air has access through a diffusion barrier (16,17). The barrier

sert/es the purpose of filtering out radon daughters and preventing the entry

of other particulate matter. Furthermore, a special membrane may be used to

slow the rate of gaseous diffusion and thus eliminate substantially the

response to thoron (18).

While the nuclear track technique is very inexpensive, the standard

deviation is usually several times larger than that calculated from the

counting statistics. It may be due to electrostatic charges that are usually

present on any plastic surface, except for the case of a conductii/e surface,

but no data are available yet. It is also necessary to apply an altitude

correction because even for small volumes, the number of tracks is a function

of the ambient pressure. Humidity effects and problems associated with quality

control of the detector material manuf cturing process need further research

to improve overall reproducib)lity of results.
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3.1.5 Thermolumineacent Detector

When an alpha particle hits crystals of a certain ceramic materials, a

small amount of its energy is stored in a form, that will be released as light

upon heating (thermoluminescence). The amount of light is proportional to the

total energy of the alpha particle.

As with the nuclear track detection technique, this method is best for

time integrated measurements. In one version of the thermoluminescent

detector (TLD) system, the disc is placed a short distance from the surface of

the second filter in a two filter deuice (19). Air is drawn continuously

through the system at a rate of 3 L.min with a line or battery powered

pump. The limit of detectipon is as low as 2 Bq.m for an exposure of one

week. In another version the radon diffuses into the detector enclosure

through a porous barrier that filters out radon daughters (20). Newly formed

and positively charged RaA atoms are deposited in an electric field onto a

foil backed with a TLD chip. Beds of silica gel are used to reduce the

moisture content of the air in the detector enclosure, since the collection

efficiency of the system declines with increasing humidity.

Another method combines the capacity of activated charcoal to collect

radon and the capacity of TLD chips to detect it (21). All the aforementioned

methods use some design feature concentrating radon on or close to the TLD

chips, since the chips are usually small (to reduce the effect of the gamma

background and to allow light to be emitted during heating), and because their

sensitivity is less than that of the nucloar track detection method, fls for

the nuclear track detection method, the readout is usually done commercially.

3.1.6 Radon measurement with activated charcoal

Activated charcoal is used to measure radon using the properties of

adsorption and retention characteristics of charcoal for radon. The radon is

measured from the quantity adsorbed by counting of the gamma rays from decay

of radon daughters. This collection-detection method has been rather widely

used for several years for measurement of radon emanation from surfaces. This

method is now also being used for measuring radon concentrations in air.
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Activated charcoal canisters has been developed commercially for the

measurement of radon in dwellings. One such charcoal canister has been

developed at the Environmental Measurement Laboratory (22,23,24) and has boon

used for intergrating environmental levels of radon over a period of a few

days. The advantage of this new technique are claimed to be simplicity,

maintenance free property, and low cost. Large numbers of people could be

given the charcoal canisters for exposure in their homes and return to

analytical laboratories for data collection.

The charcoal canisters suffer from some disadvantages which severely

limits their uncritical use for measurement of radon in houses. The following

physical parameters show significant variability, thereby affecting the

performance characteristics of the charcoal canister method: radon desorption,

-r-Jon adsorption, relative humidity and ambient air temperature. The

US-Environmenta) Protection Agency has conducted detailed tests on such

instruments, using defined exposure conditions in a calibrated radon chamber

(25). Fig.1 shows the pronounced dependence of the rate of radon desorption on

relative humidity, i.e. about one day time delay from the first count the

difference in the rate of rsdon desorption is 56%, if the relative humidity is

20% instead of 50% during exposure.

The effect of humidity on the adsorption process is described in Fig.2.

flfter an exposure time of 6 days in an environment of constant 20% relative

humidity, radon adsorption is about 360% higher than at exposure to constant

80%. In case of varying and uncontrolled relative humidity during the exposure

in thp field, this will have unaccountable influences on the actual radon

value measurod.

With regard to temperature the collection eff ciency of charcoal

canisters decreases significantly with increasing temperature (Fig.3). In

addition, there is a superimposed humidity effect at lower temperatures.

Consequently, radon results obtained with activated charcoal differ

largely from those obtained with track etch detectors, even at relatively

elevated radon levels. Futhermore, potential "memory effects" of charcoal

-oinisters which had undergone multiple use in different exposure conditions

noed furrher research.
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3.1.7 Radon emanation measurement

To measure radon exhalation rate from the soil direct determination is

carried out by electrostatically depositing the first decay product of radon,

Po-218, on the active area of a surface barrier detector (26). The exhaled

inert gas radon passes through an insulated intermediate area and reached the

measuring chamber consisting of positively charged metallic hemisphere and the

grid. After the alph^decay of radon the polonium ion formed is deposited on

the negatavily charged detector. The polonium decays further upon emission of

alpha particles which produce spectra in the multi-channel analyzer for the

various successive periods of time. The rate of radon exhalation from the

soil is computed from the increase in polonium or radon concentration

respectively measuring volume. The integral rise in concentration is

determined every 15 minutes over a period of two hours. The resulting lower

limit of detection under these conditions for the radon exhalation rate is 0.3
—2 -1

mBq m s , the median error being aproximately 10%.

3.1.8 Hew commercial developments on radon measurements

•• Due to the increased demand for radon measurement devices because of

I the proven simplicity of radon determination, new instrumentation has become

j available recently, incorporating latest radon electronic information

techniques, such as:

(a) A radon counting system which can accommodate different sample

sizes, including 3" and 4" diameter charcoal canisters. It is

based on conventional PC-technology with added full feature

multichannel analyser capability (NUCLEUS, Mod. PCA-Rn System,

USA).

(b) A continuous, programmable radon research meter with low-level

I sensitivity down to 40 mBq/litre, suitable for field surveys

!:. because it is portable and can be calibrated in the field (PYLON,

!' Mod.AB-S, Canada).

I
{., (c) A low-cost continuous radon monitor for large-scale applications,

(' using a silicon detector. Hard- and software options permit the

optional determination of current radon levels or average radon

levels (NUCLEAR ASS., Mod. ATEASE, USA).
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(d) Portable radon monitor with optional fast- or slow response and

sampling times up to 2b hours for radon source tracking (ALNOR,

Mod. RM3-A, Sweden).

3.1.9 Radon daughters •aasurament

Radon measurements provide only information on the upper limit for

potential alpha energy exposure from radon daughters in the air. Most methods

for determination of the radon daughters concentrations require that a known

volume of air is drawn through a filter which is then counted during and/or

after sampling. The activities to be counted may be alpha-or beta. Some

methods determine the individual radon daughters (e.g. alpha radiation from

RaA, and RaC1,) or they may determine gross activities (e.g. alpha radiation

from RaA + RaC').

Tor gross alpha counting no energy discrimination is made among the

alpha particles from the various nuclides. The detection is, therefore, rathor

simple, and is often done by the use of a scintillator disc mounted on a

photomultiplier tube and placed a short distance from the filter <*t

atmospheric pressure.

With alpha sppctrostopy, where the activities from individual daughters

are identified by energy, it is necessary to place the filter and the detectur

in a vacuum in order to get an acceptable energy resolution. As a consequence

spectroscopic devices are; usually less convenient than those used for gross

alpha counting.

The monitoring of radon daughters is often used not only for the

determination of the total potential alpha energy of short-lived daughters,

but also for the determination of individual daughter concentrations. In most

methods a measured volume of air is drawn through a filter during a preset

period of time. The radon daughter activity from the filter is counted during

and/or after sampling. These activities may be attributable to individual

daughters or gross activities.

The most simple methods are one-count methods. The modified KUSNETZ

(27) and the ROl LE method (28, 29) are the two most common one-count methods.

They have an inherent uncertainty of about 10 per cent. The advantage of the
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one-count methods is their simplicity. The ROLIF. method may be recommended |

in housing environments, since the results are available faster than for tho

KUSNETZ method with a comparable overall uncertainty. Furthermore it is

rather insensitive to the presence of thoron daughters in the air.

Two-count methods use two uncorrelated counts of radioactivity on the

filter for the reduction of the uncertainty in the determination of the

potential alpha energy concentration The sample is collected in the same

manner and by the same method as for the one-count method. Alpha, and in sumo

cases beta counting of the sample is done at different times, depending on the

method used. The best characteristics of all two count methods is obtained

with the combination of the JAMES-STRONG (30) and SHREVE (31) method. The

measurement is completed in two minutes and the total uncertaintly of the

method is below 10 per cent. Furthermore, the radon daughter concentration

ratios can be estimated.

| The three-count methods involving three uncorrelated counts during

and/or after sampling are in principle without inherent uncertainty, but the

random error, mostly due to counting statistics, may be considerable with some

of the methods. There are two measurement techniques for the throe-count

methods:

1) alpha gross count methods, where the sum of the RaA and the RaC

activity is measured; and

2) alpha spectroscopy methods, where the RaA and RaC activities are

measured individually.

With three-count methods it is possible to determine the concentration

; of individual radon daughters from three uncorrelated counts. Using

integrated counts over intervals at optimized times (e.g. the MART2 method),

V reduces the uncertainty for the determination of RaA significantly compared

{ with other three-count methods. However, the MAR72 method (32) requires more

!" sophisticated equipment than the less sensitive CLIFF (33) of modified .'

k TS1V0G1.0U (34, 35) method. 1
j. '

I !
Due to the simultaneous presence of radon and thoron daughters,

interference with the counting of radon daughters has to be accounted for.

Methods have been developed to correct for the overestimation of the potential

ft.
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alpha energy concentration due to radon daughters, particularly at counting

times in excess of 30 minutes.

Since the inhalation dose determining factor is represented by the

radon decay products, intensified efforts have been undertaken to improve the

specific instruments which haue been developed originally for applications in

mining and milling. New concepts aim to extend the instrument applicability

also to the non-mining area (e.g. ent/ionmental surveillance or indoor

measurements), as there are:

(a) A continuous, modular monitor for radon- and thoron daughters

that is capable of up to 25 days of recording with built-in data

logging memory. Multiple fixed site monitors can be integrated

automatically (ALPHA NUCLEAR, Mod. PRISM, Canada).

(b) Research-quality inproved alpha- spectroscopy detector system

which uses a grid-chamber for high resolution alpha—peak

discrimination (Princeton Gamma-Tech, Mod. NU 114, USA).

(c) Direct-reading Working Level Meter with full data-logging

capability, based on CMOS-technology. 6 pre-set sample periods or

continuous sampling is possible (THOMSON £ NIELSEN, Mod. Rn

Wl-Meter, Canada) .

4. CHOICE OF MONITORING METHODS FOR RADON IN DWELLINGS

4.1 Methods

For measuring radon and radon daughters several techniques and methods are

employed. For example, the methods of alpha scintillation detection,

|j thermoluminescent dosimeters, and nuclear track detectors have been employed

fe; by different investigators for the measurement of radon and its daughters in .

K(| duel J ings. For the measurement of radon emanation from the soil direct '*

Kt; determination by depositing Po-218 elecrostatically on the active area of a

surface barrier detector.

Grab sampling followed by alpha counting car. be used to measure radon

and radon daughters. The grab sampling method comprises of a filter holder
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loaded with a millipore type Aft (0.8 micrometer) membrane filter disc, through

which the indoor air is drawn using a pump. After sampling, the filter paper

is repeatedly counted with periodic intervals to follow decay of its alpha

activity for 90 minutes. This data is then processed by a computer programme

which, using the least square fitting method, estimates the concentration of

RaA, RaB, and RaC. However, for dwellings radon measurement is more common

than radon daughters measurements. New developments are currently taking

place for measuring radon daughters in dwellings using working level meters

(see Section 3.1.9).

The temporal variations of the radon concentration in air require the

application of an integrating method in order to determine statistically

significant long-term average values. At present the two main systems applied

are charcoal and solid state nuclear track detectors. In v/iew of the inherent

problems of charcoal canisters with regard to humidity and change of

adsorption characteristics after multiple reuse it is preferable to use solid

state nuclear track detectors. The most common types are LR 115 and CR 39.

In view of the improved sensitivity of CR 39 over L.R 115 it is preferable to

choose CR 39 as detector material.

4.2 Handling of detector and placing of detector

In most solid state nuclear track devices, the film is placed in a

small cup to which the sample air has access through a diffusion barrier. The

barrier serves the dual purpose of filtering out radon daughters and slowing

down the rate of air admittance so that any thoron present in the sample air

will effectively have decayed before the air enters the cup, and consequently

only radon will be admitted. A certain fraction of the alpha particles from

radon and its decay products decaying in the cup will cause radiation damage

tracks on the film. After exposure the tracks are made visible either by

chemical or electro-chemical etching. The latter method offers the advantage

of large track diameters and simplified track counting.

It is common that the detector system arrives sealed in a radon-proof

foil such as aluminium. This foil must not be opened until the final position

of the detector has been chosen in the room to be surveyed. Each dosimeter

should be numbered according to an internal code. Furthermore, the dosimeter

should contain information about a contact address and a telephone number.
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This will help in case the purpose of the dosimeter has been forgotten or is

unknown eg. because of a change of the propoerty owner during the weeks and

months of the integration period. The integrating detector system should be

placed in an actually used living and/or bedroom, by for instance e.g the cup

on a string from a centra] position on the ceiling (e.g. a lamp) or by placing

the detector on top of furniture. The detector should not be positioned in a

drawer or in a storage container. The detector system should remain unchanged

in its position for the desired period of integration, preferably a few weeks

up to 3 months. It is cautioned that the detector system should not be placed

directly against a radon emanating wall; preferably a distance of about 50 cw

or more should be kept from the next wall. Furthermore, the detector system

should not be exposed to direct bright sun-light or excessive humidity.

-ig.1: Decrease in radon in carbon(used
in charcoal canisters) with time in a
378 Bq/m3 environment after a 72 hour
exposure to 3790 Bq/m3 at different

relative humidities
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Fig.2: Radon adsorption on activated carbon as a function of exposure time and relative humidity (r.h.j
(Courtesy: Pt-ofessor F. Steinhausler, University of Salzburg)
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MONITORING BACKGROUND ALPHA RADIATION
G.C. Camplin - D.L. Henshaw
Partway School - Bristol University

Bristol, United Kingdom

1. What is measured with TASTRAK ?

TASTRAK is sensitive to alpha-radiation protons and heavy ions.
Alpha radiation in the ground arises from the decay of naturally
occurring Uranium and Thorium present in rocks and soil. In terms
of alpha activity the nuclides 23!Th and 238U are almost equally
abundant and are in approximate activity equilibrium with their
daughter nuclei down to stable lead. However, at a given site in
the ground the levels of uranium and thorium present are dependent
upon the local geology.

Within both the decay chains of uranium and thorium ' radon is
produced as an inert gas. It is 222Rn from the 238U chain that is
commonly known as radon, whilst 22ORn from the 232Th chain is
commonly known as thoron. The dispersion of these gases in the
ground is quite different owing to their different half lives; 3.8
days for radon and 55s for thoron. Radon is able to move
considerable distances from its parent during its lifetime. It can
therefore diffuse readily out of the surface soil into the
atmosphere and into basements and living areas of houses. However,
it is difficult to predict the radon activity level emanating from
the ground due to the complex movement of radon in the ground; a
combination of flow, convection and diffusion.

By using TASTRAK it is possible to measure directly, within a few
days, the particular alpha activity of the soil and the radon level
at any desired location. When it is placed in soil it records all
alpha-radiation that is in contact with its surface, and when
placed inside a sealed plastic container it records alpha-radiation
due to radon gas.
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2. National Survey Experiments

The National Survey of Alpha-particle Background Radiation arose
out of two basic aims:-

a) To increase the awareness of the use of TASTRAK to both teachers
and pupils (see Henshaw & Camplin 1987).

b) To produce useful scientific information which would enhance
pupils' knowledge of alpha-radiation and radon.

In June 1987 and May 1988 the Institute of Physics financed two
national surveys of backgrourri alpha radioactivity. 170 schools in
1987 acted as pilot sampling points to measure alpha activity and
radon on the surface of the soil (see Camplin at al 1988). Last
year, 750 schools participated in phase II measuring radon and
alpha activity at a depth of about 80mm below the surface of the
soil.

Two types of detectors were used in both surveys. (See Figs 1 & 2).
The soil detector was simply a piece of TASTRAK 10 x 30mm pushed
into the soil. The radon detector was made from a 15 x 15mm square
piece of TASTRAK which was held flat in the bottom of a yoghurt pot
(of known dimensions) by a piece of Blu-tac; and the mouth of the
yoghurt pot completely covered with a single layer of clingfilm.
Each piece of TASTRAK issued to schools had been scribed with a
code so that it could be readily identified for analysis. Every
school had osen its sampling area and arranged the detectors
according to Instructions sent with the TASTRAK.

After a known exposure time, about two weeks, schools returned the
exposed pieces of TASTRAK to Bristol University for etch processing
(see Henshaw & Camplin 1987) and then they were sent to Portway
School for analysis. Schools also noted the grid reference of the
location of the detectors and recorded a summary of the climatic
conditions during the exposure time.
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Suggested Layout of Experiments

Figure 1 Suggested layout of TASTRAK in soil using a plant tag to identify the
position (experiment 2).

Blu -tat

Exposed'
foce

TASTRAK (inside)

--Yoghurt
pot

Figure 2 Construction of radon dosemeter using a yoghurt pot. For use
outdoors we suggest placing the pot upside down over the soil or burled just
below the soil (experiments 3 and 7). Alternatively, the detector may be used
for recording radon In the home, in which case it is not necessary to invert
the pot; simply leave It on a sideboard in a living room (experiment 5).
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3. Analysing TASTRAK after processing

Analysing the TASTRAK and producing a value for the alpha activity
of soil or the activity of radon emanating from the soil was
relatively straightforward.

The activity is determined from the following relations:-
(Henshaw & Camplin 1987)

Soil activity in Bq/kg = 12 x track count/cm2

exposure in days

Radon activity in Bg/m3 of air - (5.7)* x track count/cm2

exposure in days

(*a revised value due to 1988 survey calibration)

The use of a microscope is all that is necessary in determining the
track count/cm2. The magnification of the microscope should be
between 200x to 400x because the etched tracks left by alpha
particles hitting the TASTRAK surface are about 15-20|um in size.
Obviously it is necessary to calibrate the field of view at
particular magnifications.

A number of random sample fields are taken for a piece of exposed
TASTRAK and the average field count determined. Using the
calibrated field of view, the track count/cm2 can be evaluated and

; hence the activity.

The above method of analysis and calculation of the activities for
radon and soil was used in both surveys. At Portway School, Sarah
Lock, Zoe Simmons and Ryan Moloney (now in the Sixth Form) were
responsible for reading the alpha-particle tracks, performing
preliminary calculations of the activities and recording the
activities on a geology map of the U.K. (Institute of Geological

; Sciences 1979). The final analyses was performed by Drs Henshaw end
Camplin (see Tables 1 to 3 and Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6).

\ At the surface of the soil, the pilot survey of 1987 suggests an
average alpha activity of about 500 Bq/kg and an average radon

/ level of about 100 Bg/m3. However, the interim results of the 1988
• y survey suggest that, at 80mm below the surface, the average alpha
| activity is about 1000 Bq/kg and an average radon level of about
ft 500 Bq/m3. A very marked change with such a small change in depth.
! ' • "

j£ Obviously there are large variations about the mean values but it
|: does bring to light that alpha activity is an important
r contribution to background radiation levels, particularly radon
f;. levels.
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Table 1 Summary of bedrock types

Type of bedrock

29-37 (Intrusive)
39-56 (Extrusive)
60
64-66
68-71
72-74
75-78
79-84
85-90
91-101
102-106
107-111
112-114
115

Period

Various
it

Pre-Cambrian
Cambrian
Ordovlcian
Silurian
Devonian
Carbonlferous
Triassic
Jurassic
Cretaceous
Palaeogene
Neogene
Pleistocene

Approximate age
(million years)*

570-4600
500-570
430-500
395-430
345-395
280-345
190-280
136-190
65-136
23-65
2-23
0-2

*(See Eicher 1976).

1987 NATIONAL SURVEY OF ALPHA BACKGROUND RADIATION

Table 2 Breakdown of activities in tern s of bedrock type

Bedrock
number

30-84

85-101

102-115

Activity values
SoiKBqkg"1)

425*27
(47)

545-68
(52)

439*26
(65)

Radon (Bqm*3)

145-22
(45)

110-24
(50)
87*8
(64)

Ratio
radon/soil

0.34-0.06

0.20*0. 05

0.20H).02

1988 NATIONAL SURVEY OF ALPHA BACKGROUND RADIATION

Table 3 Breakdown of activities in terms of bedrock type
Interim results 25.7.89

Bedrock
number

30-84

85-101

102-115

Activity values
Soil Bq/kg

1269*144
(96)

1062*57
(130)

1089*79
(109)

Radon Bg/m3

428*57
(95)

516*58
(128)
430*43
(110)

Ratio
radon/soil

0.34*0.06

0.49*0.06

0.40*0.05
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4. School Experiments using TASTRAK

Table 4 shows various ways of using TASTRAK in schools to detect
alpha-radiation including an experiment to detect knock-on protons
(Henshaw & Camplin 1987). At present only experiments 1, 2, 3 and
5 have been used in schools throughout t-.he U.K. It is quite evident
that the National Survey projects and publicity by the Institute
of Physics have been the major influences in getting pupils to use
TASTRAK. It is hoped that via the National Curriculum in Science
the use of TASTRAK will become widespread throughout the U.K. and
perhaps Europe.

Development work on most of the experiments is progressing.
Worksheets on experiments 2, 3 and 5 are available for use at the
workshop.

Experiments 2 and 3

Teaching trials using TASTRAK were carried out (with Third form
pupils) during 1983, 1984 and 1986 at Portway School, Bristol and
during 1986 at Portishead Primary School, Portishead. In these
trials, quantitative activity analysis was performed for
experiments 2 and 3 and found to be very successful. As previously
explained, experiments 2 and 3 were also used for the National
Survey.

Experiment 5

Discussions of the National Survey work and the publicity that it
gained led the major thrust of developing experiment 5 for schools,
including Primary schools. Using the microscope technique in
Primary schools was found to be difficult because of the lack of
resources, so Drs Henshaw and Camplin invented a technique where
a slide projector could be used and the whole analysis simplified.
This new technique (patent applied for) was very successful during
Easter 1989 where 198 Primary school pupils aged between 7 and 11
from Brookside Primary School, Street measured the radon activity
in their homes. The results were of national interest since they
were in good agreement with results found by the National
Radiological Protection Board based on a much smaller sample. This
obviously illustrates the scientific value of school experiments
using TASTRAK, particularly when measuring radon in the home. A
similar survey was carried out by Third Form pupils at Portway
School, but using the microscope technique for activity
calculations.

Experiment 10

This year at Portway School, TASTRAK will be used to show the range
of alpha particles since cloud chambers are costly and their use
is becoming a health and safety problem due to new legislation
regarding the use of radioactive sources in schools.
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TABLE 4-

TASTRAK in Schools : Synopsis of Experiments

Experiment Description Suitability

1. Demonstration 20 x 20mm exposed to 5̂2r,f source 1st to 6th forms,
Slide supplied ready etched. Contains tracks possibly top form

of fission fragments, alpha-particles Primary School,
tracks.

2. TASTRAK film 30 x 10mm TASTRAK film which may be
exposed in a variety of situations to
record natural background
alpha-activity, e.g. in soil against
rocks, walls of buildings hung in air
etc. Expose for 1 - 2 weeks

1st form as a
phenomenological
detection of alpha-
activity 3rd form as
above but pupils may
quantify and compare
their results from
the count density on
the plastic. Also
they may convert the
alpha-activity in
counts/cm on the
plastic to absolute
activity units.

3. Detection of Plastic cup, e.g. yoghurt pot with
Radon in soil TASTRAK in the bottom is placed upside

down over soil. Detects principally
222Rn diffusing into the air from
the decay of 2 Z 6Ra in the 2 3 8U decay
chain In soil.
Expose for 1 - 4 weeks.

3rd form upwards.
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Experiment

TABLE 4- (Continued)

Description Suitability

4. Uranium and TASTRAK held against U and Th
Thorium bearing minerals e.g. granite,
strata Exposure time 1 - 1 4 days.

Field work
determination of U
and Th in rock
sections.
5th - 6th forms.

5. Radon TASTRAK housed in a yoghurt pot
dosemeter through which "'Rn diffuses and

decays. May be used to detect Radon
in houses, living rooms, etc.
Exposure time 2 - 1 0 weeks.

Longer term project
work. e.g. half-
term 5th - 6th
forms.

6. Neutron TASTRAK overlaid with polyethylene,
dosemeter The polyethylene acts as a

radiator in which energetic neutrons
produce knock-on protons which are
recorded in the plastic. The device
may be worn by individuals. Exposure
time 4 - 1 2 weeks.

Longer term project
work. Count density
of detected proton
tracks may be used
to determine dose
from environmental
neutrons. 6th form.

7. Uranium Subterranean U ore may be detected
prospecting by radon diffusing from surface soil.

Similar to experiment 3. Expose pots
in a matrix, e.g. each 100m apart.
Look for hot spots on plastic.

Field work,
form.

6th

I
8. d£ TASTRAK exposed to alpha source with

dx -range step degrader. Etched tracks show
increase in size with particle
residual range in the plastic.

6th form.

9. Fission 30 x 10mm TASTRAK exposed to 2 5 ZCf
track source. Unlike experiment 1 this

slide is lightly etched to illustrate
nuclear ..atter of fission fragments
as they are brought to rest.

6th form.
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5. What is TASTRAK ?

The track-recording properties of a polymer derived from allyl
diglycol carbonate were first discovered in Berkeley (Cartwright
et al 1978). The polymer was investigated under its common
commercial name, CR-39. Since its discovery the material has been
progressively developed and refined at Bristol University, where
it is manufactured as TASTRAK.

TASTRAK is unique in both its sensitivity and in its selectivity
in recording tracks of nuclear particles. Its properties can be
summarised as follows:-

a) Records all naturally occurring alpha-particles at full energy,
low energy protons up to 18 Mov and heavy ions.

b) Insensitive to light, gamma-rays. X-rays, beta-particles and
sea-level cosmic rays.

c) Easy and safe to handle.

d) Rigid, transparent and inert.

Tracks in TASTRAK

When a charged nuclear particle enters the surface of the detector
it creates a trail of damage along its path. The damage may be
revealed by etching the detector in a suitable reagent such as
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (See Fig 7). The bulk surface of the
plastic is etched away at a characteristic rate known as the "bulk
etch rate", VB. Along the axis of the trail of damage, however,
preferential etching takes place at a higher rate known as the
"track etch rate", VT. The bulk etching rate at the surface is
typically a few micrometres per hour, whereas the etching rate
along the track axis is much greater and proportional to the degree
of structural damage of the polymer. This comparatively greater
etch rate along the track causes the growth of a conical etch pit,
which may be seen using an optical microscope. Hence the latent
radiation damage caused by the charged particle is revealed by
virtue of the track etching rate being greater than the bulk
etching rate.

Expressed mathematically: VT > V,

K; When the nuclear particle enters the surface at a dip angle 6 to
i the surface (See Fig 8) then, for a conical etch pit to be formed,
f the vertical component of the track etch rate, VT sin $ must be
|; greater than the bulk etch rate.

\ i.e. VT sin 6 > vB
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This simple relation Is fundamental to the understanding of etch
pit growth In TASTRAK. Therefore tracks seen In TASTRAK depend upon
particle dip angle and particle energy, and the parameters of the
etching process; etchant type, concentration and temperature.

When VT sin & < VB, then no track Is seen and there Is a cut-off
angle for detection of a particle at a given etch rate.

For alpha-particles from the environment, at typical energies
between 4 and 9 MeV, the distance travelled (range) in TASTRAK is
30 to 60 urn. A computer simulation of the growth of an etch pit due
to an alpha-particle in TASTRAK is shown in Fig 9 (Fews and Henshaw
1982). The etch solution concentration is 6.25N NaOH at a
temperature of 75°C.

The track grows initially with a cone-like structure; the half-
angle of the cone being related to the etching rates by

cosec It)
which also defines the cut-off angle for detection. (A detailed and
mathematical analysis can be found in reference Fews and Henshaw
1982).

The track walls are curved due to the track etch rate along the
axis increasing with decreasing particle range. This is because the
rate of energy loss increases as the alpha particles slow down,
reaching a peak (the Bragg peak) close to the end of the particle
range.

When the etching reaches the end of the particle range the track
is "etched CMt" - all further etching takes place at the bulk etch
rate and the track is "over-etched".

In practise, not all decays occur adjacent to the surface and this
leads to a distribution of particles with varying dip angle and
range in the detector. Hence an etch which removes a fixed amount
of bulk material will reveal tracks of different shape and size
when seen under a microscope.

6. Evaluation

The authors believe that the use of this material in schools is
essential in educating pupils about radon and the alpha radiation
in the environment. We hope that many teachers and pupils will
develop experiments using TASTRAK over the coming years and that
the public at large will also be able to involve themselves in
measuring their radon using TASTRAK.
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RADON MONITORING IN SCHOOLS
Esther Toth

Jozsef Attila Grammar School - Eotvos University
Budapest, Hungary

The families of 238U and 232Th contain an inert gas the 222Rn and 220Rn. This inert
gas is able to diffuse out of the soil and building materials. In the air their radioactive
descendents stick to the aerosol droplets. One can collect these radioactive droplets by
breath - and it can cause health problems in the lung. One can collect these radioactive
droplets on a filter as well, in order to measure the radioactivity in the air.

0.15

55,

Figure 1

In our school experiments we collect the aerosol on 6 layers of medical gauze placing
them to the end of a tube of the vacuum cleaner. The cleaner collects the sample for a
half an hour period (it pumps through about 25m3 air). Immediately after the sample
collection we use a simple Geiger counter to measure the beta activity of the gauze.

The story of the Hungarian School Project

5 October 1988, 8:00 a.m. Inspired by an article in the Newsweek (Sept 29) we
made the first experiment in one of the physics laboratories of our school which was not
ventillated in the last two days. The Geiger counter detected 6900 impulses in the first
five minutes.

5 October 1988, 12:00 a.m. The sample collection was repeated in the open window
of the same laboratory (3rd level of our school building). The Geiger counter detected
2100 impulses in the first 5 minutes. Understandable: in the closed laboratory the radon
and its descendents could cummulate while the open air diluted it. (A few years ago in
the same laboratory we happened to make a very instructive measurement just after the
Chernobyl catastrophe. In the Hungarian Physics Curricula we teach nuclear physics in
March and April at the last year of the high school. We measured the half life of m Ba*.
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To do this we had to measure the background radiation. When the Chernobyl catastrophe
was announced in the Hungarian radio - early morning on Tuesday - many students run
into our physics laboratory asking for repetition of the backgrm- id activity. We have done
it and it was "successful": the background radiation was three times larger than two weeks
earlier. Then the students opened the windows saying excitedly: "Let the high outside
activity come in!" The measured background dropped down drastically. In Hungary the
radioactivity coming out from the walls every day exceeded the Chernobyl fallout...)

Figure 3

6 October 1988, 7:30 a.m. Sample collection in a room of the basement of our school.
The Geiger counter detected 12 800 impulses in the first 5 minutes. UiiderstiuidaMe:
Radon is coming out not only from the walls but also from the soil, and the bsirometre-
distribution of the heavy Radon causes it to stay in the basement.

6 October 1988, 11:30 a.m. Sample taking - as control - in the open window of the
physics laboratory, at the same place as on 5 October 12:00 a.m. The Geiger counter
detected 7100 impulses in the first 5 minutes. This was a huge surprize! Luckily «T
called the Meteorological Institute of Budapest asking them about the events of the hist
24 hours. "Nothing special. Just the air pressure dropped in the last night." - Then ;i
group of students organized a continuous measurement: sample taking every hour, day ami
night for four days in October, then for eight days in March 1989, with the simultaneous
registration of the air pressure, humidity and temperature.
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Radon and the Weather

Our sample collection is very sensitive for the amount and size of distribution of the
aerosol. The six layers of medical gauze can filter a higher ratio of Radon descendents if

Figure 4

the humidity is higher. One of our students tried to discover some correlation between the
darkness of the gauze and its activity. The correlation was found not to be strong enough.
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Decreasing the air pressure sucks more Radon from the soil. Faster decrease generally
results in higher activity on the gauze.

P a )
IB3 inp/10 nin.

. 9 9 2

October*

Figure 6

To obtain more insight on the dependence of activity upon the weather conditions
high school students in two Hungarian schools take sample every second hour during a
v/hole year. They measure also the air pressure, temperature and humidity of the open air
at the same time.

Half life time

If a radioactive sample has a half life time T the decay law says N(t) = N(0)2~ and
the activity of this sample is A(t) = N(t)-^^. If you measure the activity of the sample
(dl impulses in dt time interval) as a function of time, then for A~dl/dt you can get an
exponential decay curve. Take the logarithm of the activity:

lnA(t) = lnN(0) - - lnT,

i.e. lnA(t) = b + mt where m = — ̂ j£. So by taking the logarithm of the activity one
gets a linear function wich has the steepness of = ^ . Since the measured impulses are
proportional to the actual activity, from the measured data one can compute the half life
time of the radioactive sample. Less steep line means longer half life time.
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On the gauze several radioactive materials of different half life time (218Po 3.5 min,
214Pb 27 min, 214Bi 20 min) are present at the same time, and even they are descendents
one of the other. With the help of a computer one can reproduce with very simple equations
how the Radon descendents give a resultant activity. The number of one of the daughters
after a (short, e.g. Is) time interval can be calculated from the number of the daughter (N<j)
at the beginning of the time interval adding the new born nuclei (AmNm = the product of
the probability of decay of mother nuclei and their number), and substructing the decayed
daughters' number (A^N,;).

Nrf«— Nd + XmNm - \dNd

Using this type of equation for the descendents of radon (218Po, 214Pb, 214Bi) and knowing
their initial numbers one can reconstruct the change of the activity of the collected sample
with time. But how can you find out the initial conditions on the gauze?

The inert Radon gas can diffuse from the soil and walls into a room. The radioactive
222Rn has a half life time long enough (3.8 days) to do this. In the air it will decay. If the
room is completely closed then after a long time a radioactive equilibrium will be reached.
The students used the same equations but they added further equation to describe the
influx and decay of radon:

where I/jn is the number of Radon atoms entering the room during the time interval. They
supposed a "completely" ventillated room, initially there are no Radon and daughters
present. Then they asked the computer to give the ratio p^ and p^ versus time because
from the point of view of gauze only these ratios are interesting.
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Higher activity in rooms

There are two rooms in the basement of our school building (in the Jozsef Attila
Grammar School, Budapest), half under the ground level. Both rooms have an activity
liigh enough to observe the decays of Radon daughter isotopes on the gauze for 4-5 hours
before the acivity drops to the background level.

I

l o g a

ROOM «Z

n i n
128 188 Mf.

Figure 10 Figure 11

In the Room 1 (it is a teacher's working room, very infrequently ventillated) they found
that the ratios of the decays product after 120 minutes aie well fitted to the theoretical
curve in almost every experienced result. This 120 minutes characterized somehow the
self-ventillation of this room; other ratios gave less well fitted curves.
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Once upon a time the teacher did not allow the students to make "vacuum cleaning"
in his room, so they asked the charwomen to let them to collect a sample from their room.
This room is very near the other one, it is also in the basement half underground. The
result is shown on Figure 11. It is different from the Room 1: after 2 hours the decay
curve became less steep. The students repeated the experiment in Room 2 several times
and the "tail" after 2 hours did show up again and again. The corresponding half life time

LOG

Figure 14

of the "tail" is about 60 minute Among the Radon descendents of the 238U family there
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is no such half life time. But in the 232Th family there is the 212Bi with half life time of 61
minutes! So the students made the same procedures with the descendents of the 220Rn as
in the case of 222Rn and then they tried to fit their more complex model to the measured
data. With success! They took into account that the half life time of 220Rn is much shorter
(55 s) than that of the 222Rn (3.8 days). Thus much smaller fraction of the gaseous 220Rn
is able to diffuse out of the soil before decaying than that of 222Rn. In this way much
smaller activity is caused by 22ORn's descendents. They have suggested that the reason
why 220Rn is no present in the Room 1 is that the teacher's room has a good insulation
from the soil and a good painting on the walls while the Room 2 (the charwomen' room)
has stone floor on a larger area and tottering coat of plaster on the walls. In the teacher's
room there is no time for 220Rn to enter the room.

Why to introduce Radon project to the school?

One may say that Radon survey should be a state programme for research institutes, it
is not for children. But I am not so sure that the children can learn only from the physics of
the last centuries. The Radon Project is an interesting challenge for our students because
it is a relatively new topics. But there is an other reason as well.

In our century the electricity became a servant of our comfort, everyone learned to
know its danger, how it behaved. Today everybody use electric current without a fear. In
the last decades radioactivity "entered" our life. The majority of the population fears it
because radioactivity is "invisible", people have no personal experience. At the very best
they might see an artificial radioactive source in their school laboratory. Our students who
participated in the Radon Project are more experienced. They do know that there is a
low level radioactivity present in our everyday life, they do know that it can be detected
even measured.

Let me tell you a story at the end which is closely related to the topics of this confer-
ence. One day the activity of the medical gauze was several times higher than "normally"
without reasons of the daily weather. We were thinking about a micro-earthquake. We
found an article about the Chinese Radon Monitoring Network for earthquake prediction.
The students understood: if they were able to predict an earthquake they \. juld be able
to do that only with a probability less than 100%. Should they make it public? How can
they explain the meaning of the following statement: "The probability of an earthquake in
the next 5-10 days is 80%" to the authorities or to the population? Should they convince
politicians or scientists? The first circle has the power to do something in time, the second
circle would be able to understand the whole issue in time. Let us suppose that everybody
understands immediately the students' prediction. What should be done? Should all peo-
ple leave their houses, factories, schools, hospitals to live in tents for f week? Less people
would die because of the earthquake but more would die because doe. rs cannot work in
hospitals? The huge discussion went on for weeks in the school. The children have lefued
a lot about probability, risk and decision maKing.

Finally there was no earthquake...

In this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death and the taxes.

. Benjamin EVanklin, 1789
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PORTABLE GAMMA SPECTROMETER
FOR EDUCATIONAL USE

Sakae Shimizu
Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University

Kyoto, Japan

.Since the early days of study of radioactivity ionization and (

excitation of gasses caused by atomic and nuclear radiations was the

basis of all the major instruments for the detection and measurement of

such radiations until the late forties. In this period for measurement

of the gamma-ray spectrum indirect and rather complicated procedures

were pursued. However, since the early fifties for its measurement

Nal(Tl) scintillation crystal coupled to a photomultiplier tube, and

recently semiconductor detectors, Li-drifted Ge and also pure Ge detector

have widely been applied. The characteristics of the radiation detectors

being used currently are given in Table I. Since the most popular

Nal(Tl) scintillation crystal is hygroscopic, it has to be used in an

airtight case, while Ge(Li) and pure Ge solid detectors have to be kept'

and operated under low temperature by cooling, generally, by the use of

liquid nitrogen. In addition, when the scintillation crystals and Ge

solid detectors are used to measure the gamma-ray spectra, rather expensive

unit of a multichannel pulse-height analyzer must be annexed to these

detectors. This situation has made the educational use of the gamma-ray

I spectrometer to be inaccessible to high schools and schools of similar

S level. By the recent development of the favorable PIN-type silicon

% photodiode which may be used instead of a photomultiplier tube, there

r has become possible to apply this electronic device to the scintillation

t detector. Upon examining characteristic data (Tabla II) and emission

spectra (Fig. 1) of some scintillation crystals, an alkali halide Cal(Tl)

has been adopted as a favorable scintillator for our simple and portable

gamma-ray spectrometer.



Table I. Characteristics of different radiation detectors.

Detection device
type

Scintillators
CsI(Tl) with
Photodiode

Nal(Tl) with

P.M.T.

G.M. tube

Ge solid state
detector

Si(Li) solid state
detector

Majer
Applications

Gamma, X rays

Gamma, X rays

Beta, X,
Gamma rays

Gamma, X rays

Low energy

X rays

Sensitivity

Sensitive

Sensitive

Low

Sensitive

Sensitive

Spectrum
Measurement

Medium
Energy
Resolution

Medium
Energy
Resolution

Gross count
only

Excellent
resolution

Good

Resolution

High-Voltage
Bias supply

none

24 — 30V.dc
required

requires

requires

requires

requires

Remarks

compact, no HV,

registive for

magnetic field

affected by
magnetic field
hygroscopic •

dose exposure

standard

Expensive
Cryogenic

Expensive

Cryogenic
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Fig. 1. Characteristic emission spectra of Nal(Tl), BGO, and CsI(Tl)

crystals (normalized to the same maximum emission), and a-.spectral

sensitivity of a silicon photodiode.
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Fig. 4. Observed spectrum of 662-JceV gamma rays from 1 3 7Cs.
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A favorable alkali halide Csl(Tl) crystal coupled to silicon

photodiodes is recently applied as an element of the huge detector

assembly in high-energy physics laboratories, since this crystal is

much less hydroscopic than Nal(Tl) and, moreover, the detector is not

influenced by even strong magnetic field. This is the most advantage

of the Csl(Tl)-silicon photodiode detector. Many reports have recently
i

been published on this detector [1-7].

We have recently achieved a simple and inexpensive portable

gamma-ray spectrometer by assembling a small detector probe composed of

a small rectangular parallelepiped CsI(Tl) crystal (10x10x20 mm) coupled

to a PIN-type silicon photodiode (Hamamatsu 3-1723) and by utilizing a

commercially available portable personal computer with a liquid-crystal,

display panel. This system may be applied to versatile educational

purposes in schools and/or meetings of the general public. The block

diagram of the present system is shown in Pig. 2. Details of the detector

prove are shown in Fig. 3. The most advantage of the present gamma-ray

spectrometer is portable and easy to handle and operate even by teachers

of high school level; in classroom they can demonstrate some fundamental

aspects of radioactive decay and nuclear radiation, which are essential

for understanding of nuclear energy at the introductory stage of study.

In Figs. 4 and 5 are shown observed spectra, 662-keV gamma rays

from 1 3 7Cs (half-life: 30.17 y) and 1.17- and 1.3r-MeV rays from 60Co

(half-life: 5.27 y), respectively. A natural radioactive nuclide K

(half-life: 1.28x10 y) is contained in potassium with an abundance of

0.0117%. From 40K famous 1.46-MeV gamma rays are emitted as shown in
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Fig. 2. Schematic block diagram of the portable gamma-ray spectrometer.
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Table II. Comparison of scintillation characteristics of some crystals.

Scintillation

Materials

Density ( g/cm3 )

Effective

Atonic Number

Relative scinti-

llation output

X of NaI(Tl)

Scintillation

Peak wavelength

Scintillation

Decay time

Afterglow

(output at 3 mSec)

90 %

energy

•topping

range

015OkeV

«511keV

Reflection index

Hygroscopicity

BGO

( Bi4Ge3012 )

7.13

74

8 X

480 ran

300 nSec

< 0.005 X

2.3 mn

24.4 am

2.15

==very high"

none

Nal(Tl)

3.67

50

100 X

415 run

230 nSec

0.5 — 5 X

10.4 mil

67.1 inn

1.85

fairly

CsI(Tl)

4.52

54

85 X

540 nm

980 nSec

< 0.7 X

7.1 m

46.5 ma

1.80

fairly

CdWO4

7.90

65

38 X

540 m

5,000 nSec

< 0.005 X

3.0 on

26.2 m

1.95

none
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Fig. 6, observed by cur system. Moreover, we are exposed day and night

22 2
to gamma rays from natural existing Rn (half-life:3.82 d ) , which

decays through a series of shortlived nuclides of five elements, including

Po, Bi, and Tl. A complicated gamma-ray spectrum from this nuclide and

its dauthers is shown in Fig. 7, which is observed by not our detector

but by a pure Ge solid detector (EGSG GEM-25185). When a piece of very

thin Suran Wrap film (polyvinylidene chloride) or of thin cooking alumium

foil is stretched on a frame and hung vertically in open-air for several

222

hours, we can collect radioactive daughter products of Rn on such a

thin film. To measure its radioactivities this film or foil is folded

up and placed near the detector. We can observe gamma-ray spectrum by

our simple spectrometer, almost similar as shown in Pig. 7.

It is hoped that students who can observe demonstration showed
40

by suggestive lessons may reflect on the fact that in addition to K
222

and Rn we are always exposed to cosmic rays and natural nuclear

radiations from soil and surrounding materials incessantly since the

time of appearance of the ancestor of Homo sapiens two or three million

years ago, and this would be an influential cause in development of our

human beings.

How to give fruitful lessons in classroom using such a simple

gamma-ray spectrometer with a convenient display device depends on

enthusiastic efforts of physics teachers. However, we like here to

suggest few valuable demonstration experiments easily realizable, if

some favorable weak gamma emitting radioisotopes available for such an

educational purpose.
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1) When a considerably shortlived gamma-emitting radioisotope

can be obtained from, if possible, nearby hospitals, e.g., 99iaTc (.6.02 h)

or 3 3I (20.9 h) or 4 2K (12.36 h ) , we can teach immediately the exponential

decay law of radioactivity by measuring the time-depend decrease of the

peak area of the gamma-ray concerned in the observed spectra.

2) Attenuation of gamma rays in different metallic elements can I

be easily measured by estimating decrease of the rays; it obeys also the

same type exponential law.

3) The experiment of the Compton scattering of gamma rays by

a free electron at rest may be a valuable subject to make students to

grasp the concept of the corpuscular nature of light, photon. If a

suitable mono-energetic gamma-emitting isotope is available, e.g.,

137

Cs emitting 662-keV gamma rays, and a lead collimator to get its

narrow beam can be prepared, by the use of the present spectrometer it

would be easy to estimate energy of the scattered photon by observing

shift of the peak position in the spectrum toward the lower energy region.

The energy shift, so-called the Compton shift, can be easily derived from

three simple basic equations of momentum and energy conservation valid

for incident and scattered photons and recoiling electron, A teacher

can prepare the experimental setup by himself, including a lead collimator

and a scatterer of metallic plate, without difficulties using rubbish

pieces of lead, metal, and wood in his workshop, I

In addition to the examples proposed here, if some favorable .
•A

gamma emitters are available, it may be possible to demonstrate more
interesting experiments on physical and/or biological applications of
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radioisotopes.

Reflecting on the fact at the present time in most countries in

our everyday lives many materials, perhaps more than 90%, have been

affected in some way by radioisotopes and that in large hospitals

diagnostic and therapeutic applications of some kinds of radiations and

radioisotopes have become most important and prevailing,, it is hoped

that an instrument such as the present simple gamma-ray spectrometer

with a small personal computer having an excellent display panel will

be used not only in classrooms but also befc-se the general public'

to promote real understanding of radioactivity and various uses of

nuclear radiations as an aspect of the peaceful application of nuclear

energy.
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THERMODYNAMICS, ECONOMICS, COMFORT
(HOW TO HEAT A HOUSE)

Nicolas Kurti
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Oxford OX1-3PJ, Oxford

Preoccupation with energy became fashionable about fifteen years ago.

For instance, in a representative world-wide sample of periodicals 75% of

those having the word "Energy" in their title were started after 1970.

Among the remaining 25% pre-1970 "energy" periodicals there are quite a

few which embraced the magic word only in the last few years. Thus

"Actualite's, Combustibles, Energie", published by the Centre National de

la Recherche Scientifique, had originally the title "Bulletin Synoptique de

Documentation Thermique" and similarly "Energy World" and the "Journal of

the Institute of Energy" started life as the "Journal of the Institute of

Fuel". Why is this? To answer this question let me begin with the following

true story. Early in the morning of Friday, 5th December 1952, dense fog

enveloped the whole of London and continued for four whole days, until

Tuesday morning, ?th December. This in itself was not a very unusual occur-

rence. The proverbial London fog had come to be regarded as one of the

tourist sights of London like the British Museum, Buckingham Palace or

Westminster Abbey. What made this incident particularly noteworthy was

that it v/as accompanied by a very aarked temperature inversion: the air

near the ground remained cold while the upper layers were warm. As a result,

convective mixing in the atmosphere was greatly reduced and the noxious

gases (e.g. SO2) and the soot emitted by open domestic fireplaces, factories,

power stations remained near the ground. This had tragic consequences and,

as Fig. 1 shows, during the week immediately following the incident of the

fog the death rate in London was almost three times as high as in previous

years (1).

One might well ask why I should start this lecture on the economics of

house heating with such a sad tale. Although I would be justified in using

this as a dramatic example of how bad energy management and inefficient

energy utilization can lead to misery and death, my reason is more subtle.

It had been known for maiiy decades that the inefficient and archaic methods

were the chief reason for the London fog, of the smoke-laden atmosphere of
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our cities, of the uniform greyness and blackness of many of our cherished

architectural monuments, but nothing was done about it. Anyone interested

in disheartening accounts of the efforts of public-spirited people to intro-

duce legislation to curb atmospheric pollution should read the scholarly

article by Lord Ashby and Dr. Mary Anderson (2). All of those efforts were

of no avail. With cheap and plentiful coal available, appeals to the

conscience of parliamentarians, of industrialists, of public servants fell

on deaf ears and it needed the dramatic impact of a few thousand sudden

deaths to jolt politicians into action, and in less than 4 years the dean

Air Act, covering our large cities and many of our towns, was passed by

Parliament. As a result the greyness of our buildings has given way to

warm gold or glittering white, we can enjoy breathing the air in our cities

(at least as far as smoke emission is concerned, motorcar exhausts are another

story) and our laundry bills are greatly reduced.

This dramatic change in the appearance of our cities and the great

improvement in our quality of life was brought about by a single tragic

incident which statistically was hardly significant. Fig.2 shows the annual

number of deaths in Greater London between 194-7 and 1958 which fluctuates

around 60,000 and I have indicated above the histogramme, on the same scale,

the *tO00 deaths which could be ascribed to the great smog. These additional

deaths do not show up in the histogramrae but, by being compressed into a

relatively small time interval, had an impact out of all proportion to their

significance.

I have dwelt at some length on this interesting historical occurrence

because a similar incident - a relatively small cause followed by a large

effect - happened 21 years later, in October 1973- It had been known for

decades that the world's energy resources are not inexhaustible and that

difficulties might arise by the end of the century, but apart from studies

and discussions - many of them under the auspices of the World Energy Con-

ference - few active or significant steps were taken. It needed the occur-

rence of a relatively minor war in the Middle East in October 1973 and its

immediate effect on oil supplies to jolt people out of their complacency and

the previously muted warnings about possible energy shortages turned into a

deafening chorus. I appeal to my fellow scientists and engineers to be

always on the look-out for dramatic effects like the two mentioned above to

persuade politicians, civil.servants aud administrators to do the right thing.
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HOW TO SAVE tMEBGY

This sweeping title needs some qualifications. I propose to restrict

myself to non-renewable energy sources, i.e. fossil and nuclear fuels.

My justification is that there are very few, if any, large developed

countries which derive a non-negligible part of their prime energy from

renewable sources - at least for the present.

The simplest and cheapest way to reduce energy demand is by reducing

our living standards: less light, less heat, less comfort etc. Being a

hedonist by inclination I disregard such spartan measures and this leaves

us with two important ways: namely avoidance of squandering energy and

efficient conversion of energy into the form best adapted for its end-use.

As to the avoidance of squandering I will just list the most important

methods: thermal insulation, energy storage and the wider use of public

transport, e.g. rail and electric trolleys.

To discuss energy conversion it is convenient to divide energy con-

sumption into 3 very roughly equal categories, according to the end-use:

1). The maintenance of individuals in adequate bodily comfort. This is

achieved by warming (or cooling) them, by feeding them, by providing them

with hot water, light etc. 2). Industry, in the widest sense of the word.

3). Transport. Each of these categories would require several lectures

and I shall de.-l only with the various aethods of heating homes or offices.

THE DEFINITION OF HEATING EFFICIHJCY

Since we are considering only fuels as energy sources I define the

heating efficiency R as the ratio of the heat received by the dwelling

Q^ to the heat Q delivered to the installation which supplies the heat

to the dwelling-H = Q^/Q. I do not consider the possibility of using the

free energy of the fuel (e.g. by fuel cells), only the internal energy, or,

in common parlance, the heat of combustion. If in the conversion process

we want to use electricity it will have to be generated by a heat engine.

I shall use the following symbols.

£j is the "upper" temperature of the heat engine, e.g. the temperature at

which the high pressure steum enters the turbine.

I' is the "lower", i.e. the condenser temperature for a steam engine.
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Tjj is the temperature at which 0, is delivered to the dwelling, e.g.

the temperature of the air for warm air heating.

T^ is the temperature of the heat source which supplies heat to a heat

pump if one is used. For the numerical calculations I shall use the

following figures:

E, = 85OK (577°C) Tc = 300 K (27°C)

Sd = 3*0 K (67°O T 0 = 275 K (2°C)

I shall consider five methods of heating and for each one I will

first derive the ideal heating efficiency 3 and then estimate the

practical efficiency R ^

DIBSCT HEATING (Method A, Fig.3)

Ideal case. In this method, e.g. central heating boiler and radiators,

the boiler delivers Q at the temperature T-| and the dwelling receives

Qd at the temperature T,j. Since there are no heat losses Qg = Q, H = 1.

Practical case. Out of every 100 units of heat delivered to the

boiler between 15 and 25 are lost, hence the dwelling receives between 75

and 85 units. E r = 0.75 - O.85.

NON-SLECTBICAL HEAT PUMP (Method B, Fig.4).

The coefficient of performance (COP) is given by: Heat delivered .. a

rffork received ~ T,j-To

where To is the temperature at which the heat in extracted from the heat

source and T^ is the temperature at which it is delivered, rfith T4 = JMO

and T o = 275, COP =-.5.2.

Ideal case. The numerical figures for T^ and Tc given above do not

apply to i'lternal combustion engines which are not likely to be used in

"non-electric" heat pump installations. For a diesel engine we take

T-j = 3000K, T c = 700K and the.quantity of heat Qd" which is rejected at

a sufficiently high temperature for it to be useful for heating is given

by Q(To/T-))or, with Q = 100 Qd" = 100 (7OO/3OOO)*23.iWie work produced

by the engine is:
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This work is used by the heat pump to raise the heat taken from the source

at IEJ,- 275'K t o t h e temperature T& and is given by:

The heat supplied to the dwelling is the sum of Q, and Q ,

= Q

Practical case. The actual thermal efficiency of a diesel engine or

a gas turbine is about 0.3 instead of the "ideal value" of 0.77- Nearly

one half of the waste heat is in the exhaust but usually only the heat

rejected through the engine block is fcr'insferred to the heating-agent

(air or water) for the dwelling. Thus 0 " = 40 instead of 70.

For the COP of the heat-pump we take 2.6, i.e. one half of the ideal

value T./(T. - T ) = S W C ^ - 275) = 5-2. The amount of heat 0, •
a d o . Tt

delivered by the heat pump is 30 x 2.6 = 78 and Q. = Q ' + Q " = 118,

B = 1.18. If the heat source were at a higher temperature such as 17°C

instead of 2 C R could reach 1.5- It is worth mentioning that the

heat pump at rluffield College, Oxford used to draw its heat from Oxford's

nain sewer which never drops below iO°C.

HEATING BY 5LSCT3ICITY (Method C).

C.1. DIRECT SL2CTSIC KEATH1G. (Fig.5)

Ideal Case. The electrical work produced by the power station is

W = W x (T1 - Tc)/T1 = 100 x 550/850 = 64.7 and is wholly converted

into heat: R = O.65.

Practical case. The boilers of large power stations are efficient

and one can assume that of 100 units of heat supplied 86 reach the turbo-

generator and has a practical thermal efficiency of 0.^1, hence the

electric work supplied is 100 x 0.36 x 0.4i = 35. This is converted into

heat without lose: H = O.35.
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C.2. • ELECTBICAL HEAT PUMP (Fig.6).

Ideal Case. As in C.I (above) the work produced by the power station

ie W = Q x (T- - T )/T-. This energizes the heat pump which delivers to

the dwelling the quantity of heat:

''id " 3'* '

Practical case. As in C.1 the power station's efficiency is assumed

to be 0.35> hence 35 units are delivered to the heat pump. We take, as

in case B, for the heat punp's COP 2.6 and thus Q. becomes:

35 x 2.6 = 91, or R r = 0.91.

C.g. COMBINED HEAT AMI POWER, CKP (Fig.7)

(Co-generation in American terminology, whereas the French have a most

felicitous expression for a CHPower-station: Centrale Slectro-calogene ).

It is well known that the outlet temperature T of a highly efficient

power station running with vacuum condensers is usually kept at about

300 K which is coo low for house heating. Most of this rejected heat is

wasted except a small fraction which is used for fish or crustacean farming

and for greenhouses. Occasionally it raay have adventitiously a beneficial

effect. Thus, during a particularly severe winter a few years ago, when

the North Sea froze along some stretches of the East coast of England,

some owners of oyster beds in JJssex had to be grateful for the presence of

the Bradwell nuclear power station. Its waste heat prevented the destruc-

tion of the oyster beds in its neighbourhood and for once there was some

praise for nuclear powerJ

Running a power station with a high condenser temperature reduces

the electrical output and, as for previous methods, we shall consider

both the ideal and the practical cases.

Ideal case. If a quantity of heat Q produces the work W in a power

station running with a condenser temperature Tc; then the quantity of heat

Q1 needed to produce the aaae amount of work with a condenser temperature

Td is given by: Q x (T., - T,,)/^ = Q1 x (T,, - \ ) / ^
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The ratio Q'/Q = (T,. - T )/(T..- T ) as a function of Tj is given in Fig.8.

The difference Q' - Q = q is the additional amount of heat to be supplied

to the power station to enable it to produce the same amount of work as

when run at a condenser temperature T and to produce the waste heat
c

Q = Q1 x (T./T,.) at the useful temperature Td-

According to our definition the heating efficiency is given by

E = (Q^/q), and since

q/Q< = (Td -

B = (Td/Tl) x i c d c ) >

The values for H as a function of T, are also given in Fig.8.

Practical case. (Refer to Fig.7). The power station run with a

condenser temperature of T, = jMO K would produce only 28 units of

electrical work, but, in addition, would deliver 58 units of heat to the

dwelling. In order to restore the electricity output to 35 units the heat

input must be increased from 100 to 125 units. So, if we compare an

"electricity only" power plant with a CHP plant we find that the CHP

plant with the same electricity output will provide, for an additional

expenditure of 25 units of prime enerijy, 71 units of heat, a practical

heating efficiency of 71/25 = 2.8.

It must be emphasized that the CKP case is in one aspect fundamentally

different from the other cases discussed. Their sole purrose is to provide

heating and the ief j./iition of heating efficiency as useful heat delivered.

divided by primary energy (usually in the form of heat) received is

straightforward. Confusion arises occasionally in the discussion of the

efficiency of a CHP plant which delivers both heat and electricity

because one tends to forget that we are only concerned with the heating

«fficiency and not with the overall efficiency of a dual purpose instal-

lation. Critics object to the claim of an efficiency of 2.8 and want

it to be replaced by (Qd + W)/Q i.e. heat plus electricity output

divided by heat input giving (58 + 28)/1OO = 0.86. This may be the

correct procedure for assessing the overall merit of a dual purpose power

plant but is not for comparing the efficiencies of different heating

methods. (N.B. la my view the summing of heat and work in the above

context cannot be justified. While not contradicting the 1st law it seems

to disregard the 2nd law of thermodynamics: work and heat are qualitatively
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different manifestations of energy and the value of heat depends on its

temperature).

The following table summarizes the various heating efficiencies with

Td = 34

A.

B.

C.

1.

2.

3.

(67 C) .

Method

Direct Heating

Non-electric heat pump

Heating by electricity:

Direct<Joule)

Electric heat pump

Combined heat and power

H

1.0

0.65

3A

5.5

V
0.75-0.85

1.2

0.35

0.9

2,8

CHP is clearly the most efficient way of house heating and the following

section will discuss why it is not widely spread on the world scale.

THE ECONOMICS OF COMBINED HEAT AMD FOWgB

CHP on a small scale and in a slightly different form has been practised

for many decades in industry under the name of "Total llnergy". A manufac-

turing firm needing energy in different forms such as electricity, high tem-

perature "process steam", hot water may find it advantageous to have its own

installation consisting of a boiler and a turbogenerator to provide both

heat and electricity. It is often possible to schedule the operation in a

way to avoid overlaps of the peak periods. '.They may even find it rossib3.a

to cone to sore arrangement with the electricity supply industry and sell

them their surplus. However these industrial CHP installations are small,

below 10 MW(electric) and, in the UK for instance, they account for less

than 5% °f the total generating capacity.

The calculations in the preceding chapters have shown that the thermo-

dynamically most efficient method of house heating is the use of "upgraded"

waste heat from electricity generation. Since most of the electricity is

generated in large units ranging from, say 60 MW (electric) to 1200 MW (e)

the corresponding waste heat is in the range 100 MW to 2000 MW, i.e.

sufficient to provide domestic and business space and water heating for

populations between 100,000 and e. 000 000. Clearly CHP must involve district

heating and the investment in the transmission, distribution and metering

of heat can become important. This then is the reason why the thermodynamically
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best method has not yet found general acceptance. The following figures

will give a roung idea of the situation in some of the countries most

advanced in the use of CHP combined with District Heating, hereinafter

referred to as CHP/DH.

Country Percentage of heating load from CHP.

Denmark 10

Finland 20

Germany (Federal Republic) 10

Sweden 15-

An extensive study of the profitability of CHP was carried out in the

United Kingdom between 197^ and 1979 by the Combined Heat and Power .forking

Group set up by the Department of Energy under the Chairmanship of Dr. W.

Marshall (now Lord Marshall). My review will be nainly based on the Group's

Report "Combined heat and electrical power jener^tion in the United Kingdom",

Snergy Paper Number 36, published by the Stationery Office in April 1979.

1. The generating plant. Most of the electricity is generated in steam

turbine plants which can be readily adapted for Cir? use. Fig, °a shows a

simplified steam turbine ^?c producing electricity only, i.e- with a

condenser temperature T = 300 K.
c

Fit;. 9b shows a CIIF plant based on the back pressure turbine in which

the condensing pressure of the steam is increased to produce the required

T , e.,-. 70°C - 90°C. While this is the simplest method it lacks the

flexibility of the pass-out turbine shown in Fie. 9c in anich the requisite

amount of steam is extracted between two turbine stages. Admittedly the cost

of a CHP generating plant is slightly higher than that of an electricity

only plant but there are no technical difficulties. I believe that in some

countries generating plants are built as a natter of course in such a way

that they may be used for CHP.

2. The transmission of the heat from the generating plant to the town.

The following example will give an idea of the cost. We consider a pipeline

transmitting heat in the form of hot water which gives off heat while

cooling by £ T.

The cost of transmission in pennies (1p = 0.01 £) per unit heat and

unit length depends on the capital cost of the line, on the cost of pumping
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power, on the load factor, on the rate of heat transmission H and on (\^ T

and is given by:

C t r = const.(H\£ T)""*

With £ T = 5O°C, a load factor of 0.4 and H in MW the coBt at 1978 prices is:

Ctr = 0.25 x If*p kWh"
1 km"1 MW* ( a e e P18'1O>

and for H = 1000 MW we have:

C = 0.008 p kWh"1 km"1'
-1

For a power station at 15 km from the town the transmission cost is 0.12 p kW

which might be compared with the cost of electricity at that time, namely

2.5 p kWh"1.

For the transmission line discussed above, which has a diameter of

1.5m, the heat loss through the thermal insulation is about ~~&0'ii per km, so

that , even for the distance of 15 kim it is only 1 part in 300,000 of the

heat transmitted. The pumping power for this line is 5°O kW, i.e. about

0.05% of the heating power transmitted.

5. The distribution of the heat and the analysis of a CJ.'P/OH system.

If the town already has a district heatinc network and if the dwellings

are equipped for central heating the additional cost for this rr.ethod of

heating would be relatively modest. However, the British study addressed

the case of no existent district heating, or central heating, in fact

signalled a radical departure from the traditional, and in many ways

•M^iauatt-d !?r: tish heating methods.

Fig.11 illustrates how the various components of a CKP/DH system

contribute to the total cost of heating a dwelling. Capital investment

is converted into annual cost, on the assumption of amortization over 60

years and a discount rate of 10?' p.a. Since the figures refer to 1978 the

actual costs today would be much higher, so the diagram should be used only

for comparisons.

A large town of one million inhabitants and at a distance of 15 km.

from the CHP generating station is considered in this example. The meanings

of the various contributions are given in the legend. The figures show that

the cost of the fuel is a relatively small fraction of the total, not only

for constant fuel prices but also for fuel costs increasing linearly during

the first 20 years (equivalent to an exponential increase of 3.5% p.a.)
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Network costs are important and depend strongly on housing density. The

diagram shows that the cost of heat transmission is, even for the highest

housing density, Ies6 than 7% of the total and that even a distance of 50 tan

would not make it prohibitive. In the same example the cost of fuel amounts

to only 16% of the total.

A comparison with gas-fired central heating which is also shown in the

figure brings out two important points: 1. that, unless there is a steady

increase in fuel costs, CHP can only just compete as to cost with gas, but

2. that gas heating uses about 4 times as much fuel as CHP/DH.

Finally, Fig.12 gives some predictions about the variation in the cost of

heating methods with the price of coal, che most abundant fossil fuel. It is

assumed that after the year 2000 natural gas will be replaced by Substitute

Natural Gas (SNG) derived from coal. The figure shows that at 1978 coal prices

there is little to choose as to cost between the various methods but that, with

increasing coal prices, CHP/DH becomes increasingly attractive. The right-hand

side of the figure gives data for a nuclear scenario. The most important fact

emerging from these data is that for a country with a well-developed nuclear

generating capacity the most economical heating method is by storage heating

using off-peak nuclear electricity.

CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that thermodynamically the most efficient method of heating

is by CKP/DH, both in the ideal and in the practical case. Even though CHP/DH

has no clear economic advantage over the other methods considered, the Combined

Heat and Power Group recommended that a substantial part of the space heating

and hot water load in the UK should be met by CHP/DH. It did so because,

compared with other methods it would save the country 25 megatonnes of coal

per annum. The report w^s published in 1979 when the memory of the 1973 energy

crisis was still fresh and before concern about "scarcity" gave way to euphoria

about "plenty". Perhaps Energy Paper 36 should now be reprinted and conclude

with the exhortation:

USE CHP/DH AND REDUC2 THE UK'S ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE

GREENHOUSE EFFECT BY 91 MEGATONNES of CO .
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WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK
To mas M uller

International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna A-1400

The current discussion about future energy supplies is cha-
racterized by strong conflicting opinions. These conflicts are
not confined to the energy system and the energy strategies only.
Recently and at an increasing manner, the issue of global warming
and its consequences on energy stategies are included in energy
discussions. It is the permissable amount of carbon dioxide
emissions originating from burning fossil fuels that it is of
main concern. The future energy demand structure is another topic
of discussion and here as well as the option future energy sup-
ply, different point of views are in conflict.

Basically this situation reflects the complex nature of energy
systems and their multiple interactions as well as the fact that
certain aspects of energy provision and requirements are empha-
sized while others which may be equally deserving of concern are
only limited acknowledged.

Given this context, the purpose of this paper is to present one
energy outlook for the world, and reference will be made to the
energy outlook of the World Energy Conference. As the activities
that finally lead to an energy outlook cannot be seen in
isolatation to other activites, the context for an energy outlook
as well as the required prerequisites have to be covered as well.
As I see activities and items required for setting up an energy
plan, they could be structured in the following way;

1) The energy outlook and its interactions with other relevant
factors;

2) The historical development of the energy system;
3) The energy outlooks in transition;
4) The energy resource base;
5) The energy outlook of the World Energy Conference; and
6) The CO2 perspective of energy outlooks.

Let us now turn to the first topic: The energy outlook and its
interactions with other relevant factors

As most activities serve a purpose, it is justified to question
the purpose of an energy outlook. On the global level and in a
very narrowly defined way, one answer to that question would
certainly be: to define the future development of the energy
system with regard to its components energy demand and energy
supply, to identify the global energy resources, and their
availability for harnessing in general and at times of need. The
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importance of an energy outlook becomes somehow more obvious when
described on a country level or company or any other institutio-
nal level. To finally provide useful information for the world as
a whole, the detailed country or regional specific features have
to be generalized and aggregated.

An "Energy Outlook" on country level can be seen as a formalized
perception of the country's energy future. For simplicity, in ray
presentation the terms outlook and plan are used as synonyms. An
energy outlook or energy plan is quite often the only visible
element of the energy planning process. Therefore, in order to
understand the information provided in an energy outlook, it is
necessary to have at least a basic understanding of the additio-
nal framework.

Simplifying the purpose of energy planning one may say that it is
confined to

- a profound analysis of the present energy system prevailing in
a country/region under study;

- a careful analysis of the energetic and economic resource base;
- a consistent analysis of scenarios for a possible or desired

future; and
- the different ways of how this envisaged future could be
achieved.

A word seems appropriate to define the term "scenario", what it
is and what it is not. Scenarios are not forecasts or even
predictions. They are today's perceptions of possible future
structure of the energy and economic system and thus help to
provide policy orientations. It is not their intent to suggest
any particular solution to problems but to point out the range of
possible developments. It is necessary to have such orientations
in order to be aware now of requirements and dimensions for
future changes.

Thus, the aim of energy planning cannot be found in the energy
system itself but in its contribution to development jointly with
other goods and services to satisfy the needs of the population.
Consequently, the conceptual starting point will not be confined
to any part of the energy sector let it be coal, oil, nuclear, or
any other energy form or even to the energy system as a whole. It
will consist of the nature of development and the way energy
systems relate to an overall development plan.

Figure 1 highlights the interaction of planning activities at
different levels. The energy plan or energy outlook respectively
are elements of a broader interwoyen grid of development activi-
ties which serve the purpose of improving the living conditions
of the inhabitants in a certain country, region, or the world as
a whole.

As the name already identifies, an energy plan is confined prima-
rily to the energy sector of a country. However, at the same time
an energy plan represents also an element of the economy as a
whole. Figure 1 shows that on the same level of an energy plan
there are industrial, commercial and similar plans which are all
under the umbrella of a comprehensive economic plan. The
separation of each plan might suggest, that each plan is
independent from the other, hence also independent from the
energy plan. This might be true for the details of a specific
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sector. However, the major or key elements, as for example the
pattern of economic activities, energy prices, transportation
preferences, etc., of one sub-economic plan need to be considered
an the other planning activities as well. For example, the
pattern of value added of the industry determined by a detailed
industry plan, is a necessary input parameter for energy
planning. Sectoral, sub-sectoral and sub-sectoral component plans
are elements of an energy plan and provide specific detailed
information on selected areas. In the figure they are identified
downward in a vertical line. Vertically upwards, tribute is given
to the broader frame of the economic plan. The economic plan is
by itself an element of the development plan and has equal
importance as the sub-plans for health, demography, environment
and regional development.

To this end it becomes apparent that energy planning is part of
overall development planning and the ultimate aim of energy
planning could not be to maximize the supply of energy but rather
to build up the energy system of the country to meet its socio-
economic needs.

Having placed energy planning into proper perspective to other
planning activities, a few words need to be said on the settings
and future directions of an energy outlook. As already stated,
the knowledge of the present energy, economic and social system
and its respective driving forces are prerequisites for planning
the future. The elements of an economic, energy and social system
are for example population, the Gross Domestic/National Product
and its production pattern, long term elasticities, consumption
behaviour, mode of transportation, etc., and their respective
developments. On basis of the past and present information, a
look into the future could then be endeavoured. In principle
there are two approaches used in viewing the future developments,
the projective and normative approach. The protective approach,
as the name already states, base the future view of the energy
system on the historical development of the important driving
forces. But the future may not be a straight extrapolation of the
past. The normative approach pays tribute to the idea that the
future energy structure could look quite different from the
present situation. Therefore the normative approach defines a
desired future and attaches values to this situation. It goes
without saying that the procedure to derive a future outlook is
to consider all necessary activities required for responsible
planning, e.g. scenario building, sensitivity analyses, etc. This
is not the place to argue about the usefulness of either one
approach. In fact whatever the approach might be for looking
into the future, it should be kept in mind that energy planning
is also reflexive, in a way that it forces energy planners and
researchers, and in its final consequence, also decision-makers,
not only to look towards the future but also to define the acti-
vities/actions that have to be implemented now in order to reach
an envisaged future. This backward orientation from the future
derived either by a normative or projective approach, to the
situation prevailmq at the time of the formulation of the plan
or outlook b\1Oald b& Ut^t L'H VYi'mH^ '' "

Quite often an energy outlook gives the impression that it looks
only ahead into the future. Such foreward oriented outlooks are
represented by the lower arrow in this figure. Representatives of
non-reflexive approaches are for example the earlier energy out-
looks of the EXXON corporation or other oil companies. Because of
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only looking ahead into the future, these outlooks fall short in
spelling out the consequences on present activities.

Acknowledging the reflexivity in energy planning points also to
the necessity for timely and adequate energy planning because of
the following:

- Energy systems are relatively rigid to the dynamic needs of a
country. Technology changes take place slowly and investments
have usually a very long maturation time. More than other
sectors, energy planning is concerned with long term horizons
(15 years or more) for which it is not always easy to get
information and policy direction.Just keep in mind the long
lead times until the commercialization of a nuclear power
plant.

- In energy planning, supply and demand are strongly interconnec-
ted. The relations between the energy system and the overall
economic system are analyzed in an iterative or comprehensive
manner. Comprehensive approaches quite often face practical
difficulties because of the complexities involved.

- In energy planning, all forms of energy are equally important
and no energy form is preferred per se. It means that planning
the various stages of the energy chain is required, implying
that appropriate decisions are needed at the stage of the
energy use as well as supply.

Another pillar of an energy outlook is the historical development
of the energy system.

If the energy system is analyzed since 1950 (Figure 2.), a strong
increase in the use of all energy sources can be noted. Using
United Nations sources on primary commercial energy consumption,
in 1950 the situtation was characterized by an energy mix with
coal having the largest share ( 55 %) followed by oil (30 % ) ,
natural gas (10 %) and hydro ( 5 % ) . In 1987, the situation
yields a more dispersed situation with coal sharing only 32%.
Crude oil had the lead with 37%; natural gas ranked third with
21% and primary electricity accounted for the remaining 10%.

One problem that is always incorporated in defining the world
energy consumption is concerned with the treatment of non-commer-
cial energy forms. Therefore any figure given for total world
primary commercial energy consumption should be adjusted by the
contribution of non-commercial energy including primarily the use
of firewood and organic waste for enerny in the poorer regions of
the earth. For 1986, the contribution of non-commercial energies
to the total is estimated at about 1.1 TWyear/year by the Conser-
vation Commission of the World Energy Conference. This amount
corresponds to about the quantity produced, by the Organisation of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in 1985 which stood at
15.4 million barrels of oil per day.

Energy is not evenly distributed among the final consumers on
earth. Given a world population of around 5 billion, in 1987 per
capita primary commercial energy consumption amounted to slightly
more than 2 kWyears. However, the actual per capita consumption
is distributed rather unevenly over the world population. The
energy consumption per head in OECD and CMEA countries reached
5.96 kWyears and 5.26 kWyears respectively which contrasted
sharply to the 0.82 kWyears per head in countries of the Rest of
the World.
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On the world level, from 1950 until 1987 energy consumption
increased annually by about 4.3 %. But this average annual growth
does not pay tribute to the impact on the energy consumption
resulting from both oil crises xn 1973 and 1980. Considering
these crises, a situation becomes apparent with growth rates
during 1950-1973 of 5.7%/year, compared to 2.4 %/year for 1973-
1980, and 1.8 %/year for 1980-1987.

A second point with regard to energy consumption, that should not
be overlooked, is concerned with the regional disparities in the
development of energy consumption. In 1950, those countries for-
ming the OECD of today accounted for 76.2% of the world energy
consumption. The remaining 23.8% were shared by CMEA (16.2%) and
the Rest of the World (7.6%). Similar to world trends in energy
consumption, the absolute energy consumption in OECD countries
increased. However, the growth in energy consumption slowed down
if the periods before and after both oil crises were analysed.
For the period 1950-1973 the annual average growth made
4.5%/year, compared to growth rates of 0.6%/year and 0.1%/year
for the periods 1973-1980 and 1980-1987. CMEA and Rest of the
World owing to different reasons such as industrialization pro-
cess, satisfaction of suppressed demand, etc. showed an increase
in energy consumption for the entire period 1950-1987 as well as
for the periods mentioned before. By 1987, the regional shares
in energy consumption were: OECD countries 4 6.4%, the CMEA coun-
tries 23.9% and the Rest of the World 29.7%.

A quite impressive development occurred in the electricity
sector. Apart from high production growth rates for the total
electricity sector (about 5.6%/year during 1960-1987), the strong
increase in nuclear power is worth mentioning (Figure 3 ) .

Nuclear power rapidly penetrated the electricity market and in-
creased to a high of 16.2 % in 1987. Analysing the period 1960-
1987, the penetration of nuclear power in the electricity market
vis-a-vis fossil fuels becomes quite obvious. At the end of
1987, 417 nuclear power stations with an installed capacity of
298 GW(e) were in operation generating 1652 TWh/year. For the
period 1970-1987, the yearly increment of installed nuclear capa-
city amounted on average to about 18.5 GW(e).

Having described the historical development of the energy system
and having defined the context in which energy planning serves
its purpose, we could turn our views to the future. However, a
brief remark should remind us that any energy plan or energy
outlook to a large extent reflects the conditions prevailing at
the time when the plan or outlook was created. In other words,
the energy system and its economic, social and other surroundings
undergo changes in terms of structure and importance of the
driving forces. Therefore, it is evident that energy planning can
not be a one-time activity but a process that has to be repeated
every time when initial conditions have changed. This will be
pointed out by a few examples.

Figure k highlights different energy outlooks for the year 2000
for the United states of America as they were foreseen from 1972
to 1983. The energy units identifying the amount of energy con-
sumed are for our purpose only of minor importance. Moreover they
serve only as comparative notations.
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OECD Primary Energy Demand and Supply, History and Projections
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As apparent, the outlooks were revised continously downwards.
While the range of 1972 forecasts for 2000 was between 125 to
around 200 Quads, the range of outlooks prepared in 1983 shows a
range of 45 to 100 Quads only. The trend in the outlooks since
1972 point to the possibility that further downward adaptations
are conceivable. In consequence to the uncertain long term trends
in energy and, in this case, especially the oil markets, two
large oil companies, TEXACO and EXXON, recently being often
quoted because of the oil tanker accident in the Prince Williams
Bay in Alaska, stopped publishing their background series on the
world energy outlook.

A similar development can be shown for the OECD (Figure 5). The
OECD published in its 1977 issue of the World Energy Outlook for
its Members an expected energy consumption figure in 2000 of
around 8.9 billion ton of oil equivalent (toe). Three years
later, in 1980, these forecasts were revised to between 3.8 to
4.3 billion toe and the latest OECD energy outlook (1989) states
an energy requirement of 4.6 billion toe for the year 2000.

Since 1983, the International Institute for Applied Systems Ana-
lysis (IIASA) has been calling for polls from different insti-
tutions around the world on their perspectives of the future
energy system. The different bars in Figure show that the polls
in 1973 expected a higher world energy consumption for 2 000 than
those of 1989.

Immediately the question arises: Why had analysts erred on the
high as well as the low side? The most serious problem with these
projections is that most were based on the assumption that in the
future there would be a close coupling between a nation's energy
demand and its economic activity as measured by its Gross
Domestic or National Product. This correlation was indeed strong
historically but no more in the market oriented industrialized
countries since 1973. In fact a remarkable decoupling of energy
and economic growth has been seen for the OECD countries and the
world (Figure £ ) .

The third pillar in energy planning concerns the energy resource
base.

In the seventies and early eighties the future of energy supply
was of real concern. At the end of 1987, proven reserves of
conventional oil supply estimated at about 900 billion barrels or
175 TWyears (Figure 7 )• If the economic undiscoverd resources
are considered total oil supply equals 237 TWyears. Proven reser-
ves for conventional natural gas make about 110 trillion cubicme-
ter or 130 TWyears. Including undiscovered resources the grand
total accounts for 271 TWyears. Coal reserves make about 130
trillion tons. Given the energy production prevailing in 1987,
the static production horizon for crude oil,natural gas and coal
reserves make up 41.5, 58.3, and 222 years respectively. H.C.
Runge has studied this problem in greater detail and concludes
that the supply of conventional oil will come under stress around
2020 and the supply of natural gas around 2030. Thus stress is
constituted by the subsequent necessary transition from conven-
tional to unconventional fossil fuel supplies. Non-conventional
resources like heavy oil, natural bitumen and shale oil account
for 96.2 10**9 m3 of heavy oil, 69.3 10**9 m3 of natural bitumen
and 2207 10**9 m3 of shale oil.
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Forecasts of United States Primary Energy Requirements for the Year 2000 Versus the
Years the Forecasts Were Made
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Primary Energy Consumption
Year 2000, Polls 1983 - 1989
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Let us now turn to the energy outlook of the World Energy
Conference.

The energy outlook of the 1986 World Energy Conference has been
chosen as representative. One reason to select the WEC energy
outlook had been its objective, namely 'to compare accumulated
consumption in the very long term, -and I would like to stress
this expression-, for the world as a whole and for the main
regions with regard to specific stresses on resources at the
world and regional level'. A second criteria for selecting the
WEC outlook refers to the fact that no energy source in given
preference per se but only the availability in due time is rele-
vant.

The time horizon of the WEC outlook is far reaching into the
future, precisely until 2060. This may not look far for
scientists concerned with analyses of slowly changing structures
or slow moving variables, but such a future time horizon bears
for energy analysts too many uncertainties with regard to
economy, technology, finance, etc. for profound analysis.

Nevertheless, the advantage of far fetched analyses lies in
highlighting in due time the future stresses on the energy system
if a certain strategy is followed.

The WEC sets up two scenarios called the high and low case
(Figure & ). For 2 060, the primary energy demand projections in
the high case are about 4-times the present, 1987, energy con-
sumption figure of 7.8 Giga ton oil equivalent. However, such
high figure in 2060 implies an average annual growth of around 2%
per year, a value nearly half the growth experienced during 1950-
1987.

In the low scenario, the WEC outlook envisages 19.9 Giga ton oil
equivalent to be required in 2060. The corresponding annual
average growth rate would be about 1.2%.

We will follow the WEC classification with regard to the credibi-
lity of the scenario and will focus only on che low energy path
which is considered by the WEC as the fairly likely one.

Figure 12 points to the expected development in energy demand
when broken down according to fuel type. Out of the total expec-
ted energy demand, solid mineral fuels are expected to increase
their share from about 31% in 1987 to 35% in 2060. The share of
petroleum products in total will experience a steep decline to
about 11% from nearly 37% in 1987; natural gas' share will de-
cline by 3 percent points from its 1987 share and will reach 17%
in 2060. Nuclear and hydro power will contribute by 14% and about
10% respectively compared to 5% and nearly 7% respectively in
1987, The remaining share of 13% will be attributed to new sour-
ces of energy such as solar, wind, biomass, etc. penetrating the
market strongly from 2000 onwards.

The numbers shown in this figure seem to indicate a precise
knowledge about the future development of the energy system, even
for a time horizon as far as 2060. But according to my understan-
ding, it is hardly the number that should be focussed on primari-
ly but the logical consistency first among the parameters of the
energy system and second with regard to the broader economic and
social frame. The qualitative approach supplemented by the quan-
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titative approach enables to introduce actions in favour of a
certain development in due time but requests also tribute to the
uncertainties about the future.

The uncertainties inherent in planning in general and especially
in planning over a very long time period are already briefly
introduced. However, this seems to be an appropriate place to
look more closely at them. The WEC differentiates the periods
into short, medium, long and very long term. The short term
period from 1987 to 2000 is the period in time closest to us.
Therefore it should be also the one in which developments of
energy demand structures are fairly foreseeable and pressures on
reserves is least. Nevertheless, uncertainties on the energy
system are already emerging. For example, uncertainty on the
demand side in industrialized countries refers to the orders of
mangitude that could be expected from rational use of energy. For
developing countries the uncertainty refers to the catching up
with suppressed demand. On the energy supply side, a critical
situation might be upcoming particularly with regard to liquid
fuel supply in industrialized countries.

The medium term period brings us up to 2020. Uncertain in energy
demand planning may be the concern of consumers addressed to the
environmental issue. Such concern would in consequence affect
energy consumption behaviour and the type of fuels that could be
provided under such circumstances.

Remote in time, rarely studied and thus little known, the period
2020 - 2040 forms the long-term phase of the WEC energy outlook.
Such time period is about 1 to 2 human generations from now and
an education programme set up and emphasizing the necessity for
responsible acting with regard to resource depletion and environ-
ment, would certainly have an impact on the consumption behaviour
in general and in consequence on energy demand. The orders of
magnitude on the energy demand, however, would remain uncertain.
For energy supply{ the period is charcterized by an increase in
overall difficulties, leading to a marked deterioration for
certain regions.

The very long term covers the period 2040 to 2060. A view in such
a far future bears a lot of an academic exercise. From the energy
demand and supply point of view, many determining factors that
appear to be static in the shorter, medium and even longer term,
might, at that time, have undergone significant changes or have
disappeared at all. What is considered now as traditional energy
sources might by then have been replaced by new ones; new techno-
logies might have been emerged and/or available techniques might
haye proved their commercial viability. In this respect one may
think of the possible contribution of nuclear fusion to the
energy pattern. Very long term analyses have been carried out by
the International Institute for Applied Systems Ana1ysis (IIASA)
and focussed on market penetration of different energy sources.

But if economic and financial aspects are to be considered, the
information provided for :-uch very long term analyses is rather
limited.

The growth in demand is not expected to be evenly distributed
among countries (Figure a )• Owing to different preferences in
development, to maintaing or improving the standard of livings
achieved, the satisfaction of supressed demand and other reasons
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will cause the development in different countries at different
speed and with different emphasis on resources. The WEC energy
outlook is in line with this assumptions as pointed out in Figure
10. In 1987, the distribution of energy consumption among three
regions of the world, the western industrialized countries which
cover North America, Western Europe, the JANZ region and South
Africa, the eastern industrialized countries and the developing
countries, showed 49:26:25. Given the assumed developments as
spelled out in the low energy scenario, in 2060 this distribution
is expected to shift to 39:20:41 identifying the developing world
as the major consumer of energy. The transition period points out
that the strong increase in energy demand of the developing world
in order to satisfy their requirements will be continuously over
the entire period.

Recalling Figure -t, that showed the energy plan embedded in a
broader economic plan which by itself is embedded in a development
plan, let us now have a look at the the CO2 perspective of an
energy outlook.

It has been said that in the seveties and early eighties the
future of energy supply had been a real concern. The emphasis of
recent energy analyses is in the process of considering more
adequately the environmental issue, so that in the late eighties
the Carbon dioxide emissions from the burning of fossil fuel
became an issue. (Reference will be made here only to CO2 as CO2
is quoted to be the main contributor to global warming at pre-
sent. In this context we are neither neglecting the importance of
other trace gases nor the changing pattern of future contribu-
tion of greenhouse gases to global warming.) The energy outlooks
were analysed under this perspective in order to arrive at a
future energy system that emitts as little carbon dioxide as

ibl{F \%

There are two basic options directly related to the energy sector
for the reduction of CO2 emissions and considering these options
will have certainly an impact on the energy outlook:

- improving the efficiency in energy use on final and secodary
energy level; and

- fuel switching either to lower C02 emitting fossil fuels or to
non-C02 emitting fuels, e.g. nuclear, etc.

For comparison with the energy outlook of the WEC, three
different studies are quoted addressing the future energy supply
under the perspective of C02 emissions. They are presented in
Figure 12..

On the one hand there is the WEC energy low case stating 22.0
TWyr/yr for 2030. This value has been derived by interpolating
the values for 2020 and 2040. Secondly, there is the IIASA low
scenario envisaging about 22.4 TWyr/yr in energy consumption in
2030. Third follows Colombo -a study for the Commission of the
European Communities- who estimated 16 TWyr/yr for 2030. The
lowest outlook is presented by Goldemberg estimating 11.2 TWyr/yr
for 2020 (the value reads 13.54 TWyr/yr if extrapolated to 2030
on basis of per capita values in 2020 and population in 2030).
Low figures of 16 TWyr/year respectively 11 TWyr/year for the
total primary energy demand follow the principal arguments of
improved energy efficiencies, both for conversion and end use,
and a changed structure of the future ratios of energy over Gross
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Domestic or National Product. Colombo envisages sharp decreases
of that ratio while the IIASA low scenario is more cautious about
it. The WEC and Goldemberg does not report explicitly on such
energy over GDP ratios but xt can be assumed that they are impli-
cit in the analysis.

In order to point out some meaning of a high and low energy
figure for the inhabitants in industrialized and developing
countries. Figure 13 compares per caput energy consumption on the
world as well as on both disaggregation levels for the IIASA low,
Colombo and Goldemberg scenario.

Analysing this figure two features become immediately apparent:

- first, for the developing countries an increase in total prima-
ry energy consumption is foreseen about 3 times higher than the
reference value in 1987;

- second, a significant discrepancy among the presented studies
exists with regard to the future primary energy consumption of
industrialized countries, an increase of a factor of about 1.6
over the reference value in 1987 for the high case is in strong
contrast to the respectiye 0.6 value for the low case. The main
reason for this strong differences in industrialized countries
is to be seen in the different importance addressed to the
rational use of energy. In the context of rational use of
energy, one has to realize that the energy effectiveness de-
pends on a number of production factors: capital investment,
labour, knowledge and skills. They are partially interchangeab-
le, that is the same productivity can be achieved in quite
different ways by a proper combination of respective factors.
When we speak today of efficient energy technology or of con-
servation potential, usually the substitution of capital for
energy is meant. Therefore the statistics on energy conserva-
tion potential are not a purely physical technical matter, but
a question of interaction between technology, economy and so-
ciety. It remains an open question to me if the energy effec-
tiveness assumed in the Goldemberg case can be achieved given
the strong impact on the capital requirements. I personally
think that an energy outlook in the perspective of the global
warming issue should avoid the mistake of categorizing, a
mistake that is still be done when the nuclear option in the
energy supply pattern is discussed.

Summary

To summarize the aforesaid, a qualitative and quantitative
conclusion can be drawn.

The less complicated conclusion can made for the qualitative
part. I am of the opinion that future energy demand will increase
and along with such development the stresses on energy resources
will increase. Such developments will lead to a change in the
energy supply pattern and those energy forms that are going to
deplete more rapidly will be substituted first. But focussing on
the energy issue only leaves remarkable aspects unconsidered.
Addressing greater concern to the environmental issue will
certainly influence the energy supply pattern towards an
intensified use of non-C02 emitting fuels on the one hand, but
will also lead to greater emphasis on the possiblities with
regard to rational use of energy at least in the industrialized
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world.

Attaching numbers to a future outlook provokes immediately a
strong discussion on how the numbers are derived and what is
their implication. I think that the figures provided by the World
Energy Conference, although three years old by now, provide a
good orientation on the future energy supply and demand situa-
tion. Although these figure are reasonable, they need to be
further analyses especially under the perspective of the C02
aspect and revised if needed. I expect these aspects to be consi-
dered during the next World Energy Conference which will take
place in Montreal next week on the 13th of September.
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COMPARATIVE RISKS OF ENERGY SYSTEMS
Friedrich Niehaus

Division of Nuclear Safety, International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna A-1400, Austria

1. Int rodttc t ion

Industrialization, heavily depending on the availability of energy,
has led in every country to a significant increase in life expectancy.
This reduction of individual risk from natural and man-made sources,
combined with the comfort received from an increase in standard of
J.iving, is drawing public attention to the remaining risks. At the same
time the growth of population, and the magnitude of man's activities,
from the use of world resources to the production of waste, is
dramatically underlining the vulnerability of global natural systems.
Very correctly, public concern is thus focussing on long-term effects,
the problem of severe accidents (possibly with transboundary effects) and
change of the chemical composition of the atmosphere with the potential
to disturb the equilibrium of natural cycles including global balance of
climate. The public is asking scientists and decision making organs to
weigh more carefully than in the past the risks associated with any
undertaking in comparison with the expected benefits for society, in
particular, also better considering the distribution of risks and the
distribution of the benefits within a nation, a region, and global world
population.

Special attention is focussed on energy technologies (used in
transportation, heat production and electricity generation) an an
important driving force for industrialization and an important
contributor to environmental pollution and other risks. The energy
industry is called upon to justify their activities and the regulatory
bodies are called upon to -justify theii rules and regulations. The
answer from both sides has been comparative risk assessment to define
"acceptable levels of risk", with rather limited success so far. In
addition the regulatory authorities, in trying to answer the queries of
the public, have been accused of promotional activities.

It is submitted here, that there are no levels of risk which would
be tolerable, acceptable or negligible per se. Rather the acceptable
Level of risk of a technology is the level of risk we have to tolerate
for the best alternative, taking all aspects of that technology into
account. However, in making our decisions on selecting the best
alternatives, it is very useful to use comparisons of levels of risk as a
benchmark for considering which risk "criteria" we have applied in the
past to other cases. Naturally, the more similar the benefits of a
technology or activity are, the more accurately can comparative risk
information be used as a benchmark for our decisions.

If used in this way, and with clear recognition of these
limitations, comparative risk information provides useful, guidance for
communicating with the public. However, if used in a way that can be
Interpreted «« an excuse, comparative risk information is correctly being
protested by the public. The foLLowing information should be viewed
under these precautions.
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2. Comparison of Bisks of Energy Production

Such studies have to make use of representative technologies under
representative conditions, which necessarily will be different from
specific situations. Therefore, they are not useful for evaluating
site-specific options, which rather should he analysed by comparing the
cost-effectiveness of risk reduction of the alternatives [1]. However, a
general comparison of risks provides information which points to basic
problems and areas of uncertainties.

The different categories of risks of energy production cannot be
aggregated into one simple number or index. Rather it is necessary to
view such comparison as a multi-dimensional problem, where any trade-off
between dimensions includes value judgements. Therefore at least the
following categories have to be treated separately:

individual risk (occupational and public)
fuel cycle risks (occupational and public)
severe accidents.

The more important aspects are summarised in the following:

2.1 Individual ris'K

Of direct concern to the individual is the probability of a harmful
effect or death for himself or his family.

Figure 1 gives a comparison of some occupational risks. The
largest fraction of society (70%) is employed in occupations with a risk
level of less than 10-* per year. Occupations with a higher level of
risk are generally viewed as "risky" and efforts are taken to reduce
them. The Figure also shows the most hazardous occupations in the energy
sector with off-shore oil and gas drilling activities taking the iead,
followed by underground urapium mining and construction of electrical
transmission lines.

The occupational risk of radiation workers should be in the range
of construction work if the radiation exposure is in the range of 10% of
the ICHP limit for workers. The position of radiation exposure in Fig. 1
assumes a linear dose-effect relationship using a risk factor of 2 x
10-2 p e r sv.

It should be noted that such a relationship has been established
for radiation protection purposes as a conservative assumption. However,
for assessment purposes no such relationship at low doses has been
demonstrated. Therefore these values have been presented in brackets.

A recent UK HSE report [2] presents suggestions for tolerable and
actual Levels of risk to workers and to the pubLie for hazardous
industrial installations in general and nuclear power plants (Pig 2).
Similar information is not available for fossile fueled plants. (Except
that the radiation exposure to the public from a coal fired plant is in
the same order of magnitude as from a nuclear plant and can vary by a
factor of 10 up and down depending on the type of coal used). k typical
exampLe of an assessment of individual risk from nucLear waste disposal
is given in Fig. 3 (3]. Longterm individual exposure for postulated
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Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 from the second study compare the fuel cycle
risks of energy systems including severe accidents (mathematical
expectation value) and nuclear waste disposal, however, no risks from
waste disposal of coal fuel cycle other than transport. Both barcharts
(linear and log-scale) suggest, that nuclear fuel cycle risks and risks
of wind or solar systems with backup by gas (11) or gas/hydrostorage
(III) (coal backup is considered in Wind 1 and Solar I) are in the lower
range of estimates. However, Fig. 6 shows on log-scale an overlap of
estimates for nuclear and coal. In particular it demonstrates the
following: if it is assumed that, there are no health effects from
atmospheric emissions from coal burning and disposal of coal wastes and
if low-level radioactive emissions from the nuclear fuel cycle are
integrated over 500 years, then the risks from the nuclear fuel cycle can
be estimated to exceed those from coal. Therefore, in order to arrive at
meaningful comparisons, it is of utmost importance to establish a
methodology on how to assess the risk from exposure to low doses of
radiation and exposure to other chemical substances. K disaggregation
into more categories of risk as suggested above, rather than methods of

ion, might have to be considered.
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pathways to the environment (after 10 000 or 10 000 000 years) is
typically in the range of 10 fiSv (1 mrem) which is less than 1* of
natural background radiation.
Similar information is not available for waste disposal from the ctoai
fuel cycle. Thus no comparison can be made.

2.2 Fuel cycle risks

The second dimension of comparing risks of energy systems is to
provide a perspective on the societal impact per unit of electricity
produced, usually I GWae^. Many studies have addressed this difficult
subject and compilations can be found in [4-6]. Usually such studies
keep separate entries for occupational and public risk and for accidental
death, fatal diseases, accidental injuries and non-fatal diseases. Based
on the experience with such comparisons it has been recommended as more
useful to add additional dimensions e.g. acute effects, latent effects,
long-term impact, low-probability/high consequence accidents,
local/regional effects, and global consequences [6). However, globaL
impacts, like climatic change from C02 emissions, cannot be treated on
the basis of per GWuel. Such impacts have to be analysed using
scenarios Cor world energy supply. Another major problem for such
comparisons is that the same type of information is not always available
for all energy systems. Regarding waste disposal it has e.g. been
estimated {/] that the level of toxicity (normalized to LDSO doses) of
radioactive waste from nuclear plants is, after, 400 years (reprocessing)
and 2000 years (no reprocessing) dropping below the level of wastes from
coal-fired plants. However, estimates of health consequences from
non-nuclear wastes -are not available. Therefore, the following gives two
examples of such studies. The first study excludes, for the reasons
given above, explicitly waste disposal and severe accidents [5), whereas
these are included in the second study [6J. Details of the basic
assumptions can be found in the references. Figure 4 displays the
results of the first study in man-days lost per GWafi^. However,
different types of risk have been kept separate. It shows a definite
rank-ordering of the occupational risks of the fossile options.
Occupational risk from the nuclear fuel cycle is comparable to natural
gas. The rather low contribution of fatal diseases from coal is
determined by the large fraction of assumed open pit mining (55X). The
risk spectrum is dominated by the construction risk of the solar thermal
electric conversion (STEC) system. (More than 500 000 heliost.als with
:}0.4 m2 each.) The public risk is dominated by the health effects of
air pollution (SO^, H0x, participates) with v>ry high urii-»rt.ainttes.
It should hrt noted that the public risk from accidental death from
transport of coal alone is higher than the total public risk of gas,
nuclear power or STEC system (assuming transportation distance of 500 km,
65* rail, 21* truck, 13* barge, US average).
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In particular, it is not possible to correctly incorporate the
public risks from waste disposal into a comparison of fuel cycle risks of
energy systems. Occupational risks from nuclear waste disposal depend on
the option used and are very small (about 0,01 man Sv/GWael with
accidents contributing less than one tenth of a percent). The total
amounts of materials to be transported and of waste to be disposed are
given in Table I and 2.

Ash

Gypsum

Lime

Ammonia

Coal
31O

147

8 8

9 . 6

O i l
—

197

118

9 . 6

Gas
—

—

—

9 . 6

Table 1 *Waste produced in fossile fuel cycles I1000t/GUaeiJ
and +raw materials to be supplied [6].

Conversion
Enrichment
Fuel Fabrication
Reprocessing
NPP (LWR)
Total

Decommissioning
O.5-1
5

1 - 2
5
375
390

Operation
2O
1 0
5 0
100 (30)
210 (50)
390 (160)

( ) = new methods for compacting

Table 2 Waste produced in nuclear fuel cycle e^

2.3 Severe accidents

Huclear and hydro power, and to a lesser extent coal, oil and
natural gas, have the potential for severe accidents. Su.;h low
probabilityrtxigh consequence accidents have to be considered separately,
since the mathematical expectation value of risk (i.e. the sum of the
product of probabilities and consequences) is not an adequate
representation of this category of risk. The risV. from severe accidents
in the nuclear fuel cycle is dominated by nuclear power plant operation,
which, however, according to Probabilistic Safely Assessment (PSA)
studies and precursor studies is, in gener-aL, several orders of magnitude
smaller than such risks from other energy systems or potentially
hazardous industrial installations. A compilation can be found in [8]
an«t is reproduced in Fig. 7 and 8.
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3. Criteria for the Acceptability of Risk

As was discussed in the introduction, no general criteria can be
derived for the acceptability of risks. Rather the acceptable level of
risk is the one which has to be tolerated for the best alternative.
However, it is useful to provide some benchmarks as decision guides. In
particular it is useful for technological options providing very similar
benefits, to develop risk related probabilistic safety criteria (PSC).
Much progress in this area has recently been made in the nuclear industry.

Recognizing the international importance of severe accidents, a
combination of plant and risk based management objectives should assure
that nuclear plants do not add significantly to individual or societal
risk, that plants are not vulnerable to any particular type of occurrence
(assurance of balanced design), and that the probability of experiencing
a severe accident involving core damage is very low for the total world
population of plants during their lifetime. (See Table 3.)

At the Level of Public Health and Safety

there should be:
o no significant additional risk for individuals;

o no significant additional risk for society;

o no greater risks from nuclear power than

from viable competing technologies;

o no greater risks from accidents than from

normal operation.

At the Plant Level

it should be reasonably assured that:

o no severe eoremelt accident occurs in a

population of plants during their lifetime;

o no single category of accident sequences

dominates the probability of severe core

damage;

o no single safety system contributes

significantly to the probability of

core damage.

Table 3 Qualitative PSC for severe accidents
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Based on such qualitative objectives and requirements two lines of
thinking have evolved over the past years and are summarized in [9-13J.
The first approach is based on an extension of radiation protection
principles to sources of potential exposure 110-14]. This approach has
tlie advantage that it can utilize an existing framework. An example is
given in Fig. 9. This criterion curve has the mathematical form of a
"boundary line" which cannot be integrated to give overall risk. Thus
additional assumptions, e.g. limiting the number of categories of
accident scenarios, are necessary. A similar effect can be reached by
using histogrammes [151 or CCDP-format 116J.

The second line of thinking is based on comparative risk
assessment and proposes a hierarchical set of Probabilistic Safety
Criteria (PSC) in form of targets, goals or objectives rather than limits.
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A growing international consensus seems to emerge for the numerical.
vaLues given in Table 4, which are also consistent with recommendations
from 1NSAG [17]. Even lower values (a factor of ten or more) are under
discussion for future reactors of new design. Demonstration of
compliance would follow a pragmatic combination of the probabilistic and
deterministic approach by conservatively designing against the tails of
distributions exceeding established target values.

Risk Management Objective
Safety
Management

Accident
Management

Risk
Management

P S C
Core—melt
Category ot Accident sequence
Safety functions ^ systems
Major releases of radioactive
materials (substituting
for a societal PSC)
Containment failure
Individual risk
Individual risk from
severe accidents

Frequency per plant—yr.
1E-5
10" contribution
plant specific
1E-6

IE —1 per demand
1E-6
1E-7

Table A Proposed set of PSC (mean values to be used as objectives
not limits).

It should be noted that none of the PSC discussed here addresses
societal risk and thus cannot be used for guidance on siting or emergency
planning. However, the prevailing opinion in Hember States is that at
present results of level-3 PSAs show large uncertainties and no method
has been developed to assign other than arbitrary weighting factors to
large consequences (or to a steepness of less than • 1 in graphical
display on log-log scale).

A pragmatic approach of using PSA results is based on a concept that

level 1 PSAs as an investigative tool and as an information
system for safety management
level-2 PSAs for investigations and decisions on accident
management and
level:) PSAs insights for the planning of plant external
emergency measures.

The quantitative objectives of Table 4 can be considered as risk
management objectives associated with the different levels of a PSA.

Huch emphasis is now given to the use of living PSAs (level-!) on
computers for operational safety management 118,19]. for this purpose a
core melt criterion, the balanced design criterion and reliability
targets for safety systems are the best management objectives. In order
to support standarization of performing PSAs, the Agency is developing
PSA guidelines (20).
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4. Comparability of Risks and Differences in Assessments by Experts and
Laypersons

In the introduction it has teen suggested that comparisons of risk
are more meaningful for technologies supplying similar benefits. In
addition this paper has demonstrated that it is necessary to treat a
number of dimensions of risks separately and not one single aggregated
number can be provided. It is thus necessary to make use of decision
aiding techniques. Decision aiding techniques do not. solve a problem
itself, but provide a systematic and transparent way to analyse the
influence of different trade offs and value judgements. These methods
also help to define where the scientific competence of an expert ends and
his own value judgement might enter a study.

To facilitate transparency of assessments is one important means to
bridge the gap between assessments made by experts and laypersons.
However, there are some additional fundamental differences which have to
be considered.

h good expert knows much more about a subject in the sense, that he
should have much more precise and detailed information than a layperson.
Since a layperson cannot possibly acquire all this knowledge, he has to
drastically reduce the complexity of information to a small number of key
issues. This has been demonstrated in analysing the attitude profile of
laypersons with regard to nuclear power, or by eliciting the value trees
of interest groups for judging energy scenarios [21]. The more
complicated a system is, the more reduction is necessary. It has been
suggested 122] that for complicated situations one way of information
reduction is to make technical issues the subject of moral principles.
As an example the technical expert, rather than discussing the
reliability of safety systems, is confronted with the question, if it <-an
be principally justified to expose people to low probability/high
consequence risks.

Since a layperson has no access to all the background information,
an important part of his assessment is his degree of belief in the expert
himself. Therefore, the credibility of the expert, and his actual or
perceived relationship to interest groups, are an important part of the
layperson's assessments.

Related to this is the problem of selective perception. Whereas one
would expect fcom a good expert that he is open to all information, the
layperson tends to automatically reject information which lays outside
his window of attention or does not fit with his (reduced) pattern of
beliefs (selective attention).

Particular differences in assessments are due to quantitative vs.
qualitative assessments. Whereas the expert is supposed to remember
numbers, the laypernon will translate them immediately into qualitative
terms, Like very low, remote, extremeLy large. Thus new quantitative
information cannot be incorporated into this knowledge base, if not
presented in a way which would a How qualitative judgements.

Very complex problems, like energy policy issues, tend to become
symbols of concerns about the future direction of development of our
societies or world policy issues, including roncertin about centralized
decision making and dependence on technocratos.
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5. How ShouLd Funds be Allocated to Reduce Risks

Based upon the above, it seems reasonable to establish, based on
comparative risk assessment, objectives, goals or targets for the various
risk dimensions, as benchmarks for judging risks. Within, say, an order
of magnitude up and down of such a target, funds shouLd be allocated to
choose the best alternative, considering the needs, risks, costs,
benefits, and other impacts on society or economy. For rather simple
problems in pollution control or radiation protection, it has been
demonstrated that cost- effectiveness analysis is a powerful tool. An
example is given in Fig. 10. However, with increasing degree of
complexity more complicated tools like cost-benefit analysis, outranking
techniques or multi-attribute utility- theory have to be used.
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CATALYSED NUCLEAR FUSION
Yurii V. Petrov
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Gatchina 1SS350, Leningrad. USSR

INTRODUCTION

The possibility of catalyzing with negative muons a nuclear fusion reaction the hydrogen
isotopes p and d was first mentioned in 1947 [1]. This phenomenon was observed experimental-
ly in 1956 [2]. The promising outlook of this process for dt fusion was pointed out by
Zel'dovich and Sakharov [3], who independently (in 1948 and 1954 [4]) made the first quanti-
tative estimates of muon catalysis of the dd fusion reaction in liquid deuterium (the earlier
history is described in [5]).

The high efficiency of muon catalysis of the dt fusion reaction, in which energy Es =
17.6 MeV is released, was demonstrated during the last ten years, first theoretically [6] and
then experimentally [7, 8], The first measurements [8-10] confirmed the initial theoretical
estimate [11]: in a dense dt mixture one negative muon can catalyze about 100 fusions.

Two circumstances allow this. First, according to theoretical calculations, the prob-
ability uy(- f°r muon to stick to helium formed in the nuclear reaction

!-"V,/"'He'i""'f ^

taking into account its being stripped of t during the deceleration is low. ui(jt < 10"2 [12-16).
Analysis of measurements performed recently at the Swiss Institute of Nuclear Research (SIN)
g&ve the value u,jt = (0.45 ± 0.05) 10"

2 [10], while experiments at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory (USA) gave an even lower value. Second, because of the existence of a weakly
bound excited state of the mesomolecule dtu" with rotational and vibrational numbers J • V =
1 and energy e ^ = —0.6- eV f'7], first discovered computationally [6], it can form by a
resonant mechanism [18, 19J, ading to the appearance of a large mesomolecular complex

d,2O»v (2)

within a very short time TJ' » X,jtu > 10* sec"
1 [6], much shorter than the lifetime of the,

muon itself T 0 • 2.2-10"* sec. Measurements at low temperature (T < 100 K) gave for the
reaction (2) a value (referred to the density of liquid hydrogen No « 4.25-10" cm-*) from

*dtu " ( 3- 7 * 0 > 5 ) 1 0' s e c" 1 f l 0 ] t 0 ( 6 > 6 * °'6> 10* s e c"' t9l- 'n>e number of fusion cycles
which the muon has time to undergo Xf is inversely v roportional to the probability of its
loss in each cycle ui£:

where u is the total probability for the muon to stick to helium; Aj is the inverse cycle
tiroej p is the ratio of the density of nuclei to the density No; and *0 • To"*. The
value of u is determined primarily by uyj., though stitking to products of the reactions
dd, tt («)S5f, «tt)> a s w e l 1 a s t 0 helium accumulating in the gas also makes a contribution

ad
(Fig. 1). Since in a mesomolecule the fusion reaction proceeds practically instantaneously
(the dt fusion time TJ ~ 10.^" sec), throughout most of the cycle time the muon is either
in a. deuterium raesoatom ô v'a tritium mesoatom. For p - 1; ct - cj; cne < 10"* the following

Tr«n»lat«d from Atomnaya Enargiya, Vol. 63, No. 5, pp, 333-3'U, November, 1987. Original
article fubmlttitd February 6, 1987.



Fig. 1. Diagram of the cycle of muonic catal-
ysis in a dt mixture. A slow union forms the
mesoatom dp with probability Pjg and the meso-
atom tu with probability 1 - PlS. It is trans-
ferred with probability Adt (Ad, » >.„ - rl) from
d to t, after which the mesomolecule dtu forms
with probability A(jtu, the nuclear fusion reac-
tion A -i- ' -*• '"» + " occurs within a very short time
r/ = ij> < AjjB in the dtp mesomolecule. The
nuon settles on He with a probability caj, «i and
decays, but in most cases (1 — u>a) it is freed
and once again renews the cycle. The dd and Ct
fusion side branches are also indicated.

expressions are valid:

(.X£ A,n A

tu = <i>jf + <*M Pis • •'• "Ht (5)

Here f*^ • Pck^ik> ck *s the concentration of the substance k; Aj^ is the probability for the
muon to be transferred from deuterium to tritium; Ptg is the probability for the muon to be
drawn into the IS orbit of deuterium: Ptg « cjq^. According to the latest theoretical [20]
and experimental [10] data qjg decreases rapidly as the tritium density increases owing to the
strong Hjuon transfer from the upperlying orbitals; the cross section of this process increases
as the orbital number increases. The second term in the expression (4) also decreases owing
to a nonlinear increase in A(jtu with increasing p, appearing as a result of successive two-
body [19] and simultaneous three-body [21] collisions. This nonlinear dependence was first
discovered experimentally [9, 10]. The values of Xf measured by two experimental groups for
liquid hydrogen (T « 20-23 K; p « 1.2; ct - 0.3) differ somewhat: Xf - 150 + 24 [9] and X f •=
113 ± 10 [10]. As the temperature Is raised Xf will increase, on the one hand, owing to the
increase in Ajo-y [8, 9], and decrease on the other, owing to the need to reduce p as a re-
sult of the increase in pressure at the wall. It is still difficult to predict the result
of further optimization of the parameters of the dt mixture. With moderate optimism the
value Xf - 130 can be adopted for the working regime (p - 10' Pa; T - 500 K, ct « 0.3); this
value will be employed in the further calculations.

The liberation of a significan energy (XfEs » 2 GeV/u~) by the muons suggests that they
can be employed in practice, though chis energy is still insufficient to cover the energy
expendedon their production [5, 12, 22]. An energy of about JGeV/flf must be expended in
order to create one negative pion with a beam of deuterons with energy To - 1 GeV/nucleon
[22-25]. Taking into account the losses to conversion of the pion into a muon, stopped in
the dt mixture, the energy expended on muon production equals 6 GeV/u~ [26] and the energy
balance is negative. As shown in [27], however, if fast neutrons from nuclear fusion in a
uranium blanket are employed for fissioning the main uranium isotope {23>U) and production
of plutonium (and tritium), then the starting fusion energy can be increased by approximately
a factor of 100 (taking into account the burning of the plutonium formed in the standard
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TABLE 1. Energy Input Required for the
formation of n'Ce,,-) for a Thin Beryl-
lium Target with Radius R (and 2 m long)
and a Deuteron Beam with Energy To

Computational
method

Free-nucleon col-
lision model

Interpolation of
experimental
nuclear cross sec-
tions; nethod of
successive col-
lisions

Intra- and inter-
nuclear cascades;
KMTC program

Glauber-SitenKo
model; intra- and
internuclear
cascades; SHIELD
program

H, CM

0

2

4

2

T..

lucleon

1

0,8

1

1

GeV/n-

5,7

5,7

n.s

fi,2

Year/
reference

1979[22|

19«1 (23)

19R4|2'iJ

198G [25]

thermal neutron reactors). The energy balance, in this case, becomes positive after the effi-
ciency of the conversion of heat into electricity (ne = 0.35) and the efficiency of the con-
version of electrical energy into the energy of a beam of charged particles (na = 0.6 [28]),
required for creating the pions that decay into muons, are taken into account [27, 29-36].

In order to see how realistic the practical realization of the mesocatalytic method for
energy production is [37], a preliminary engineering analysis and calculation of the separate
units of the conceptual scheme of the hybrid mesocatalytic reactor must be made. In this
reviev the construction and efficiency of the most characteristic separate blocks of the
conceptual scheme shown in Fig, 2 are examined. Concomitant questions, in particular, the
removal of helium from hydrogen, are touched upon.

Huon Production

The possibility of constructing powerful strong-current accelerators for an energy To - 1
GeV/nucleon is not discussed in this work, since it was studied previously in connection
with the problem of electronuclear production of fuel, for example, in [38].

Pion-Forming Target. In collisions between nucleons with moderate energy (To ~ 1 GeV/
nucleon) and nuclei one pion is formed per collision:

(6)

As the nucleon energy is increased the multiplicity of pions increases, but less rapidly than
the beam energy, i.e., it is unprofitable to increase the particle energy significantly. The
first estimates of the energy input for u" production were made in 1957: en~ - I GeV/iT [12]
for a purely proton beam.

New estimates of e,. were made in [22], where it was emphasized that owing to the exist-
ence of the A3/2 resonance (& isobars) ir" are created in the reaction (6) primarily in neu-
tron-neutron collisions, and therefore deuteronsor tritons, rather than protons, should be acce-
lerated. The laws of isotopic invariance imply that in an inelastic collision of deuterons with
nuclei having an equal number of neutrons and protons IT" will form in <n^-> • 1/3 cases. If
the target is long enough for the incident beam to be completely absorbed and at the same
tiro'2 thin enough (in the transverse direction) for the pions to exit from the target, their
yield must be multiplied by the ratio of the pion-formation cross section to the total cross
section, since each elastic scattering removes nucleons from the target. At an energy To • 1
GeV/nucleon this ratio equals 0.5, so that €„- - 6 GeV/ir", for a deuteron beam, 20 GeV/ir" for
a proton beam, and 4 GeV/iT for tt collisions [22].
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Fig. 2. Conceptual scheme of a hybrid meso-
catalytic reactor: 1) pion-forming target;
2) converter; 3) fusion chamber; 4) blanket;
5) solenoid magnets.

The model of collisions between free nucleons was only a rough first approximation, the
next step was the calculation of (d, Be) collisions using the experimental data on the colli-
sions of deuterons with light nuclei and the method of successive collisions [23]. It turned
out that for a cylindrical target 2 m long th<i increase in the foimation of pions with an in-
crease in the target radius is compensated by their absorption, so that for R = 2 cm and To -
0.8 GeV/nucleon the energy input remains the same: £„- = 5.7 GeV/iT. The angular and energy
distribution of the outgoing pions are shown in Fig. 3.

The same calculation was repeated in [24] using the NMTC cascade program as well as in
[25] based on the SHIELD program for inter- and intranuclear cascade [39]; in addition, the
interaction of the deuterons with nuclei was taken into account based on the Glauber—Sintenko
model (the relative fraction of the energy of the starting beam carried away from the target
by fast nucleons was also determined in [25): 6^ = 0.7). Comparison of the energy expended
on the formation of a negative pion, calculated by different methods (Table 1), shows that
they agree to within IX and yield the value 6 GeV/it" for cv-. Because the value of £„- is
no less important than the value of Xf for evaluating the outlook for muonic catalyst, direct
measurements of the value of E^- reguired not only for a beryllium target, for which calcula-
tions are available, but also for a lithium target, from which it is much easier to remove
heat, should be performed. The results of the comparison of calculations with experiment
will be interesting for practical purposes and for obtaining a better understanding of the
interaction of small-nt:' \eon systems.

Convertor. The pions leaving the target have a wide angular distribution (see Fig. 3a).
A uniform magnetic field Ho, oriented parallel to the axis of the beam, can be employed to
prevent the pions from spreading out. In such a field they will move along spiral-trajector-
ies with radius

where c is the velocity of light; e is the electron charge; and pĵ  is the momentum of the
meson perpendicular to the field. The pions will not reach the wall of the convertor, if the
radius of the convertor Rc » 2r m a x. For a field Ho « 11 T and pĵ  m a x « 320 MeV/sec (Be target,
d beam, To » 0.8 GeV/nucleon) Eq. (7) gives Rc » 20 cm [26]. About 20% of the pions move
backwards. In order to make use of some of them a back magnetic mirror (like in magnetic
catchers) can be installed and the losses can be reduced to 65! with a field in the plug H m =
16 T and a plug ratio x " 1-5. The angle of reflection 8 < 125° for x • 1.5, since for an
adiabatic catcher |sin %\ > l//x". As the length of the convertor Lc increases the number
of pion decays into a muon increases. For large Lc the muons also decay, so that the coeffi-
cient <pc(Lc) of conversion n" •+ p~ has a flat maximum at Lc = 40 m. The value of <fc can be
increased from 0.78 to 0.83 by generating parallel to the magnetic field, an electric field
(E • 0.75 MV/m*) for accelerating muons whose longitudinal momentum is too low [26],

*For simplicity we studied a field which is constant in time; in practice, however, it is
easier to realize an alternating field.
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100 300 500
T, MeV

Fig. 3. Computed angular (a) and energy
(b) distributions (normalized to unity)
of n~ mesons leaving the target [23];
the ir~ mesons were formed by a beam of
deuterons with an energy 0.8 GeV/nucleon
and a Be target (R » A cm and I,,, - 2m).

The following parameters of the convertor were determined in [26];

length Lc, m
radius Rc, m
longitudinal magnetic field H,, T 11
field in the mirror H,,,. T 16
longitudinal electric field Eo, MV/m 0.75
pion-to-muon conversion factor 9c 0.83

40
0.2

average kinetic energy of muons Tu, MeV
u~ current at the output

160
A ..7 0.06

The result for <pc was obtained in calculations in which the target was assumed to be
pointlike and the possibility of the absorption of pions on returning into an extended tar-
get was ignored.

Fusion Chamber. We shall calculate thu volume of the fusion chamber. For a hybrid meso-
catalytic reactor with electric power Pe » 0.8 GW, setting the thermal power equal to 2 GW
and assuming that the power gain of the blanket (taking into account the electronuclear chan-
nel) Kb " 16, we obtain a fusion power Ps - 120 MW. The volume of the dt mixture in which
the fusion reaction occurs equals V(jt » Ps/qy, where qy is the average specific volume fusion
power

where ts is the avei;;? burnup time of tritium in the reactor volume. The optimal value for
catalysis is ct - 0.3 [9, 10, 40]; in addition, under real conditions p » 0.5. The true '
burnup time TR is greater than T S, since for part of the time the tritium is located in the
auxiliary units with volume Vo, and the coefficient of utilization of reactive power <pp •
0.8 must be taken into account. To compensate the natural decay of tritium (TJ - 17.8 yr)
over the time TR, additional tritium must be produced. Taking into account tritium produc-
tion for new reactors with a doubling time TJ, In 2 • 25 yr yt tritium nuclei must be produced
for each fusion.

(9)

Choosing yt » 1.4 and vo/v,]t - 0.3 we obtain TJJ » 4.8 yr and ts » 3.0 yr. Then Eq. (8)

gives qv . o.l9 MW/liter and V a t - 0.65 m
s. This volume contains 20 kg of tritium (the total

volume Vs » V^t + Vo contain 26 kg of tritium), which is comparable to the tritium content in
the blanket and storage at thermonuclear reactors.

The length of the fusion chamber Ls is determined by the stopping length of muons in
hydrogen, while the transverse size depends on the Larmor radius r, (7), i.e., on the angular
and energy distribution of muons at the inlet to the chamber. High-energy muona have a low
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TABLE 2. Results of Calculations of Blanket Efficiency

Parameter*

Fuel

Nunber of fisEions per fusion, 6f

Production of Pu • T per fusion

Production of T par fusion, yj
Energy gain of blankat.

Production of technical grade
Plutonium g, par fission

Nuaber of thermal reactors with
equal alectric power n - ?Tn e I/

O.W)
Neutron load on the inner vail of
the blanket (P, - 120 NW; Rb •
0.6 a; Lj, • 20 a)t

Energy gain of blanket taking into
account the electronuclear channel
Kb (6N-0.7)

Nuaber of thermal reactors with
equal electric pover taking into
account the electronuclear
channel

Estimate of
[27], 1979

».U

1,0

3,4

l.u
if

2,4

3.5

1

20

4

Calc. of (<>2, 51],
1984

Natural i-raniua

0,86

3,2

0,7 •

ID

2,7

3,9

16

4,3

*Taking into account the electronuclear channel yj •> 1.4
tNeglecting moderation and scattering of neutrons with
£„ - 14 MeV.

value of p ^ so that the fusion chamber must be wider at the inlet and narrower at the end.
Its final shape was determined by optimization calculations in [26]. The motion of the
mesons was described by trajectories in which the ionization losses were taken into account
in accordance with the Bethe-Bloch equations, while the starting conditions were determined
by the Monte Carlo method in accordance with their distribution on leaving the target (in
the point-target approximation). The shape of the fusion chamber was determined from com-
bined optimization calculations of the covertor and fusion chamber: Ls - 19 m, V,jt • 0.65 m',
the starting radius of the dt mixture equals 14-16 cm and the final radius equals 6 cm, and
the area of the lateral surface equals 12 m!. '

The following parameters of the fusion chamber were obtained in [26]:

length (without the front wall) Ls, m 1 9

average radius of dt mixture Ks, m Q_ j
volume of dt mixture v,, m* 0.65
density of dt mixture (p » 0.5), cm'1 2.1-10"
quantity of tritium (ct » 0.3), kg 20
longitudinal magnetic field Ho, T n
total pion-to-muon coversion factor <pu 0.76±0.01
fusion power (iff - 130) Ps, MW !20
average neutron load on the wall (En • 14 MeV) qn, MW/in

3* 7.3
axial nrmuniformity of qn, Ks

n 2.1

tritium burnup time in the fusion chamber T S, yr 3.0
effective burnup time (V0/V,it » 0.3; q>p » 0.8) TR. yr 4.8

*We have in mind the increase in volume by a factor of 1,2 owing to heat removal systems,
but neutron scattering in the dt mixture is neglected.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the blanket. The di-
mensions (in centimeters), composition,
and volume density (in percent) are indi-
cated.

The total computed coefficient of conversion of TT~ formed in the target into hydrogen
meson atoms equals <pM = <pc(p, = 0.76 ± 0.01 (q>c = 0.83). We took into account the losses in the
front wall of the titanium housing of a fusion chamber with a thickness Sfi = 1.7 cm (\TJ. =

4.5 g/cm 3). Increasing Ls above 20 m increases qpy by only 0.03, but significantly increases
the volume of the chamber. We note that without the back magnetic plug ip̂  decreases by a fac-
tor of 1.2, and eliminating in addition the electric field (Hm = Ho, E = 0) reduces this
value to <p „ » 0.55, i.e., by a factor of 1.3. Such a simplification is acceptable only with
a significant increase in Xf. For <pu « 0.5 the converter and fusion chamber can be combined
Into one unit and pions can be produced directly in the dt mixture [41, 42].

Technical Problems of the Fusion Chamber

Heat Removal [42, 431- With forced circulation of gas the liberated heat can be removed
by placing at the end of the fusion chamber a heat exchanger with thin pipes 0.5 cm in dia-
meter, cooled internally with water. Such a heat exchanger, 2 m long and 0.2 m in diameter,
with an extended heat removal surface and with the relative volume ft^t = !/•* occupied with
gas contains 20 liters of gas and increases the tritium volume by only 37.. For fusion power
Ps « 120 MW, a heat power Ps neat => SO MVI will be liberated in the fus'on chamber owing to
muons and stopping of a particles. It is removed by a gas flow G (~YCp is the specific heat
capacity of the gas):

const. (10)

For G « 0.5 raVsec (̂ Cj, » 0.5 MW-sec/ma-K) the total heating of the gas constitutes SJ0 =
200 K. If water with an initial temperature of 320 K is fed into the heat exchanger and the
water is heated by 80 K, then as calculations show, the gas temperature will equal 600 K at
the inlet and 400 K at the outlet.

The return flow channel contains a much larger volume of gas than the heat exchanger.
The walls of the fusion chamber can be made double walls, with the gas in the gap
flowing in the reverse direction. The pressure on the wall separating the two volumes in-
creases as W2, while the power of the gas blower increases as Wa, so that the velocity of
the gas should not be too high (W * 70 m/sec). For a pressure drop in the return channel
ip - 3 MPa the power required for pumping gas along it equals 1.2 MW and the gas volume equals
110 liters, it is probably possible to build a hermetically sealed gas blower with a small
volume with such parameters (taking into account the heat exchanger ap = 4 MPa, *>„ « MW, and
p • 100 MPa), though this requires a special study.

Thus forced cooling in principle enables removing the power liberated in the fusion
chamber. However the heat removal imposes a limit on the temperature of the fusion reaction
(400-600 K ) , while the strength of the housing limits the gas pressure (p ~ 100 MPa). At
thi» pressure even a special radiation-hardened titanium alloy (for example, 6242S [44]) with
an acceptable stress of 50 kg/mm2 requires a side wall with a thickness S s - 2 cm (for Rs =
10 cm).

Removal of Helium from the Gas. In the formula (5) the possibility of capture of muons
accumulated in the fusion chamber by helium was neglected. A muon freed after the fusion reac-
tion can stick to helium, in addition to dfuterium and tritium. In addition, the muon in
the masohydrogen can be drawn into the IS orbital of helium and decay there [45], though
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this channel for muon decay gives the smallest contribution. In order for the probability
of sticking to helium in one cycle to be less than 10"', the helium concentration must
be maintained at a level cye ~ 10"". For a helium burnup time of TR = 5 yr and Cj * 0,3
this many 'He isotopes will accumulate within 15 h. Taking into account the accumulation of
the isotope 3He complete temoval of helium from the volume of thi? iusion chamber must occur
within a time tp = 10 h. Tc vedace the* useless decay of tritium, the purification system
must contain less than 57. of the total mass of the gas, since this gas must be purified with-
in a period much shorter than half an hour. Experiments performed at the A. F. loffe Physico-
technical Institute [46] showed that the starting helium impurity in hydrogen (cjje ™ (0.1-1)
10"3 can be lowered to C)je - 10"

7 within several minutes by employing intermetallic compounds
(LaNi5). Thus rapid removal of helium is possible. The rate of pumping of the gas for puri-
fication is low - 0.1 m3/h, which is a factor of 10s lower than in tokamaks. The injection
of the dt mixture into the reaction volume is also significantly simpler.

Many theoretical questions associated with the fusion chamber fall outside the scope of
this review. For example, as experiment has shown [36], thin gold coatings (50 \m) enable
long-term storage of tritium without appreciable leakage at the working pressure and temper-
ature up to 800 K. Questions such as strength of the housing, the thermal stresses in the
housing, radiation resistance, and the service lifetime however, await detailed study.

Blanket.

Construction. In the blanket the fast fusion neutron fission the source isotopes and generate
fuel for thermal-neutron and tritium reactors. Although the thorium fuel cycle is undoubt-
edly of interest, a uranium blanket, which has been studied in greatest detail, will be
examined here. Analogously to the designs of hybrid thermonuclear reactors, the blanket must
encompass a cylindrical fusion chamber. A gas-filled zone 50 cm thick, which reduces the
neutron load on the blanket and the return flow of reflected neutrons on the fusion chamber,
lies between the titanium wall of the chamber (STJ = 2 cm) and the blanket. For comparative
calculations a variant of the blanket for the tokamak with the composition described in [47,
48] will be used: natural metallic uranium 54%, structural steel 127. (jackets of the fuel
cells, etc,), and helium coolant comprising the rest of the blanket (Fig. 4). In a hybrid
mesocatalytic reactor additional tritium is generated by fast nucleons from the starting
beam, so that less tritium, compared with a thermonuclear reactor, must be produced per
fusion neutron and the thickness of the uranium zone can be increased from 20 cm [49] to 33
cm. A graphite reflector 50 cm thick, containing lithium for tritium production, is placed
behind the uraniun. zone.

Efficiency. Calculations for the model of Fig. 4 were performed using the BLANK program
[50], developed especially for blankets for thermonuclear reactors. In this program the tra-
jectories of the fast neutrons are calculated by the Monte Carlo method, after which the re-
tardation is calculated based on a multigroup diffusion mode. The computational results are
given in Table 2, in which, for comparison, preliminary estimates made in 1978-1980 are also
given [27]. One can see that the earliest results did not change much with the use of the
more realistic model and more accurate calculations. The gain of the blanket dropped some;
what (to M » 10), though the plutonium production increased (5 * 2.7/fission or 1.1 tons/GW
yr) taking into account the heretofore neglected formation of tritium by the scattered fast
nucleons in the beam. For a coefficient of conversion of heat into electricity rien - 0.40
for a hybrid mesocatalytic reactor and neT " ".34

 f o r thermal-neutron reactors and t » 1.7
fission events on a plutonium nucleus for them (taking breeding into account) one hybrid
reactor can supply equal electric power to n • Kf^ej/^eH 3 ** thermal reactors.

The average current of primary fast rtCUtrons incident on a blanket 20 m long and with
an inner radius of 0.6 m with a fusion power Ps - 120 HW equals 1.3 MW/m

2, like for hybrid
reactors based on tokamaks. The neutron load on the fusion chamber housing is five times
higher, so that it will have to be replaced every few years (analogously to the fuel elements
of power reactors}.

Contribution of the Electronuclear Channel. Calculations of the neutron production in a
thick target consisting of metallic natural uranium (1.2 m in diameter) by neutrons with
energy To • 1 GeV/nucleon were recently performed in 152]. They give the total number of
fisiions per unit of bean (•"erpv expended Z| • 22.2 i 0.9 GeV"1 and the plut.onium production
Yj • 94 ± 5 GeV"1 (minus the nuclei required for compensating the 21SU burned: Vj • 87 t 5
G e V 1 ) . When th« equivalent thickness of the target is reduced by a factor of three (see Fig,
4) and constructional materials are introduced these values will decrease, Since nuclear
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TABLE 3. Efficiency of Different Methods
for Production of Electricity

Faraneter

Hybrid
therao-
nuclear
rucCor

El«ctro
nuclear
Mthod

Hybrid

catalyt-
ic reactor

Beaa «nargy gain in a
hybrid reactor, k^ • QKb

Huabar of theraal reacton
fad by the fuel producer,

H,T = fl,34; ti,H=fl,4n)

Beam energy gain for the
lyabolic lyatea, K, •
KH (1 + n)

Energy coniuwd by the
accelerator, Po=

«8)

3,6|43,49|

Limiting relative capital
investment for the hybrid
•ecocatalytic reactor CH/&[
according to the formula (13)

2,7

4,9

1,57

1,3

4,7

4,3

25

0,89

2,0

fission and neutron multiplication occur primarily with an energy less than 10 MeV [52], it
may be expected that the reduction will be approximately the same as for fusion neutrons,
which gives Y° - 45 GeV-1; 1% - 13 GeV-1, so that ?e " 3.4 fission"

1.

Taking into account the electronuclear channel, the energy gain of the starting beam Kfj
in a hybrid mesocatalytic reactor equals

and with the relative fraction of energy in the scattered fast nucleons 6JJ • 0.7 (see the
section on muon production) Kj-, * 16, i.e., the electronuclear channel increases the value of
H by a factor of 1.6. The value of £ also increases somewhat (j • 3.0). The gain in the
fusion energy due to the symbiotic system "blanket + four reactors" constitutes K^s • Kfcd +
n) • 86 (if the difference in neT

 anc' 1eH *s neglected, then K(,s • 98, which is close to
the initial estimate made in 1978, Kbs » 100 [27]). The total energy gain for the starting
beam of the system Ks • QKt,s » 25 » 1, so that the symbiotic system "hybrid mesocatalytic
reactor + n thermal reactors" operates as a good power amplifier.

Energy Balance and Economic Restrictions.

The ratio of the power supplied to the accelerator to the output power of the hybrid
mesocatalytic reactor pa and the relative fraction of energy going into the grid HHN

 a r e

given by

P. -
(12)

where P • &„ + Pa
 a n d Po corresponds to the energy consumed for intrinsic needs. The

relative fraction of the total electric power of the system Pe fed to the accelerator is
given by a • 0/(1 + n), while the power given to the consumer is given by - PJJ • (1 — a) Pe

wh»re Pe » KsneH
pbS Pb is the power in the beam.

For fusion power Ps » 120 MW, beam power Pb"Fs/Q
i h T 0 8 G V / l

required, which for deu-s p b s / Q q ,
terons with To • 0.8 GeV/nucleon requires a current I e - 0.26 A. Accelerators with close
parameters are discussed in connection with electronuclear fuel production [28, 38] , The
thermal power in the blanket equals PsKb • 2 GW, while the e l e c t r i c power Pen » 800 MW. For
&„ - 0 .05, KH • * • ' . «nd n«H " ° - 4 «• h«v« 6 , » 0.89 and 0 - 0.94, i . e . , the hybrid meio-
cata ly t ic reactor operate* in the plutonium production mode, giving to the grid only 65! of
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its energy. The total electrical power of the system equals Pe = 4.1 GW and a « 0.18. The
gain of the beam owing to fusion is low: Q = X ^ / e ^ - = 0.29. The contribution of the elec-
tronuclear channel, hovever, increases the blanket gain to K5 = 16, which is significantly
higher thai: To* hybrid thermonucieav reactoib, wheiiMsfi l'<Q) (the value of M decreases from 10
to 6 owing to the missive front vail and the need for reducing the thickness of the breeding
zone in order to increase the "tritium production [49]). Since the hybrid mesocatalytl: reac-
tor can also feed a large number of thermal reactors, the effective gain increases to Qeff =
1, which is already comparable to the gain of a plasma for open magnetic catchers [53].

We shall evaluate the limitations on the cost of the hybrid mesocatalytic reactor by the
method described in (54]. The cost of builidng the system "one hybrid mesocatalytic reactor
+ n thermal reactors" is given by Sfj+f » (CJJ + nCj) Pejj, where CJJ and Cf are the capital
investments. The construction costs of thermal reactors, which give the same electrical
power to the grid, is given by Sj = Cj (1 - g + n) Pen- The relative increase of the con-
struction costs of the symbiotic system is given by

and (13)

The quantity Bp in the symbiotic system replaces the relative cost of the fuel in the standard
scheme of utilization of thermal-neutron reactors. At the present time for these reactors
Bp • 0.1—0.2, but in the future, as rich uranium deposits become exhausted, Bp will increase.
For fast-neutron reactors at the present time Bp = 1, but there are plans for reducing this
value to Bp « 0.4-0.5. For further estimates the value Bp - 0.45 can be employed and the
limitations on CJJ, for which the hybrid mesocatalytic reactor will compete with fast reactors,
can be determined from the expression (13).

The results are given in Table 3, where the data for a purely elec^ronuclear method and
the hybrid thermi nuclear reactor are also given for comparison. It was assumed that in the
hybrid thermonuclear reactor the ignition regime is realized, i.e., the beam energy injected
into the plasma is negligibly small (KJJ » »). It is obvious that the capital investment for
the electronuclear method can be only 30% higher than for the standard light-water reactors,
which is clearly unrealistic. The hybrid mesocatalytic reactor cannot be more than two times
more expensive than the light-water reactors. It is possible that this can also he achieved,
if the cost of the accelerator equals about 0.4C<r [38]. Although the required capital in-
vestment for the hybrid mesocatalytic res^or is larger than for the hybrid thermonuclear
reactor (for them Cfj < 3Cf), from the technical viewpoint it is simpler and more reliable.
The fusion chamber operates at the standard temperature and does not require the production
of a temperature of 10* K. Phenomena such as the impact of a plasma filament against the
first wall, leading to gradual vaporization of the wall, do not occur in it. The range of
a particles in a dense gas equals about one millimeter, and therefore they cannot reach the
housing of the fusion chamber, while in a rarefied plasma they are absorbed by the first
wall, giving rise to undesirable phenomena such as blistering. Fuel need not be injected in
the form of small grains of solid hydrogen for replenishment; gas at high pressure can simply
be injected. There is no need for a complicated system of diverters and liroiters in order
to remove harmful impurities, and the volume flow rate for pumping out the gas is reduced by
a factor of millions. The one-line construction of a hybrid mesocatalytic reactor is simpler
to maintain, disassemble, and replace than the toroidal configuration of the tokamak. These
and other advantages make this concept attractive, in spite of the more inflexible energy
balance.

CONCLUSIONS

Recent studies of the possibility of the practical utilization of muon catalycys of dt
fusion have, in the main, confirmed the initi.il forecasts and have made them more realistic.
More than 100 fusions per muons have been observed experimentally (although still not at the
temperature rtquiitU foi ^tactical realization). The preliminary design and calculation
(primarily by the method of modeling of particle trajectories) of the efficiency of the chain
piGn-forming-target-converter-fusion-chamber-blanket have not changed the starting estimate!
the blanket and standard thermal-neutron reactors operating on the plutonium produced make it
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possible to increase the fusion energy by another factor of 100. The large amount of energy
required for the production of one muon (not less than 8 GeV/u" for a deuteron beam and 6
GeV/u" for a tritium beam) make it hopeless to employ muon catalysis in a pure form, without
fission' iMf.e rials. Thp rnn.oi-rur.fion nf the converter can b" substantial lv simpHf ier) (or
it can be removed completely by using the gas in the fusion chamber an the targat) it :nder
realistic conditions the number ol fusions by one. inuon c;;n be increased up to Xf = 150-200.
The heat liberated in the fusion chamber can be removed by forced cooling, while removal of
the forced cooling, while removal of the accumulated helium in principle makes it possible
to maintain its concentration at a level of 10"1. At the same time engineering requirements
impose definite restrictions on the catalysis process (T = -400-600 K; p * 0.3-0.6; p ~ 10*
Pa; ct B 0.3), The hybrid mesocatalytic reactor consumes almost all of the electricity it
produces and produces enough plutonium for more than four thermal-neutron reactors. In order
that it successfully compete economically with fast reactors it must not cost more than twice
the cost of a thermal reactor. In this case there opens up the interesting possibility of
equipping thermal reactors with low-concentration fuel (compared with fast reactors), by-
passing the stage of radiochemical reprocessing. Combining mesocatalytic and electronuclear
methods of fuel production into one facility increases the energy yield by a factor of 1.5
(fora d-beam) compared with the purely electronuclear method,* after which the limiting admis-
sible capital investment for the construction of a hybrid mesocatalytic reactor (including
the accelerator) could become acceptable. Compared with a hybrid thermonuclear reactor, the
energy balance in mesocatalytic reactor is less flexible, but the latter reactor is struc-
turally simpler and more reliable. Many engineering difficulties must be overcome (especial-
ly in reducing the energy input and capital investment for inuon production), however, before
the technical and economic desirability of the hybrid mesocatalytic reactor becomes obvious,

I thank E. A. Garusov, S. D. Grachev, M. V. Kazarnovskii, V. V. Kus'minov, L. N.
Latyshev, E. G. Sakhnovskii, S. V. Serezhnikov, N. M. Sobolevskii, and Yu. M. Shabel'skii
for performing the calculations and A. A. Vorob'ev, S. S. Gershtein, I. I. Gurevich, V. P.
Dzhelepov, v. A. Legasov, V. V. Orlov, L. I. Ponomarev, and G. t>. Flerov for valuable remarks
and support.
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HYDROPOWER
(ASWAN AS CASE STUDY)

Mohamed Elkishin
Physics Department, Cairo University

Giza, Cairo, Egypt

Introduction
Energy is very important to every living organism:
1 - Plants take energy from the sun
2 - Human beings take their energy from the food,
3 - Machines take energy from the fuel or electric network.

In the early days, industrial communities obtained the energy from renewable plants.
Nowadays the smoke emitted by burning of fossile fuels causes high atmospheric level
of carbon-dioxide and acid rains which damage the environment. The energy conversion
of coal, oil and gas give sulphur-dioxide, nitrogen-oxides, and heavy metals and further
threaten the climate adding to the main stream emission of CO2. Ultimately when energy
systems will rely exclusively on electricity and hydrogen fuel produced by solar, wind,
hydro and nuclear technologies, the problem of chemical pollution will be resolved.

Hydroenergy could be taken from dams and water falls. It has following advantages:
1 - Cheap
2 - Safe
3 - Clean

suiting the underdeveloped countries, as the case study of the Aswan High Dam indicates.

The Aswan High Dam
The High Dam blocks the Nile river near the town of Aswan. It was completed in

1970. It has a volume 17 times that of a Great Pyramid at Giza. The body of the High
Dam is a rock-fill dam with a length of 3830 meters. The darn has been built in the shape
of pyramid: its width at the bottom of the river bed is 980 m and at the top it is 40 in.
The Dam stands at a height 196 m above sea level.

Behind the High Dam is the Lake Nasser (storage basin) which is considered to the
second largest mamnade lake in the world: it is 500 km long with an average width of 10
km. The highest level of stored water in Lake Nasser will reach 178 m. The maximum
capacity of the stored water amounts to 13,7 • 1010m3. Of this, 3 • 1010m3 are for the
accumulating silt in the coining 700 years.

The diversional canal is dug in the rocks underneath the right wing of the Dam. The
total length of the diversional canal amount»1950 m, of which 1156 111 are the length of the
upstream and downstream canals. The average length of each tunnel is 282 with a circular
cross-section, having the thermal diameter of 15 xn.

Each of the six spill way tunnels has two inlets, a downer inlet which starts from the
upstream canal bed 85.65 111 above sea level, and the other is upper inlet, the bottom of
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which starts from 123 m above sea level. Each tunnel is linked with an upstream inlet by
an inclined tunnel.

The downwards inlets are temporarily used during the construction for the discharge
and control of water. These inlets have been blocked before the completion of the Dam,
filling the reservoir preliminarily. The upper inlets will be used permanently. Each opening
has a separate gate raised and lowered by an electric crane of the capacity of 450 tons.
Each of the upper inlets is divided into two opening, each being 5 m wide and 20 m high.
Moreover, the inlets of the tunnels are provided with gates for maintenance purpose and
protection against weeds.

The hydro-electric power station is built at the outlets of tunnels. It contains twelve
generating units each possessing a capacity of 0.175 GW. The total generating capacity
is 2.1 GW, producing about 1010kWh of electric energy annually. The station started
operating on 15 October 1967.

Advantages
1. The High Dam supports the development of metal industry.
2. It supports the artificial fertilizer industry.
3. It produce hydroelectric power up to 2.1 GW.
4. It has added of new 900 000 acres of land to agriculture.
5. It supplies Egypt with water for irrigation during low level season of the Nile.
6. It protected Egypt from the drought, hunger and thrust in the period of the Seven

Slim Years 1982-19S8, which has affected the other African countries heavily.

Disadvantages
1. The High Dam raises the level of underground water in Upper Egypt which damage

the foundations of some ancient buildings.
2. It prevent silt to reach from the cultivated lands, which affects the fertility of the soil.
3. The Delta of the Nile which contains most of the population and the fertile lands of

Egypt was formed on the bed of the Mediterranean Sea by the accumulation of silt
brought by the Nile. Now since no silt arrives to the sea, the Sea begins to take back
a small part of Delta year by year near the sea shore.

Achievements
Figure 1 shows the total energy generated in Egypt and the total energy generated by

the High Dam between 1970 and 1980. As we see about 50% of the electric energy used by
Egypt was generated by the Aswan Power Station. Of course the hydropower generated
at the High Dam depends on the water level of water in the Lake Nasser. Figure 2 shows
the changes of the water level in meters in the Lake Nasser in front of the High Dam and
behind the Dam. The level difference is the free fall level. The hydropower obtained from
the Dam is proportional to the flow rate multiplied by the free fall level. So the hydropower
depends on the amount of water, too, which goes from the lake to the river. This increases
during summer and decreases during the winter, since agriculture of Egypt needs more
water in summer than in winter.
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YANGTZE HIGH DAM — YES OR NO?
Qin Kechcng

Plavsics Department, Peking University
Beijing, P.R. China

From last year December to this year April, ardent debate on the "Three
Gorges Project" was set off once again in China. Three-Gorges is a famous
scenic spot where the proposed Yangtze high dam is to be located. Start-
ing from 1957, this endless debate has continued for more than 30 years,
sometimes animated, sometimes quiet. This time, the debate was aroused
by the following event: At the end of last November, the feasibility study
of the Three Gorges Project, participated by -412 scientists and lasted for 4
years, had been completed. The conclusion of the study is that the project
must go ahead and the construction should be started by 1992. This was
the sixth upsurge urging the construction since 1957. But some partici-
pants of the study were strongly opposed to this conclusion and refused to
sign the final report. In last March, the annual meetings of the People's
Congress (the supreme legislature of China) and the Chinese People's Politi-
cal Consultative Conference (C.P.P.C.C.) were convened. Many delegates
spoke on the meetings expressing strong objections to the project. After
the meetings, Mr. Yao Yilin, one of the vice-premiers of the Chinese gov-
ernment, announced that in view of that both sides of supporting and op-
posing to the project had solid grounds, further study was needed so that
the making of decision would be postponed for at least 5 years. It is an-
ticipated that the project will not be started in this century.

This conference is probably interested in some aspects of the debate.
Now I am going to give a short introduction.

| Basic Data
I
i The Yangtze River is the longest and largest river in China. It is the
'"•. third longest and largest river in the world. Its total length is 6380 km.

Yangtze flows through the southwestern and the middle part of China, its
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Yangtze River) Dcmgtin

O Shanghai

basin is China s richest and most populous area. The area of the Yangtze
basin is 1.8 million km', amounting to 20% of the total area of China, but
the population and the gross output value of industry and agriculture of
the basin constitute 40% of the total value of the whole nation. The big
cities in the basin include Chengdu, Chongqing, Wuhan, Nanjing and Shang-
hai.

From the source to Yichang is the upstream of Yangtze, the river runs
rapidly with many shoals in river course. From Yichang to Hukou is the
midstream, the river flows from gorge into plain and has a winding course
with many lakes among which the largest are Dongting and Boyang. Down
from Hukou is the downstream, the river is wide and deep.

The average annual precipitation in the Yangtze basin is 1000 mm, giv
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ing abundant water into the river. The average annual runoff at the river
mouth is 995 billion mJ. The reserves of waterpower are 268 million kw,
only next to the Congo river and the Amazon river. The waterpower re-
sources are mainly on the upstream.

The Yangtze flooded frequently in the history. The largest flood oc-
cured in 1870. In this century, the flood occured in 1931, 1935, 1954,
198 1 and this year, each time caused death of thousands of people.

The silt content of the Yangtze River ranks the fourth in the world. The
annual silt discharge is 480 million tons. The soil erosion in the upstream
area made the silt content increasing. There exists the danger that
Yangtze will become another Yellow River.

The site of the proposed high dam is just at the entrance from the up-
stream gorge to the midstrem wide course. The dam can control the upper
reach whose area is 1 million km2, acounting for 55% of the whole basin.
The bedrock at the dam site is coarse granite with good mechanical prop-
erty and trivial penetrability.

The proposed height of the dam altered from time to time. The final
scheme adopted is 185 m above the sea level. The normal water level is
175 m. The total capacity of the reservoir is 39.3 billion m\ flood control
capacity 22.1 billion m1. The installed capacity of power generation is
17.7 million kw, yearly output of generated energy 84 billion kw-hours,
corresponding to 1/6 of the current total capacity of the whole nation. It
is 40% larger than the Itaipu power plant on the Parana River on the Brazil-
Paraguay border. Thus it would be the world's largest hydroelectric power
plant if completed. 24,000 hectares of fertile cultivated land and 5000
hectares of orange orchards will be submerged. 1.1 million people should
be re-settled. The total construction period is 18 years.

Historical Survey

The idea of constructing a dam on the Yangtze River in the Three Gorges
area was first proposed by Dr. Sun Yat-sen 70 years ago. In 1945, on the
eve of the victory of the Anti-Japanese War, the Chinese government u"
that time invited the famous American hydraulic engineer Savage to inves-
tigate the Yangtze water conservancy plan. He proposed a tentative pro-
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gram of the Three Gorges project, in which he first justified the feasibil-
ity of constructing a high dam(200 m high from the sea level) and its great
economic benefit. It is a program of comprehensive utilization putting
electric power first.

In 1949, the People's Republic founded. The 1954 Yangtze flood made
the government realize the importance of an overall harnessing of the

Special organs were founded to work out the long-term program. The ten-
dentious scheme in the fifties is to construct a high dam, the normal water
storage level of which is 200 m, and the installed capacity of the hydro-
power is 25 million kw.

In 1956 June, the late Chairman Mao Tze-tung wrote a poem " swim-
ming", in which he wrote:

Walls of stone will stand upstream to the west
To hold back Wushan 's clouds and rain
Till a smooth lake rises in the narrow gorges.
The moutain goddess if she is still there

Will marvel at a world so changed.

This poem was frequently quoted as an evidence that Mao was in approval
of the project.

In 1956, Li Rui, then vice-minister of water conservancy and electric
power, uttered the first voice of objection to the project. He criticized
the project for the heavy loss of submergence and the migration of so large
a scale. In 1958, in the atmosphere of the Great Leap Forward movement,
a special resolution was adopted by the Political Bureau of the CPC. Com-
pared to the Great Leap Forward, this resolution is relatively moderate. It
set a time limit of 15-20 years for the design and construction of the
project.

The Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976
brought disaster to China's national economy. As a result, it was unable to
put the Three Gorges Project into effect. Realizing that it was impossible
to start the high dam construction in the near future, in 1970 it was de-
cided to construct a low dam at Gezhouba, 40 km down from the high dam
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site. The low dam is a constituting part of the Three Gorges Project. Now
it has been completed. The dam is 70 m high above the sea level, installed
capacity 2.7 million kw.

However, the project stayed on the agenda. Generally speaking, the
Chinese government, in particular the Ministry of Water Conservancy and
Electric Power, approved of the project. In the preparatory stage of every
five-year plan, the project would certainly be raised into the list of con-
sideration. Whenever the economic situation was improved, there would
be an upsurge urging the project to be started. But, since the Chinese gov-
ernment pursued a new policy of reform and open from 1979, advance in
democracy was gained in recent years. Various faults in hydraulic con-
structions were exposed, lessons should be drawn from them. As a result,
the voice of objections to the Three Gorges became stronger and stronger.
This is the background of the debate.

Two sides of the debate

Persons supporting the project are mainly the administrative and tech
nical officials of the Ministry of Water Conservancy and Hydroelectric
Power. They had done so many preparatory works for the Three Gorges
Project. Some of them chose hydraulic engineering as their own speciality
because they resolved to realize the ideal of a smooth lake rises in the
narrow gorges". For them it is an everlasting regret if they cannot see a
high Jam standing on the Yangtze River. They maintained that the earlier
the project started the better. By the way, the feasibility study of the
project was conducted by this ministry.

The opposite side consists of some outstanding intellectuals from vari-
ous fields. Among them two physicists, Zhou Peiyuan who was the former
president of Peking University and is now one of the vice chairmans of the
C.P.P.C.C., and Wang Ganchang who discovered anti Sigma hyperon(S ) in
Dubna, played a leading role. The main platform of the opponents is the
C.P.P.C.C. which is a united front organization whose members are mainly
intellectuals and retired officials. Its annual meeting is convened to-
gether with the National Peoples Congress, but it is not the senate.

The opinions of opponents are not unified. Some ecologisis and trans-
portation officials are completely against the project. According to their
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opinion, the losses caused by the construction of the dam such as submer-
gence of the cultivated land, damage of the ecological environment and
chopping of the river, are irretrievable. The others are not completely
against the project. They hold that it would be better to start the construc-
tion later when all conditions are met. They think that Chinas national
power at present is unable to bear a project of so large a scale, and that
many problems such as silting cannot be solved on the present level of
science and technology. Therefore they suggest that the Three Gorges
Project should be put under more detailed study and more democratic dis-
cussion, and the decision should not be made until China's economic
strength be enhanced and science and technology be developed. The prin-
ciple of "First tributary, then mainstream'should be followed. The tribu-
taries must be harnessed before the construction of the high dam on
Yangtze. They often quote Zhou Enlai's word: "The large reservior with a
high dam is a matter of our descendants, a matter of the 2 1st century."

Following is a brief description of the contents of the debate.

Benefits

Similar to TVA(Tennesee Valley Authority), the Three Gorges Project
aimed at flood control, electric power and improvement of shipping.

1. Flood control
According to the opinion of the supporters, the Three Gorges Project is

the key to flood control for middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze basin.
No alternative scheme with the same effect as the Three Gorges Project can
be worked out. The Three Gorges Reservior can store 9.5-22 billion m' of
flood water when necessary, thus reducing the submergence loss of the
flood-diversion area.

The opponents argued that the Three Gorges Project is not a solution to
flood. It can only control the upper reaches of the basin of 1 million km',
accounting for 55% of the area of the whole basin; besides, the Three Gorges
Reservior is a gorge reservior with relatively small capacity, thus the flood
control function is limited. The floods in the Yangtze basin can be divided
into two types: One is caused by storm in the middle and lower reaches,
for instance, the floods in 1931 and 1954. The Three Gorges Project evi-
dently has no effect on floods of this type. The other type includes floods
caused by storm in the upper reaches, e.g., the floods of 1870 and 1981.
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This type of floods caused heavy loss in Sichuan(upper reaches), but the
water level was not very high at Wuhan(middle reaches), because the flood
flowed into the Dongting Lake. For this type of flood, the project has some
effects over the middle reaches. But it will raise the water level in the
upper reaches, thus make the flood in Sichuan more serious. This is an
undesirable policy of shifting ones trouble onto others.

2. Power generation
The installed capacity of the project, is 17.7 million kw. It gives yearly

output of 84 billion kw-hours which is equivalent to the energy given by
40 million tons of coal. It supplies energy to the nearby Middle China and
Eastern China. These two areas have well-developed industry and agricul-
ture but are short of energy source. If replaced by thermal power plant,
two railways each 800 km long should be built to transport coal from
Northwestern China. Thus the economic benefit is huge. Not to mention
that the hydroelectric power is the cleanest energy without any pollution.

The opponents agreed with the huge benefit in this respect. But the
project has a long construction period. It takes 18-20 years to complete
the project and only after 12 years from the start of construction can it
supply electric power. Thus the project is not a solution to the urgent need
of power. At present, what should be constructed first are the smaller
power plants on the tributaries with smaller submergence loss, shorter
construction period, earlier effect, less migration and less investment. If
the construction of these plants be squeezed out by the Three Gorges Proj-
ect, it is harmful to the national economy.

3 Shipping
The Yangtze River is a golden waterway in China. It is an East-West

artery which links up the Eastern, Middle and Southwestern China.
Whether the project is advantageous to shipping is still an open question.

According to the opinion of the supporters, the bottleneck of shipping in
the Yangtze River is the Three Gorges section where there are many dan-
gerous reefs and the current is swift. If the high dam had been ' uilt, the
water level would be raised and shipping route be improved. Supple-
mented by lockage, fleet of the tonnage of 10,000 tons could reach
Chongqing from the river mouth.

The objections are as follows: After the river is dammed, only by lock-
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age can a boat cross the dam. It tf'ces a lot of time thus the flexibility and
continuity of shipping is lost. What should be taken into account is not the
tonnage of individual boat but the total amount of the shipping capacity of
the Yangtze River system. The Three Gorges Project proposed to cross the
dam with five cascaded large scale ship locks one following another and a
large boat-lifter. The lifter is demanded to lift a weight of 1 1,500 tons
over a height of 118 m, which is much larger than the largest lifter avail-
able now. Technically there is no certainty of its success. Trouble with
any cascade will lead to suspending of shipping. Futhermore, with the dam
constructed, it is true that the shipping on the downstream of the reservior
can be largely improved, but in the back water area at the tail of the reser-
vior there will be serious silting, where the situation might be worse than
that before the dam is constructed.

Problems

Some difficult problems are related to the Three Gorges Project.

1. Silting
The silt content of the Yangtze River is only next to the Yellow River,

Bramaputra and the Indus River. To build a reservior on such a river,
silting is a serious problem. In China there was a negative precedent. Af-
ter 7 years of operation, the Sanmenxia Reservior on the Yellow River has
reduced 44% of its capacity with silting. The upstream riverbed had been
heightened to an extent that the safety of Xi'an City is threatened. Thus it
had to be rebuilt twice to lower the water level of the reservior. After the
reconstruction, the original 1.2 million kw power plant was degraded to a
power plant of only 0.25 million kw, and the regulation function of reser-
vior was lost. Therefore, life of the Three Gorge Reservior would be short
if no solution to silting was found.

According to the opinion of the supporters of the project, a special mode
of operation, "storing clear water while draining off muddy', could be
adopted to drain off a large part of silt and to maintain the capacity of the
reservior. This operation mode is as follows. In the flood season, the
water level in the reservior is lowered to drain off muduy water freely.
Only after flood season, the reservior stores less muddy water to meet the
requirements of shipping and power generation. But the opponents
pointed out that this mode of operation was conflict with flood control and
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that its effect was not certain yet. Besides, this mode of operation cannot
remove the silting at the reservoir tail.

2. Migration
The scheme of 175 m height dam requires 1.1 million people to be re-

settled, which corresponds to the whole population of a small country. Mi-
gration of so large a scale for a project has no precedent. It needs a lot of
money and careful handling. The solution proposed by the supporters is
"exploitative resettlement", which means to create level grounds from hills
and slopes around the reservior, to move 13 towns and 600 factories to be
submerged and rebuild them on these grounds, and to transform barren
hills to crop fields and orange orchards. The opponents criticized this plan
as an idle dream. Both banks of the proposed reservior are hills. Even at
present this area is overloaded with its population, unable to be self-suffi-
cient in grain, how can it support 1.1 million people migrated from the river
valley plains? It will be a serious social even political problem if the mi-
grants are not appropriately resettled. It will affect the stability which is
so emphasized in China today.

3. Ecological environment
One opinion is, the Three Gorges Reservior is of gorge type, whose ca-

pacity is not too large, thus its effect on the ecological environment will
limited to a small extent. Even some positive effect may appear, for ex-
ample, the development of hydroelectric power may reduce the pollution
caused by burning coal in the thermal power plant.

The other opinion is, it is very difficult to predict the effect on the eco-
logical environment by a project of so large a scale. The Three Gorges Re-
servior will submerge 24,000 hectares of crop field and 5,000 hectares of
orange orchard, this is an enormous loss of the productive force. Migrants
cultivating on the sleep slopes will certainly lead to soil erosion. The clear
water flowing out of the reservor will erode the river dikes and cut the
riverbed downstream. The river mouth and living beings in the Yangtze
River may also be harmed.

4. Scenic spots and historic sites
The Three Gorges area is famous for its scenery. At some places, the

river is as narrow as just a bit beyond 100 m, but the mountain peaks on
two banks are more than 1,000 m high, towering into the clouds. An
American told me it is as beautiful as the Great Canyon in Colorado and if it
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were in the U.S. , it must be a national park. There are also many historic
sites in the area, and many legends and poems related to it. It is closely
related with Chinese history, Chinese culture and the heart of every Chinese
all over the world. If the high dam be built, these historic sites will be
submerged, and the landscape changed. It will not only destroy an unique
resource of tourism, but also hurt the feelings of Chinese people.

5. Investment
According to the estimation by the Ministry of Water Conservancy and

Electric Power, the total investment (including migration cost) is 36 billion
yuan (based on the prices at the end of 1986), equal to nearly 10 billion
U.S. dollar. This figure did not take into account the interest and the infla-
tion, being the so called "static investment". Since this project needs a long
construction period, the interest must be accounted for. Also taking into
account the apparent inflation in recent years, the dynamic investment
would be roughly 100 billion yuan. But the opponents criticized that this
figure was too small. According to the calculation made by Qiao Peixin, the
former vice-director of the National Bank, the total investment would be
500-600 billion yuan. As a contrast, the total investment of all capital
construction projects under construction now is 420 billion yuan. The
amount of investment of the Yangtze Project is more than Chinese finance
can bear. Now China is faced with serious inflation. In order to bring the
economy under control, great efforts have been devoted to suppress the
scale of capital construction. Many projects have been canceled. Under
such circumstances, if the Three Gorges Project, a project which needs so
large a investment whereas produces only a slow effect, is inserted into the
national economic plan, then reducing capital construction will be hollow
words in a period of 20 years. In addition, the insertion of the Three
Gorges Project will certainly squeeze many projects out, which will throw
the national economy into chaos. It will thus harm the political stability,
even lead to upheaval. Some economists suggested that it would be better
to increase the fund of education with this amount of money to improve the
sad condition of the education in China.

6. Other risks
There exist serious landslide and rock fall in the region of the proposed

reservior. The water stored in the reservior is more than 100 m deep,
which might induce earthquakes. More severe anxiety is that if a war
breaks out in the future, the high dam is likely to invite a nuclear attack.
If the dam collapse, then Gezhouba, Yichang and Wuhan downstream will
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suffer a devastating catastrophe. It is the sword of Damocles hanging
over their head. Mao realized this point quite well. He asked: "What is the
advantage to lay a tub of water on Wuhan's head?" Even if the dam does
not collapse, the power plant and the locks can easily be destroyed, which
wiil cause the national economy paralysed.

Prospect

This phase of the debate was ended with the conclusion that the making
of decision of the project should be postponed. Although this conclujion
was not drawn by the debate itself but determined by the sad economic
condition, the debate was meaningful. It attracted the attention of Chinese
people to such an important project, and discussed various aspects of the
project in much more detail. What is more, it reminded Chinese people the
importance of democracy and science from a speciaJ angle. Though the op-
ponents complained that democracy is not enough, the debate itself is an
evidence of the advance in democracy. Whether the Three Gorges Project
be started in the next century remains to be decided and is not certain,
what is certain is that the decision will be made on a more democratic and
more scientific ground.
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GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
(THE RIFT VALLEY AND GLOBAL OUTLOOK)

P.S. Bhogai
Physics Department, Jniversity of Nairobi

Nairobi, Kenya

Introduction
Over most of the surface of the Earth conductive heat flow from deep in the crust

is normal and on the average this heat flux is 60 mW/m2, and this maintains an average
temperature gradient of 30"C/km. Both this heat flux and the temperature attained at
reasonable depth are too low to have any economic value at present. However, in anomalous
regions the local heat flux and geothermal gradient may be much higher than these values
and there may be surface discharges of hot water and steam. These zones thus provide a
source of energy (hot rock) and the transport medium through which we may exploit this
energy. The heat source may be:

1. From the Earth's mantle, whose temperature is estimated to be +600 to +1000"C
at the base of the crust, depending on the latter's thickness.

2. Volcanic rocks from the mantle have penetrated the crust and give off heat in the
form of steam or hot water as the liquid magma cools and even after it has cooled.

3. Intrusive rocks such as granites and other intrusivcs which have become embedded
in the crust, continue to give off heat after they have solidified. The radioactive decay of
the minerals contained in these intrusive rocks plays a major role in this process.

4. The deep-lying groundwater contained in the aquifers of the crust, which occur
mainly in sedimentary rock, is moved towards the surface - sometimes as a result of
magmatic and volcanic heat and under the influence of pressure - and it brings about a
redistribution of the heat along the various pathways that is follows.

5. Finally chemical changes in rock bodies (such as the oxidation of sulphide ore)
can cause exothermal reactions and then also heat flow anomalies. - As far as utilizing
geothermal energy is concerned, only the first four mentioned are useful.

Hydrogeology
Geothermal systems arc dissipativi; hydrothermai systems in which most of the heat in

the upper crust is transferred by circulating fluids (convection) rather than by conduction.
The rising column of hot water sometimes leads to the existence of thermal areas at
the surface and it is this mushroom of hot water (Fig. 1) which is explored for using
gcochemical and geophysical methods.

The role of the groundwater-flow in the geothcrmal i'ycle is very important - because
of the physical nature of water and its overall presence. The groundwater is an energy
carrier. It has a relatively high specific heat, it is present in the rocks in a large (uiantity,
and it is highly mobile. Thus water is able to transport energy with relatively slight
losses for long distances, as well vertically from deep sources to the surface (mainly high
temperature areas); as horizontally from a distant source to an outlet on the surface (mainly
low-temperature areas).
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Figure 1.

Two dimensional temperature and velocity
distributions for free convecMon in a porous medium;
a) isotherms and temperature distribution with depth;

b) streamlines.
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The hydrogeological structures often channel the groundwater flow, thus concentrating
it. and with it, in geothermal situation also the energy. The heat flow from an areal source
may then be concentrated through hydrogeological and groundwater now into a single
spot: natural geyser, fumaroie. The thermal power what the geothermal system discharges
depends on the groundwater flow (discharge) and the energy of the water in flow. The
heat content of the water may become so high, that it evaporates and ascends as steam. It
appears at higher topographical heights than the water-outlets and is also more indicative
of fractures.

From the hydrological balance and flow path structures the geothermal system may
be classified as local or regional, with or without an outflow channel. In the local systems
the water and the energy originate from the same area, while the energy is accumulated
into the flow channel in the regional one.

Mountain system can have a relatively high groundwater table and an outward directed
hydraulic gradient. Natural outlets of hot water normally lie in topographic depressions.
Such conditions are present in the big tectonic grabens (Rhine-graben, Rift Valley) where
the graben is filled with relatively young and little consolidated sediments, allowing a slow
descent of the groundwater and where the fracture zones on both sides enable the hot
water to ascend in f.emiclosed channels, the reduced density of the hot water being the
driving force for ascent (Fig. 2).

Global Outlook
Fig. 3 is a schematic section through the equator of the Earth. It shows the plate

boundaries and the location of geothermal energy areas at the intersection of plates. The
theory of plate tectonics views the Earth as constructed of a rigid outer shell about 100
km thick (called the lithosphere) which is floating on an underlying plastic layer (called
the asthenosphere). The upper brittle part of the lithosphere is the Earth's crust. The
lithosphere is not an unbroken shell, but is is segmented into a number of pieces (called
plates). Plate tectonics is a geologic term used to describe the movements between the
plates of the lithosphere with respect to each other as they float on the asthenosphere. A
principal result of the theory of plate tectonics is the recognition that many economically
important types of mineral and energy sources are associated with either present or former
plate boundaries. The Table shows the list of geothermal energy plants in existence. About
1200MW of geothermal power is already utilized in the world in the form of electric power.
In addition the non-electrical uses (heating, hot water) probably account for a further
6400MW.
Europe

The utilization of hot dry steam is the oldest of its kind and has been going on since
1904 at Lardarello in Italy. At the European Community has established a programme
for Italy with the primary aim of finding new source. Four new projects have been
discovered - the measured temperatures art around 380"C. In France all large sedimentary
basins contain water at a temperature of up to 80°C. Low-enthalpy reserves of geothermal
energy are being tapped. In Great Britain geothermal structures of potential interest are
currently known to exist in Cornwall. Temperatures between 100-200° have been measured
and the European community has put up funds for the prepaxatory work on a hot-dry rock
programe in Cornwall. Iceland utilizes 420 MW thermal and 3 MW electric power.
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Lardarello/Italy
Monte Amiate/Italy
Radiocondoli/It aly
Italy (non-electrical)
Hungary (non-electrical)
France (non-electrical)
Federal Republic of Germany (non-electrical)
Nam afj all/Iceland
Iceland (non-electrical)
Denizli/Turkey
USSR (non-electrical)
Pauzhetsk/Siberia
Paratunka/Siberia
India (non--;lectrical)
Matsukawa/Japan
Otake/Japan
Onikole/Jap&n
Japan (non-electrical)
Tiwi/Philippines
Philippines (non-electrical)
Wairakei/New Zealand
Kaweran/New Zealand
New Zealand (non-electrical)
The Geysers/California
East Mesa/Imperial Valley, USA
Cerro Prieto/New Mexico
USA (non-electrical)
Valle Calderra, etc./Mexico
Kenya

390
25
15
18
600
4
1.4
3
420
0.2
5126
5
0.75
2
22
13
25
32
0.01
5
290
10
112
908
10
75
15.3
3.5
45

MWe
MWe
MWe
MWth
MWth
MWth
MWth
MWe
MWth
MWe
MWth
MWe
MWe
MWth
MWe
MWe
MWe
MWth
MWe
MWth
MWe
MWe
MWth
MWe
MWe
MWe
MWth
MWe
MWe

In Czechoslovakia prospecting is being conducted in 20 regions and thermal water
havinga temperature of 54°C has been found. In Poland in the foothills of the Sudentan
Mountain, thermal water at upto 75°C and with a flow rate of upto 100m3 has been dis-
covered. In Hungary the hot water deposits (SO to 95°) in the Pannonian Basin, which are
already being used for agricultural purposes, are supplying 700MWth from 131 boreholes
covering 10% of the area of the basLi. The plan is to double the energy output in the next
6 to 8 year.

America
The Geysers Valley facility was built in 1960 as the first geothermal plant in USA

and it is the largest in the world. A 500MW capacity plant has been installed in the
Imperial Valley. Steam deposits have been developed in the vicinity of Cerro Prieto in
Mexico, further deposits will be examined to see if they can be utilized (Los Negritos, Los
Humers etc.). A 30MW power station is under construction near Ahua in El Salvador.
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Prospecting was carried out in Western Nicaragua between 1969 and 1970. In Guadeloupe
a geothermal field has been discovered near Bouillante on the West Coast. A total of 22
prospective areas have been discovered in Panama. Thirteen boreholes have been drilled
in the geothermal field of El Tatio in Chile, the capacity of the field is estimated to be
50MW.

Oceanica
The Pacific Ocean is framed by a zone of tectonically active crutal sections linked

with geothermal anomalies. This belt is called the "circle of fire". The chances of tapping
geothermal energy for useful purposes are particularly good in the belt. The steam deposits
in the vicinity of the Wairkei and Kawerau power plant (present ca-pacities are 290MW,
10MW, respectively) in New Zealand are believed to have a potential of 2000MW. The
Matsukawa power station in Japan (present capacity 22MW) will be expanded to 90MW.
A geothermal field near Takinuse is producing 50MWe since 1978. Further power stations,
each having a capacity of 50MW are planned for Nigoriwanka, Akinomiya and Otake.
The potential is 50 O0OMW. Several projects are being investigated in the Phillipines
and according to the government's 10-year-plan the geothermal energy (together with
hydropowor) should cover 35% of the country's energy requirement. The Tatun area in
Taiwan is prospective with a potential of 5000-14000MW.

Central Asia and Near East
In India the anomalies at Camboy, Manikaran, Himachal Pradesh and Pugga have

been proposed as worth of investigating. Boreholes have been proposed in thsse regions but
only relatively modest use appears to be made of them. The total reserves of geothermal
hot water used in the Soviet Union is about 19.75 million m3 /day. Since 1967 the use
of this hot water has increased 16-fold. The utilization of dry hot rock technology is also
being considered. If all the geothermal energy in the Soviet Union were utilized, this would
result in saving of 40 million tons of conventional fuel per annum. A small 0.5MW power
station was established in Turkey in 1968 and its output will be boosted to 10-15MW and
the hot water +204°C will also be used for heating greenhouses.

Africa
The distribution of volcanic centers in East Africa which show evidence for eruption

within the past 10 000 years, and the location of non-volcanic thermal areas is shown in
Fig. 4. Except for the volcanic centers in Sudan, the Comoro Islands and the Malagasy
Republic, the volcanic centers are within, or closely associated with the East and West
African Rift zones, which are also shown in Fig. 4. General areas of hot spring activity,
not associated with volcanic centers have also been included in the map. The power of
volcanic systems has been estimated to be 7900MW and that of non-volcanic systems to
be 1525MW, giving the total potential near to 10GW.

A particularly large geothermal potential exists in the Afar-Danakil region in Ethiopia.
Its potential is estimated to be 4600MW, it could cover the present-day needs of the
entire African continent. The power potential of other countries is also shown in Fig. 4.
Based on the proximity of relatively high load centers to areas having a good potential
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for geothennal potential, the following 10 priority project areas for geothermal exploration
and development have been identified.
1. The volcanic and hot spring areas in the vicinity of Djibuti (work in progress).
2. The volcanic zones near the cities of Asmara and Massawa in Nothern Ethiopia.
3. The Tendaho area in north eastern Ethiopia (work in progress).
4. The Alutu-Awasa tread in South Central Ethiopia (work in progress to develop power
for Addis-Ababa).
5. The Suswa-Bogoria trend in Central Kenya (producing 45MWe, details below) to pro-
duce power for Central Kenya.
G. The Natron-Manyara trend in Nothern Tanzania to develop power for the Arusha-Moshi
area.
7. The Katwe area in Western Uganda to develop power for the Kilembe/Kampala trans-
mission line and possibly for chemical processing of the Katwe brime.
8. The Lake Kivu area located in the Western Rift to develop power for the cities of Bukav.
Kigali and Bujumbura.
9. The non-volcanic thermal area in Southern Malawi to develop power for Zomba and
Blantyrc.
10. The Antsirabe area in Central Malagasy Republic to develop power for Tananarive.

The load centers correspond to areas of urban development. There are undoubtely
other places, not located near urban areas, where good geothermal prospects are associated
with mining and irrigation schemes of a high power demand. However, the development of
the existing geothermal potential of Africa slumbers larely in limbo - except for the casi*
of Kenya.

Kenya
In 1971 the East African Power & Lighting Co. Ltd. (EAPL) in collaboration with

UNDP initiated an investigation in the Rift Valley of Kenya to explore and evaluate the
potential of the geothermal resources for the production of electric power. The regions
selected (OIkaria, Eburru and Lake Bogoria) for carrying out detailed geophysical and
geochemical surveys had been previously recognised from extensive ground geological work,
infra-red aerial photography, water well drilling and reconnissance geophysical surveys
carried out by various groups over the last ten years are shown in Fig. 5. Geysers and hot
boiling pools occur at Lakes Magadi and Baringo, these lakes being the lowest in elevation
- less than 1000 m above sea level. Steam fumaroles occur at OIkaria and Eburru at.
elevation above 2500 m. Fig. 5. shows the steaming ground in OIkaria as mapped by
infra-red photography and geological faults mapped b resistivity work. Boreholes X-l and
X-2 sited in 1959 were not successsful due to drilling mishaps. At OIkaria the drilling
started in 1973, the first well was not successful but the second drilled to a depth of 1350
metres and a maximum temperature of 280°C was rccoided. At present 26 wells produce
45MWe (3 turbines of 15MW each). Fig. 6. shows the present OIkaria Reservoir Model, it
is self explanatory. Current power development plan 1986-2006 - three power stations arc
expected to be installed. In 1993-94 two units of 30MW each, in 1998-2000 two units of
55MW each and in 2003-2005 another two units of 55MW each. The first 2-30 units will
be at North East OIkaria. Production drilling at North-East OIkaria is scheduled to begin
late this year after the feasibility study report is submitted. Further geophysical work is
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3GWHr
65
348
208
2192

0.11%
2.3
12.31
7.36
77.56

going on at the Menengai, Suswa volcanoes and Lake Bogoria to assess the geothermal
potential. The prospects look very good. ,

Kenya at present has the following sources of electricity.

1. Diesei
2. Gas Turbine
3. Geothermal
4. Thermal
5. Hydro

The peak demand was 461MW in 1988 and geothermal power represents 12.3% of the
total sources. As a rule of thumb, it can be assumed that in order to save 1 million
tons of oil per year it is necessary to construct a geothermal power plant of 700MW. The
cost of producing electrical power should be about half that incurred when traditional
fuels are used. It saves the nation's hard currency budget and it provides the additional
benefits of rural development, employment generation, increased self-reliance and reduced
vulnerability to crisis in the world oil markets. The use of geothermal energy has been
increasing at more than 15 per cent per year in both industrial and developing countries.
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THE SUN AS ENERGY SOURCE
(A UNIT FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS)

Hanna Goldring
Department of Science Taching, Weizmann Institute

Rehovot 76100, Israel

This paper is based on part of the book: "Energy - the Problem, Sources and

Generation" written for 10th grade liberal arts students (15-16 year olds). The book was

written especially for those students who are not primarily interested in physics, for whom

the tenth grade is the last grade in which they study physics. These students used to be

taught a "watered-down" version of the regular physics program, but this was found not to

be satisfactory. Therefore a series of short modules was written, dealing with various

subjects which are relevant to everyday life and attractive to that student population.

These units contain a minimum of mathematics yet teach some fundamental principles of

physics.

The Energy book includes six chapters:

1. Energy Sources
2. The Energy Problem: Quantity and Quality
3. Electrical Energy
4. The Sun - an Energy Source
5. The Nucleus - an Energy Source
6. Energy - What Price?

It is shown that the non-renewable energy sources are diminishing rapidly. It is also

explained how these energy sources are used, by means of heat engines, to generate energy.

An attempt is made to present not only the bare facts, but also to expound, in a

reasonably coherent way, the basic laws of thermodynamics and heat transfer. The principle

of generation of electrical energy in a thermal power station is discussed in some detail,

after the laws oi electro-magnetic induction are demonstrated. The students estimate how

much electrical energy per year the country consumes. Thus they are made to understand

the need for alternative energy sources. Two such novel energy sources and the methods by
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which power is generated from them are described. A brief outline of the book is presented

in 'Energy Resources in Science Educatii •."*.

It was recommended that the book be taught in 30-40 periods, but if this is not enough

to cover the whole book (this also depends on the students) the teacher could teach

chapters 1-3, and then either 4 or 5; each of these is self-contained and independent of the

other. Chapter 6 should be taught in conclusion. This chapter is flexible, and can be

discussed with the students in as little as 2-3 periods. That part of the module which deals

specifically with teaching how energy can be generated from the sun's radidtion will now be

described. It is also described briefly in "Energy Resources in Science Education"3.

It is first shown that the sun is the primary energy source for almost all processes

going on on earth (fig. 1), following M. King Hubbert's classical paper4. Moreover, almost

all energy sources are derived from the sun: solar radiation contributes 99.98% to the

energy balance of the earth. The sun radiates energy equally in all directions, but only a

small part reaches the earth (fig. 2). This is measured by means of the Solar Constant K,

the value of which is K = 1350 W / m 2 at the top of the atmosphere (fig. 3). On earth its

value, at noon, is only 1000 W / m 2 . This can be measured by the students as outlined by

1). Ganiel and 0 . Kedem3, and was shown by 0 . Kedem in workshop K (fig. 4). Using

K = 1350 W / m 2 , it is shown that the total power P reaching the earth is 1.7 x 1 0 u W.

This is about 100 000 times the power used by the entire population of the earth. The

question that arises then is: if there is so much power radiated from the si-n, and it is

free as well, why does one need other sources, which are so expensive and hard to come by,

at all? This question is also quite often brought up in the press. The answer the students

arrive at is that although the radiant power is large, it is very dilute. In addition -

sunshine is intermittent, and it varies from morning til l evening and throughout the seasons.

Taking all this into account, one finds that the earth receives, on the average, only

200W/m2 . This is just, enough to heat water in the warmer countries. Very large areas
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Fig. 1: The Sun is the Primary Energy Source.

Fig. 2: Only a Small Part 'of the Sun's
Radiation Reaches Earth
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Fig. 3: The Solar Constant

Fig. 4: Experimental Set-Up for Measuring K
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would be needed for power generation, which means extremely high cost per kWh supplied.

The diluteness of radiant energy incident on earth means that one needs either a long

time or large areas in order to collect sizable amounts of energy from solar radiation. It

took about 600 million years to form the fossil fuels (non-renewdble sources) which are the

result of photosynthesis in green plants. Wind and waterfalls (renewable sources) are

generated by collection of solar power over the large area of the oceans. In the early

seventies the price of oil rose steeply, increasing the cost of electrical energy, and the

running cost of transportation. This gave a boost, all over the world, to research connected

to direct exploitation of radiant energy. The following methods of power generation from

solar radiation were developed in recent years, and are described in this unit.

a) Direct conversion into electrical energy by photoelectric cells, and into heat by solar

panels and the solar pond.

b) Indirect conversion into electrical energy via heat by Solar Ponds and Solar Central

Receivers.

1 . Solar Panels.

The solar panels (fig. 5) for heating water are used extensively in Israel, and were made

compulsory for all new homes, so that almost all students are familiar with them. In Israel

the percentage of energy derived directly from solar radiation k one of the highest in the

world - about 2%!

2. The Solar Pond6.

A Solar Pond is a saline lake in which the concentration of salt increases with depth. The

sun's rays penetrate to the bottom of the lake and lieat it. As a result of this the

temperature at the bottom is about 90°C-100°C, much higher than at the top (20°C-30°C),

because the high concentration of salt at the bottom increases the specific gravity of the

solution there, so it is prevented from rising to the top even when heated. This

phenomenon was first reported and recorded in Hungary by Kalecsinsky7 in 1902. Later on
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it was observed in other parts of the world, as well as near the gulf of Eilath. This

phenomenon can also be demonstrated in school, as was shown by 0 . Kedem in workshop

K. The Israeli scientists R. Bloch and Z. Tabor investigated the phenomenon, and as a

result of their work an artificial solar pond was constructed near the Dead Sea. Electrical

power is generated with novlayer of the solar pond as heat source, and the cold layer as

cold reservoir, by means of a special turbine developed in Israel8 (fig. 6). This turbine

works with an organic vapor (freon) which has a low boiling point. This Solar Pond Power

Station supplies a maximum of 5MW electrical power.

The hot water stored in the pond is also alternatively used for heating hot"-houses in

winter. Although the efficiency of this plant is low ( ( v ' i | ^ t ) , it has some advantages: low

maintenance cost, and built-in storage of heat, as the hot water at the bottom is insulated

from the surroundings by the cool water at the top. This means, that electrical power can

be generated at night as well, and for some time even in the cold season. At one time the

possibility of converting the entire Dead Sea into a Solar Pond was contemplated. In this

project the following problem is encountered: since water evaporates from the top layer of

the pond, the salinity of this layer increases with time, and fresh water has to be added

periodically. This means that large amounts of fresh water have to be added to the Dead

Sea Solar Pond. In order to supply such huge amounts of water the proposed

Mediterranean-Dead Sea canal would be useful. This canal would essentially consist of a

pipeline through which water would flow from the Mediterranean to the Dead Sea (400m

below sea level). This project would make possible the construction of a hydro-electric

power plant, as well as supply the water for the Solar Ponds. The rate at which water

could be allowed to flow into the Dead Sea would be limited by the rate at which water

evaporates from the Dead Sea, thus this project can also be considered a way of using the

sun's radiant energy for power generation.
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3. Solar Central Receiver Plant.

The principle of operation of this plant is the fact, that a concave mirror concentrates

radiation. This fact was already known to Archimedes, who reportedly brrnt the enemy's

fleet with the help of concave mirrors. One such plant, at Barstow, California consists of a

circular field of 1818 concave mirrors, each of area 40m2. These mirrors concentrate the

solar iddiation onto a boiler on top of a tower situated at the center of the field. In the

boiler steam is generated, which is used to drive a turbo-generator. The mirrors are rotated

by means of computer-controlled motors, so that the amount of solar radiation incident on

the boiler is always an optimum. The maximum electrical power output of this plant is

10MW. The efficiency of this plant is higher than that of the Solar Pond ('v 15%), but its

operating cost is very high. It has no built in storage.

4. Photo-Voltaic Cells.

These are at present very expensive, and their efficiency is low (Maximum theoretical

efficiency is 21%, practical efficiency, 12%-15%). They are mainly used in artificial satellites

and space-ships. Recently they were introduced in Switzerland to light mountain-roads, and

in Israel to light bus-stops on the highways.

Students thus learn that the sun as energy source by itself cannot replace conventional

sources. The power output is low, and the price, per kWh, at the present time, is very

high.

In Chapter 6 - Energy - What Price? it is shown that aN methods of power generation

involve some risk. No method is completely safe. The various risk factors inherent in each

method are briefly discussed. Students can be asked to think of various risk factors, and

list the methods of power generation according to the risk involved in each. At the level of

this unit it is difficult to quantify risk, but the following considerations, due Petr Beckman9

are presented. In the U.S., for instance, the No.l killer is road accidents (50 000 deaths

per year) but right after it come accidental falls (20 000 deaths per year). As we have
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seen, the area of a solar power plant like the one in Barstow, has to be very large - say ^

100km2. (The students are asked to work this out for themselves). This area is covered

with tall structures which have to be maintained, and kept clean. In such an installation

there are going to be <T»OWvt}%0ccidental falls. Besides, safety precautions to ensure that the

mirrors will not accidentally focus the solar radiation on populated areas are expensive. It is

interesting to note in this connection that the relative expenditure on safety at Barstow is

of the same order as in a nuclear reactor power plant.

The interdisciplinary character of this unit puts great demands on students and teachers

alike. Principles of thermodynamics, heat transfer, electromagnetism and optics have to be

applied to the problems encountered. Despite this, most teachers claimed that they and

their students enjoyed the unit10.

Energy sources and energy forms are confused by many students, and in some textbooks

as well. It is important to differentiate between energy forms and energy sources, as well

as to know that even though energy is conserved, once heat is produced one cannot fully

convert it back to other useful forms. It is customary to speak about the energy shortage

or crisis, when what is meant is the shortage in fuel, or energy sources.

As expected, the Second Law of Thermodynamics proved the most difficult subject in

this unit. It was found, from questionnaires administered to sample populations, that

students attributed the low efficiency of heat engines (compared to that of water turbines),

to high friction rather than to the Second Law of Thermodynamics.

Since little time is available for teaching this unit^only a few experiments can be carried

out. Some films and videotapes are available for accompanying the subject. Field trips to

conventional, solar and nuclear power stations are recommended. In the first year the unit

was taught, the progress of students was closely followed by visits to classes, and

administration of open and multiple-choice questionnaires. The results were encouraging,
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especially the chapter on the sun as energy source proved extremely popular, and the

average grade in tests administered on this chapter was the highest (76%), with the best

classes scoring 94%10.
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SOLAR ENERGY FOR THE 21st CENTURY
Tadao Sogawa, Electrotechnical Lab AIST
Ministry of International Trade and Industry

Tsukuba-shi T305, Japan

1. GENERAL CONCEPTS OF SPACE POWER STATION (SPS)

Supply of energy resource is a most Important problem which
dominates the prosperity of human beings. Without energy peoples
cannot survive even for a single day.

When fossil fuels like oils and coals dry up and become
end, then what will be the energy resources? For these atomic
power, fusion power and solar energy are considered to take the
place of fosril fuels. Atomic and fusion energies presently have
tough points to resolve the future energy problems due to some
reasons which are widely known in the world.

The utilization of solar energy in space is paid attention
as the future energy resource. To do this we collect the solar
energy in space which does not arrive to the earth, and we can
use it as the resource of space power systems(SPS). Therefore
it does not need any fuels and lands, and the supply of energy is
almost limitless.

The space power station generates the electric power almost
permanently, and it does not produce any pollution like radio-
active materials or carbon-dioxide, because it is neither the
chemical nor the nuclear reaction.

Technically speaking, space power station can be developed
and constructed by combining present various high technologies,
and SPS has no technical problems to break through. This is the
difference between SPS and fusion reactor power generation.

Let us have a look about solar energy. Fig.l shows the
place where solar energy goes after arriving at the surface of
the earth.

The most important point of developing SPS is whether this
extraordinarily huge project is commercially payable and deserves
economical investment. An SPS plant is tryingly designed
as shown in Fig.2. The solar energy collectors consisting of
•olar batteries receive the solar energy in space.

After the collected energy Is converted to a dc power by
solar cells, it is converted to a microwave power which is
transmitted to the rectennas of the ground. A rectenna is the
device In which a microwave receiving antenna and a rectifier
•re combined and connected together, and it converts a microwave
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WHERE SOLAR ENERGY GOES

SOLAR ENERGY ARRIVING AT THE EARTH

!73XI0"kW

DIRECT BEFLECTJON
30%

CONVERSION TO HEAT

(RE-RADIATED)

RAIN CYCLE 23%

WIND, WAVE e t c . 0 .2%

PHOTOSYNTHESIS 0.025%

TOTAL INSTALLATIONS FOR JAPANESE ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
174 x 106 [kW3 ( March 1987)

SOLAR ENERGY TO THE EARTH IS ABOUT 10^ TIMES OF THE JAPANESE
POWER GENERATION FACILITIES
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power to a dc power.

The microwave power means a wireless electromagnetic wave
which is presently used for radio, TV and other facilities. In
SPS higher frequencies, for example 2.45 GHZ, are to be used
for a microwave power transmission.

Since SPS is located in space, it has different points
compared to power stations on the earth. Although lands are
essential for power stations on the ground, SPS in space does not
need any lands. Locations for microwave receiving stations are,
however, necessary and the right for space use may need an
international agreement in future.

SPS may have a time of a solar eclipse as shown in Fig.3.
In the umbra part, temperatures of various materials are so low
like minus several hundreds degrees that the temperature
variations between shadows and exposed parts are qu»te severe.
Because there may be the possibility of the change of materials
by strains, tensions, suppressions or shrinks due to temperature
variations, each part of materials must tolerate these forces.

2. SYSTEMS OF SPS

An output voltage and power of a single solar cell is a few
volts and a few watts. This is not enough to drive an energy
cransmission system. To obtain a commercial electric
generation, large numbers of cells have to be connected in series
and parallels so that the solar cell groups supply a suitable
voltage and current.

Thus collected dc power is conducted to microwave generating
devices after passing through the voltage controller and the
rotary joints.

Fig.4 shows the designed structure of the power generating
part and the microwave power transmission part. As seen in this
figure, suitable numbers of solar cells are gathered in a section
and form the group which feed a reasonable voltage and current
for converting it to a microwave power.

The voltage controller controlls the applying voltage and
current of the microwave generator so that the transmitting
power to the ground corresponds to the demand of a connected
power system. Thus, after the regulated dc power is applied to
the microwave generating tubes, they generate the microwave
power. Then, this microwave is conducted to the transmitting
antenna through wave guide tubes and this becomes the microwave
beam to the ground.

There are presently four kinds of microwave gnerators, which
is considered to be suitable for this purpose. They are
klystrons, magnetrons, amplltrons (controlled magnetrons) and
solid state devices.
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These systems which include wide ranges of the technologies
from the solar power generation to the microwave power
transmission are to be achieved by combining present various
technologies, but there are two problems to research.

The output power of a microwave tube is at most a several
hundreds kilowatts. In order to obtain 5 million KWs microwave
power, several ten thousands of microwave tubes have to be
operated in parallel, so the technology to compose the microwave
output power from many tubes by parallel operation will be
necessary.

Although solar cells have the advantages of high
reliabilities and of no moving parts, they have the disadvantages
of low generating efficiency and high prices. Then the thermal
engines of high efficiencies are also under the consideration as
the SPS system.

Since the SPS is a project of a large scale, it is difficult
to assemble it on the ground and to send it to the space.
Therefore, we send materials of ail parts of SPS to the low earth
orbit where all parts are assembled. Then the assembled SPS is
moved to the main orbit. In other way, we directly send all
parts to the SPS main orbit where space factories are working
for manufacturing SPS parts materials, forming things and
assembling parts.

3. WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION

In order to transmit the electric power from the SPS to the
ground without transmission lines, the use of a microwave power
is considered to be quite reasonable. The reason is that the
microwave power has less attenuation in the rain and the fog when
passing through the atmosphere, it has less dissipation in the
ionosphere, it can be easily converted to the commercial power,
and it gives less interference to the existing communication
systems.

As shown in Fig.4 the microwave beam from transmitting
antenna has to be converged to the rectenna facilities of the
ground as much as possible. After receiving the microwave power
on the earth it is converted to the dc high voltage power, which
is re-converted to a commercial ac power. Fig.5 shows a typical
network circuit supplying an SPS generated electric power to the
existing electric power systems on the ground.

The most important points of the microwave power
transmission is to send the microwave beam to the receiving area
on the ground as accurate as possible, and is to minimize the
reflected and scattered microwave around the vicinity of the
receiving area.

In order to advance the microwave beam straight ahead
without dispersion, the phases of microwaves have to be uniform
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in the surface of sending antenna. If the phases are not
uniform Microwave beans dlspersedly advance. There are several
ways of controlling the microwave beam, and the most general way
is the retro-directive control system.

In the retro-directive system, as shown in Fig.6 a pilot
signal is sent to the SPS from the central vicinity of receiving
rectenna. After the detection of this signal, the controller
controls the phase of reference voltages on the surface of the
sending antenna.

On the other hand, the microwave generator generates the
microwave voltage whose phase coincides with the reference
voltage, and it sends the microwave pcwer from the transmitting
antenna.

Thus, the phases of microwave power on the surface of
transmitting antenna are in phase, and the flux of microwave beam
can be controlled to the same direction.

Energy loss from the output of solar cells to the direct
current of the ground is expected to be about 30 X. Considering
that the transmission efficiency of commercial electric power
systems is about 90 x, the efficiency of 70 X from SPS to the
ground is quite reasonable value.

Table 1 shows the data of the transmission efficiency.

TABLE I EFFICIENCY OF MICROWAVE POWER TRANSMISSION
Cunit in X)

Efficiency of
• aicrowave
generation

Transmission
efficiency of
Microwaves

Collection,
rectifier
efficiency

Total
efficiency

Presently
demonstrated
efficiency

76.7

94.0

64.0

46.1

Expected
efficiency
of present
technology

85.0

94.0

75.0

60.0

Expected
efficiency on
future
development

90.0

95.0

90.0

77.0
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WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
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FORMATION OF ATMOSPHERIC OZONE HOLE
Erno Meszaros

Institute for Atmospheric Physics
Budapest H-1181, Hungary

1. Introduction

The Earth's atmosphere contains a large amount of

free oxygen, which is created by the photosysnthesis of Dlants.

It is wall known that oxyaen plays an important role in the

control of life by making the respiration of animals and men

possible. However, it is less known that their molecules in

the air have an other biospheric importance: the formation

of ozone in the atmosphere between the heights of about 15

and 50 km is due to the presence of oxygen. This ozone layer

absorbs the ultraviolet solar radiation lethal to different

livina species. Owing to this absorption, the air warms up

which results in the formation of the stratosphere.

First, it was speculated /Chapman, 1930/ that only
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oxygen allotropes /O, 0,/ take part in the photochemical and

thermal chemical reactions leading to ozone formation /0,/

and destruction. Later, it became clear that this type of

ozone destruction processes are much slower than believed

earlier. In this way in the stratosphere higher ozone would

theoretically be expected than those indicated by the measure-

ments. For the solution of this problem it was proposed that

free radicals /e.g. hydroxil: OH/, formed from atomie oxygen

and water vapor, also contribute significantly to ozone re-

moval. However, more sophisticated studies showed that even

these reactions are not sufficient to explain real situation.

The problem was solved only in the seventies,when

it was demonstrated that the stratospheric ozone cycle is

controlled by nitrogen oxides /Crutzen, 1971/ and chlorine

species /Molina and Rowland, 1974/.

2. The role of nitrogen and chlorine compounds

Under natural conditions nitrogen oxides /NO, NO.,/

in the stratosphere form from nitrous oxide /N,0/. This gas,

emitted into the air by the microbiological activities

of soils, is chemically inert in the troposphere /the air

layer near the surface in which the temperature decreases/.

In the stratosphere, however, it is desittegrated under the

action of ultraviolet radiation to form nitrogen monoxide /NO/

which reacts rapidly with ozone. The nitrogen dioxide /N0_/

created in this way removes atomic oxygen from the air:

NO + O, = NO, + 0_ iii

N02+ 0 = NO + 02 121

net 03+ 0 = 20,,

According to our present ideas these two reactions remove
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the majority of ozone molecules from the stratosphere' '.

As it can be seen, nitrogen oxides re-form by the above

reactions. This process could continue ad infinitum if

othes species did not react with nitroaen oxides. E.g.:

OH =

Among other things, the above concept is parti-

cularly interesting since it involves the possibility of

the modification of ozone layer by human activities. That

is, supersonic aircraft flying in the stratosphere emit

nitrogen oxydes and the fertilizers used by man can modify

the nitrous oxyde emissions of soils. Without going into

details we note that these effects do not seem to be significant

at present. This is due to the fact that the concentration

of NjO molecules of natural origin is relatively high in the

tropospheric air / <v 0. 3 ppm/.

Much more dangerous are the anthropogenic halo-

carbons /freons/ as it was first pointed out by Molina and

Rowland /1974/. These gases, used as refrigerants, pro-

pellants and solvents, are inert in the troposphere. However,

in the stratosphere, like N20 molecules, are destructed under

the effects of ultraviolet radiation to oroduce atomic

chlorine /Cl/ which reacts immediately with ozone:

15/

net

Cl

CIO

°3

+

+

+

°3
0

0

= CIO

= Cl

= 2°2

+

+

°2

°2

/I/ It should be noted that in the troposphere atomic oxygen

formed by the photolysis of NO, reacts with molecular

oxygen leading to ozone formation. This question is not

discussed in this naoer.
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This reaction chain is disturbed by the following processes

producing so-called "reservoir" species/inactive in ozone

destruction/:

CIO + N0 2 + M = ClNO3 + M /6/

CIO + OH = HC1 + 0 2 HI

It became clear only after the publication of Molina and

Rowland's paper that chlorine of natural origin also mixes

into the stratosphere in the form of methyl chloride emitted

by oceanic ecosystems. However, due to its relatively low

concentration in the upper troposphere /it is about 1000 times

less than that of N_0/, the role of methyl chloride in ozone

destruction process is less important than that of nitrogen

oxydes.

Several numerical model calculations have been carried

out to estimate the effects of anthropogenic halocarbons on

the ozone layer. The results obtained varied as a function of

the rate constants and number of reactions considered. From

the point of view of our subject, the main results can be sum-

marized as follows. The decrease in the total ozone quantity

in a vertical air column becomes higher and higher during

the years to come if halocarban emission continues at its

present rate. The decrease is more significant above higher

geographical latitudes; presently it is about 4 % in spring-

time over both poles. This means that no differences over the

two hemispheres are foreseen by numerical simulation. However,

this idea has turned out to be absolutely wrong after the

discovery of spring ozone depletion over Antarctica.
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3. The Antarctic ozone hole

The ozone hole was discovered by British scientists

/Farman et al.,1985/. By means of ground based spectrophoto-

meters they demonstrated that the spring ozone quantity dec-

reased between 1958 and 1984 by 40 % /ten times more than

predicted theoretically/. After springtime, however, the ozone

layer was always "normal". Further studies also indicated that

this is not the case over the Arctic regions. After its dis-

covery experts were unable to explain the phenomenon. Some

scientists believed that it is caused by chemical orocesses,

while others argued that meteorological parameters play a de-

cisive part. Even some scientists expected that the role of

solar activity or volcanic eruptions cannot be ruled out.

An important series of observations was begun in

1986 by American experts /National Ozone Experiments/ to

look for some answer to these questions. The observations were

carried out at the MeMurdo station /Antarctica/ by ground

based and ballon-borne instrumentation. The program was launch-

ed in August wl.̂ n ozone quantity varied around its usual value.

However, during the next weeks it was depleted by 3 5 %. The

decrease was important particularly between 12 and 22 km. This

indicated that solar activity cannot be essential in the cont-

rol of the process.

Measurements also showed that the nitrogen oxide

concentration was only about the third of the value predicted.

On the other hand chlorine oxides, mostly chlorine dioxide,

were found to be in relatively High concentrations. Thus, the

number of ClO, was 20-50 times higher than theory indicates.

In 1907 an other proaram was organized with inter-

national participation to understand the ozone hole. In this

program, called the Antarctic Airborne Ozone Expedition, to-
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gether with American experts, scientists from the United

Kingdom, Argentina, Chile, France and New Zeeland also took

part. Panama, Peru and Ecuador assured the flights of air-

craft above their territories. The measurements were made by

means of two airplanes of NASA. The first /U-2/ carried out

observations between 12 and 19 km, while the other /DC-3/ was

used below the altitude of 11 km. In the program the usual

meteorological parameters, the total ozone quantity, the

vertical and horizontal variation of ozone concentrations

as well as the concentrations of appropriate chemical species

were simultaneously observed. Beside these characteristics

- and this was a new feature in the program - aerosol particles

and ice crystals were also sampled for further physical and

chemical analyses.

The results obtained can be summarized as follows.

In agreement with previous investigation, in the ozone hole

the concentration of Cl and C109 was very high. At the same

time the concentration of HCl, NO , N0 2 , HNO^ and water vapor

was found to be low. The air was very cold /^v 196 K/ and an im-

portant number of ice crystals was detected. In the crystals

the nitrate concentration was surprisingly important. Finally,

in September 19S7 between 77° ans 90° S latitudes the total

ozone quantity was lower by 50 % than above the mid-latitudes.

4. Explanation of the ozone hole

For understanding the ozone hole, laboratory ex-

periments v/ere also carried out. The results of these experi-

ments indicate /Molina et al., 1987/ that at low temperatures

ice crystals absorb hydrochloric acid /HCl/ molecules. Sub-

sequently, the crystals also absorb chlorine nitrate /ClNO3/
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and in the solid phase the following reaction takes part:

ClNO3 + HCl = Cl2 + HNO3/H2O/ /3/

The chlorine /Cl2/ formed in this way is liberated in gase-

ous form, while the nitric acid trihydrate /the other species

formed/ remains in the solid phase. In other words active

chlorine is liberated from two reservoir species.

The low temperatures necessary for this process

are formed in the stratosphere over Antarctica during winter-

time. However, the ozone hole can be observed in spring since

for the photolysis of Cl~ molecules solar radiation is need-

ed. Inasmuch Cl atoms are present, they react with ozone as

reaction /4/ represents. This reaction is followed by the

reactions /5-7/. Moreover, under the effect of solar radiation,

two chlorine monoxide produce one chlorine atom and one

chlorine dioxide molecule:

/CIO/, + hy = Cl + CIO, IS/

Laboratory studies also show that the process de-

pends on the original concentration of chlorine species. On

the other hand, at a given chlorine concentration the rate of

the reaction /3/ is a function of temperature: the lower the

temperature, the higher the probability of this reaction /and

of the formation of ice crystals/. Considering the fact that

{he stratospheric polar vortex is more intensive over Antarctica

than over the North Pole, the lower stratosphere is generally

colder over Antarctica than over the Arctic regions. In other

words this means that over Antarctica the formation of polar

stratospheric clouds consisting of ice crystals is more probable.
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In this way the differences between the two poles can easily

be explained. It is to be noted, however, that the observations

carried out over Arctic regions during the spring 1988 in-

dicate that the chemistry of the stratosphere is perturbed

even over this area. Thus, one can speculate that the process

is initiated but the ozone depletion is not yet important.

Many atmospheric scientists argue that the Antarctic

ozone hole is caused by halocarbons released by human activiti-

es. Over Antarctica, the concentration of chlorine species is

already higher than the critical values. It follows from the

above concept that the process will continue over lower lati-

tudes /at higher stratospheric temperatures/ if the halocarbon

concentration further increases in the atmosphere, floreover,

laboratory studies also showed that similar heterogeneous

chemical reactions can also be observed, albeit on slower

rate, on sulfate aerosol particles ubiquitous in the lower

stratosphere' '. Thus we can conclude that the danger is

very serious since more intensive ultraviolet radiation at the

surface would result in the increase of skin cancer, in the

decrease of the productivity of agricultural plants and in

the deterioration of oceanic plankton. This obviously means

that our common interest is to avoid such inadver^-tent modi-

fications in the atmosphere.

5. possible ways of prevention

It is self-evident that the ozone depletion in the

stratosphere should be prevented by the reduction or stop of

/I/ Since volcanic eruptions produce a lot of sulfate narticles

in the stratosphere, this involves that over lower latitudes

volcanic activities can sporadically influence stratospheric

ozone /Hofmann and Solomon, 1989/.
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the production and use of halocarbons. It is also obvious

that the problem can only be solved by international conven-

tions. The first step in this direction is the Montreal

Protocol according to which the countries ratifying the

Protocol must reduce the use of halocarbons by 20 % until

1993-1994. Moreover, the reduction should attain the value

of 50 °c until the end of the next decade.

Without discussinq the political and economic

problems related to the Protocol we note that the residence

time of halocarbons in the atmosphere is very long: it is

between 5O and 1OO years. On the other hand our emissions

produce five times more halocarbons than the efficiency of

chemical removal in the stratosphere. On this basis one can

estimate that in 2020 the atmospheric concentration of halo-

carbons will be three times more than the present value, even

if the Protocol will be effective. This short discussion

makes it evident that further international conventions are

needed in the future to ban the use of these harmful materials.
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The issue of global survival should be elevanted to the level of nuclear survival. |
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at American-Soviet meeting
on CO2 greenhouse (1QS0)
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THE BASICS OF THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT
AND THE CARBON-DIOXIDE PROBLEM

Gordon J . Aubrecht I I
Department of Physics, The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43210-1106, USA

Earth runs on energy from the sun. The energy absorbed from the sun
is in long-term balance with the energy radiated by the Earth. This results in
the stability of climate--nearly constant temperatures-over decades. Carbon
dioxide and other gases (trace gases) in the atmosphere raise the temperature
of the Earth to a habitable range. Human-generated increases in these gases is
raising Earth's mean temperature. This mean temperature will have risen

about 2°C by 2050. The temperature will rise more at the poles than the
equator. This rise will cause many new problems.

Radiation Balance
Why is Earth so comfortable? This is a question asked over the

years by many observers. The basic answer is known to all physics
students who have studied blackbodies. While the Earth is not a
blackbody—it is a gray body--it absorbs 70% of the incident solar
energy. This causes it to be at a nonzero temperature. In turn, its
nonzero temperature implies that the Earth radiates in the infrared.
Radiation balance nearly determines Earth's temperature.

As viewed from the sun, the Earth appears to be a circle of
radius R, the radius of the Earth, 6400 km. The solar power flux at
the Earth's orbit is So = 1.4 kW/m2, so that the total power incident
on the Earth is (0.7)[1.4 kW/m2](nR2). Stefan's law says that a body
at temperature T radiates with a power per unit area of oT4; thus the
spherical Earth radiates a total power of (4JIR2) aT4. Setting the
incident and radiated power equal, we find
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kW/m2](nR2) = (4TIR2) OT4 .

Solving for T, we determine
T = [(0.7)(1.4 kW/m2)/4o]1/4

= [(0.245 kW/m2)/5.67 X If/8 W/m2K4]1 / 4

= (43.2 X 108 K4)1/4 = 255 K.
This is a high temperature, but still below the freezing point of water
by almost 20°C and below the mean Earth temperature by 32°C.
Furthermore, different parts of the globe are at different
temperatures. Let us see why.

The global temperature distribution
The solar radiation that falls onto the ground is not the same at

different points on the Earth because earth is not a flat disk as was
assumed in the radiation balance discussion. It is a sphere. The local
normal of an infinitesimal element of surface area dA at latitude 6
has an effective flat area of dA cos 8. Thus, the intensity of the solar
radiation falls off as cos 6 as one moves toward the polar regions [see
Figs. 1 and 2].

xnxcnvt
IMUHIJKI< / 3 >

( b )
Fig. 1. The poles receive a smaller amount of radiant energy per
unit area than the equatorial regions. (a) Earth and the solar
flux. (b) The effective irradiance as a function of 6.
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The difference in radiation results in differences in
temperature among Earth's regions. Winds flow to make these
differences smaller. Cool air moves from the poles toward the
equator; warm air flows from equatorial regions. The moving air sets
up atmospheric cells. The cells nearest the equator are called Hadley
cells. The Coriolis effect causes the winds to swirl within the cells,
setting up the trade winds used by transatlantic sailing ships of
bygone days.

lAHhUrfM-

Bfiutor

Fig. 2. Equal solid angles cover more area near the poles than at the
Equator.

Three-quarters of the globe is water surface, so the oceans play
an important role in absorbing solar energy at one place and
releasing it at another place. Ocean water moves in large volumes
much as the air does, but much more slowly. Water is evaporated
where the intensity is high and falls where the temperature is lower,
releasing its latent heat. The winds and the amount of water vapor
in the air, as well as the temperature, determine the weather.

Weather can change rapidly—it is inconstant from day to day.
The seasons characterize weather over a longer time. Climate
describes the weather in some geographical region averaged over a
sufficiently large number of years. Climate is characterized by
temperatures and deviations from the means; by wind speeds and
their deviations from the means; by rainfall and its deviations from
the means; and so on. By its definition, climate changes relatively
slowly.
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Most studies of climate focus on the air and water and their
effects. The reaction time for air is relatively short [we have all
noticed hot days and cool nights—the air can change temperature
substantially in just a few hours]. The mass of water acts as a buffer,
moderating the temperature swings; it takes a much longer time to
affect climate. The distribution of land masses and the amount of ice
locked up in ice sheets and glaciers also affect climate, but work over
longer time periods; their effects on climate are often ignored.

Familiar physics principles can describe the motion of the
atmosphere. Since the atmosphere is composed of a large number of
particles, we adopt the approach of fluid mechanics and characterize
each infinitesimal bit of gas by its coordinates, velocity vectors, etc.
The air packets obey the ideal gas law [when the air is dry]. Peixoto
and Oort1'2 summarize the equations as

p = pRT (the ideal gas law)

dp/dt = -pV-v (the equation of continuity--mass conservation)

(Newton's second law;
dv/dt = - 2 ( i ) x ? - Vp/p + g + f f is the acceleration

due to frictional effects)

CpdT/dt = Q + a dp/dt (energy conservation
—first law of thermodynamics)

. . , , . (balance of water vapor; q is the specific humidity
^ ° s(q) are sources and sinks of humidity)

In these equations, Q is the net heat rate per mass, a is the specific
volume, v is the relative velocity, and (5 is the Earth's angular
velocity. The temperature depends on height in dry stable air,
increasing with height. The rate at which the temperature of a dry
packet of changes with height is called the adiabatic lapse rate. One
can in principle solve these equations to determine the atmosphere's
motion.
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In practice, one must take averages over cells containing large
numbers of molecules. The cells used are not in any sense
infinitesimal—they may be one or two hundred kilometers on a side
and 10 kilometers vertically. Part of this coarseness comes from the
coarseness of the data themselves; part comes from the need to be
able to calculate results in a reasonable time on the computer.

The fact th?t the Navier-Stokes and other atmospheric
equations are nonlinear had no effect on the nineteenth century
deterministic view that one could solve the weather completely until
the advent of recent ideas of chaos.3'4 We now know that it is not
possible to solve these equations in a deterministic fashion. The
solutions to these nonlinear equations exhibit chaos.

Atmospheric models, "general circulation models," (GCMs) have
been developed by many different researchers.5 These use the
physical equations above along with matching of boundary
conditions along cells and experimental data to try to describe the
climate.

short wavelength (UV, visible)

long wavelength (infrared)

Fig. 3. Glass is transparent to visible light, but opaque to infrared radiation.

The Greenhouse Effect
Everyone here knows that people who get into automobiles
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that have been closed for some time during the summer feel hot. It
is much hotter inside the car than outside. The reason for this is the
car's glass windows and the inability of the air inside the car to
circulate. Solar radiation enters the car through the windows as
visible light. The window glass is transparent to visible light. Inside
the car, the radiant energy is absorbed as described for the Earth in
the first section, and the car interior then begins to radiate more in
the infrared. The window glass is opaque to the infrared radiation of
the 300 K blackbody, and the air cannot rise to be replaced by cooler
air, so the temperature inside rises. Greenhouses keep plants warm
in winter by the same principle. Fig. 3 shows a schematic green-
house trapping radiant energy. The greenhouse becomes warmer.

We shall argue that the greenhouse effect has had a substantial
effect on the Earth. However, Venus is the prime example of the
greenhouse effect. There, runaway greenhouse warming has made
the Venusian surface temperature 470°C!

Because of the fact that some components of the atmosphere
act to trap infrared radiation in the lower atmosphere as a
greenhouse traps infrared radiation, this phenomenon has been
given the name of greenhouse effect. This is a bit inaccurate,
because the air in the atmosphere can move, while the air in a
greenhouse or parked car cai not.

Visible
Region

Infrared Region
SH2O

CO,

1.0'

0.6"

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20
Wavelength (pm)

50 loo

Fig. 4. Clear weather atmospheric absorptance near sea level
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Fig. 46 shows the "atmospheric window," the gap in absorptance
in the visible region, as well as the absorptance of various
"greenhouse gases." The window is open between about 300 nm and
700 nm, with some gaps extending to 12 u.m. These gaps are
important, because they allow infrared radiation to escape Earth.

Note that water vapor plays a large role in infrared absorption.
Water vapor is a large component in the lower atmosphere. One
finds typical values range between 1% and 5%. This raises the
question of the effect of clouds. Do they contribute to warming
overall by the infrared absorption? Do they cause cooling by
increasing Earth's albedo? We shall return to this question below.

Carbon-dioxide (CO2) and ozone (O3) appear in smaller amounts,
but are important in infrared absorption. CO2 appears at a
concentration of approximately 350 parts per million (ppm). The
values differ at various parts of the globe, and also exhibit seasonal
variations. As a result of these gases (and other "trace gases" to be
discussed), the mean Earth temperature is 287 K, not 255 K. It
should be noted that the upper atmosphere is at a temperature of
255 K, as determined by radiation balance. Thus, the greenhouse
effect has always been present during the time human beings have
been alive, and has made it possible for such life to occur.

Fig. 57 shows how the actual energy transfers occur in the
atmosphere. The incoming intensity is assigned 100 units. Of this,
30 units are reflected, 20 units from clouds, 6 units from the air
molecules themselves, and 4 units from Earth's surface. The 70 units
that are absorbed, mainly by the ocean, cause the Earth to radiate
(some 5.1 PW) in the wavelength range of 6 to 60 u.m. Latent heat
and turbulent diffusion transfer 30 units to the atmosphere. Some of
this radiated energy is reabsorbed by the environment. Clouds
radiate 26 units to space. Eventually 100 units are radiated
altogether--the 30 that were reflected plus 70 more overall.

y The greenhouse effect comes from the presence of carbon
!> dioxide and from "trace gases" present in the atmosphere. Where do
j they come from?
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Fig. 5. Earth's radiation budget.
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Sources of CO2
Human beings are adding carbon dioxide to the world at a great

rate, mainly through the burning of fossil fuels. We burn about 3
gigatonnes of coal, 3 gigatonnes of oil, and 1.6 Gm3 of natural gas
each year.8 This puts an astounding 1 tonne of CO2 per human being
into the atmosphere each year. Fig. 6 shows the energy sources in a
developed country (the U.S.). Note that about 90% of the energy used
came from fossil fuels. Table 1 shows the sources of CO2. Note the
large effect of the transportation sector. Table 2 identifies major
sources of CO2 by origin. Figs. 7--99 show total energy use, per capita
energy use, and growth in energy use. As with the U.S., the major
source of this energy is fossil fuel.
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Table 1: Sources of CO2 Table 2: CO2 by region of origin

utilities 35%
industry 24%
housing 11%
transportation 30%

U.S.
U.S.S.R.
developing countries, total
western Europe
China
Japan

26%
21%
20%
17%
11%
5%

Hydro
4.1%

1981 Energy Use 12.9 TVhe

Fig. 6. Sources of energy in the United States, 1981. Note that around
90% of all energy came ultimately from fossil fuels.

Table 3: Where CO2 originates

fuel energy supplied (1980) CO2/unii thru 1980
(ED (man)

since 1980

oil
coal
gas
shale.
tar sands
wood

120
70
50

0
30

1 [standard]
1.25
0.75

1.75

11
26
5

0.7
0.5
0.2

0.0
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Regional Energy Use, 1906 (EJ)
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Vorld Africa Worth South Asia Europe Oceania
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Fig. 7. Energy use for the world and by continent during 1986 in exajoules.

Per Capita Energy Use, 1996 (GJ)

200
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Vorld Africa Voith Sauth Asia Europe Oceania
America America

Fig. 8. Energy use in gigajoules per person per year for the weld and by
continent during 1986.
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Percent Increase in Energy Use
1970—1966

Vorld Africa North Souih Asia Europe Oceania
AmericaAmerica

Fig. 9. Percent increase in energy use, 1970 to 1986.

Not all fossil fuels contribute the same amount of CO2. Table 3
presents the energy supplied [in 1980], the amount of CO2 per unit of
energy, the total CO2 generated by that source through 1980, and the
total supplied since 1980. Coal, of which the world supply is most
abundant, is most productive of CO2. This occurs because the
chemical formula for natural gas is CH4; for oil, it is about CH2; for
coal, it is about CHo.g.

Fossil fuels are not the sole sources of CO2; burning of wood and
deforestation also release COj from temporary storage and increase
the atmospheric concentration. Fig. 10 shows how slash-and-burn
agriculturists in Africa can affect carbon content in local air
masses.10 Experts have been warning that Amazonian deforestation
could have serious effects on the CO2 concentration as well as
destroying soil, increasing erosion, and destroying unique plant and
animal habitats.
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Fig. 9. Percent increase in energy use, 1970 to 1986.

The net result of this human meddling with the environment is
to have increased the CO2 concentration from about 260 ppm a
century ago11 to about 350 ppm now. The CO2 concentration is
known so far back from analyses of air bubbles trapped in Arctic and
Antarctic ice. The ice is crushed in an evacuated vessel, and the CO2
concentration measured spectroscopically. The strength of the
response is proportional to the amount of CO2 present. This CO2
concentration is in agreement with that of 260 to 267 ppm made
from analysis of 13C/12C in tree rings.12 Fig. 11 shows similar results
over the last 150 000 years from ice cores from the Antarctic.13

The famous "Keeling plot" (Fig. 12) shows measurements of
northern hemisphere CO2 made at Mauna Loa, Hawaii since 1958.14

Mauna Loa is very high and Hawaii is about as far from the major
sources of pollution as one can get, so this is clean air. Any change in
CO2 concentration seen here must reflect average atmospheric
properties. The astounding increase of approximately 1 ppm per
year and the seasonal variation in CO2 concentration are clearly
visible. Extrapolation of the mean trend backwards in time results in
a prediction of about 290 ppm for 1860 air, in reasonable agreement
with the measured values. Fig. 13 shows an incomplete record from
Alaska, which also shows the mean CO2 concentration rising.15
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Fig 11. The record of carbon dioxide from 160 000 before the present to
about 1900 from Vostok ice core measurements.

Fig. 12. The concentration (in parts per million) of northern hemisphere atmospheric
carbon dioxide measured at Moana Loa, Hawaii. The dots indicate average monthly
concentartions. The data are from C D . Keeling and represent a 1987 update of results
published in Carbon Dioxide Review: 1982, by Keeling, Barcastow, and Whorf. The
measurements were obtained in a cooperative program between NOAA and the Scripps
Institute of Oceanography.
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350
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Fig. 13. Carbon dioxide concentrations at Barrow, Alaska.

Not all the CO2 goes into the atmosphere; while the atmosphere
takes in 0.52 ±0.04, the ocean takes in 0.37 ±0.04, and phosphorus
matching accounts for 0.02. Fig. 14 shows a schematic view of the
carbon cycle. The carbon cycle is made up of two sources [three, if
the human source is included] and two sinks. The sources are: CO2
from volcanoes; carbonate formation in oceans {2HCO3* + Ca++ -->
CaCC>3 + CO2 + H2O}; and human-generated CO2. The sinks are:
carbonate rock weathering {CaCC>3 + H2O + CO2 --> Ca"1"1" + 2HCO3} and
silicate rock weathering {2CO2 + H2O + CaSiC>3 --> Ca++ + 2HCO3" + SiO2}.
The net result of carbonate weathering and formation is zero change.
The net result of silicate weathering and carbonate formation may be
summarized as

--> CaSiC>3 + CO2.

The cycle operates in long-term balance—the rock part of the cycle
lasts about 500 000 years. For all gases present in the atmosphere in
large amounts, the geological cycles work to stabilize concentrations.
The amount of O2 stored in rock every year, for example, is about the
amount added from weathering.16
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Fig. 14. The Carbon Cycle

Because the concentration of CO2 is so small, though, the
concentrations can change substantially over small times. While the
CO2 concentrations in rock will also change in response to increased
CO2 concentrations in the air, there is a rather long delay. The
residence time in the ocean abysses is several thousand years. The
residence time in the atmosphere is only 10 years. Carbon is stored
in the various reservoirs in large amounts. The atmosphere carries
700 gigatonnes of carbon.17>18tI9 Of this amount, about 140
gigatonnes of carbon is from burning of fossil fuels.20 Plants on land
contain 500 to 900 gigatonnes of carbon, and the soil contains twice
as much.20-21

The oceans contain SO petatonnes of sedimentary carbonates,
38 teratonnes of dissolved inorganic carbon, and 20 petatonnes of
dissolved organic carbon.18 '19 Most carbon in the ocean is in the
form of ions of carbonate or bicarbonate, not dissolved carbon
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dioxide.18 As atmospheric CO2 increases, the oceans take up only 1/9
the increase.18-22

The concentration of CO2 is kept within a rather narrow range.
If it were less than 1/3 its present value, photosynthesis would
cease.16 During the last ice age (see Fig. 11) about 20 000 years ago,
CO2 was present at about 200 ppm.16'23 During the last warm period,
it was about 400 ppm. The record shows that it was possible to have
changes in concentration of 50 to 80 ppm over a period less than a
century. 24

Trace Gases
The most important greenhouse gases, in addition to carbon

dioxide and water vapor (discussed below) are chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs), methane, and nitrous oxide (N2O). Figs. 1525 and 1626 show
how methane has increased since about 1600. Note the doubling that
has occurred between 1900 and the present. The situation for
nitrous oxide over the last two millennia is shown in Fig. 17.27 Note
how fast it, too, is increasing. The CFCs are used as solvents and
refrigerants. Because of their effect on the ozone layer, many nations
have signed the Montreal accord to cut CFC releases in half by 2000.
Nevertheless, these gases will continue to grow, and affect Earth's
warming as well as destroying the ozone layer.

1-6 f

1.2' •

0.8 • - f -4 . •+•-"
1600 1700 1800 1900

Year
Fig.IS. Variations in atmospheric methane in parts per million by volume
over the last few centuries. Data are taken from work by Khalil and
Rasmussen.
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Fig. 16. Variations in atmospheric methane in glacial and interglacial times
from ice cores. Data are taken from work of Stauffer et al.
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Fig. 17. Nitrous oxide trends over the past two millenia. Data are taken from work by Kha
and Rasmussen. Nitrous oxide remained constant until about 1850 at about 285 parts per
billion. Befvjen 1850 and 1988, it rose to 307 parts per billion.

Table 4: 1985 Values for the Trapping of Thermal Infrared Radiation

£2S concentration effect
002
CH4
03
N2O

CFC-11
CFC-12

345 ppm

1.7 ppm
0.01--0.1 ppm

0.304 ppm

2.2 X 10"1 0

3.8 X 10~10

12.9%

-0.44%
-0.34%
-0.34%
-0.02%
-0.03%

reference

a V. Ramanathan and J.A. Coakley, Rev. Geophys. Space Phys. 19, 91 (1978).
b L. Donner and V. Ramanalhan, J. Atmos. Sci., 37, 119 (1980).
c World Meteorological Organization, WM0 Global Ozone Research and Monitoring
Project, Rep. No. 14 of the Meeting of Experts on Potential Effects of Ozone and Other
Minor Trace Gases (World Meteorological Organization, Geneva, 1982).
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Table 5: Effect of Greenhouse Gases on Absorption

relative effect
CO2
CH4
N2O
CFCs

ffrnwth rjitf

0.3
1.1
0.25
5-8

1
25

250
10000

Table 428 lists the greenhouse gases, their concentration, and
the effect on the total radiation of complete removal of the gas, other
things being equal. Table 5 describes the growth rates of the
greenhouse gases, and their effect relative to the strength of the
infrared absorption by carbon dioxide. More detailed information is
gathered in Ref. 9.

The sources of the methane are not completely known. People
have guessed that it comes from flatulence in cattle, whose numbers
are growing as the human population grows; from the digestive
tracts of termites, whose numbers increase as people clear tropical
forests; and from rice paddies, whose area is increasing worldwide.
The figures show that methane is a growing problem.29'30

Nitrous oxide is produced naturally by lightning and volcanoes.
The recent rise in concentration attests to the importance of the
human source—fossil fuel combustion, application of nitrogen
fertilizer, and discharge of sewage.29

Table 6: Increased thermal trapping expected for 2050

gat 2050 concentration increase in trapping

CQz 400--600 0.9-3.2
CH4 2.1-4.0 0.2-0.9
tropospheric O3 0.01-0.2 0.2--0.6
N2O 0.35--0.45 0.1-0.3
CFC-11 7-30 X 10'3 0.23-0.7
CFC-12 2-4.8 X 10'2 0.6--1.4

TOTAL 2.2-7.2

The chlorofluorocarbons will have a pronounced heating effect
(see Table 631). These gases absorb infrared in regions of the
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spectrum that are clear to other atmospheric constituents. They are
extremely strong absorbers, as seen in Table 5. CFC-ll's infrared
absorption is eight times as strong as one of CO2*s principal bands.29

Because of their extreme dilution in the atmosphere, the CFC's
absorption increases linearly with concentration. The net CFC
trapping effect in the year 2050 is expected to be about 67-100%
that of CO2, even though there will be only about one CFC molecule
for every 100 000 molecules of CO2.

«a
o
CO

0.4

0.2

- 0.0
1A

I
a.s
H
a

I
(a)

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

••• Annual Hean

—5 Tear Sunning Hean

Error Estimates
(93% Confidence)

1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980
Tear

Global Warming
If there is additional radiation trapped in the future, we should

expect that the mean Earth temperature should increase. The effect
is expected to be already apparent. Given the rate at which
humanity is pumping greenhouse gases into the atmosphere,
optimists point to the fact that Earth's mean annual temperature,
which had increased by 0.6°C from 1880 to 194032 then dropped by
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Fig. 18. Changes in global mean
temperature, (a) Changes from
the 1931 to 1980 mean values
(dots) end 3-year running mean
values (curve) from 1880 to
1987. Data are from Hansen and
Lebedeff. (b) Changes from
mean values betveen 1880 and
1980 vith the effect of knovn
volcanic eruptions superposed.
Data are from Hansen et al.

0.4

0.2

Volcanic
Eruptions

19*0

-0.2

(b) -0.4

0.3°C from 1940 to about 1970.32-33 Fig. 18a34 shows this history,
and Fig. 18b35 correlates volcanic eruptions with the mean Earth
temperature. One can see that times of increased volcanic activity
coincide with times of decreased temperature. The dip in the
nineteen-forties may be (in the same spirit) an effect of the pumping
of particulates into the upper atmosphere during World War II.
Analyses of the effect of volcanic activity shows that this has
mitigated the consequences of increases in CO2 and other greenhouse
gases.36 One analysis over 800 years shows a very strong CO2 signal,
a weak volcanic signal, and an uncertain effect of a change in the
sun's output.37

We surmise that, without the greenhouse warming caused by
human-generated CO2 and trace gas releases, the Earth could have
seen cooling comparable to that of the Little Ice Age.37 During the
period from about 15S0 to 1850, the world mean annual
temperature was about 1°C less than now.38 This may not seem
much, but during this period, a flourishing Viking colony on
Greenland disappeared, and once-fertile Iceland became locked in
pack ice for 6 to 9 months a year.38'39 Famines occurred in Iceland,
Norway, and Finland, and crop failures were endemic in
Europe.38>39l4° Artists painted severe winter weather in Holland and
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advancing glaciers in the Alps. Glaciers the world over were at their
greatest extent in several thousand years.39 In fact, the advance and
withdrawal of alpine glaciers is a very sensitive indicator of warming
or cooling.

During this same time, the Pueblo Indians abandoned their cliff
homes. The tree line moved from north of the present line to south
of the present line. The Great Plains were wetter during this era,
coining the saying "rain follows the plow," as American farmers
migrated westward. States of the high prairie are relatively dry
during the current warmer period, and will probably dry out more as
the temperature increases.

Another view of the warming shown in Figs. 18 is given in
Fig.19.41 Note how the CO2 curve and the temperature curve exhibit
a similar trend. The atmosphere-ocean feedback loops are complex
and not entirely understood. Nevertheless, the most complex and
realistic models of the atmosphere account for them as best they can.

Fig. 19.

40 80 120 160
Thousands of Tears Before the Present

Changes in temperature compared with the mean carbon
dioxide content over the last 160 000 years.

So-called general circulation models (GCMs) of the atmosphere, which
also incorporate the ocean, typified by the analysis of Manabe and
Wetherald5 in 1967, indicated that a doubling of carbon dioxide
would cause an average temperature increase of 2 to 3°C overall,
with a temperature rise of 8 to 10°C near the poles. Figure 20 shows
more detail of the proposed latitude effect in Manabe and
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Wetherald's GCM.42 There have been more detailed analyses carried
out since 1967 using a variety of GCMs,5 and all obtain very similar
results. The results of Table 7, calculated for a simple one-
dimensional model, hold for more realistic models as well, and lead
experts to predict that the doubling of the preindustrial value of the
CO2 concentration to 600 ppm will cause a rise in temperature of 3°C
± 1.5°C.

0° 45° 90"

Fig. 20. Latitude effect of greenhouse wanning in GCMs.
developed by Manabe and Wetherald.

Latitude
The model was

Table 7: Changes in the atmosphere and their effects in a one
dimensional model of the atmosphere.

Temperature Change (°C)

CO2 (300-->600 ppm)
Solar luminosity (+ 1%)
Stratospheric aerosols (optical density change 0.2)
Tropospheric aerosols (optical density change 0.02)
Land albedo (+0.05, implying global change 0.015)
Low clouds (2% of globe)
Middle clouds (2% of globe)
High clouds (2% of globe)
Nitrous oxide, N2O (0.28-0.S6 ppm)
Methane, CH4 (1.6-3.2 ppm)
CF2CI2. CF3C1 (0—2 ppb)
Ozone, O3 (—25%)

2.8°
1.6°

-1.9°
-1.2°
-1.3°
-1.4°
-0.4°
0.9°
0.6°
0.2°
0.5°

-0.5°
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We have seen that carbon dioxide acts as a trap for infrared
radiation. Hence, increasing the carbon dioxide content of the
atmosphere warms the Earth; this means more water vapor in the air
(the warmer the air, the more water it can hold), which warms the
atmosphere still more. However, Ramanathan and colleagues have
raised the question of the effect of clouds, rather than water vapor
per se.43 Recent comparisons of GCMs by Cess et al.44 find general
agreement among all the different models except for the effect of
clouds.

Consider again radiation balance. Let us define the rate of heat
input per unit area,

H = (solar input - radiated output)/area,
H = [(l-a)fS0](jcR2) - (4TIR2) <TT4]/4JIR2,

= (l/4)(l-a) So-oT4.
Here, So is 1.4 kW/m2, the solar constant, and a the albedo, 0.30 ±-
0.03. Radiation balance means that, in the long term, H = 0. Any
forcing of the system, AF, leads to a change in temperature, AT, such
that H remains 0. We call the parameter relating them X. Thus, AF =
X AT. A change in F may arise from changes in emitted flux,
secondary changes in albedo or cloudiness, anthropogenic change, etc.
The parameter X is given as

X = dF/dT + (1/4) So da/dT.
The emitted flux, F, depends on the concentrations of carbon dioxide,
water, CFC-11, CFC-12, nitrous oxide, and so on, as well as the solar
constant (assumed really constant) and the albedo. The parameter X
may be calculated in GCMs-giving about 3.3 W/m2/K-or measured
by satellite-giving about 2 W/m2/K. The agreement is reasonable,
but not spectacular.

Take (J to be the proportion of the sky (or sky region) covered
by clouds. Then we may write

F = p Fo + (1-p) Fc = Fc - p (Fc - Fo).
The last term is the forcing term. The forcing term, p (Fc - Fo), is
broken into its long wave (infrared) and short wave (visible)
components, CLW and Csw- The forcing can be measured by satellite.
The long wave forcing is expected to be positive, i.e., it causes
warming. This is the familiar greenhouse effect. The short wave
forcing is expected to be negative, because clouds should (mostly)
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reflect visible light. The preliminary satellite measurements43 give
CLW = 30.1 W/m2 and Csw = -46.7 W/m2. The near cancellation
observed was unexpected. For comparison, the doubling of the
carbon dioxide concentration by 2050 is expected to contribute 4
W/m2 and the melting of pack ice near the north pole can change the
regional flux by 50 to 100 W/m2.

A recent hypothesis to explain the lack of compelling evidence
for greenhouse warming is that human-generated SO2 molecules act
as cloud condensation nuclei and differentially cool the northern
hemisphere. Such an effect would tend to mask the greenhouse
effect and raise difficulty for the clouds in the models.45

As the temperature is raised, liquid water can hold less carbon
dioxide gas in solution, further increasing the carbon dioxide
concentration in the atmosphere. Feedback loops in the ocean have
to do with the fact that current surface water is more acidic than the
deep water. As this water circulates, it will cause calcium carbonate
to dissolve, releasing more carbon dioxide into the seawater; much of
this CO2 will be released to the atmosphere over a several hundred
year time period.46

Table 8: Warmest Years during the last Century

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1988
1987
1983
1981
1980
1976 . . .

Atmospheric scientist J. Hansen stirred some controversy when
he labeled the heat wave and drought of the summer of 1988 as
proof that the greenhouse effect was at work during testimony
before a subcommittee of the U.S. Senate during that time.47

Subsequent research has implicated changes in the El Nino as the
cause of the weather pattern,48 but atmospheric scientists [who
almost all believe in the reality of greenhouse warming] are more
skeptical of the claim that we have actually seen the greenhouse
effect in action. The indication that cloud cover effects differ among
the GCMs used to make predictions supports the skepticism.
Nevertheless, as Table 8 shows, the warmest years on record to
cluster in or near the 1980s.49
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This list may result from a statistical fluctuation, but it looks
suspiciously more like a realization of greenhouse warming. There is
also circumstantial evidence to be found in the rise observed in sea
surface temperatures of approximately 0.5°C during the current
decade.50

Agricultural Changes Stemming from Increased CO2 Levels
The species of plants grown in each region of the world would

have to change. After a glacial episode when climate changes,
vegetation does shift. Plant communities persist in their original
habitats long after the climate change has altered them unfavorably—
about two millenia separate climate changes from the consequent
changes in vegetation.5'

Farmers use plant crops to make their living. They would
likely change both their crops and their farming methods. Many
might just move northward. A study predicted a shift in the U.S.
corn belt of 175 km SSW or NNE for each 1°C change in the growing
season mean daily temperature.52 Projections indicate yield
decreases in the major crops of 2 to 12 percent: The South Dakota
yield, for example, is predicted to decrease 11 percent, while the
Kansas yield decrease will be 5 percent.53 Soil moisture would
decrease in the Great Plains, western Europe, northern Canada, and
Siberia.54 This moisture is crucial for the germination and
maturation of typical crops. Historically speaking, changes in grain
available for world trade of about 1% have caused prices to
increase.55 An increase of 1°C increases the rate of forest respiration
(the decay of biomass, with release of carbon dioxide), as
extrapolated from measurements made on Long Island, by 3 to 25
percent.56

There may be favorable consequences—for example, increased
CO2 concentrations close stomata in plants, reducing water loss.53

Several groups have claimed evidence for this effect, but the studies
are not definitive.58 Waggoner and other workers have estimated
that crop yields may increase from 3 to 12 percent because of this
mechanism,59 although tests have shown that, while many plants
grow faster in increased CO2 environments, many also grow more
slowly.53 Photosynthesis appears to work best at CO2 concentrations
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of around 600 ppm, which is the value predicted to be achieved by
2050.

We have seen the historical record of decreases of 1°C in
temperature: The change in Icelandic mean temperature during the
Little Ice Age shortened the growing season there by about 2 weeks,
with catastrophic effects. The response to temperature increases of
1°C is not so clear, but the record does show that the climate was
wetter in North Africa and India in such times.60 In the drier
American Midwest, the growing season will be shortened by about
ten days, droughts will become more frequent, and irrigated farms
will be in trouble, because they depend for supply of irrigation water
on the small difference between rains and evaporation.59

If CO2 doubles, what are now the fruitful areas of the
Mediterranean, the United States, and the USSR will probably become
tropical deserts; northern Canada and Siberia will warm up and
become wetter.61 The boundary between permafrost (or tundra) and
normal soil moves north by 100 to 200 km for each degree Celsius of
temperature increase.62 Much more of Canada should be able to
grow wheat, and wheat production in the southern Great Plains will
decrease.63 In the warm Altithermal era, from about 5000 to 10,000
years ago, rain decreased by 10 to 25 percent over the American
midwest64 while temperature rose by 0.5°C to 2.0°C. Africa was
much wetter then; Lake Chad had ten times its present area.60 The
GCMs predict a larger increase in rain and runoff at high latitudes.
Between latitudes of 35° and 45°, there is predicted to be less rain
and more evaporation.I8-19-65

There will certainly be arguments over water in the arid
regions of the world. The Colorado River Compact among western
states in the United States was developed in the 1930s, during a
wetter era than now. Since there appeared to be more water
available then,55 more water from the Colorado River was allocated
than actually flows. The states are now all trying to obtain all the
water they are due, and this has caused problems. The United States
has had to build a desalination plant to lower the salt level to that
required by a treaty with Mexico. It is expected that a 1°C rise in
temperature would reduce river flow by 25%; a 2°C rise would cause
a 40% decrease in the flow.59 This would be a catastrophe for
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irrigated agriculture in this dry region. These problems will be
duplicated wherever water is scarce.

Of course, the greenhouse warming will permit growing at
more northern latitudes, but these soils are generally poorer than the
ones that would be covered by the water. In addition, warm periods
have often resulted in dust bowl conditions in central continents.

Sea Level Rise
Sea Level Rise Sea levels have risen 140 mm over the last

century, with a 230 mm rise in the last fifty years.66 Peltier and
Tushingham67 found that, suitably filtered, there is a globally
coherent rise of 2.4 ±- 0.9 mm per year at the present time. Part of
the rise (30 to 60 mm) is due to thermal expansion66 as a result of
the 0.5°C rise in temperature since 1880. So much dam building has
occurred during the last half century that less rise has been seen
than there would have been without storage of 3000 to 6000 km3 of
water.68 '69 We have stored about 125 km3/year in reservoirs, but
we would need a rate of 500 km3/year to stop all the rise in sea
level.68

Since the temperatures will rise more near the poles, the north
polar ice cap, which is only meters thick and rests on seawater, will
melt. While there will be no rise in water level (just as a full glass of
water with ice cubes floating in it does not overflow when the ice
melts), an open Arctic Ocean would be wanner by 10°C at the edge in
winter. No one really knows how this will affect the climate. One
predictable way it would affect climate is that such a melting would
strengthen the climatic trend by decreasing Earth's albedo,8 since ice
reflects sunlight better than open water or ground.

In the Antarctic, part of the ice sheet (the Ross ice shelf) lies
over seawater, but is anchored to the ice on the continent itself. The
Ross ice sheet is much thicker than the north polar ice. It is
currently at average temperatures of -4 or -5°C, but the will melt
when the average temperature exceeds 0°C. The greenhouse

;• warming could melt these ice sheets over a few decades.70 The rise
': in sea level due to melting of the Ross ice shelf is 6 meters or so.
(i Even such a small r ise would drown most world seaports , and flood
3 some of the world 's most fertile soils .
•3
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A total of 10 million square kilometers of land would
disappear, 70 percent in the Northern Hemisphere, if the sea were to
rise 10 m.69 The United States would lose only about 2 percent of its
land area, but one-quarter of Florida and Louisiana would be flooded,
as would one-sixth of Delaware and the District of Columbia, one-
eighth of Maryland, and one-tenth of New Jersey (mostly heavily
developed land near New York City).71 About 12 million people
would have to be relocated in America alone, and $300 million in
property would be flooded.71 Low-lying parts of the Gulf coast,
including the city of New Orleans in Louisiana and Miami in Florida
as well as most of Washington, D.C., the seat of national government,
would be under water.71 Europe would lose a substantial area and
several major cities to the sea.

Rapid sea level change is associated with climatic change. Sea
level has changed rapidly at the beginnings and endings of glacial
episodes.72 About 95 000 years ago, sea levels rose by 15 to 20 m
inside a century.68 If the heating is prolonged enough, the Greenland
and Antarctic ice sheets (about 8% and 90%, respectively, of the total
ice in the world) would melt over a period of centuries bringing the
sea level up another 60 m or so.73 The shore lines of the continents
will be very different.

Minimizing the Impact of the Greenhouse
Even a drastic reduction to half of today's fossil fuel use by a

century from now is not likely to prevent the CO2 concentration from
climbing to about 450 ppm without some major change.6173 Wider
use of nuclear energy or development of viable solar energy would
slow the greenhouse warming by decreasing emissions of CO2.73'74

Conservation and prevention of waste of energy is a necessity. More
recycling, better urban planning, use of automobiles with greater
efficiency can all help.75 In view of the possible advantages to be
gained by two very northern countries, perhaps the USSR and Canada
might be tempted to encourage continued reliance on fossil fuels, but
there is no such advantage for the United States or most European
countries.

Greenhouse warming may be inevitable in the long run. If the
world finally finds it must live with the greenhouse effect, it would
be nice to have time during which to adjust. The best prospect for
supplying such a pause is the growing of billions of trees. The
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planting of trees is a certain way to delay the onset of the
greenhouse era. This idea was first proposed in 1976 by F.J. Dyson
and G. Marland.76 Young trees can absorb large amounts of CO2 as
they grow. Older trees store the CO2 for long periods, and many
species live for up to 100 or more years. The problems with the idea
are political, not practical. A recent estimate of the one-time cost of
planting enough trees to absorb 2 to 3 gigatonnes of carbon per year
is $186 to $372 billion.77

We already know that deforestation of some 7 to 20 million
hectares per year (mainly in the tropics) is pumping about 1
gigatonne of carbon per year into the atmosphere. About half the
tree cover originally on the Earth before the beginnings of
agriculture has been cut.76 Planting some 5 to 6 times the number of
trees currently being cut should lead to absorption of the 5
gigatonnes of carbon per year needed to absorb the human-
generated carbon. Two estimates have been made of the actual area
needed to absorb all the carbon currently being produced.

G. Marland78 of Oak Ridge estimates, on the basis of
measurements of carbon fixation by American sycamore trees on a
plantation in Georgia, that one hectare absorbs 7.5 tonnes per year,
so some 7 million km2 wo ' ' be needed to fix all the being released.
For comparison's sake, 7 1, iilion km2 is about the area of Australia,
1/3 the area of North America, or 1/4 the area of Africa.

F. Myers79 of the World Wildlife Fund instead used tropical
pines and eucalyptus to estimate a net fixation of 10 tonnes of
carbon per hectare per year. This translates into a need for an area
of approximately 5 million km2. Five million km2 is about 1/2 the
area of the United States, China, Canada, or Brazil. Alternatively, one
could visualize it as the area of 2 Argentinas or 5 Egypts.

We must be careful not to leave the impression that all
reforestation must be carried out in the tropics. Every area of Earth
can participate in the planting project. Wiih such global
participation, the greenhouse warming can be put off for several
generations.

Yet even this only delays the effects of greenhouse wanning.
There is still some controversy about whether there will be problems
as large as indicated, as shown above in the disagreements among
GCMs with clouds. The results are serious enough so that
governments should act together to solve this problem whether or
not scientists are certain of all the effects.
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THE BASEL MANIFESTO
German Physical Society

German Meteorological Society

European scientists formulated these recommendations for the Ecumenical Assembly of
European Churches (Basel, 15-21 May 1989). The text was prepared by the represen-
tatives of the German Physical Society and German Meteorological Society. The final
recommendations were accepted by the scientists participating in the Hearings of the Eu-
ropean Physical Society, coming from England, Hungary, FRG, India, the Netherlands,
Switzerland and the USSR. It was a consensus, that the problems expressed in the Man-
ifesto are of educational relevance in large extent, therefore they are important not only
for the churches but for the schools as well.

Threat of a second Great Flood

The present warming-up of the Earth is not natural, but provoked by mankind. If this
continues at the present rate, our grandchildren will be. confronted with a flood of Biblical
proportions: glaciers will melt, the ocean will expand and countries like Bangladesh will
be flooded; rich soils in sub-tropic countries will become steppes, the natural boreal woods
will die. Due to uncontrolled release of carbon dioxide and other trace gases into the air -
especially of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) and methane - the protecting natural green-house
effect of our atmosphere will be increased in a very dangerous way. In this process the
burning of fossils fuels, such as coal, oil and natural gas, is the biggest problem. If we are
to prevent a clvmaiic catastrophe, we must stop this development now.

In accordance with the warning of German meteorologists and physicist, as well as with
the recommendations of the world conference on Ths Changing Atmosphere in Toronto
in 1988, we emphasize that the consumption of fossil energy should be reduced world-wide,
at latest within 50 years, to one third. Europe has to give an example in reaching this
aim, as the industrial nations - which represent a fifth of mankind - are responsible for
the emission of more than half on the COj and the main part of the emission of CFCs.
These countries, having caused most of the damage, should participate - according to the
originator principle - in the demanded restrictions with a greater than average reduction.
Therefore we believe the following to be absolutely necessary:

Two European Conventions

1. The only possibility to achieve a rapid reduction of the growth of the green-house
effect is the ban on any production of CFCs. Furthermore the ban of these chemicals is
absolutely imperative because they reduce the Ozone layer of the Earth dram.atic.ally. The
Ozone layer is the natural filter against the damaging UVradiation of the Sun. hidependent
of the green-house effect of CFCs, their continued release into the atviosphcre would be an
irresponsible experiment: An increasing JV-radiation on the Earth's surface would damage
all biological organism. An interruption of the nutrition chain jnight thus result.

2. A European agreement should regulate the yearly reduction of fossile fuel consump-
tion. The obligatory aim should be that in 25 years from now - thus by the year 2015
the average person does not consume more titan the equivalent of 1 ton coal per year.
Tilt: unit of 1 ton of coal is equal to 870 liters of mineral oil. This concern) the fossile
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fuel parf of the primary energy, including all indirect parts coming from the use of public
services, industrial products, etc. This represents a considerable reduction of the actual
consumption of, on average, 3.5 tons of coal per person and year in Europe. The share, of
the non-fossile energies of total primary energy consumption,i.e. renewable energies and
nuclear power, is of Ie3s importance, amounting to 1 ton annually now.

The suggested goal is only to be reached with tremendous efforts, considerable develop-
ment of new technologies and government related measures. A price increase of the energy
would be very difficult to support by our economy on short terms, but on long terms the
development of new technologies will strengthen our position on the world market.

Standard Values for Future Energy Supply in Europe

We propose
A) The energy consumption must be cut in half by efficient exploitation.

In search of solutions to reduce the energy consumption in the form of fossile fuel, energy
savings in industry, households and traffic have ike first priority. With government aids
and strict regulations, this objective is absolutely attainable for nearly all our needs within
the proposed time interval.

B) The total primary energy consumption (including nuclear energy and all
renewable energy sources) should not exceed the equivalent of 3 tons of coal per
person and year. The contribution of non-fossil energy suorces to the average annual
energy consumption in Europe should therefore amount to 2 tons of coal equivalent per
person. This means a doubling as compared to the present value. For the choice, security,
environmental compatibility and flexibility of energy supply have the highest priority.

Therefore we recommend - also in the interest of the Third World - a large devel-
opment of renegerative energy sources and especially of .*olar energy. This requires
not only an important pmmotiov nj future technologies but also an efficient governmen-
tal support for large-scale prodvi turn and marked introduction. The national expenditure
could amount to 1-2% of the respective gross national product (GNP). But even with an
important subsidy, the development of solar and wind < n, r/jy exploitation in the frame of
today's possibilities u limited. One ton of coal-equivalent marks the attainable limit which
could he reached after enormous efforts.

Therefore, we cannot renounce the use of nuclear t.ui-.rgy in the near future. But
also in the nuclear energy field, new technologies must be introduced. Smaller reactors
can be built with inherent security and with extreme limitations of damage, in case of an
excursion. They could be built and operated in a decentralized way in the vicinity of town.*
to provide them with heat. Furthermore, by encasing nuclear fuel elements in ceramic
coatings, problem of final storage and proliferation could be generally avoided. Under these
conditions nuclear energy usage could be envisaged to a somewhat greater extend throughout
Europe than is the case at present. From these arguments it results that:

C) We must strive for equal distribution of the three mentioned energy
sources to the European energy supply in the year 2015, i.e. one ton each from fossil,
from nuclear and from reneviable energy sources. For the middle of the next century we
have to keep in mind that the emission of CO2 has continuously to be reduced.
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Global Problems

The world-wide restructuring of energy supplies demands a large co-operation between
the industrial countries and the rest of the world in form of transfer of know-how, direct
transfer of technologies as well as generously granted credits. The energy saving potentials
could thus be used in the most rapid and beneficial way. But even in this case the problem
of Asia and the southern countries weigh heavily: as the population there will grow in
the foreseeable future, fixed national levels of COi emission cannot be set on the basis of
today's per capita consumption. Just for these countries, however, changes of climate will
have devasting effects. It is therefore extremely urgent to find humanly supportable ways
to stop the explosion of the population growth. We all should come to the understanding
that the available energy for a decent human life in this world is much more limited than
population, the emission of methane evidently will rise. Today's contribution of methane
to the warming-up of the Earth is as important as that coming form CFC's.

To avoid a climate catastrophe, the per capita consumption of one ton of coal equiva-
lent of fossil energy can only be tolerated as long as the world population does not surpass
7 thousand million people.

Climate Catastrophe Provoked by a Nuclear War

In spite of all the menacing climate deteriorations, the most important acute dan-
ger for mankind is still the possible climate shock provoked by the outbreak of nuclear
winter due to an unintentional nuclear war. Recent calculations have indicated that the
dangers known since 1983 must continue to be taken seriously. After a nuclear exchange,
cold, loss of harvest, hunger and epidemic deseases would render survival for men and
cattle rather impossible on the northern hemisphere. We cannot ignore the possibility of
an unintentional nuclear war releated to human or technical failure. In view of these
dangers it is imperative to reduce drastically the world-wide nuclear weapon arsenals. Po-
litical propositions for Radical Weapon Cuts - down to about five percent of the present
arsenals of superpowers - have been made in East and West. But they have to be put into
reality. Such radical reductions would avoid the most terrible dangers. Future generations
will in any case consider the present nuclear weapon arsenals as suicidal and a needless
waste.

Recommendations to the European Churches

Facing the dangers and risks of climate deteriorations, we call on the European
churches and their authorities to guide in the indispensible reversal of thinking. They
should plead for European leadership in reducing energy consumption, both on the national
and on the individual level, as well as on avoiding dangerous trace gases.

As a first step we urge the Consilium Conferentiarum Episcopalium Europae and the
Conference of Europan Churches in 1990, to follow carefully the debates at the Geneva
conference for the revisal of the Montreal protocol. They might take advantage of their
authority to support complete interdiction of CFC production throughout Europe. Churches
can help in finding regulations in favor of a fast transition toward world-wide ban of these
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chemicals. The situation of the Third-World countries concerning substitutes should, be

taken into consideration, in a fair way.
On medium range terms, the churches are in demand for stressing more efficient use of

energy, putting all efforts on increasing public acceptance of necessary discomfort entailed,
e.g., by noticeable energy taxes. Churc! es are in addition called to focus on long-term
goals encountering ethic standards which may include for instance equal quota of fossile
fuel energy consumption for every world citizen.

Finally the churches are asked to look for unconventional ways and new creative ideas
to meet the challenge of stopping the growth of world population. A change will then be
given to get the devasting green-house effect down which otherwise endangers the. living
and the future generations.

Facing the unimaginable risk of existing stockpiles of nuclear wiiipoTis, we appeal to
the authorities of the European Churches to support strongly and without reservation the
request for immediate and radical reduction of nuclear weapons, which has been demanded
from many sides and also been postulated by the German Physical Society.

SUPERSTITION
Eric M. Rogers

Princeton University
"Our grandchildren axe our immortality"

Janet Tran Rogers

Most of us have some superstitious beliefs, even behaviours, based on fears or tradi-
tions, and held secret. Some of our superstitions are dangerous such as out-of-date medical
ideas, and ^ear of nuclear dangers in power stations.

We need some secrets and should treasure them if they are harmless. So we should
not necessarily try to throw them out as uncivilized. But we might very usefully try to
shift some of them to more harmless fields: from medicine and cranky food to... well to
what?

For many years I have advocated the teaching of simple planetary astronomy as a
move against superstitious astrology. In my old age I welcome an enthusiasm for astrology
as a safe refuge from some other more dangerous prejudices. Of course I myself regard
astrology as trivial nonsense but I now suggest a shift to astrology from some forms of
medicine and some aspects of nuclear fear. For a longer future, I now suggest we might try
moving some public prejudices concerning nuclear fuels onto harmless astrology instead.

Seriously, in dealing with oil resources yet to be discovered I suggest an upper limit:
imagine the Earth's surface just a hollow skin completely filled with oil. How long could
all that oil last? At the exponentially growing rate of using oil that would last only a few
centuries. (See a disturbing paper by A. A. Bartlett. Amer. Journal of Physics. Vol. 46,
Sept 1978 pp. 87C-888.) Unless we can establish controllable nuclear fusion the near future
seems dark and chilly and my wife's hope (see the motto) may prove wrong.
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